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The Fisher CÁ5150 cassette deck. 
Gorgeous up close. 

Even better from a distance. 
Great styling and state- 

of-the-art performance are 
two things this new Fisher 
cassette deck has plenty of. 

But it's got something 
even more exciting: full - 
function remote control- 
without wires! It's the first 
tape deck ever to offer this 
sensational feature. 

Think of it: by touching a 
button on the remote infra- 
red transmitter, you can. 
control Play, Record, 
Pause, Stop, Fast Forward, 
and Rewind módes-from 
up to 20 feet away! You can 
record, edit, search, and Is - 
ten to cassettes-without 
leaving your easy chair. 
And the CR5150 is just plain fun 
to operate. 

Wireless control would prob- 
ably make the CR5150 a big - 

seller even if its performance was 
only average. But Fisher went all 
out, and gave it 3 heads for 30- 
19,000 Hz response, dual- 
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process Dolby** for 68dB S/N 
ratio, and a servo -controlled 
transport with 0.04% wow & flut- 
ter (WRMS). Superb specs that 
only a handful of ultra -high 
priced cassette decks can match. 

Feature -wise, there's a built-in 
digital clock that will turn on the 
CR5150 deck (or your receiver) 
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to record anything you 
want at a preset time, 
whether you're home or 
not. The clock display dou- 
bles as an electronic tape 
counter with memory re- 
wind. Silky -smooth, 
feather -touch buttons con- 
trc,l the solenoid tape 
mechanism. 

But considering the 
prices of other decks with 
similar performance and far 
less features, the Fisher 
CR5150 at $650* has to be 
one of the greatest values in 
high fidelity today. No mat- 
ter how you look at it. 
Available at better audio 
stores or the audio depart- 

ments of fine department stores. 
'Manufactures 's suggested retail value. Actual selling 
price determined solely by the individual Fisher dealer. 

New guide to buying high fidelity equipment. 
Send $2 for Fisher Handbook, with name and 
address to Fisher Corp., Dept H, 
21314 Lassen St., Chatsworth, CA 91311. 

FISHER 
The first name in high fidelity.® 
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CR5150 
©1979 Fisher Corp., Chatsworth Calif. 91311 "Dolby is registered trademark of Dolby Laboratories. 
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Would you have bought? The Digital 
atch coax 

Hundreds of consumers took part in an experiment. 
What it proved can be a lesson to us all. 

The story we are about to tell you is the 
absolute truth. The persons involved, how- 
ever, will not be mentioned in order to protect 
their reputations. 

It began about six months ago when an 
enterprising watch manufacturer in Hong 
Kong started producing watches that were 
exact copies of the Seiko chronograph alarm 
selling in the United States for $300. 

The Hong Kong version was sold to several 
American watch manufacturers for approxi- 
mately $25. These companies in turn contact- 
ed several American mail order companies 
and offered the watch to them for around $50. 

Soon, all you saw in newspapers and maga- 
zines were watches that looked like the Seiko 
but were selling for between $60 and $100. 
Although each watch had a different name, 
they were all made by the same manufacturer. 
Even JS&A was selling them. 

Many of the other mail order companies had 
just started in business and were not finan- 
cially stable. if service would ever be required 
and the company vanished, the watch would 
be useless. 

A friend of ours, who was also in the mail 
order business, told us that for a low enough 
price the American consumer would be willing 
to buy anything, regardless of the stability of 
the company. 

To prove his point, he made us an offer. If we 
could supply him with those digital watches, he 
would prove that the American consumer did 
not pay attention to who was offering the watch 
and only cared about price. We accepted his 
challenge. Prices had been dropping and the 
cost of our stainless steel model was now $38. 

Our friend ran a small ad in the south- 
western edition of a consumer publication 
offering our watch for $39.95. The ad cost him 
only $72. It had no trial period, no accuracy 
claims and the name of the company used in 

the advertisement had never appeared be- 
fore. His customers had to send in a check with 
their order and there was a $3.00 postage and 
handling charge. Even the name of the watch 
was not shown. 

When the response came in, even our friend 
was amazed. There were 38 orders, and he 
made a small profit. He delivered the watches 
and proved his point. 

A smart consúmer, however, would have 
never taken this gamble-at any price. He 
would have made sure the company was sub- 
stantial, able to back their claims, and assure 
himself that the company would be around for 
awhile to service his purchase. 

3995 
Full Function 
Chrono Alarm 

t now 
_,.¡-11 tot S100. h with 

You've. seen ¡t advertised 
gold -tone 

it's $39.95 It's afull-function 
chronograph 

alarm. In silver -tone at $39.95, i 
and hand- 

ling. 

95. please add $3.00 postage 
orders only. No COD's. 

please add 5% sales tax. 
ling. Checks or money 

Illinois residents 

Send to the address below. 
Factory _-._ . Watch 

This ad was a hoax designed to prove the 
gullibility of the American consumer. 

Indeed, not all those who responded were 
gullible. There were 62 letters from people 
who did not buy but asked for either more 
information, the name of the manufacturer, or 
the right to return the watch if it wasn't any 
good. There were several inquiries made 
directly to the publication and a few to the 
Better Business Bureau. 

There were more consumers who investi- 
gated the offer than those who took the bait 
despite the tempting price. That was encour- 
aging for us. 

But this story took an interesting twist after 
the experiment. The American watch com- 
panies handling the Hong Kong watch were 
getting overstocked. Prices were starting to 
drop and a few of the companies were indeed 
going out of business. 

About this time, Texas Instruments intro- 
duced their new Chrono Alarm. It looked 
almost identical to the Seiko, but its features 
made it far superior. 

The TI watch glows in the dark. A small 
tritium phosphor capsule, sealed by a laser 
beam, is located under the display. When the 
lights dim, the display appears to glow. You 
avoid the button pushing and component 
failures that are -possible with watches that 
have miniature light bulbs inside. 

And the features of the TI are the same as 
those of the Seiko plus a few more. The TI 
watch has a full -function chronograph, 12 or 
24 -hour time selectability, quartz accuracy to 
within 15 seconds per month, and a really fine 
quality case. 

We felt that the TI Chrono Alarm had better 

quality and more features than anything else 
on the market, but it was priced at $125- 
higher than the Hong Kong watches. 

So we tried another experiment. We offered 
the TI watch in a small advertisement in our 
catalog opposite an ad we created for the 
Hong Kong watch selling for $69.95. The TI 
watch generated four times the number of 
orders than the Hong Kong version. It was this 
test that convinced us to offer the TI watch in a 

national advertising campaign. 
We are not showing you the Texas Instru- 

ments watch in this ad. First, it looks identical 
to the Seiko version and secondly, if we 
showed it and you just read the headline of this 
ad, you might think that the TI watch was "The 
Digital Watch Hoax" which of course it isn't. 

The TI watch will be sold in a few select 
stores shortly. Or you can order now directly 
from JS&A. We promise you prompt delivery 
and something even the stores don't offer- 
the opportunity to wear the TI watch and the 
right to return it anytime within 30 days for a 
prompt and courteous refund if you are not 
absolutely satisfied. 

If you are looking for the very finest watch 
you can buy-even better than the Seiko and 
backed by two substantial companies, we 
urge you to consider the TI Chrono Alarm. 
JS&A is America's largest single source of 
space-age products-further assurance that 
your modest investment is well protected. 

Send your check or money order for $125 for 
the stainless steel model or $150 for the gold - 
tone version plus $2.50 postage and handling 
(Illinois residents, please add 5% sales tax) to 
the address shown below. Credit card buyers 
may call our toll -free number below. 

We will promptly ship your watch, one-year 
limited warranty and complete instructions. 
Then prove for yourself how outstanding the 
Texas Instruments Chrono Alarm really is. 

There's no gamble when you can own the 
finest. Order a Texas Instruments Chrono 
Alarm with complete confidence, at no obli- 
gation, today. 

PRODUCTS 
THAT 

® THINK® 
Dept.PE One JS&A Plaza 

Northbrook, III. 60062 (312) 564-7000 
Call TOLL -FREE 800 323-6400 
In Illinois Call (312) 564-7000 

©JS&A Group, Inc.,1979 
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We've cut your final cost on Commodore PET"' personal computers! 
Our Computer Products Division of PET 2040 Flo Disk We are introducing three new models of high quality printers Communications Electronics is pleased PPY to replace the PET 2020 printer. All three models are capable 

to introduce tour new and improved models Available May, 1979 of ful PET graphics. 

of the famous Commodore PET" personal 
computer. For the first time ever, you can 
get 32K or 16K of RAM built into your PET 
computer. As an introductory offer, we have 
special price reductions on all our PET 
computers and new peripherals. All orders 
must be placed before July 31, 1979 to 
qualify for these special prices. 

The PET, a 6502 based microprocessor system, when 
incorporated with our new Printer and Floppy Disk makes 
an ideal business system for most professional and special- 
ized fields: medicine, law, dental, research, engineering, 
toolmaking, printing, energy conservation, education, etc. 
Our Business System as a management tool, delivers 
information to all levels of Business, previously attainable 
only with equipment many times more expensive. We have 
one of the most cost efficient business tools available 
today. Our system offers a wide range of applications from 
logging management strategy in major corporations to 
organizing accounts and inventory control of small bus- 
inesses. Here are just a few of the many cost -saving uses in 
the corporation, professional off ice or small business: stock 
control, manufacturing costing, forecasting, customer re- 
cords, mailing lists, purchasing, etc. The new PET with large 
keyboard, Floppy Disk and Printer, make a fantastic bus- 
iness system at a reasonable price...and now it's all avail- 
able from the Computer Products Division of Commun- 
ications Electronics' 
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PET 2001-32N Computer 
Available May, 1979 
List price $1,195.00/CE price $1,049.00 
PET computer with 32K bytes of memory and large key- 
board with separate numeric pad. Graphics are on keys. 
External cassette optional. 
PET 2001-32B Computer 
Available May, 1979 
List price $1,195.00/CE price S1,049.00 
PET with 32K bytes of memory but has standard typewriter PET 2041 Single Drive Mini Floppy Disk 
keyboards and no graphic keys. External cassette optional. Available July, 1979 
PET 2001-16N List price $595.00/CE price $539.00 
PET 20 1 May, 

Computer1979 
The Mini Floppy Disk Is. a low cost unit with excellent 

List 
Availablepric 

$995.00/CE price S869.00 specifications for a high speed data transfer and storage 
PET with 16K bytes of memory and large keyboard with device. It operates through the memory expansion port of 
separate numeric pad. Graphics are on keys. External the PET, and is commanded in exactly the same way as the 
cassette optional. Commodore cassette systems, ie. LOAD "NAME",4;SAVE 

"NAME",4;OPEN I,4:CLOSE 1,4; PRINT #4;INPUT #4. The 
PET 2001-16B Computer disk contains limited electronic components, and is there - 
Available May, 1979 fore slower and less sophisticated than the 2040 Dual Drive 
List price $995.00/CE price $869.00 Floppy Disk. However, three I.C.s are provided with this unit, 
PET with 16K bytes of memory but has no graphic keys and which plug Into the standard PET 2001-32/16. The Mini 
standard typewriter keyboard. External cassette optional. Floppy Disk has been designed for ease in operation by 
PET 2001-8 Computer amateur and professional alike. The combination of the PET 
Available NOW! with the Single Drive Floppy Disk and a Commodore Printer 

is an ideal system for the professional small business manor List price $795.00/CE price $695.00 hobbyist on a tight budget. Our best selling personal computer. This is the original PET PET 2041 Single Drive Floppy Disk Specifications with integral cassette and calculator type keyboard. 8K This Is a single floppy disk drive which attaches to the bytes of memory. 
memory bus of the PET 2001-32 or 2001-16.11 is not as fast 

PET 2001-32/16 SPECIFICATIONS as the 2040 because it does not have its own micro - 
Dimensions: 16i/2" wide by 181/2" deep, 14" high processor system to buffer data while the main PET is 
Shipping Weight: 49 pounds (UPS shipping OK) lunctioning. 
MEMORY A disk operating system is provided in (2) 6332 ROMs 
Random Access Memory 32K or 16K bytes which are inserted into already existing sockets on the PET 
Read Only Memory (operating system resident in 2001-32 or 2001-16. Additionally, one existing 6332 is 

the computer):14K bytes replaced by another ROM provided with the disk. 
8K+ - BASIC interpreter Disk Drive 
4K - Operating system Shugart Associates SA 390 Drive 
1K - Machine language monitor Standard mini floppy (51/4 inch disk available from CE) 
VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT Power for the drive is provided from the PET 2001 
9" monochrome CRT The disk operating system addresses the 2041 by the same 
1000 character display, 40 x 25 commands as the cassette operating system. It is refer - 
8 a 8 dot matrix for characters enced as Device *4, Diskette format is compatible with the 
64 standard ASCII characters; 64 graphic characters 2040 as is all software and commands. The 2041 intelligent 
KEYBOARD: Business or Number Pad Version, Screen mini floppy has a net user storage of 170K bytes. 
Control: home, clear, up, down, left and right; Editing: 
Character insertion and deletion 
OPERATING SYSTEM: will support multiple languages 

(BASIC resident) 
Machine language accessibility. 
File management in operating system 

PET External Cassette 
Available NOW! 
List price $95.00/CE price $85.00 
Cassette player/recorder to use with PET models 
2001/32/16/8. 

List price $1095.00/CE price $979.00 PET 2021 Printer Printers 
The Dual Drive Floppy is the latest in Disk technology with Available May, 1979 
extremely large storage capability and excellent file man- List price $549.00/CE price $489.00 
agement. As the PET disk is an "intelligent" peripheral, it 80 column dot matrix electrostatic printer with full PET 
uses none of the RAM (user) memory of the PET. The Floppy graphics capability. 
Disk operating system used with the PET computer enables PET 2022 Printer a program to read or write data in the background while Available May, 1979 simultaneously transferring data over the IEEE to the PET, List price $995.00/CE price $889.00 The Floppy Disk is a reliable low cost unit, and is convenient The Tractor Feed Printer is a high specification printer that for high speed data transfer. Due to the latest technological can print onto paper (multiple copies!) all the PET char - advances incorporated in this disk, a total of 360K bytes are acters - letters (upper and lower case), numbers and available in the two standard 51/4" disks, without the prob- graphics available in the PET. The tractor feed capability has lems of double tracking or double density. This is achieved the advantage of accepting mailing labels, using standard by the use of two microprocessors built into the disk unit. preprinted forms (customized), check printing for salaries, Only two connections are necessary- an A.C. cord and PET 
interface cord. AAC 

cord 
s, etc. Again, the only cco connections required are an 

program - 2040 Dual Drive Mini Floppyma cord owind PET connecting cord. The PET is Disk Specifications mable, allowing the printer to format print for: width, decimal Microcomputer system devices 
Controller position, leading and trailing zero's, left margin justified, 

6504 microprocessor lines per page, etc. It accepts 8y," paper giving up to four 
File iO4 mace copies. Bidirectional printing enables increased speed of 

printing. 6502 microprocessor 
Disk drives PET 2023 Printer 
(2) Shugart Associates SA390 drives Available May, 1979 
standard minifloppy (5i/," disk) List price $849.00/CE price S756.00 
Activity LED's light when a file is open on that drive 80 column dot matrix printer. Plain paper printer with full PET 
Power requirements graphics. 
50 wats @ 120 VAC SERVICE KIT 
Other line voltage options to be announced For those of you who are handier than most. you may wish to 
Packaging order the PET 2001-8 service kit (Order Number 320405) 
18 gauge all steel cabinet which contains the following: Booklet "Testing the PET 
Dimensions: 15" wide, 14.35" deep, 6.5" high Computer", Cassette "PET test programs" two connectors, 
Cover hinges from base for servicing video display circuit schematic and supplement, parts lo - 
Diskette organization cation for the video display assembly, video display as - 
Formatting is by the drive itself - any mini -floppy diskette sembly component cross reference, 9 sheets of main logic 

may be used board schematics, main logic board assembly component 
35 concentric tracks cross reference. All for S32.00 postpaid. 
Constant density recording on each track USER'S MANUAL 
Varying number of sectors per track - 160 Page expanded user manual covering all facets of user 

innermost: 17 outermost: 21 operation programming and I/O for PETcomputers, (Order * 
176640 bytes on a single side 320845) $1 1.00 postpaid. 
171520 bytes for user storage TEST A PET COMPUTER FREE Soft -sectoring 
Diskettes for dual side recording may be used. Use a Commodore PET computer at home or office for 10 
Data interlace days. Use it to speed your answers on complex calculations. 
IEEE -488 Test the superior graphics on the CRT display- If for any 
Standard 24 -pin stacking connector reason you are not completely satisfied, return it in new 
Device #8-15 by jumper option condition with all accessories Intl) days, fora courteous and 
Intelligent IEEE -488 peripheral which is controlled by two prompt refund (less shipping charges). It is your responsi- 
MOS 6500 microprocessors. Unlike any other system on the bility to pay for return insured shipping if you want a refund, 
market, this Disk System contains common memory that is repair or replacement. 
shared between the lEEEcommunication processor and the NATIONAL SERVICE 
disk controller processor. With your Commodore PET computer, we will send all 

This configuration provides for a distributed processing operating and programming instructions and a 90 day lim- 
environment that allows the floppy to execute a command ited warranty. If service is required on any Commodore PET 
while the PET prepares the next command or performs other product, purchased from Communications Electronics; 
program functions. just send your computer via insured UPS or U.S. Mail to one 

The disk recognizes a command set that supports a high of our approved national service centers in Palo Alto, 
level sequential file management system. Utility commands California or Norristown, Pennsylvania. 
are also provided for direct access to any byte on the THE SMALL PRINT diskettes. All sales are subject to availability. Prices and specifications In addition, the system is capable of executing machine are subject to change without notice. No COD's please. language programs read directly from diskettes or trans- Cashier's checks may be processed Immediately. Personal mitted from the PET. This feature is useful for executing checks require 25 days bank clearance. Allow 4-6 weeks for complete diagnostic programs, recovery of data, and custom delivery on some high demand products. Insured return operating systems. There is 340K net user storage capacity. shipping for repair, replacement or refund is your responsi- A retrofit kit is required for operation with the PET 2001-8 bility. All sales on peripherals, software and magnetic media computer. are final and no returns are allowed. 

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE 
To get the fastest delivery of your PET computer, send or 
phone your order directly to our Computer Products Divi- 
sion. Be sure to calculate your price using the CE prices in 
this ad. Michigan residents please add 4% sales tax. Foreign 
orders are invited at slightly higher cost. International 
customers please read special shipping information (in our 
catalog) before ordering. Calculate shipping costs as fol- 
lows: all PET computers, floppy disks drives or printers add 
$20.00 each for UPS ground shipping. Add $5.00 shipping 
for PET external cassette. Mail orders to: Communications 
Electronics, Computer Products Division, Box 1002, Ann 
Arbor, Michigan 48106. If you have a Master Charge or Visa 
card, you may call and order toll free 800.521-4414 to place 
a credit card order. If you are outside the U.S. or in Michigan, 
dial 313-994-4444. All order lines at Communications 
Electronics are staffed 24 hours. 

Copyright 01979 Communications Electronics" 

VISA masterDnarge 
11001..c.nn 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
ELECTRONICS - 

854 Phoenix D Box 1002 O Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106 U.S.A. 
Call TOLL-FREE(800)521.4414 or outside U.S.A. 13131994.4444 

We're first 
with the best: 

FOR EXTENSIVE DETAILED SPECIFICATIONS ON ALL PET" PRODUCTS, CIRCLE 1 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
CIRCLE NO.1 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Editorial 

HOLOGRAPHY-VIDEO AND AUDIO 

Some five years ago, I remember being impressed by a holographic image pro- 
jected by a laser -beam system right here in our offices. It was a three-dimensional 
image of a woman in a glass jar, and I could observe a different view of the figure- 
left side, right side, front-as I moved around. 

For whatever reason, visual holography has suddenly become a popular con- 
sumer subject in media and elsewhere. There's even a company that's marketing 
moving holographic images for promotional purposes (Man/Environment, Inc. Los 
Angeles, CA 90025). An article, "Holographic Memory," in Psychology Today 
(February 1979) explores the principle of re-creation of an image in three-dimen- 
sional format from laser light patterns as it applies to distribution and storage in the 
human brain. The article focuses on visual aspects. 

Three-dimensional audio has not been entirely ignored either. We had binaural 
recordings long ago, which, of course, require the use of headphones and special 
recording techniques that place mircrophones where ears would be located on a 

model of a human head. Four -channel sound was another effort to make sound re- 
production more realistic through imparting a sense of depth. Bell Labs' engineers, 
in turn, have experimented with pre-processing audio signals to speakers, using 
feedback loops to give a truer recreation of "concert hall" acoustics. Reports were 
that the effect was localized so that more than minor head movements would 
cause the enhanced stereo to be lost. 

Other people have been working on audio systems that bear some resemblance 
to the Bell Labs' experiments. One such system will soon be commercially avail- 
able from Carver Electronics. A subjective report on the prototype model appears 
in this issue. The three-dimensional function is called a "sonic hologram." 

If not a true hologram, which consists of splitting a laser's beam and deflecting 
part of it toward a film plate and another part to the object, with a reconstruction 
process taking place to create a holographic image, it comes close enough in an 
audio sense. Interestingly, I found the three-dimensional effect to be only moder- 
ately localized. This would seem to indicate either a more sophisticated system 
than the one Bell Labs used or that my neural holograms were peaked for the oc- 
casion. 

According to the Psychology Today article, the brain has a capacity for a vast ar- 
ray of holograms. It observes that there are patch holograms, drawing an analogy 
with the hundreds of lenses of an insect's eye that provide a composite image. It 

also points out that there are audio speaker systems composed of many small driv- 
ers that give the impression of a single image from one large driver. It further notes 
that an advantage to patches is that, when one moves across the control surface, 
the encoding is somewhat different, so movement can be sensed. 

There's obviously much more to the hologram subject than discovered at this 
time. But judging from the recent spate of "hologram" applications, scientists and 
others are gaining increased knowledge of the subject, all to our advantage. The 
"sonic hologram" is an example of this. 
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The Personal Computer Line 
by OHIO SCIENTIFIC 

Csátioniss - 1P 

Cl P: $349! A dramatic breakthrough in price and per- 

formance. Features OSI's ultra -fast BASIC -in -ROM, full graphics 
display capability, and large library of software on cassette and 

disk, including entertainment programs, personal finance, 
small business, and home applications. It's a complete pro- 

grammable computer system ready to go. Just plug-in a video 
monitor or TV through an RF converter, and be up and running. 

15K total memory including 8K BASIC and 4K RAM - 
o expandable to 8K. 

.. ` ' ; " Cl P M F: $995! First floppy disk based computer 
N 

for under $10001 Same great features as the Cl P plus more 
memory and instant program and data retrieval. Can be 

expanded to 32K static RAM and a second mini -floppy. It also supports 
a printer, modem, real time clock, and AC remote interface, as well as OS -65D 

V3.0 development disk operating system. 

C2 -4P: $598! The professional portable that has over 3 -times the display 
capability of 1 P's. Features 32 x 64 character display capability, graphics, full 
computer type keyboard, audio cassette port, and 4 slot BUS (only two used in 

base machine). It has 8K BASIC, 4K RAM, and can 
be expanded to 32K RAM, dual mini -floppies and 
a printer. 

C2 -4P M F: $1599! It's a big personal y 
f 

computing mini -floppy system at a special package 
price. Contains the famous C2 -4P microcomputer 
with 20K static RAM, 5" mini -floppy unit for instant 
program and data loading, RS -232 circuitry (for optional modem and printer), 
and four diskettes featuring exciting games, personal, business and education 
applications. 

Monitors and cassette recorders not 
included. Ohio Scientific offers a com- 
bination TV/Monitor (AC -3P) for $115. 

C2-8 P: $799! The personal class computer that 
can be expanded to a full business system. Has all the 

features of the C2-47 plus an 8 slot BUS (3 -times greater 
expansion ability than the C2-4 P). Can be expanded to 48K 

RAM, dual floppies, hard disk, printer and business software. 

C2 -8P DF: $2599! A full business system avail- 

r -- able at a personal computer price! The system includes the d powerful C2 -8P microcomputer (32K RAM expandable to 
48K), dual 8" floppy unit (stores 8 -times as much information 

as a mini -floppy), and 3 disks of personal, educational and 
small business applications software. Has all the capa- 

bilities of a personal system including graphics plus 

tins `L! r_'1 21-6 the ability to perform Accounting, Information Manage- 
ment, and Word Processing tasks for small business. 

Contact your local Ohio Scientific dealer 
- r . All prices, suggested retail 

C===zi 

OHIO SCIENTIFIC 
America's largest full -line microcomputer manufacturer 

1333 S. CHILLICOTHE RD., AURORA, OHIO 44202 (216) 562-3101 
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Letters 
FILLING IN THE BLANKS 

I enjoyed the Electra "Bearcat 250" Scan- 
ner Product Test Report in the February 1979 

issue but wish to note two errors. The first is 
that frequencies can be selected in 5 -kHz 
steps only in the 146 -to -174 -MHz band. Pro- 
gramming increments are 10 kHz in the 32 - 
to -50 -MHz band and 25 kHz in the 420 - 
to -470- and 470.0125 -10 -512.0125 -MHz 
bands. Error number two is that an external 
relay is not necessarily required for control- 
ling a tape recorder if the recorder uses a 
grounded -shell microphone or an auxiliary in- 
put plug. Incidentally, the scanner's i -f is at 
10.85 MHz. -R.G. Borde, Sunnyvale, CA. 

PHASE RESPONSE IS SIGNIFICANT 
With reference to "Innovations in Speaker 

Design" (March 1979), at a propagation ve - 

Try the others. 
Then try ours. 

When it comes to choosing the best tape, a minute of 
listening will tell you more than hours of specs. Because 
the best tape for you depends solely on the sound you 
like and the response of your deck. 

At Fuji, we make the most advanced magnetic tape 
in the world - for video as well as audio. We'll match our 
specs against anyone else's, but we respectfully suggest 
you stop reading and start listening Once you 
compare Fuji FX-I or II to any other 
premium tape, there's nothing 
more to say. We have 
confidence in your 
ears. 

Magnetic Tape Division 
of Fuji Photo Film U.S.A., Inc. 
350 Fifth Avenue, 
New York, New York 10001 

locity of 1134 feet per second, a 1 -ms delay is 
not 6° of phase shift for a 1000 -Hz frequency 
as claimed. It is almost an entire cycle 
(317.5', to be precise). It is very easy to rig a 
demonstration in which phase response does 
not matter. It is equally easy to devise a dem- 
onstration in which frequency response, dis- 
tortion, or noise does not matter. Once critical 
listeners-mixers, musicians, etc.-become 
familiar with complete record/reproduce 
channels that are phase compensated from 
microphone to loudspeaker, they adamantly 
refuse to go back. Their ears have been 
trained to respond to a new dimension of fi- 
delity. This is the best proof of the signifi- 
cance of phase response I can think of. 
-Ted Uzzle, Cambridge, MA. 

ASSIST WAS HELPFUL 
Thanks for "Operation Assist." I received 

five replies to my published request. Re- 
spondents were most helpful. -Pastor 
Petersen, Langford, SD. 

AM STEREO 
We strongly object to "AM Stereo-Soon 

on the Air?" (December 1978) and particular- 
ly to the fact that the article was published 
without disclosing that author Joseph DeAn- 
gelo is an employee of the Broadcast Prod- 
ucts Division of Harris Corporation, propo- 
nent of the Harris CPM AM stereo system. 

In light of the pending FCC proceeding 
concerning AM stereo broadcasting, we 
would expect POPULAR ELECTRONICS to be 
interested in presenting technically accurate 
and impartial information to its readers re- 
garding all five proposed AM stereo systems. 
For example, although the article presents 
the Harris System as being superior, the FCC 
(Oct. 1978 release) expressed concern with 
certain limitations (stereo coverage area and 
separation) that appear to be inherent char- 
acteristics of the Harris System. Also, ABC 
has publicly indicated support for the Kahn/ 
Hazeltine AM Stereo System. Edward A. 
Onders, Hazeltine Corp., Greenlawn, NY. 

The author's company affiliation was inad- 
vertently omitted. Sorry.-Ed. 

Out of Tune 
In the Audio Report on the Kenwood Model 

KT -917 FM Tuner (April 1979), in the sub- 
head in the third column, a typographical er- 
ror gave the input figure as "200,000 mi- 
crowatts" when it should have been "200,000 
microvolts." 

In "The Morse -A -Word, Part One: Theory 
and System Operation" (March 1979), in Fig. 
2, there should be a'pin 9 on lC5 connected 
to pin 6 of !C11. The foil pattern for the pc 
board, shown as Fig. 6 in Part Two of the arti- 
cle in the April issue, supplies the necessary 
connection. 
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Burglar Alar 
Breakthrou 
A new computerized burglar alarm requires no 
installation and protects your home or business 
like a thousand dollar professional system. 

It's a security system computer. You can 
now protect everything-windows, doors, 
walls, ceilings and floors with a near fail-safe 
system so advanced that it doesn't require 
installation. 

The Midex 55 is a new motion -sensing com- 
puter. Switch it on and you place a harmless 
invisible energy beam through more than 
5,000 cubic feet in your home. Whenever this 
beam detects motion, it sends a signal to the 
computer which interprets the cause of the 
motion and triggers an extremely loud alarm. 

The system's alarm is so loud that it can 
cause pain - loud enough to drive an intruder 
out of your home before anything is stolen or 
destroyed and loud enough to alert neighbors 
to call the police. 

The powerful optional blast horns can also be 
placed outside your home or office to warn 
your neighbors. 

Unlike the complex and expensive com- 
mercial alarms that require sensors wired into 
every door or window, the Midex requires no 
sensors nor any other additional equipment 
other than your stereo speakers or an optional 
pair of blast horns. Its beam actually pene- 
trates walls to set up an electronic barrier 
against intrusion. 

NO MORE FALSE ALARMS 
The Midex is not triggered by noise, sound, 

temperature or humidity-just motion-and 
since a computer interprets the nature of the 
motion, the chances of a false alarm are very 
remote. 

An experienced burglar can disarm an ex- 
pensive security system or break into a home 
or office through a wall. Using a Midex system 
there is no way a burglar can penetrate the 
protection beam without triggering the loud 
alarm. Even if the burglar cuts off your power, 
the four-hour rechargeable battery pack will 
keep your unit triggered, ready to sense 
motion and sound an alarm. 

ARRIVE HOME SAFE 
There's personal danger in arriving home 

and finding a burglary in progress. And, if you 
surprise the burglar, you risk the chance of 
serious injury. With the Midex 55 protecting 
your home, you can open your front door with 
the confidence of knowing that no burglar lurks 
inside. 

When the Midex senses an intruder, it re- 
mains silent for 20 seconds. It then sounds the 
alarm until the burglar leaves. One minute 

h 

after the burglar leaves, the alarm shuts off 
and resets, once again ready to do its job. This 
shut-off feature, not found on many expensive 
systems, means that your alarm won't go wail- 
ing all night long while you're away. When your 
neighbors hear it, they'll know positively that 
there's trouble. 

PROFESSIONAL SYSTEM 
Midex is portable so it can be placed any- 

where in your home. You simply connect it to 
your stereo speakers or attach the two op- 
tional blast horns. 

Operating the Midex is as easy as its instal- 
lation. To arm the unit, you remove a specially 
coded key. You now have 30 seconds to leave 
your premises. When you return, you enter 
and insert your key to disarm the unit. You 
have 20 seconds to do that. Each key is regis- 
tered with Midex, and that number is kept in 
their vault should you ever need a duplicate. 
Three keys are supplied with each unit. 

As an extra security measure, you can leave 
your unit on at night and place an optional 
panic button by your bed. But with all its 
optional features, the Midex system is com- 
plete, designed to protect you, your home and 
property just as it arrives in its well -protected 
carton. 

The Midex 55 system is the latest electronic 
breakthrough by Solfan Systems, Inc.-a com- 
pany that specializes in sophisticated profes- 
sional security systems for banks and high 
security areas. JS&A first became acquainted 
with Midex after we were burglarized. At the 
time we owned an excellent security system, 
but the burglars went through a wall that could 
not have been protected by sensors. We then 
installed over $5,000 worth of the Midex com- 
mercial equipment in our warehouse. When 
Solfan Systems announced their intentions to 
market their units to consumers, we immedi- 
ately offered our services. 

COMPARED AGAINST OTHERS 
In a recent issue of a leading consumer 
publication, there was a complete article 
written on the tests given security devices 
which were purchased in New York. The 
Midex 55 is not available in New York 
stores, but had it been compared, it would 
have been rated tops in space protection 
and protection against false alarms-two 
of the top criteria used to evaluate these 
systems. Don't be confused. There is no 
system under $1,000 that provides you 
with the same protection. 

YOU JUDGE THE QUALITY 
Will the Midex system ever fail? No product 

is perfect, but judge for yourself. All com- 
ponents used in the Midex system are of aero- 
space quality and of such high reliability that 
they pass the military standard 883 for thermal 
shock and burn -in. In short, they go through 
the same rugged tests and controls used on 
components in manned spaceships. 

Each component is first tested at extreme 

The Midex security computer looks like a 
handsome stereo system component and 
measures only 4"x 101"x 7." 

tolerances and then retested after assembly. 
The entire system is then put under full elec- 
trical loads at 150 degrees Fahrenheit for an 
entire week. If there is a defect, these tests will 
cause it to surface. 

PEOPLE LIKE THE SYSTEM 
Wally Schirra, a scientist and former astro- 

naut, says this about the Midex 55. "I know of 
no system that is as easy to use and provides 
such solid protection to the homeowner as the 
Midex. I would strongly recommend it to any- 
one. I am more than pleased with my unit." 

Many more people can attest to the quality 
of this system, but the true test is how it per- 
forms in your home or office. That is why we 
proviae a one month trial period. We give you 
the opportunity to see how fail-safe and easy 
to operate the Midex system is and how 
thoroughly it protects you and your loved ones. 

Use the Midex for protection while you sleep 
and to protect your home while you're away or 
on vacation. Then after 30 days, if you're not 
convinced that the Midex is nearly fail-safe, 
easy to use, and can provide you with a 

security system that you can trust, return your 
unit and we'll be happy to send you a prompt 
and courteous refund. There is absolutely no 
obligation. JS&A has been serving the con- 
sumer for over a decade-further assurance 
that your investment is well protected. 

To order your system, simply send your 
check in the amount of $199.95 (Illinois resi- 
dents add 5% sales tax) to the address shown 
below. Credit card buyers may call our toll -free 
number below. There are no postage and 
handling charges. By return mail you will 
receive your system complete with all con- 
nections, easy to understand instructions and 
a one year limited warranty. If you do not have 
stereo speakers, you may order the optional 
blast horns at $39.95 each, and we recom- 
mend the purchase of two. 

With the Midex 55, JS&A brings you: 1) A 
system built with such high quality that it com- 
plies with the same strict government stan- 
dards used in the space program, 2) A system 
so advanced that it uses a computer to deter- 
mine unauthorized entry, and 3) A way to buy 
the system, in complete confidence, without 
even being penalized for postage and hand- 
ling charges if it's not exactly what you want. 
We couldn't provide you with a better oppor- 
tunity to own a security system than right now. 

Space-age technology has produced the 
ultimate personal security computer. Order 
your Midex 55 at no obligation, today. 

o PRODUCTS o THAT 
® THINK 

Dept. PE One JS&A Plaza 
Northbrook, Ill. 60062 (312) 564-7000 

Call TOLL -FREE 800 323-6400 
In Illinois Call (312) 564-7000 

©JS&A Group, Inc.,1979 
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New Products 
Addit'onal infarnuttion on new products 
covered in this section is available from the 
manufacturers. Either circle the item s code 
number on the Free Information Card 
or write to the manufacturer at the 

address given. 

Polk Audio 
"Real -Time Array" 
The "Real -Time Array Reference Monitor" 
Model R.T.A. 12 from Polk Audio claims, in 
addition to its frequency response of 27 to 
20,500 Hz ±2 dB, the ability to pass recog- 

nizable square waves. Nominally rated at 
an impedance of 6 ohms, the system can 
be used with amplifiers in the range from 
10 to 500 watts per channel and is said to 
produce a maximum sound pressure level 
of 120 dB with musical program material. 
The R.T.A. 12 uses a fourth -order electri- 
cal crossover between its two polymer la- 
minate bass/midrange drivers and the 
one -inch soft -dome tweeter, and a fourth - 
order acoustic crossover between sub - 
woofer and bass/midrange drivers. $350. 

CIRCLE NO.91 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

ficient SWR/r-f-gain characteristics and is 
sealed in a waterproof vinyl sheath. The 
molded base of the antenna hinges 180° to 
allow it to fold flat against the deck for out- 
of-the-way storage when not in use. For 
transmitting, the base snaps into a locked 
upright position. The antenna is provided 
with a factory -wired coaxial assembly. It is 
available in white, red, and black to accent 
or harmonize with boat colors. $28.95. 

CIRCLE NO.92 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The code can be changed, with 256 pos- 
sibilities, and the frequency can also be 
changed. Many different transmitters can 
be used near each other without interfer- 
ence. The solid-state transmitter circuit is 
powered by a 9 -volt battery and draws 12 
mA. Measures 4.8" x 2.6" x 1.1" (12.5 x 
6.5 x 2.75 cm). Address: Linear Corp., 
347 S. Glasgow Ave., Inglewood, CA 
90301. 

Antler Marine 
CB Antenna 
Antler Antennas has introduced a new ma- 
rine CB antenna to its line. The new "Sea - 
Sprite" antenna is a self-contained system 
that requires no ground plane. This allows 
the antenna to be used on fiberglass, 
wood, or metal boats, since the vessel is 
not part of the antenna system. The Sea - 
Sprite is a long -filament fiberglass stick. Its 
solid shaft is precision wound to provide ef- 

Alphanumeric 
Dot Matrix 
Printer 
American Micro Products has introduced 
two new 5 x 8 dot matrix printers to pro- 
vide alphanumeric hard -copy computer 
printout. Both printers include a general 
specification manual, parts list, flow chart, 
and schematics describing the 8 -bit paral- 

lel interface (Centronics type). The 12 - 
column PL12 printer is $59.95 and the 20 - 
column PL20 is $99.95. Optional micro- 
processor control chip and printed circuit 
board for the interface are $99.95 and 
$29.95, respectively. (The board is avail- 
able for the PL20 only.) 

CIRCLE NO.93 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Audio-Technica 
Moving -Coil Phono 
Cartridge 
Audio-Technica's new Model AT3OE mov- 
ing -coil phono cartridge is said to over- 
come two traditional drawbacks commonly 

associated with such cartridges. First, it is 
relatively low in cost, retailing at a suggest- 
ed price of only $100. Secondly, it is one of 
the few moving -coil cartridges to feature a 
user -replaceable stylus. High compliance 
is claimed to offer unusually high tracking 
ability combined with moderate tracking 
forces for longer record life. Offered op- 
tionally is the Model AT630 transformer 
($95) that allows the cartridge to be 
matched to standard phono inputs. 

CIRCLE NO.94 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Digital Wireless 
Security System 
The Linear Corp.'s Model D-21 "Linear 
Alert" is a wireless security system in 
which a transmitter installed near a door or 
window and activated by any of a variety of 
sensor switches sends a coded digital ra- 
dio signal to a receiver at a remote loca- 
tion. The receiver then activates an alarm. 

OK Machine 
Digital Probe 
OK Machine and Tool Corp.'s new PRB-1 
digital logic probe is rated to detect pulses 
down to 10 ns and has a frequency range 
of 50 MHz. Automatic pulse stretching is to 
50 ns (+ and -). It is compatible with RTL, 
DTL, HTL, TTL, MOS, CMOS and micro - 

(Continued on page 10) 
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ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB 
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May we send you your choice of 6 of these practical 
time-and-money-saving books as part of an un- 

usual offer of a Trial Membership in Electronics Book 
Club? 

Here are quality hardbound volumes, each espe- 
cially designed to help you increase your know-how, 
earning power, and enjoyment of electronics. What- 
ever your interest in electronics, you'll find Elec- 
tronics Book Club offers practical, quality books that 
you can put to immediate use and benefit. 

This extraordinary offer is intended to prove to 
you through your own experience, that these very 
real advantages can be yours...that it is possible to 
keep up with the literature published in your areas of 
interest, and to save substantially while so doing. As 
part of your Trial Membership, you need purchase as 

few as four books during the coming 12 months. You 
would probably buy at least this many anyway, with- 
out the substantial savings offered through Club 
Membership. 

To start your Membership on these attractive 
terms, simply fill out and mail the coupon today. You 
will receive the 6 books of your choice for 10 -day 
inspection. YOU NEED SEND NO MONEY. If 
you're not delighted, return the books within 10 days 
and your Trial Membership will be cancelled without 
cost or obligation. 
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Facts Abcut Club Membership 
Tie 6 introdlcbry tml5 )f your choice carry publisher's retail 1' 

prima of up to 195.70 they are yours for only $1.99 for all 6(plus 

Dosage/handling) with your Trial Membership, 

153u will receive the Club News, describing the current Selec- 

tion. Alternates, end other books, every 4 weeks (13x a year). It you want the Selection, do nothing; it will be sent to you 

automatically. H you do not wish to receive the Selection, or if you 

wart to order one of the many Alternates offered, you simply give 

instructions on the reply form land in the envelope) provided. 

and return it to u; by the date specified. This date allows you at 

least 10 days in which to return the form. If, because of late mail 

delivery, you do lot have 10 days to make a derision and so 

, receive an unwanted Selection, you may return it at Club ex- 

perse. 
To complete your Trial Membership, you need suy only four 

additional monthly Selections or Alternates during the next 121' 

moths. You may cancel your Membership arty time after you 

I purchase these tour books. 

All books-including the Introductory Otter-am fully return= 

able_ after 10 days it you're not completely satisfied. i All books am offered at low Member prices, plus a small 

portage and bedbug charge. 

Continuing Bonus: If you continue after this Trial Membership, 

pi_ will earn a Dividend Certificate for every book you purchase, 

' Three Certificates.olus payment of the nominal sun of $1.99.will 

ent Ile you to a vab,abfe Book Dividend of your choice which you 

may choose from a list provided Members. 

... : - , ELECTRONICS BOOK CLUB, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 11214 
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Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214 
Please open my Trial Membership in ELECTRONICS 

BOOK CLUB and send me the 6 books circled below. I 

understand the cost of the books I have selected is 

only $1.99 for all 6, plus a small shipping charge. If 
not delighted, I may return the books within 10 days 

and owe nothing, and have my Trial Membership 
cancelled. I agree to purchase at least four addi- 
tional books during the next 12 months after which I 

may cancel my membership at any time. 

101 295 300 582 806 931 966 1015 
1034 1035 1064 1071 1073 1076 1079 1082 

1088 1095 1097 1101 1108 1113 1111 1135 

Name Phone 

Address 

City 

I State Zip 

IN (valid for new Members only. Foreign and Canada add 10%.) PE -59 
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NEW PRODUCTS (Continued from page 8) 
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processor logic families, and also features 
120,000 -ohm impedance, power -lead re- 
versal protection, and overvoltage protec- 
tion to ±70 volts dc. Its LEDs operate over 
a supply voltage range of 4 to 15 volts; an 
optional adapter can be used with supply 
voltages from 15 to 25 volts. Includes 6' 
coiled power cord and tip protector. 
$36.95. 

CIRCLE NO.95 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

red burst lamp indicates intense electrical 
activity. It's claimed that advance warning 
of 20 minutes is given on an approaching 
storm. A meter also indicates storm inten- 
sity and triggers an audible alarm buzzer 
when the storm is near. The system mea- 
sures 3" x 5" x 7" (8 x 13 x 18 cm), has a 

collapsible 18 -inch antenna and weighs 3 
lb. It operates from a 6-V battery. $89.95. 

CIRCLE NO.96 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Apelco Marine 
Portable Radio 
Apelco Marine Electronics' Model AF -6 is a 
six -channel, hand-held, battery -operated 
vhf radiotelephone designed for use 

aboard small craft. It operates on eight 
penlight batteries or an optional nickel - 
cadmium power pack. Features include an 
internal telescoping antenna, an external 
antenna jack, and a meter for measuring 
transmitting voltage and signal strength. 
Comes with crystals for channels 6 and 16. 
Dimensions are 81/2" x 31/2" x 13/4" (22 x 9 

x .4.5 cm) and weight is 2 Ib. $299. Ad- 
dress: Apelco Marine Electronics, 676 Is- 
land Pond Rd., Manchester, NH 01303. 

Fujitsu Ten 
Car Speaker 
The Model SSB-8G11 air -suspension 
speaker from Fujitsu Ten Corp. is de- 
signed for door installation. It has a detach- 

i 

able rain guard to shield it from internal 
moisture due to window leakage. The 
4 -inch, 8 -ohm speaker is 11/2 in. deep and 
each one is said to be capable of handling 
20 Wrms. Features a cloth -rolled edge and 
wire -mesh grille. $42.95 per pair. 

CIRCLE NO.97 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Technics 
SU -COI Preamp 
Despite its minuscule dimensions of 11- 
'11/16 by 1-15/ 16 by 91/4 inches, the Tech- 
nics SU -COI control preamplifier boasts a 
solid complement of control features and a 

(;).1.7_"-_z 

head amp to accommodate moving -coil 
phono cartridges. Rated distortion for a 3 - 
volt output is 0.005% worst case, and pho- 
no signal-to-noise ratios are 88 dB re 2.5 
millivolts across 47,000 ohms for the mov- 
ing -magnet section and 70 dB re 100 mi- 
crovolts across 47 ohms for the moving - 
coil section. Phono equalization is said to 
be accurate within ±0.2 dB. High-level 
S/N is rated at 100 dB. Similarly sized 
companion pieces are the SE -COI power 
amplifier and the ST -COI AM/FM stereo 
tuner. $260. 

CIRCLE NO.98 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Storm Scan 
Alarm System 
The Storm Scan Alarm System (Cat. 
#72,456) from Edmund Scientific is said to 
detect the approach of severe thunder- 
storms and tornadoes associated with high 
electrical activity as far as 30 miles away. 
A "lightning lamp" indicates electrical dis- 
charges by emitting green flashes, while a 

Hand -Held 
2 -Meter 
Transceiver 
Yaesu's Model FT -202R is a hand-held 2 - 

meter transceiver that provides up to six 
channels (three supplied and three option- 
al) for two-way communication. Frequency 
coverage is 144 to 148 MHz, and r -f output 
power is rated at 1 watt. The double -con- 
version receiver section's ratings include: 
0.321.,,V sensitivity for 20 dB of quieting; 
-60 dB or better spurious radiation: X20 
kHz selectivity at -60 dB; 500 mW at 10% 
THD audio output. Features include: built- 
in speaker and condenser microphone; 
VOLUME, SQUELCH, and channel -selector 
controls; signal-strength/battery-condition 
meter. Power is from eight AA -size Ni-Cd 
or seven AA -size carbon -zinc cells (not 
supplied). Includes "Rubber Ducky" anten- 
na and carrying case. Size is 17.1 X 67 X 

49 cm, and weight is 400 g (about 14 oz). 
Address: Yaesu Electronics Corp., P.O. 
Box 498, Paramount, CA 90723. 

Digital 
Instruments with 
31/4 -Inch 
Readout Line 
Pope Scientific has introduced a line of 
three "Digi-King" instruments which fea- 
ture 3% -inch digital readouts for reading at 

nn 
- . 1.1 

C °,,t -1r-- O ;, 

, J 
- 

a distance. The first is actually a meter 
which will display any parameter capable 
of being expressed in millivolts from 
-1999 to +1999. The second is a ther- 
mometer which has a temperature sensor 
that can be used for surface, ambient, or 
immersion measurements and will display 
temperatures in Celsius, Kelvin, Fahren- 
heit or Rankine scales. It has an effective 
range of -55°C to +150°C (67°F to 
302°F). The third instrument is a counter/ 

(Continued on page 12) 
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Integrated circuits are very private 
devices. When something goes wrong, they 
just don't work. Which is tough enough when 
part or all of one IC goes bad. But 
often worse, because a single bad 
IC usually means a large, complex system 
that won't function properly. 

Until now, you could spend a lot of money 

and time-and still only be guessing what 
was happening at any point in a logic system. 

m 

. 

CM= LOGIC PROBE LP -1 

Logic Probe LP -1. Captures pulses as fast as 50 nanoseconds, 

to 10MHz. Latching memory. Bargain -priced at only $44.95'. 

CSC puts troubleshooting at your 
fingertips. Now, there's a quicker, surer, less 

expensive way to get the information you need. 

CSC multi -family Logic Probes. Their LEDs 

light to show you at a glance the 
logic state at any point-and more. 
Catch fast pulses, even store them if you like. 

A flashing light signals pulse trains. And you 
can even approximate the duty cycle of asym- 
metrical waveforms. 

Nothing could be simpler. No complex 

settings, no sync, no wait. A switch selects the 
proper logic family. The probes derive their 

' .O 
o><o 

CSC LOGIC PRUDE LP -2 

Logic Probe LP -2. All the basic features of LP -1, with pulses 
as fast as 300 nanoseconds, to 1.5MHz. Doesn't have LP -1's 

memory feature ... out features even lower price: S24.95* 

power from the circuit under test. High input 
impedance prevents circuit loading. And all you 

do is touch the tip to any pin, pad or path for an 

C---- - instant picture of circuit conditions. 

Laboratory quality. Economy price. 
High speed. High precision. Even memory. 

CSC Logic Probes deliver all the performance 
you need for design, development, debugging 
and servicing. Making digital work less of a 

chore, more of a bargain.CSC for yourself! 

Ñ 
ó 

CSC MGM SPEED PROBE LP -3 

Logic Probe LP -3. Five times the speed of LP -1 at less than 

twice the price. Captures pulses as narrow as 10 nanosec- 

onds, to over 50MHz. Latching memory. The new value 

standard, at S69.95*. 

Call 1-800-243-6077 toll -free for details 
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

70 Fulton Terr., New Haven, CT 06509 (203) 624-3103, TWX 710-465-1227 

OTHER OFFICES: San Francisco: (415) 421-8872, TWX 910-372-7992 

Europe: CSC UK LTD. Phone Saffron -Walden 0799-21682, TLX 817477 
Canada: Len Finkler Ltd., Ontario 

Suggested U.S. resale. Available at selected local distributors. Prices, specifications subject tochange without notice. © Copyright 1979 Continental Specialties Corporation 

MAY 1979 
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NEW PRODUCTS (Continued from page 10) 

timer with a range of 2 million events or an 
elapsed time of 0.1 or 1.0 second incre- 
ments. The Digi-King instruments are 
14"W x 6"H x 9"D (36 x 15 x 25 cm). Ad- 
dress: Pope Scientific, Inc., Menomonee 
Falls, WI 53051. 

- 

-- --- --- , 

. - 4, 
le : 
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461 Is* 

- 

sistive and capacitive load selection; sub- 
sonic and high filter switches; two -position 
turnover tone controls; attenuator-type vol- 
ume control; and independent tape moni- 
tor and duplicate switches. $750. 

CIRCLE NO. 99 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

rather than the three bands of the 3BX, the 
2BX alters its release time to suit the music 
and is said to maintain a stable stereo im- 
age. The model features two separate 
10 -LED displays for gain change indica - 
tion. Harmonic distortion is rated at less 
than 0.1% at 1 kHz. Other specifications 
are: dynamic range, 110 dB; expansion, 
1.0:1 to 1.5:1; frequency response, 
20-20,000 Hz ±0.5 dB. $450. 

CIRCLE NO.89 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD Pioneer Nonswitching 
Amplifier 
Pioneer's Model SA -9800 integrated am- 
plifier is built around new "Super -Linear 
RETs" (ring emitter transistors) in a non- 
switching design to reduce distortion. The 
amplifier is rated to deliver 100 W/channel 
continuously into 4 or 8 ohms from 10 to 
20,000 Hz with no more than 0.005% THD. 
Frequency response is rated at 5 to 

200,000 Hz +0/-2 dB, and S/N is 110, 
90, and 72 dB through the AUX, moving- 
magnet, and moving -coil inputs, respec- 
tively. The amplifier features dual power 
supplies, full dc coupling, and a built-in 
head amplifier for moving -coil cartridges. 
Also featured is a fluorescent display that 
indicates peak power used (at 8 ohms) per 
channel in bar -graph form and indicates 
the program source selected; cartridge re- 

AP IC Test Clip Puller 
The Super Grip II is a refined version of AP 
Products' basic IC test clip/puller. The new 
design features narrower nose clearance, 
which is claimed to permit easier attach - 
ment to ICs on densely packed boards. 
(ICs with as little as 0.04" between adja- 
cent legs can be tested.) A new "duck bill" 
contour has been added to the contact tips 
to make secure contact on DIP pins. Offset 
pin rows are provided to attach test probes 
to the clip, and "button heads" on the ends 
of the pins prevent probes from slipping 
off. Super Grip II test clips are available in 
8-, 14-, 16-, 16- (LSI), 18-, 20-, 22-, 24-, 
28-, 36-, and 40 -pin configurations. 

CIRCLE NO. 1000N FREE INFORMATION CARD 

dbx Dynamic 
Range Expander 
The new Model 2BX from dbx is designed 
to approach the performance of the 3BX at 
the top of the company's consumer ex- 
pander line and shares some important 
features with that unit. Among them are the 
use of true rms detectors and voltage -con- 
trolled amplifiers. Operating in two bands 

Pair up for 
perfect reproduction 

With Osawa's Dynamic Duos 

f.- GAdvanced electronics are just not 
enough. For the most realistic music reproduction 

you need a high performance tonearm/cartridge 
.,r 'i Tr combination to ensure smooth, wide frequency response 

and highly accurate tracking. The kind of top-quality 
performance that the Osawa duos deliver. 

Start with the Ultracraft AC -30.0 MK -II 
tonearm that features adjustable oil damp- 
ing. This eliminates resonances by fine tun- 

ing the arm to your cartridge. Then select the Osawa cartridge that's 
priced right for you. You can mount it directly on the tonearm 

1 ii without a headshell, thus reducing effective mass to the minimum. 
Choose from 6 Satin Moving Coil models, the only MCs avail- 
able that feature user -replaceable stylus and that don't require 

a step-up transformer or pre-preamp. Or choose one of the 
newly introduced high -compliance Moving Permalloy (MP) 

models by Osawa. Top -of -the -line 300 MP offers a unique 
carbon -fiber cantilever that is extremely lightweight yet 

extraordinarily strong. 
To select the combination that's ideal for you, visit your Osawa 
dealer. Ask him for the Osawa "Consumer Guide to Phono Car- 

tridges," and then get a complete demonstration. Whichever 
combination you select, the name Osawa assures you the ultimate 

in clean and faithful music reproduction. , 
OSAWA OSAWA & CO. (USA) Inc./521 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.):: 10017/Tel. (212) 687-5535-9/TELEX: 23-6593 -, 
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ARCAT® SCANNERS ANNOUNCE 
AMERICA'S ONLY 50CHANNEL, MICRO 
PROCESSOR CONTROLLED SCANNER. 
IT SEARCHES, STORES, REMEMBERS 

AND A INKS FORYOU. 
The new Bearcat 250. 

An unbelievable advancement 
in no -crystal scanning. 

CRYSTAL-LESS. 
Micro processor 
controlled. Brings in every 
local frequency, 
automatically, without a crystal. 
50 CHANNELS. Scans up 
to 50 channels in banks of 10 each. 
Scans any combination of banks at 
the touch of a button. 
SEARCH/STORE. Seeks out and 
stores up to 64 active local public service 
frequencies automatically. 
SEARCH/RECALL. Retrieves 
stored frequencies for simple entry into 
scan program. 
PRIORITY CHANNEL. Samples a 

designated priority frequency on channel 
1 every two seconds. 
DIGITAL CLOCK. A genuine, LED 
quartz crystal digital clock. Shows hours, 
minutes, seconds. 
5-BAND COVERAGE. Low, high, 
UHF, UHF -T. Plus 2 meter amateur ham 
band, and other UHF frequencies. 
COUNT. Transmissions on each 
frequency counted automatically to 
determine which are most active. 

SCAN/SEARCH LOCKOUT. A 
unique feature. Not only locks out 
channels while scanning, it also eliminates 
unwanted frequencies while searching. 

AND 
MUCH MORE! 
Selective Scan Delay.' 
Direct Channel 
Selection. Scan Speed 
Control. Automatic Squelch. 
Track Tuning Circuitry. Front - 
Mounted Speaker. Decimal 
Display. Quality Construction. 
AC/DC. UL listed. FCC Certified 

Bearcat's new, 250 is fully synthesized 
for punch -in programming. It searches, 

stores, and recalls every bit of programming, 
on a vast, 50 -channel spectrum. 

Automatically. 
Unbelievable? Read and 

believe. 

THE INCREDIBLE, NEW 
BEARCAT82 S 1=1 SCANNER. 

LEADING THE WAY TO REAL EXCITEMENT. 

Cooyright 4976. Masco COMO anon of Indiana. 

CIRCLE NO.21 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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The way you 
check line -by-line with 
an A P Intro -Switch or 
Intra-Connector. 
You plug your Intra-Switch in -line 
with standard socket connectors, 
and instantly you've got a separate, 
independent on -off switch for each 
and every line in your flat ribbon 
cable. To switch, you nudge with a 
pencil point. It's that quick. 

Imagine how much time and 
trouble Intra-Switch will save you in 
your diagnostic and quality testing, 
your programming and selective 
line inhibiting. 

Or, plug in your Intra-Connector 
(see box) the same way, and you 
have an extra set of male contacts 

aD 

. lr 

at right angles. Instant line -by-line 
probeability-and an easy way to 
tap your system and daisy chain it 
into new areas. 

Both Intro -Connectors and Intra- 
Switches come in 20, 26, 34, 40 and 
50 -contact models. 

Where? At your nearby A P deal- 
er. Where's that? Phone (toll -free) 
800-321-9668. And ask for the com- 
plete A P catalog, The Faster and 
Easier Book. 

A P PRODUCTS 
INCORPORATED 
Box 110A 72 Corwin Drive 
Painesville, Ohio 44077 
Tel. 216/354-2101 
TWX: 810-425-2250 

Faster and Easier is what we're all about. 

New Literature 
DU PONT CROLYN 
TECHNICAL BULLETIN 

Results of a headlife test program comparing 
Du Pont "Crolyn" chromium -dioxide video- 
tape and competitive cobalt -doped iron -oxide 
videotape on 34" U-matic video recorders are 
available in a technical bulletin from the Du 
Pont Company. According to the bulletin, 
both chromium -dioxide and cobalt -doped 
iron -oxide tapes offered 4000 hours of head - 
life without picture deterioration. However, 
chromium -dioxide tape demonstrated an av- 
erage of 2 decibels superiority in video sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio. Address Du Pont Co., 
Magnetic Products Div., Photo Products 
Dept., Wilmington, DE 19898. 

MICRO SWITCH SENSING 
AND COMPUTER GLOSSARY 

Most of the high-level language of electronics 
(from bits, bytes, chips, and other little things 
to the "or" generation-sensor, semiconduc- 
tor, monitor, editor, etc.) are defined in Micro 
Switch's "Glossary of Solid State Sensing 
and Computer Terminology." It also includes 
many of the acronyms commonly encoun- 
tered, such as, MOS, ROM, COBOL, FET, 
FORTRAN, etc. Address: Micro Switch, Div. 
of Honeywell, 11 W. Spring St., Freeport, IL 

61032. 

HEATH/SCHLUMBERGER 
INSTRUMENT CATALOG 

A catalog from Heath/Schlumberger features 
its new line of fully assembled and tested 
computers and peripherals and gives com- 
plete description and specifications for its 

electronic test instruments including oscillo- 
scopes, laboratory -grade strip and X -Y re- 
corders, power supplies, counters, multime- 
ters, etc. The catalog also contains a com- 
plete listing of Health/Schlumberger Continu- 
ing Education Programs for industrial training 
including ac and dc electronics, semiconduc- 
tor devices, digital techniques, microproces- 
sors, etc. Address: Heath/Schlumberger, 
Dept. 570-030, Benton Harbor, MI 49022. 

SHAKESPEARE CB 

ANTENNA BROCHURE 

A 4 -page Directional Beam CB Antenna Bro- 
chure describes beam antennas and includes 
line drawings and vertical polarization radia- 
tion patterns. The group of antennas have fi- 
berglass elements and boom. Address: 
Shakespeare Company, Electronics & Fiber- 
glass Division, P.O. Box 246, Columbia, SC 
29202. 
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Clear Mosquitoes 
From aThird of an 
Acre* or More With 
Patio Protector 
Discovered by the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, 
perfected by Pestolite; it 
actually draws over 300 different 
insects away from where you stay 

Patio Protector takes the best time of day 
away from the insects and gives it to you and 
your family to enjoy. It makes outdoor living 
and entertaining bug -free, buzz -free and 
bite -free! 

A Lure Like A Magnet 
The government discovered it. A lure like a 

magnet. Irresistible to mosquitoes, flies, 
moths, gnats, wasps and beetles. Over 300 
annoying flying insects in all. 

This discovery, by the U.S. Dept. of Agricul- 
ture at its field laboratory in Gainesville, Fla., 
was as timely as it was extraordinary. Be- 
cause we also learned about the dangers of 
D.D.T. just about then. 

Naturally, this discovery was public prop- 
erty. But there were problems that remained 
to be solved. What the U. S. D. A. had proved, 
beyond doubt, was the fact that light sensi- 
tive, phototropic, insects would always re- 
spond to a particular kind of ultraviolet light. 
More, that the lure of the light extended far 
beyond the supposed ability of these insects 
to see. At the very minimum, one light could 
control an area as large as 1/3rd of an 
acre -14,250 square feet! 

Foolproof, Safe, Silent 
The light attracted. But it didn't kill the in- 

sects. This is where Pestolite stepped in and 
created a simple, totally foolproof, completely 
safe and silent way to get rid of every bug 
attracted to the light. Without chemicals, elec- 
tricity or polluting the environment. 

Patio Protector can't harm your children or 
your pets. It only kills bugs. And so effectively 
it's approved by the Environmental Protection 
Agency, recognized by the Food & Drug Ad- 
ministration as well as the USDA even for use 
where food is packaged, in hospitals and 
commercial kitchens. 

Low, Low Cost 
Pestolite's achievement is notable in other 

extremely important ways. The other com- 
panies that used this discovery came up with 
bug killers that are no more effective; in fact, 

'This is the area officially accepted as effective by the State 
of California! It signifies the tested and proved minimum 
insect control you can achieve under virtually any circum- 
stances. 
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ignore the peskiest ones and electrocute the 
other insects with a popping sizzling sound. 
And their units sell for $125.00 and $150.00 
more! 

Mosquitoes Come Out As the Sun 
Goes Down 

So, with Patio Protector you get the best as 
swell as the least expensive model by far. In 

the late afternoon or early evening you'll be 
able to relax in the shade, linger over your 
barbecue, stay by the pool, play tennis while 
it's cool-without being bothered by mos- 
quitoes. Even after it rains you can forget 
about sprays, throw away those smelly cit- 
ronella candles. 

And you'll be able to slay outside as late as 
you like. Imagine watching TV, playing cards, 
sitting and talking, even reading or relaxing in 

a hammock as you enjoy the evening breeze. 
Yes, for the first time ever, you can spend 
summer evenings outside instead of cooped 
up in an air conditioned room or hiding behind 
screened doors and windows. 

Operating Procedure 
Patio protector mounts in minutes, virtually 

anywhere. On a tree, any kind of fence, the 
side of your house, even a brick wall. Set it up 
about 25 feet from where you generally stay. 
Fifty feet may be even better. Then plug it in. 

Ordinary house current is all that's needed, 
though you may have to use an extension 
cord. The operating cost is less than 30 cents 
a month. 

The ultraviolet light, with the exact fre- 
quency for maximum effectiveness, is pro- 
duced by a unique, fluorescent -type bulb 
constructed of special glass and housed in 

scintillating reflectors. Often called "black 
light" because it's invisible to the human eye, 
it seems to compel the insects to come ever 
closer. Actually capturing them because they 
can't-or won't-fly away. 

Just why it works no one knows. Not the 
scientists who discovered it, not the ento- 
mologists who tested and donfirmed the 
phenomena. They do suspect, however, that 
the light's effectiveness is somehow con- 
nected with the constant early evening and 
night time propagation activity (sex) of these 
insects. 

rlil t-- 

The End Of Them 
Captured, unable to escape or fly away, the 

mosgi toes, moths, gnats and other insects 
are caught in a down -draft (created by a small 
electric fan) and plunged into the water in the 
pan below where they're drowned. All you do 
is change the water about once a week, emp- 
tying the tray in the bushes where the birds 
eat all the bugs. It's a clean, simple, sec- 
onds -a -week procedure. 

CALL 800-621-5554 
(In Illinois, cat 800-972-5858) 

These lines in operation 7 days a week 

You can have the Patio Protector not for 
$199.95 or $160.00, but for just $45.00, plus 
$3.95 shipping and handling. 

Moreover, because you can't get the Patio 
Protector in any store, we'll send it to you to 
try without risk or obligation for 15 days. It 

does what the government says, what we 
promise, or return it to us for a complete re- 
fund. 

Credit card holders may call the toll free 
number above. Or you can send your check 
made out to Douglas Dunhill to the address 
below. (Illinois residents include 5% sales 
tax.) 

Designed to stand up to all kinds of 
weather, to provide years of trouble -free ser- 
vice, Patio Protector is covered by an uncon- 
ditional one-year warranty. The special UV 
bulb will be replaced free if it fails for any 
reason-except negligent damage-within 
6 months. 

Order your Patio Protector today. It is a 
bargain at the price, but the pleasure of bug - 
free, bite -free summers around the house is 

priceless. 

OQy/afDuhi// 
Dept. 75-2344 
Ten Douglas Dunhill Dr., Oak Forest, IL 60452 

Douglas Dunhill Inc. 1979 
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Newfrom NRI! 
25"color TV that tunes 
hIAGONAL y computer, programs 

an entire evening's 
entertainment. 

Just part of NRI's training in 
1 

servicing TV, stereo systems, video 
tape and disc players, car 

and portable radios. 

.l a , . 

. 
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Only NRI home training prepares 
you so thoroughly for the next great 
leap forward in TV and audio... digital 
systems. Already, top -of -the -line TV's 

feature digital tuning, computer pro- 
gramming is appearing, and new 

digital audio recording equipment 
is about to go on the market. 

NRI is the only home study school 

to give you the actual "hands-on" train- 
ing you need to handle servicing prob- 
lems on tomorrow's electronic equip- 
ment. Because only NRI includes this 
designed -for -learning, 25" diagonal 
color TV with electronic tuning, built-in 
digital clock, and computer program- 
mer as part of your training. With this 
advanced feature, you can pre-program 
an entire evening's entertainment... 
even key lock it in to control children's 
viewing. 

As you assemble it, you learn 
how digital tuning systems work, how 

to adjust and service them. You work 

9re_- 

r 
gi 

with the same advanced features 
used in the new programmable 

TV's and video tape record- 
ers. It's exclusive NRI 

. training that keeps you 

up with the leading 
edge of technology. 

Exclusive 
Designed -for - 
learning 
Concept 

The color 
TV you build 

as part of NRI's 
Master Course 
looks, operates, 
and performs like 

the very finest com- 
mercial sets. But 

behind that pretty 
picture is a unique 
designed -for - 
learning chassis ... 

the only such unit in the world. 

Rather than retrofit lessons to a hobby 
kit or an already -built commercial 
set, NRI instructor/engineers have de- 

signed this television so each step of 
construction is a learning experience. 

As you build it, you perform 
meaningful experiments. You see what 
makes each circuit work, what it does, 

how it interacts with other circuits. You 

even introduce defects, troubleshoot and 
correct them as you would in actual 
practice. And you end up with a mag- 
nificent, big -picture TV with advanced 
features. One you can sell or use in 

your home. 

Also Build Stereo, 
Test Instruments 

That's just a start. You dem- 
onstrate basic principles and circuits 
on the unique NRI Discovery Lab then 
apply them as you assemble a fine 

AM/FM stereo receiver, complete with 
speakers. You also get practical experi- 
ence as you build your own test instru- 
ments, including a 5" triggered sweep 

oscilloscope, CMOS digital frequency 
counter, color bar generator, and transis- 
torized volt -ohm meter. Use them for 

learning, use them for earning as a 
full- or part-time TV, audio, and video 

systems technician. 

Complete, Effective Training 
Includes Video Systems 
Using NRI's exclusive methods, 

you learn far more than TV servicing. 
You'll be prepared to work with stereo 

systems, car radios, record and tape 
players, transistor radios, short-wave re- 

ceivers, PA systems, musical instrument 
amplifiers, electronic TV games, even 
video tape recorders and tape or disc 

video players. Your training covers just 
about every kind of electronic enter- 
tainment equipment available now or 
in the near future. 

And because NRI has unmatched 
experience gained in over 60 years and a 

million students worth of training, your 
course is designed for ease of learning 
and practical utility. You need no pre- 
vious experience of any kind. Starting 
with the basics, exclusive "bite -size" les- 

sons cover subjects thoroughly, clearly, 

and concisely. "Hands-on" experiments 
reinforce theory for better comprehen- 
sion and retention. And your personal 
NRI instructor is always available for 

consultation, ready with explanations, 
answers, and advice. 

Send for Free 
Detailed Catalog... 

No Salesman Will Call 
Get all the facts on this exciting 

course and its potential for you by mail- 
ing the postage -paid card today. Our free 

100 -page catalog includes color photos 
of all kits and equipment, complete 
lesson plans, convenient time payment 
plans, and information on other elec- 
tronics courses. You'll also find out 
about NRI's new Computer Technology 

Course that includes 
your personal 

microcomputer. Or Complete Com- 
munications with 2 -meter transceiver 
that gets you ready for opportunities in 

broadcasting, 2 -way radio, microwave, 
and other growing fields. If card has 
been removed, write to: 

NRI 
NRI Schools 
McGraw-Hill Continuing 

Education Center 

3939 Wisconsin Ave. 

Washington, D.C. 20016 
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Len Feldman 

When Len Feldman tested the Sansui AU -717 for Radio - 
Electronics a year: ago, he concentrated primarily on its 
traditional, steady-state performance measurements. 
Power output capability. Total harmonic distortion. RIAA 
phono equalization accuracy. Signal-to-noise ratio. 
Usual tests, though applied to an unusual amplifier. 
Here's some of what he said: 

"One clear advantage of DC design is ap- 
parent. Even at the low 20Hz extreme, the amplifier 
delivers a full 92 watts-the same value obtained for 
mid -frequency power-compared with its 85 -watt 
rating into 8 ohms... 

"The equalization characteristic of the pre- 
amplifier was one of the most precise we have ever 
measured, with the deviation from the standard RIAA 
playback curve never exceeding more than 0.1dB... 
The 380 -mV overload figure for phono is far greater 
than would ever be required using even the highest 
output magnetic cartridges available." 

At the time, dynamic response measure- 
ments-such as slew rate, rise time, and Transient Inter - 
Modulation distortion (TIM) - were still in their infancy. 
Indeed, even now, engineers have not yet fully agreed 
on a standard method of measuring TIM, though its 
audible effects have been increasingly recognized. 
Mr. Feldman sensed this when he commented: "Sansui 
claims that this unit has reduced transient intermodula- 
tion distortion...and, indeed, the model AU -717 deliv- 
ered sound as transparent and clean as any we have 
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The Sansui AU -717 
DC integrated amplifier. 
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heard from.an integrated amplifier.." 
The fact is that while conventional amps 

are designed to reproduce sine -wave test signals - 
which have a smoothly -changing, endlessly repeating - 

character- with negligible THD, they usually do so 
at the cost of increased TIM. The excessive negative 
feedback used to reduce steady-state distortion -to the 
vanishing point can (and usually does) reduce the abil- 
ity of the amplifier to respond fully to the dynamic, 
rapidly -changing, pulsive signals which are the music 
itself. Thus, you get the harsh, metallic sound of TIM. 

That's why Sansui has not only led the way in 
DC amplifier design (circuits whose low -frequency 
response extends down to zero Hz), but has also con- 
centrated on the high slew rate, fastrise time designs 
needed for the faithful reproduction of music, not just 
simple test signals. Slew rate is a high 60V/µSec; rise 
time a fast 1.4µSec. And the frequency response of the 
power amp of the AU -717 extends to a full 200,000Hz. 

Visit your authorized Sansui dealer. You'll 
hear the difference Len Feldman heard, and you'll un- 
derstand why the Sansui AU -717 is about the most 
popular integrated amplifier available today. 
SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP. 
Lyndhurst, New Jersey 07071 Gardena, Ca. 90247 
Sansui Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan 
Sansui Audio Europe S.A., Antwerp, Belgium 
In Canada: Electronic Distributors 

Reprinted in part from Len Feldman's test report in 
RADIO -ELECTRONICS, January, 1978. 
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- . III Stereo Scene 

AUDIO'S WINTER WONDERLAND 

THERE WERE claims that it was the 

biggest winter Consumer Electron- 
ics Show ever. Certainly it kept the city 
of Las Vegas spinning, as purveyors of 

transportation, lodging, and food tried to 

keep up with the traffic; and it seemed 
there wasn't a place in town where you 

could go to get away from it. 

Still, actual new product introductions 
were not as numerous as is customary 
at the June CES in Chicago. For exam- 
ple, I counted only about 20 new receiv- 
ers actually seen for the very first 

time-a substantial quantity to be sure, 
but not up to Chicago standards. (This 
may reflect the seasonal nature of the 

receiver market; receivers sell well at 

Christmastime, and the June show an- 
ticipates Christmas. Purchases of sepa- 
rates are much less seasonal.) Tand- 
berg actually announced discontinued 
production on several receivers, retain- 
ing only the two top -of -line models. 

Moreover, many of the receiver intro- 
ductions were unexceptional mid -line 
models. Prominent among the stand- 

outs was the Bose "Spatial Control Re- 

ceiver," designed specifically to inter- 
face with the later series of the manufac- 
turer's 901 loudspeakers. The receiver 
employs four power -amplifier sections. 
Each of these drives one of the angled 
rear -panel driver arrays of the 901 sys- 
tems. By varying the equalization ap- 
plied to the two pairs of amplifiers, the 

stereo image can be broadened or nar- 
rowed. For use with other loudspeakers, 
the variable equalization feature can be 
disabled and the two pairs of amplifiers 
bridged for conventional stereo. 

Other receivers of note included five 
new models from Nikko, headed by the 
100 -watt -per -channel NR -1219, an 

$800 125 -watt unit (Model SA -5901) 
from Optonica, and an extension of the 

G -series Sansui receivers down to price 
levels of $320 and $270. Toshiba's re- 
cently introduced SA -7150 is the com- 
pany's flagship model, with built-in 
Dolby noise reduction and phase - 
locked -loop frequency -synthesized tun - 
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ing for both FM and AM. Rotel created a 

small sensation with the $310 RV -555, a 

diminutive "mini -system" with two small 
speakers and a vertically oriented re- 

ceiver, all three in matched cabinets of 
virtually identical size. And Synergistics, 
like Bose best known for its loudspeak- 
ers, presented two new receivers. 

Progress on the Metal Muddle? 
This was to be the show that revealed 
the first widespread commitments to the 
technology of metal -particle tape, and it 

probably fulfilled its promise, all things 
considered. By this time most of the ma- 
jor tape manufacturers have responded 
to questions on their capability and will- 
ingness to produce metal tape with a 

guarded affirmative. In Las Vegas, how- 
ever, several of them followed the lead 
of 3M (which initiated the metal furor last 
year with its emergent Metafine product) 
and stood up to be officially counted as 
active supporters. At a pre -show press 
conference, Fuji announced full -produc- 
tion readiness, and privileged eyes were 
even allowed to gaze upon the first met- 
al -particle TDK tapes seen publicly in 

the U.S. 3M freely distributed samples of 
blank Metafine cassettes to all of us who 
asked directly, so that we could go crazy 
trying to record them. And Nakamichi 
gave out prerecorded metal cassettes 
bearing its own brand name, so that we 
could go crazy trying to erase them. 

Still, the metal muddle goes on. Most 
manufacturers of software and hard- 
ware would prefer not to take a final step 
into production until they see some ra- 
tionalized standards. And standards, ex- 
cept for the de facto or "emerging con- 
sensus" variety, are not yet with us. 

"We're demonstrating the potential of 
the technology, not the final product," is 

what most of the hardware manufactur- 
ers showing metal -ready machines have 
been saying. But what, in terms of the 
show, have they been doing? 

By 3M's count, 16 manufacturers, all 
but one of which are major market 
forces here, showed metal -ready cas- 

sette decks at last October's Japan Au- 
dio Fair. It's interesting to note that well 
under half of these concerns openly dis- 
played their machines in Las Vegas. (At 
least one brought his machine but kept it 

under close wraps in the back room. 
Another, Marantz, quietly pointed out 
metal -tape compatibility in one of its ma- 
chines at last June's CES, but has re- 

mained pretty quiet about it ever since.) 
On the other hand, Las Vegas picked up 
three new metal -ready exhibitors: Naka- 
michí (Models 581 and 582), Eumíg 
(Model FL -1000), and B.I.C. (Model T-4, 
which is the deluxe edition of this com- 
pany's two -speed cassette decks, able 
to operate at 174 or 33 ips. In addition, 
B.I.C. demonstrated an under -dash two - 
speed car cassette player, the Cl, which 
can handily play any tape the T-4 can 
record.) Also, Teac announced a retrofit 
program for the C-1 deck that will pre- 
pare it for metal at a cost of $150. Con- 
tact your nearest Teac service facility for 
more information. 

Add to the above the shown -in -Japan 
Aiwa AD -6700, JVC KD-A8, Lux K-12 
and 5K50, Onkyo TA -2080, Sanyo 
RD5372 and RD5370, and the Technics 
RS -M95, and we have a substantial 
turnout. This is not to mention the Tand- 
berg cassette and open -reel machines 
that were the first to announce readi- 
ness for metal -particle tape last year. (I 

have heard no other announcements for 
metal -ready open -reel decks-a pity, 
because the mid- and low -frequency ca- 
pabilities of metal -particle tape would 
seem capable of improving the open - 
reel format substantially.) It would be 
rash to list projected prices for these re- 
corders, even when available, because 
they are perforce still prototypes. Suffice 
it to say that they are virtually all three - 
head machines sporting all the deluxe 
features the industry can offer; even the 
least of them will therefore be expen- 
sive. The two Nakamichi models are 
particularly interesting, not only for their 
asymmetrically balanced transports (in- 
tended to prevent additive effects of re- 

sonant modes), but also for the little 
mechanism that unceremoniously 
shoves the cassette's pressure pad out 
of the way when the transports are en- 
gaged. In a characteristically bold move, 
Nakamichi has decided that cassette 
pressure pads do more harm than good 
when precision tape guidance is de- 
sired. It will be interesting to see how the 
rest of the industry reacts. 

May the Power Be With You. If you 
are a trend follower, there is a chance 
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the power won't be with you, because 
the hottest thing in Japan today seems 
to be teeny -tiny amplifiers, tuners, cas- 
sette decks, and speaker systems ("mi- 
cro" or "mini" components) that, in the 
power -amplifier category, run out of 
breath at not much above 40 watts per 
channel maximum. Many of these units 
are so "mini" that their front panels can 
be shown full-size in a magazine such 
as this. The rationales behind these 
products seem to be various: cosmetic 
appeal (particularly for the so-called 
women's market); scaling down to fit di- 
minished living spaces; a dramatic dem- 
onstration of today's electronics 
miniaturization; and perhaps a sudden 
shrewd realization that super audio- 
philes have been happily buying and us- 
ing power amplifiers with minuscule 
power outputs because they believe in 
them for other reasons. 

Last year Mitsubishi led the way with 
some charmingly colorful and ingenious- 
ly crafted little gems of this genre; now 
Technics and Toshiba are hard on their 
heels, with many more companies to fol- 
low if these icebreakers can warm up 
the market. Note that these products are 
not direct outgrowths of the low -sil- 
houette rack -mounting components 
widely seen of late. The low, wide con- 
figuration permits open assembly on a 
single master circuit board, which eases 
production. The mini components bear 
the approximate dimensions and pro- 
portions of a college dictionary, and 
many of them are rather crammed and 
complex inside. The preamplifiers and 
tuners are undoubtedly state-of-the-art, 
or very close to it; the power amplifiers 
are still small in every sense of the word, 
despite the occasional use of switching 
power supplies. 

Elsewhere in amplifiers, the show of- 
fered engineering philosophies aplenty. 
U.S. Pioneer is firmly attached to its 
"nonswitching" amplifier configuration 
and brought three integrated -amplifier 
examples along: the SA -9800 (100 
watts, $750), SA -8800 (80 watts, $550), 
and the SA -7800 (65 watts, $450). Ken - 
wood espouses high speed, and its new 
trio of integrateds (KA-907, 150 watts; 
KA-801, 110 watts; and KA-701, 80 
watts) have prices between $1,000 and 
$450. The latest Sansui integrated am- 
plifier, the AU -X1, also emphasizes 
speed; and at an output of 160 watts per 
channel and a slew rate of 260 volts per 
micro -second, it edges out the best of 
the Kenwoods by 10 watts and 30 mi- 
croseconds. It also costs $450 more. In- 
cidentally, the technologies employed in 
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all these designs are complex, deserv- 
ing of more expanded coverage than 
space permits here. The same is true of 
these manufacturers' latest tuners. 

Manufacturers too numerous to men- 
tion, using the principle of floating bias 
point, are operating their output stages 
in class A at low levels and class AB at 
higher ones. Representative transition 
points are 5 watts (Rotel RB-2000) to 
17.5 watts (Monogram 3100, 3200, and 
3300). The latest Sony power amplifier, 
Model TA-N86B, makes no automated 
class transition. You can switch it to op- 
erate in class A for a maximum 18 watts 
out, class AB for 80 watts out, or bridged 
mono for 200 watts. Crown is more con- 
cerned with well-behaved protective cir- 
cuits than exotic output stages, and 
much of the design effort for the new 
Model SA2 went into circuitry that close- 
ly monitors the operational state of the 
output transistors, limiting output only 
when safety is a factor. 

Audionics and Infinity have mean- 
while been thinking hard about driver 
stages rather than output stages. The 
answer they've both fastened upon- 
Audionics in the BA150 seen in proto- 
type form last year and Infinity in the Hy- 
brid Class A just being introduced-is 
vacuum tubes. Infinity's output stage 
uses transistors, and claims 150 watts 
per channel from a class -A configura- 
tion. Audionics gets the same output 
from a floating -bias vacuum -tube stage 
that is regulated by digital logic circuitry. 
Should you wish to go with tubes all the 
way, you no longer need turn to Audio 
Research or the other specialized com- 
panies. Word around the Show had it 

that Marantz intends to revive its classic 
Model 9 power amplifier and Model 7 
preamplifier in kit form! These reports 
came to me a little late to check out, but 
even if there's some leg -pulling in- 
volved, the projected prices -$1,000+ - might just persuade Marantz to sell 
you the necessary makings on special 
order. There was also a rumor that Mar- 
antz will offer a kit vacuum -tube tuner. If 

this turns out to be a revival of the justly 
legendary Marantz 10B, you are likely to 
have your kit -building and r -f -alignment 
skills taxed to the utmost. 

Finally we come to one of the show 
highlights: the potential reconciliation of 
the mini -component phenomenon and 
the high -power trend. Carver Corpora- 
tion's M-400 "Magnetic Field Amplifier" 
is rated at better than 200 watts per 
channel with more than acceptably low 
levels of noise and distortion. When it is 
understood that this performance is got- 

ten out of a basically unadorned cube 
63 inches per side, with no sign of a 
heat sink, and with a weight of about 12 

pounds, it gives one pause. 
After scrutiny of a rough block sche- 

matic and a conversation or two with the 
designer (who was secretive at the time 
because of pending patents), I propose 
that the magnetic -field amplifier works 
like this. Power enters from the wall 
socket, encounters heavy-duty devices 
that switch it to an appropriately high ul- 
trasonic frequency, and then subjects it 

to push-pull amplitude modulation by the 
incoming audio signal. Then, and only 
then, does it run up against any sort of 
power transformer, which in this case is 
diminutive compared with those devices 
that must handle high currents at 60 Hz. 
The output of the transformer, stripped 
of its ultrasonic carrier, is perfectly capa- 
ble of driving loudspeakers directly, al- 
though distortion would rise to undesir- 
able levels at higher frequencies if it 
were done this way. This problem is 

solved in a manner yet unclear, and the 
amplifier, from all indications, proceeds 
to work. Intended asking price: approxi- 
mately $300. 

Among other innovations from Carver 
Corp. is the "Sonic Hologram Genera- 
tor" preamplifier, which incorporates in 
one unit all the heralded innovations that 
its designer has brought to signal 
processing over the years, plus a "holo- 
gram generator," which processes a 
stereo signal (at least it has no effect on 
a mono signal) in a way that was empiri- 
cally derived, according to Bob Carver. I 

am told that a report on a prototype of 
this product will appear elsewhere in this 
issue, so I'll refrain from comment here. 
But after an extended listening session 
with program material of my choice, I 

found much that sounded attractive and 
nothing wrong that I'd care to stake my 
typewriter on verifying. 

The Last Gasp. As this column 
comes breathlessly to a halt, apologies 
must be made for all that has been left 
out. Record players at the show ap- 
peared to be getting cheaper and in 
many cases better; moving -coil phono 
cartridges continue to prosper and prolif- 
erate; tape machines of all formats are, 
or can be made, more and more suited 
to the tapes you can actually buy today; 
loudspeakers, as usual, remain un- 
known quantities until they can be audi- 
tioned at length in congenial surround- 
ings; and what is happening to high fi- 
delity in automobiles is hardly to be be- 
lieved. But we will save this for later. O 
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Everything that's New and Exciting 
in Electronics...All in the 
NEW, Hot -Off -The Press 

HEA 
CATALOG 

- :.--. é 

Read about nearly 400 exciting do-it- 
yourself kits including Amateur Radio 
Equipment, Personal Computers, Home 
Improvement Products, Stereo Hi -Fi, 
Programmable Color TV, Automotive, 
Aircraft and Marine Accessories, Test 
Instruments, R/C Modeling, Self -Im- 
provement Programs and lots more! 
Something for everyone, and every- 
thing is easy to build and fun to 
use - it's the Heathkit way! 
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-. Send for your 

Catalog today! 
Heathkit products are displayed, sold and serviced coast -to -coast' 
at Heathkit Electronic Centers. (Units of Schlumberger Products 
Corporation). See the white pages of your phone book. If coupon I CL -694 
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eath y YD 49022Schlumberger BntonHarborMhigept.o 

Please send me my FREE -leathkit Catalog. I am not 
currently receiving your catalog. 

1 ' 

FREE 
1 

is missing, write Heath Company, Dept. 010-530, Benton Harbor, 
Zip ' 

Michigan 49022. EaMEMIMIMN MINN WIMIE--_--1_MN 
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.I've finally found a personallt'snot 
surprising 

that professionals 

computer I 
respect 

. get excited about the Compucolor II. 
It's a totally -integrated 8080A system 

Cornpucolor.I with full color graphics display, built-in 51K 
mini -disk drive, and the best cost performance 

ratio available in a personal computer. 
The complete system is only 51495:' And that price includes 8K user RAM, RS -232C 

compatibility and random access file capabilities. 
Our 8 foreground and background colors will lxxost your comprehension, while 

introducing you to an excitingnew dimension in BASIC programming. The vector graphics 
have 16,484 individually -accessible plot blocks. And the 13" diagonal measure screen gives 
you 32 lines of 64 ASCII characters. You also have the flexibility that comes with 16K 
Extended Disk BASIC ROM. 

Compucolor II offers a number of other options and accessories, like a second disk 
. :drive and expanded keyboard, as well as expandability to 32K of user RAM. Of course we also 

have a whole library of low-cost Sof-DiskTM programs, including an assembler and text editor: 
Visit your nearest computer store for.details. And 

while you're there, do some comparison testing. With all Compucolor® due respect to the others, once you see it, you'll be sold on 
the'Compucolor II. 

t. 

tin retouched photo of screen 

* l'.s. Domestic prize 

Corporation 
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ate- .111». 
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Compucolor Corporation Post Office Box 569 Norcro Georgia 301071 l'e phcIne4O4/441-5996 
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AUDIO TEST REPORT 

A STEP BEYOOD STEREO 
R Preview of the 

Carver @1000 Preamp 
TO CALL the Carver C-4000 merely a 

preamplifier would be to lose sight of the 
underlying philosophy of its design. Actually it 
is much more than an RIAA phono stage and 
power -amplifier controller. This component is 

so replete with signal -processing functions 
that the designer obviously considers opera- 
tions of this kind to be highly desirable, if not 
actually essential. 

In addition to the customary RIAA equaliza- 
tion required for disc playback and optional 
equalization via gain and tone controls, the 
Model C-4000 contains peak-unlimiter/ 
expander circuitry to enhance dynamic range, 
an "autocorrelator" to reduce noise in the pro- 
gram material, three channels of time delay 
(two real and one derived from the others), 
and a startlingly new function that has been 
dubbed a "sonic hologram generator." Also 
included are two power amplifiers for the de- 
lay channels, each capable of delivering 
about 25 watts to an 8 -ohm load. 

The C-4000 includes two phono inputs and 
provisions for two tape recorders with dub- 
bing possible in both directions. Tone controls 
are of the usual bass and treble variety with 
treble turnover frequencies switchable be- 
tween 8 kHz and 2 kHz and the bass operat- 
ing with either a 40 -Hz turnover or as a loud- 
ness control. Tone controls are defeatable 
and can be set separately for each channel. 
An additional EQ function available is a 2 -dB 
shelving cut from 400 Hz downward. An infra- 
sonic filter and 20 dB of output muting are 
also included, and if more signal processing is 

desired there is an external loop. 
Of all the signal -processing modules in- 

cluded in the C-4000, the sonic hologram 

MAY 1979 

generator is the most exciting and innovative. 
Other than the determination by Hirsch - 
Houck Labs that the hologram adoed nothing 
significant in the way of harmonics (better 
than 84 dB below 0.5 volt output at 1 khz) or 
noise, evaluation of the device was accom- 
plished by listening tests. The purpose of this 
function is to broaden the stereo image, in- 
crease the precision of localization of in- 
dividual sound sources, and extract ambience 
in a manner reminiscent of quadraphonics 
(except that one pair of speakers is used). 

Sonic Hologram Listening Tests. The 
intensity of the hologram effect and the listen- 
ing positions from which it can be perceived 
depend strongly on the characteristics of the 
listening room and the loudspeakers. But in 

any case, sound realism is enhanced. Be- 
cause the hologram is new and fairly radical 
in concept, subjective evaluation of it present- 
ed a conundrum of considerable proportions. 
In a sense, we had to develop an understand- 
ing of what it was supposed to do before we 
could tell how well it actually performed. Bob 
Carver, the designer, was lucid enough about 
his intentions, but it soon became clear that 
not even he understands the hologram com- 
pletely. Moreover, the effect of the device is 

such that its own description of itself, if one 
may resort to such hyperbole, is more elo- 
quent than anything Carver could say. Our 
experience with the hologram was, then, as 
much a learning situation as an evaluation, for 
what happened at each stage suggested new 
paths to be explored. 

We heard the hologram first in a moderate- 
ly large room (room A) with the listening posi- 

FEATURES 
Inputs: phono I, 2; tuner; 
aux 1, 2; tape 1. 2; external 
processor. Outputs: main 
1. 2; tape 1. 2; external 
processor; delay channels 
(powered) left. right. cen- 
ter; delay channels (to 
power amps) left. right. 
center. Tone controls: 
bass (switchable turn- 
over), treble (switchable 
lurno'er). 

Signal processing: peak 
unlimiter/expander: auto- 
correlator; lime delay; 
sonic: hologram generator. 
AC power outlets: 3 

switched. 3 unswitched 
(I kW total). Dimensions: 
19"Wx63/"Hx8"1)(46x 
16.5 x 19.5 cm) Projected 
price: $800 to $900. Man- 
ufacturer: Carver Corp.. 
14304 N.E. 193rd PI.. 
Woodinville. WA 98072. 
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CARVER PREAMP Continued 

I t 
4 

«With the lights 
out, we could 

have sworn we 
were in 

the presence of 
a real -live 
orchestra. 7 

Earvet- ., 
cips, .C.. 

tion roughly 10 feet from a pair of front -firing 
loudspeakers designed for minimum time dis- 
persion, and standing about seven feet apart 
in the center of the room. We were immedi- 
ately struck by the effect. The music took on a 
pleasing three-dimensional quality and the 
performers seemed to be enveloped in a real 
space as long as the listener was located fair- 
ly precisely on the center line between the 
speakers. Movement of one's head more than 
a few inches from side to side weakened the 
illusion considerably; movement of a foot or 
two reduced it virtually to ordinary stereo. 

A second test took place in a fairly small 
room (roóm B), also using front -firing speak- 
ers, but without phase correction. Here the re- 
sults, though easily perceptible, were less 
striking, while the listening position was about 
as critical as before. Curiously, the hologram 
seemed to correct a deficiency of bass in the 
speakers. A second pair of speakers contain- 
ing drivers angled toward the side was sub- 
stituted, and the effect was further diluted to 
the point where it was almost disappointing. 
In this instance, however, the listening posi- 
tion, however, was less critical. 

Yet another trial took place in a moderately 
sized rectangular room (room C), with the 
speakers standing rather far ápart on the long 
wall. The speakers were somewhat unusual 
in that the woofer and tweeter were aimed for- 
ward while the midrange driver radiated to the 
rear. Once again the effect was modest in its 
intensity, though the tolerance for variation in 
the listening position became broad enough 
for two people seated side by side to perceive 
what little there was. Another odd side effect 
was that the music seemed louder when the 
hologram was switched in, which a sound -lev- 
el meter appeared to confirm. 

The final and, in our view, most successful 
test took place in a fairly large listening room 
(room D), using speakers without correction 
for time dispersion. Both speakers were set 
well away from the room boundaries, and a 
variety of listening positions were tried. In 

general, the hologram gave a pronounced 
and vivid impression at a listening position on 
the center line between the speakers and 
some 12 feet away. The effect was still most 

intense at the center position, but there was 
less deterioration with lateral movement. 

Curiously, we noticed that stereo image 
broadened more to the right side than to the 
left, an anomaly that we finally traced to a wall 
reflection. To minimize it we resorted to a 
more "classical" geometry, with the listening 
position and those of the loudspeakers form- 
ing an equilateral triangle. Using this arrange- 
ment, the result was positively breathtaking! 
When the lights were turned out, we could al- 
most have sworn that we were in the pres- 
ence of a real, live orchestra. An additional 
bonus was that two listeners side by side 
could enjoy the effect. 

In most of the tests the time-délay system, 
with the left and right auxiliary speakers posi- 
tioned to the sides approximately in the plane 
of the listener's ears and the center channel 
midway between the main pair and a little far- 
ther away, was synergistic with the hologram. 
It enhanced the sense of depth and enlarged 
the perceived space somewhat. When the lis- 
tener was close enough to the main speakers 
to minimize room reflections, however, the 
contribution of the delay was small. 

Those who live in small apartments with 
thin walls will be interested in another benefit 
that the hologram provides. An obvious solu- 
tion to the problem of listening without disturb- 
ing neighbors is to position minispeakers 
close to one's ears and listen at a level that, 
though subjectively fairly loud, is moderate at 
any distance. Unfortunately, this usually pro- 
duces some of the problems associated with 
headphone listening, such as sounds coming 
from inside the head. The hologram clears 
this up very nicely and makes for a thoroughly 
realistic listening experience. 

How it works. Some insight into why the 
hologram acts as it does can be obtained 
from examination of its inner workings. Brief- 
ly, what the system does is to anticipate the 
amount of crosstalk reaching the left ear from 
the right channel and the right ear from the left 
channel and introduce corresponding cancel- 
lation signals. In essence, each channel re- 
ceives an admixture of a phase -inverted and 
slightly delayed version of the contents of the 
other channel. The crosstalk, it should be 
made clear, is not a result of electrical defici- 
encies but of sound from the right speaker 
reaching the left ear and vice versa. 

If the cancellation signals are mathemati- 
cally correct, Carver says, the system works 
only if the listener's head remains absolutely 
fixed on the center line between the speakers, 
a result similar to that produced by a "binaural 
listening system for loudspeakers" demon- 
strated in prototype by another company. 
What Carver has done is to trade away a 

small-and seemingly negligible-part of the 
effect to allow the listener to move his head 
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Ó BIZ TÓ c55Ó MHZ COUNTER 
. 95°1QASSEM;BLED _ tOQ°.WYESTED 

.'. Perlorinancé You Can Cóuit On 

FREQUENCY COUNTER APPLICATION: 
Ham Radio - Two Way Radio - CB_ 

Audio Amplifier & Receiver Repair 
Computer Maintenance & Construction 
A Must for TV PLL Repair 

$99.95 includes built-in 
MODEL 3550K= Pre -Amp & Prescaler 

DSI OFFERS THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS .. 
An unprecedented DSI VALUE ... in a high quality, LSI Design,- 
50 HZ to 550 MHZ frequency counter kit. And, because it's a 

DSI innovation, you know it obsoletes all competitive makes, _ 
- 

ooth in price & performance. 
With 95% -of the assembly completed by DSI, you are only one 
hour away from solving all of those difficult bench problems, - 
from adjusting 60 HZ clock -time bases to setting the frequency 
of a 468 MHZ Mobile Radio. _ 

1/°"'iEt 

psio 

1.aPs11aOUINGV "COUNTR 

449.03b0 

FACT: Every 3550.'QUIK-KIT® PC board is factory assembled 
and tested before shipment. FACT: The problems of bad LED's,. 
CC's, and Capacitors are a -thing of the past, FACT: No manu- 
facturer except DSI offers a 550MHZ frequency counter with... 
8 digits, .5 in. LED's, TCXO, 1HZ resolution and a one year 
warranty on parts for under.$100.00. FACT: We do"not know 
how long. we can hold this low, low price. GO WITH THE 
LEADER . BUY A DSI tREQUENCY COUNTER KIT TODAY: 
SAVE TIME & MONE_ Y._AND BE ASSURED IT WILL WORK 
THE FIRST TIME, 

DSI INSTRUMENTS, INC 
_7924 Ronson Road; Dept. G, San Diego, CA 92111 

t.t. . 
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.DSI - GUARANTEED SPECIFICATIONS 
Time Base TCXO 1 PPM 65° to 85° F 
Freq. Range 50HZ to 550MHZ incl. two S0239 inputs 
Resolution 1HZ to 55MHZ, 10HZ to 550MHZ 
Gate Time .1 sec & 1-110 sec with Auto Decimal Point 
Display 8 digits, t/ inch LED with Leading Zero Blanking 
Sensitivity 25MV @ 25MHZ, 150MHZ, 250MHZ; 

75MV @ 450MHZ 
Power Batt., 12VDC @ 300Ma, 110VAC (with AC -9) 

3550K K=t - $99.95 
T-101 Ant. 3.95 
AC -9 AC Adp. -7.95 
Shipping, Handling, Ins. .. 10.00 

3550 W: Wí red . 149.95 
=-- T-101 (incl.) 

AC -9 (incl.) 
Shipping (incl.) . . . .: 

NC 
NC 
NC 

5. AMERFCAN 
EXP E5 

VISA ® 
CALL TÓDAY'TÓLL-FREE: (800-854-2049) Cal. Res; 
CALL 1(800-542-6253) TO ORDER OR RECEIVE 
MORE INFORMATION ONDSI'S FULL PRODUCT 
LINE OF_FREQUENCY COUNTERS RANGING FROM 
10HZ TC' `.3GHZ . 

TERMS: MC = VISA - AE - Check - M.O. - COD in U.S. Funds. Orders outside of 
USA & Canada. please add $20.00 additional to cover air shipment. Ca,ifornia 
residents add 6% Sales Tax. 
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Carver Preamp Continued 

< IL Phono equaliza- 
tion is accurate to 

within -*1 dB 
across the 

audio band.,, 

Fig. 1. Schematic of control 
circuit for one of the 
transmission gates 

of the autocorrelator. 

and under optimum conditions move slightly 
off center. Interestingly, Carver's optimization 
was achieved empirically rather than by cal- 
culation, but whatever its genesis, it works. 

Lab Tests. Since the Carver C-4000 is still 
in preproduction stages, Hirsch -Houck Labs 
tested a prototype that, while it gave generally 
excellent results, will undergo additional re- 
finements before units are offered for sale. 
The lab was able to verify that all inputs are 
adequately sensitive and quiet and that the 
overload margin of the phono stage is suffi- 
cient. Harmonic distortion measured quite low 
at output signals up to 0.3 volt, and spectacu- 
larly low with signals up to 6 volts. (The nomi- 
nal maximum output is 2.5 volts.) Signal-to- 
noise ratio was 74 dB (IHF "A" weighted) re 
0.5 -volt output through a high-level input and 
70 dB through the phono input re 2.5 -millivolts 
input- very good performance in both cases. 

Phono equalization is accurate to within 
± 1 dB across the audio band. The tone con- 
trols behave essentially as they should, al- 
though, somewhat unusually, they allow 
approximately 4 dB more boost than cut at ex- 
tremes of the spectrum. Response of the 
400 -Hz shelving circuit is satisfactory, though 
the level at that frequency is down just 1 dB; 
the full 2 -dB reduction is achieved by 200 Hz 
and is unchanged down to 20 Hz. A check of 
the phono stages for cartridge interaction 
showed that this effect is not present in any 
significant degree with three popular car- 
tridges. The variable capacitive and resistive 
loads provided for the PHONo-1 input proved 
quite accurate. 

Analysis of the time -delay section indicated 
some problems with alias distortion-essen- 
tially intermodulation with the switching fre- 
quency used to shift the signal along the de- 
lay line. Bob Carver explains that the delays 
used in the prototype are too long-some 50 
or 85 milliseconds, at the user's option. This 
results in a switching frequency that is a little 
too low. The net result is the aliasing problem, 
which occurs despite the use of a low-pass fil- 
ter with an extremely sharp rolloff at the delay 

AUDIO 0- 
I N 

DI 
R3 

-IMMM- 

D4 

D5 

06 

D7 

line input. Besides that, the sharp cutoff of the 
filter causes ripple in the passband, another 
source of coloration in the sound. The solu- 
tion, which Bob Carver says he will apply in 
production models, is to reduce the delay 
times and speed up the switching frequency 
by about 40%. This should reduce aliasing to 
insignificant levels and at the same time relax 
demands on the filter, allowing a gentler cutoff 
and smoother passband. 

The power amps for the delay line outputs 
showed measured THD on the order of 1% at 
alb signal levels checked. Considering that 
these are provided more or less as a low - 
power -output convenience, their performance 
is certainly adequate for the purpose. Users 
who demand more pristine delayed signals 
can use the direct outputs to drive power 
amps of their choice. 

The Other Processors. Action of the 
peak unlimiter/expander section is carried out 
by three súbsections. The first, which comes 
into play at a nominal 0 -dB level is a fast- 
attack/fast-release circuit that increases gain 
for peaks by 1.5 dB. Over the range down to 
-10 dB the signal passes unchanged. Be- 
tween -10 and -20 dB, the signal is expand- 
ed downward by 2.8 dB, using a circuit that 
acts slowly in reducing gain and quickly in in- 
creasing it. Below -20 dB a circuit that acts 
slowly in both directions gives another 2 dB of 
downward expansion. The two downward ex- 
panders interact (their resistive elements are 
connected in parallel to form the shunt leg of a 
voltage divider) so that their relative gains de- 
pend to a degree on which acts first. This 
property, coupled with the different attack and 
release times and the modest ratios of expan- 
sion, produce a system that rarely, if ever, be- 
trays its operation. The current expander/ 
unlimiter, says Carver, represents an im- 
provement over his earlier designs. 

Similarly upgraded, according to its design- 
er, is the "autocorrelator" noise reduction cir- 
cuit. Where earlier designs strove for 10 dB of 
noise reduction, the present one settles for 8 
dB in order to be less audible in its operation. 

(Continued on page 32) 

CONTROL 
VOLTAGE 
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THE ONLY THING 
IT HAS IN COMMON WITH 

OTHER 7 -INCH TAPE DECKS 
IS THE SIZE OF ITS REELS. 

Pioneer's new RT 707 has a lot more in 
common with today's most sophisticated 10 -inch 
tape decks than it does with most 7 -inch tape decks. 

Because unlike other 7 -inch tape decks, the 
RT-707 isn't filled with 15 year old ideas. 

Take the drive system of the RT-707. 
Instead of the old fashioned belt -drive system, 

the RT-707 is driven by a far more accurate and 
efficient AC Servo direct -drive motor. This motor 
generates its own frequency to help correct even the 
slightest variation in tape speed. Which all but 
eliminates wow and flutter. And because it doesn't 
generate heat like the belt -driven "dinosaurs" it 
doesn't need a fan. So all you'll hear is music with a 

clarity and crispness not possible on any 7 -inch, or 
many 10 -inch tape decks. 

Our direct -drive system also makes pitch 
control possible. To help you regulate the speed of 
the tape and give you greater control over your 
recordings. 

With technology like this it shouldn't surprise 
you that our super -sensitive heads will deliver 

.ta.114~..etrour.ii795. t 

-a 

frequencies from 20 to 28,000 Hertz. And our 
pre -amp section is built to handle 30 decibels more 
than any other 7 -inch tape deck without distorting. 

But great sound isn't everything. 
As you cBn see, the RT 707 is smaller and 

more compact than other tape decks. It's also 
rack -mountable. And unlike anyother tape deck, it's 
stackable. So it'll fit right in with the rest of your 
components. 

But frankly, all the revolutionary -thinking that 
went into the RT-707 wouldn't mean much if it - 

weren't also built to fit comfortably into your - 

búdget. It is. 
See your Pioneer dealer for a closer look at 

this extraordinary 7 -inch tape deck. 
We think you'll find the only things that the 

RT-707 has in commonwith other 7 -inch tape decks 
the the size of reels. High Fidelity Components 

And the size of 
the price. 

WE BRING IT BACK ALIVE. 
GD PIONEER* 

01977 L.S. Pioneer Electronics, 85 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, New Jersey 07074 
CIRCLE NO. 57 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CATALOG tim 
with nearly 400 easy -to -build, 
money -saving electronic kits. 

The Specs Will TurnYour Head. 
The Sound Will StirYour Heart. 
New HEATHKIT® Pro -Series has specs you can 
hear-and the flexibility to let you hear them just 
the way you like. 

Starting from the top, the AJ-1600 Pro -Series Tuner 
gives you a high degree of signal control for distor- 
tion -free, noise -free reception: Super -sensitive 1.8µV 
(mono) and 3.5µV (stereo) for reception of distant 
stations Exceptional signal-to-noise ratios of 83 dB 
(mono) and 75 dB (stereo) Extra -wide IF bandwidth 
reduces noise and improves separation Bandwidth 
switch lets you select narrow band for minimal inter- 
ference in crowded signal areas. RF attenuator adjusts 
sensitivity for clearest, cleanest signal reception. 

The AP -1800 Pro -Series Preamp gives you all the 
control you need to create the sound that suits your ear: 

Dual -turnover tone and filter controls for more precise 
adjustment Phono inputs include one with a built-in 
preamp for moving -coil cartridge Selectable cartridge 
capacitance for flattest frequency response for your 
cartridge Magnetic phono preamp designed for lowest 
noise with cartridge connected (rather than preamp 
shorted) for absolute quiet under real listening condi- 
tions. Built-in infrasonic filter reduces rumble and 
low -frequency noise from your records AP -1800 
switches up to 1500 watts (maximum) of power. 

The AD -1701 Pro -Series Graphic Output Indicator 
gives you accurate monitoring of peak power output 
to avoid overloads and speaker damage: Super -wide 
dynamic range displays almost any source material 
Switch to monitor peak or average values Extremely 

fast response time detects transient bursts as short 
as 1/2 cycle of 20 kHz, so you're always right on top of 
the signal. 

The AA -1600 Pro -Series Amplifier reproduces the 
entire musical spectrum with the clarity and definition 
demanded by the finest speaker systems: 

125 watts, minimum RMS, per channel into 8 ohms 
with less than 0.05% Total Harmonic Distortion 
from 20-20,000 Hz Hum and noise are a full 100 dB 
down for absolute silence T.I.M. distortion is less than 
0.05% for clean, well defined sound A remarkable 
combination of power and clarity. 

The Pro -Series Rack brings together all your com- 
ponents in a way that makes them look their best and 
gives you easy access to all controls. 
Complete specifications and prices on Pro -Series 
components are in the Heathkit Catalog. Send coupon 
today for your free copy. 

NEW HEATHKIT°PRO SERIES 
Studio quality for your living room. 

HEATH I _ 
Heath Company, Dept. 010-530 ` - --- Schlumberger 

t = _ = ° Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 

..T."-.... 

---.....^ 

r_ ' - 
Every Heathkit product is backed by world-famous technical service and 
counsel -plus sales and service facilities at 54 Heathkit Electronic Centers' 
coast -to -coast ('units of Schlumberger Products Corporation). 
See the white pages of your phone directory for the center nearest you. 

If coupon is missing, write Heath Company, Dept. 010-530 
Benton Harbor, Ml 49022. 

1 

Please send me my FREE Heathkit Catalog. 
I am not currently receiving catalogs. 

Name 

.address 

City State 

HF-317 Zip 

all MI MI 1111 1~ MN MI 
CIRCLE NO.5 OR FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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CARVER PREAMP Continued 

u. 2. Speetru.nt 
cniulttsis of a 1.5 -kHz 

s-itie wave mixed tnith 
pink noise. The a pper 

trace is a reference 
level established with 

the ant ocorrelator 
switched off. With the 

(tut ocorrel a for on. 
(lower trace), the 

noise is reduced by 
8dBexcept far the 

i to mediate neighborhood 
of the 15 -kHz tone and 

at low frequ.e7tcies. 
One problem that plagued the earlier version 
was its compromise attack/release time. If 

the system acts rapidly enough to prevent au- 
dible "breathing" through modulation of the 
noise level as the signal decays, changes in 
the signal envelope-as in a vibrato or tremo- 
lo-are also capable of modulating the noise 
and producing a coloration that can seriously 
affect the sound of a solo flute or violin. Carv- 
er overcomes this with a control circuit that at- 
tacks differently for large and small signals. 

In Fig. 1, which shows control circuitry for 
one of the six transmission gates used in the 
unit, audio, after having traversed an appro- 

priate band-pass filter, is buffered by A1, 
passes through R3, and is rectified by Di. Ca- 
pacitor C1 smooths the resultant dc, which 
charges C2 through R2 and passes oh 
through R4 to A2. This, in turn, feeds a control 
voltage to the gate that passes audio that is 
present at the input of Al to the system out- 
put. Time constant R2C2 is long, so that the 
circuit operates slowly. When the dc level 
across R1 and Cl increases to a point where 
the barrier potential of 02 is overcome, the di- 
ode conducts and bypasses R2, allowing C2 
to charge rapidly. Thus, the control voltage 
reacts slowly to small signals, rapidly to large 
ones. 

When audio levels decrease, C1 dis- 
charges rapidly through R1 and C2 dis- 
charges slowly through R1 and R2 in series. If 

the difference between the voltage across Ci 
and C2 is enough to forward -bias of D3, R2 
is again bypassed, which speeds up the dis- 
charge of C2. Once again, the circuit re- 
sponds quickly to large signals, slowly to 
small signals. Diodes 04 through D7 clamp 
the control voltage so that the gate is not 
overbiased. One gate operates from 200 Hz 

Comments from thelisteriing pane,l . . 

This component might well be 
an;, "omnibus preamp" be - 

'cause it contains several signal 
processing stages not ordinarily 
found in a preamplifier. Of these, it 
is the "sonic hologram" circuit that 
is really the star of the show. The 
circuit processes only the front= 

-channel signals. For maximum real- 
ism, however, it was my experience 
that the sonic hologram worked best 
when' the time -delay system was 
driving three small speakers (one 
connected across the internal auxili- 
ary amplifier's "hot" terminals). 
This -is based on auditioning -the 
equipment in a small room (room B) 
and in a medium -size room (C) with 
reflective speakers on the long wall. 

Frankly, I tended to be skeptical 
about the ability of a device to sub- 
stantially improve the spatiality of a 
sound field generated by only two 
'speakers: But after listening to the 
Carver preamp connected to two 
different- audio systems, I'm d ,be- 
liever! I found it simply amazing to 
hear an instrument apparently, lo- 
cated several feet to the right and a 
few feet forward of'a right -channel 

speaker. The sonic hologram circuit 
Odds dimensions to sound systems 
thatthey have never had. Moreover, -_ 

its effect is convincing; not artificial. = 

The principal limitation is that of 
the area of maximum effect. Both 
the degree of improvement and size 
of the area of maximum effect varied 
in the two listening environments in 
which I heard the sonic hologram 
operate.. In one room (B), the area 
(and degree) of maximum effect was 
fairly small. In the other (C), the 
area Was larger, as was the degree of 
improvement. 

In the second room, a more notice- 
able increase in average sound level 
was discerned. In both, the frequen- 
cy response of the speakers (differ- 
ent units in each case) seemed 
broader'than before the circuit was 
switched in. A serious deficiency in 
bass response of the first room's 
speaker was apparently rectified- 

.even though the sonic hologram 
contains no boost in itself. 

Accordingly, it's , impossible.. to 
predict exactly What will happen 
when the preamplifier is connected 
to your system. I can state with a 

high' degree' of certainty that your 
system will sound better than it ever 
has. but a lot of experimentation 
with speaker placement (and listen- 
ing location) is warranted. 

The rest of the preamp is fine, 
though not as dramatic as the sonic 
hologram unit. As a whole, it offers a 
high level of performance and the 
flexibility that those who purchase . 

separate components seek. At first 
glance, the preamplifier's price tag 
might seem steep. However, this is 
much more than a preamp,' and 
yields audible dividends that more 
than justify the investment 'it re- 
quires. - 

-John J. McVeigh, Technical Editor 

* * * 

Carver's new`preamp prototype is 
certainly a bold stroke of design in- 
novation, 'combining a host of spe- 
cial signal -processing features, the 
most dramatic being its "sonic halo- 

. gram." Listening to its performance 
for some 15 hours in three different 
locations, each with different equip- 
ment. convinces me that this new 
function indeed adds a sense of viv- 
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downward. Five gates divide the interval be- 
tween 1.5 kHz and 20 kHz into equal fractions 
of an octave. 

Capacitor C3 represents a bit of psycho - 
acoustic trickery played on the ear so that 
high frequencies do not appear to be lost 
when the control voltage is not sufficient to 

open the gate. Some of the ripple from the 
rectified audio passes through C3 and is fed 

to the gate along with the control signal. Re- 
sistor R4 provides isolation so that C2 does 
not short out the ripple. When the gate is 

closed, a very small amount of ripple (a highly 
distorted version of the audio) bypasses the 
gate and goes to the system output. The level 
is so low that the ripple cannot be identified as 
such, but it substitutes for high frequencies 
that might otherwise be missed. When the 
gate is open, this low-level contribution is 

masked. The optimum result is achieved 
when the audio level at the input of Al is 

scaled so that positive -going audio can pass 
through Di while positive -going noise cannot. 
A spectrum analysis of noise reduction in the 
autocorrelator is shown in Fig. 2. 

Audibly, we were not able to detect the op - 

id realism tó sound reproduction. 
The degree to which it enhances 

sound depends on many factors, 
though. For example, in two loca- 
tions (rooms C and D)the listening 
position- between speakers was .not 
especially critical as far as getting 
the full "hologram" effect.. But in 
_one situation (room A), more than 
minor head shifts caused a marked 
dropoff in the effect.. Program mate- 
rial makes a difference; too, as does 
thé type and positioning of speak- 
ers. And, interestingly, so did a 
switch of cartridges. A Denon mov- 
ing -coil model coupled with a Mark 
Levinson pré-prearnp, for instance, 
produced more sound spaciousness 
with ordinary stereo than did a 
Shure Type V-15 IV. But the con- 
verse was true when the hologram 
Was -activated.'! would recommend, 
too, that a "minispeaker" be uséd 
for center channel purposes, as it 
adds noticeably to a three-dimen- 
sional effect in some circumstances. 

Adding sound delay to the "holo- 
gram" did not contribute any sound 
change in many instances. I must 
confess, though, in ordinary stereo it 

eration of the autocorrelator other than 
through the reduction in hiss. Flute and violin 
sounds in particular were very well handled. 
The system works best at reducing low-level 
noise yet further, but if its threshold is suitably 
adjusted, it will help noisy program material 
too. The automatic threshold adjustment pro- 
vided works well for most normal material. It 

may be possible for some programs to "catch 
the system out." But none of the fairly wide 
variety of selections we used did. 

From where we sit, the Carver C-4000 
looks like one of the most interesting and pro- 
vocative components to come along in some 
time. The peak unlimiter/expander, autocor- 
relator, and time -delay selections (with built-in 
power amps) are useful adjuncts tofhe highly 
competent basic circuitry. As such, they are 
most welcome. But the real star of the show is 

the sonic hologram, which constitutes a sig- 
nificant step forward in stereo imagery and 
the recreation of a sense of space. Another 
pleasant surprise, considering the unit's multi- 
plicity of features, is its projected pace, which 
is in the $800 to $900 range. 

-Harold A. Rodgers, Senior Editor 

clearly improved sound quality. The 
same held true, .to a lesser degree, 
with the expander function, I found. 

In sum, listening to the C-4000 in 
its hologram position was a thrilling 
sound experience for mé. Plain old 
stereo will never be the same. I do 
hope, though, that Carver has plans 
down the pike to offer the "sonic ho- 
logram" generator in a less complete 
package; that is, the sonic hologram 
and sound delay functions only. 

-Arthur Salsberg, 
Editorial Director 

* * * 

Sitting ín the optimum location 
and listening at first in conventional. 
stereo, I found that switching in the 
sonic hologram generator made a 
difference that it would be a gross 
understatement to call dramatic. 
The sound became rich and solid, 
and there was a great apparent in- 
crease in bass. Instrumental sounds 
that had been confined to the region 
between the speakers suddenly 
stretched along the sides of the room 
nearly as far back as I was sitting 
(some 12 feet from the speakers). 

< < The sonic 
hologram 

constitutes 
a significant 

step forward 
in stereo 

imagery and 
the recreation 

of a sense 
of space. > 

' Adding the delay channel extended 
the richness and depth all around 
me. When the delay and the holo- 
gram generator were switched out. 
the sound collapsed to -ordinary 
stereo and d was a pronounced let- 
down. 

As I..moved away from the op- 
timum position, the almost palpable 
sense of reality first. weakened- and 
then disappeared. What did remain 
was the strengthened bass- and a; 
sense of ambiance that seemed at 
least as good as anything time -delay 
devices had produced in my listen- 
ing room (B). Even though I.knew 
only two speakers were ín use, the 
fact was hard to accept. 

On the basis of this brief exposure 
to the Carver C-4000, I am eagerly 
awaiting a production Model ,that I 
can, listen to at length. And I can 
only suggest that any audiophile 
who is skeptical.of my glowing en- 
thusiasm get one to hear" for himself. 
The effect strains credibility-had I 
not experiencedit, I probably would 
not believe it myself. 

-Julian Hirsch, 
Hirsch -Houck Laboratories. 
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t CIE,you get 
electronics career 
trahtiiig fro 
"1)CC1ililSi,S 
If you're interested in learning how to fix air 
conditioners, service cars or install heating 
systems - talk to some other school. But if 
you're serious about electronics, come to 
CIE -The Electronics Specialists. 

, 

1s( 
Special Projects Director 

Cleveland Institute of Electronics 
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Milv father always told me that 
there were certain acivan- 

takes to putting all your eggs in one 
basket. "John," he said, "learn to 
do one important thing better than 
anyone else, and you'll always be 
in demand." 

I believe he was right. Today is 
the age of specialization. And I 
think that's a very good thing. 

Consider doctors. You wouldn't 
expect your family doctor to perform 
open heart surgery or your dentist to 
set a broken bone, either. Would you? 

For these things, you'd want a 
specialist. And you'd trust him. Be- 
cause you'd know if he weren't any 
good, he'd be out of business. 
Why trust your education 
and career future to 
anything less than a 
specialist? 

You shouldn't. And you certainly 
don't have to. 

FACT: CIE is the largest inde- 
pendent home study school in the 
world that specializes exclusively 
in electronics. 

We have to be good at it because 
we put all our eggs in one basket: 
electronics. If we hadn't done a good 
job, we'd have closed our doors 
long ago. 
Specialists aren't for 
everyone. 

I'll tell it to you straight. If you 
think electronics would make a nice 
hobby, check with other schools. 

But ifyou think you have the 
cool-and want the training it takes 
-to make sure that a sound blackout 
during a prime time TV show will be 
corrected in seconds-then answer 
this ad. You'll probably find CIE has 
a course that's just right for you! 

At CIE, we combine 
theory and practice. You 
learn the best of both. 

Learning electronics is a lot 
more than memorizing a laundry list 
of facts about circuits and transis- 
tors. Electronics is interesting be- 
cause it's based on some fairly recent 
scientific discoveries. It's built on 
ideas. So, look for a program that 
starts with ideas-and builds 
on them. 

"Fiat's what happens with CIE's 
Auto -Programmed® Lessons. Each 
lesson uses world-famous 
"programmed learning" methods to 
teach you important principles. You 
explore them, master them com- 
pletely ... before you start to 
apply them! 

But beyond theory, some of our 
courses come fully equipped with 
the electronics gear to actually let 
you perform hundreds of checking, 
testing and analyzing projects. 

In fact, depending on the course 
you take, you'll do most of the basic 
things professionals do every day- 
things like servicing a beauty of a 
Zenith color TV set... or studying a 
variety of screen display patterns 
with the help of a color bar generator. 

Plus there's a professional quality 
oscilloscope you build and use to 
"see" and "read" the characteristic 
waveform patterns of electronic 
equipment. 
You work with experi- 
enced specialists. 

when you send us a completed 
lesson, you can be sure it will be 
reviewed and graded by a trained 
electronics instructor, backed by a 
team of technical specialists. If you 
need specialized help, you get it fast 
... in writ ing from the faeu,ty spe- 
cialists best qualified to handle 
your question. 
People who have known 
us a long time, think of us 
as the "FCC License 
School." 

\Vc don't mind. "We have a fine 
record of preparing people to take . . 

and pass... the government - 
administered FC',C License exams. 
In fact, in continuing surveys nearly 
4 out of 5 of our graduates Who take 

\\.\ _~a 

,a 

the exams get their Licenses. You 
may already know that an FCC 
License is needed for sonic careers 
in electronics-and it can be a 
valuable credential anytime. 
Find out more! Mail this 
card for your FREE 
CATALOG today: 

If the card is gone, cut out and 
mail the coupon. 

I'll send you a cop} of CIE's 
FREE school catalog, along with a 
complete package of independent 
home study information. 

For your convenience, I'll try to 
arrange for a CIE representative to 
contact you to answer any questions 
you may have. 

Remember, ifyou arc serious 
about learning electronics ... or 
building upon your present skills, 
your best bet is to go with the elec- 
tronics specialists-CIE. Mail the 
ca -d or coupon today or write CIE 
(and mention the name and elate of 
this magazine ), 1776 East 17th 
Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

: , 

Patterns shown on TV and oscilloscope screens arc simulated. 

F---Ell INMEMIM---N--INI 
Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc. 
1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114 

Accredited Member National Home Study Council 

1 

, 

CIE 
YES ... John, I want to learn from the specialists in electronics-CIE. 

Send me nn FREE CIE school catalog- including details about troubleshooting 
courses-plus my FREE package of home study information. 

PE -89 

Print \ante 
\ddress Apt 

City 

State 7ip 

.Age "one (area code ) 

Check box lbr G.I. hill itch natation: ' I Veteran Ü Active Duty 

Mail today: 
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The Technics isolated -loop system. 
Its the one big difference 
between their decks'and;ours. 

113chnic 

1 - 

Every one of Technics Four open reel decks has 7rie -king in' 
common: The.performarce of Technics isolDtec-loop tape 
transport system. And that means performance that's 
comparable to professional open reel decks ccstirg 
thousands of dollars -Wore. 

By isolating the tape Tom external influences, ox 
isolated -loop tape transport system minimizes fapá ension 
to a constant 80 grams. This not only provides ex'remely 
stable tape transport and low head wear, i also reduces 
modulation noise and wow and flutter to the pcin- where 
they're detectable on only sophisticated testing equipment. 

Electronically, our line of isolated -loop tope redcs are 
equally impressive. The -easons are as simple as #reir IC 
full -logic transport controls, highly accurate miaroDhone 
amplifiers, FET mixing amplifiers and sepa -ate 3 -position 
bias / EQ selectors. 

And you'll get all thisiechnology whether yr.0 
the two -track RS -1500, the extended,pla.ing litre of the 
4 -track RS -1506 (show- above), the convenience of the 

>t 

o 

Technics 

4-trac< RS -,1700 with-auto:reverse or thé studio features of 
the RS -1520. 

There: also an optio-al full -feature infrared wireless 
remote control (RP -07C: With it you can get your hands on 
all this sq iistication from up ío.20 feet. - 

All four decks hit the competition richt between the reels. 
Because DI four have: atEQ..RÉSP.-3)-30,000 Hz, f 3 dB 
(-10 d2 rec. level) at T5 ips. WOW& FLUTTER: 0.018% - 

WRMS ct 15 ips. S/N 4ATIO: 57 dB j 1506 &_1.700) and 
60 dB (1500 & 1520)1 NIAB weighted at.15 ips, 
SEPARATIZ'1: Better then 50 dB. STMT -UP TIME: 0.7 sec. 

SPEED DE IATION: f U 1 %with 1.0 or 1.5 mil tape 
at 15 ips SPEED FLUCT _ATION: 0.05°f. with 1..0 or 1.5 mil 
tape ct l t. ips. PITCH CONTROL: ± E°h. 

Tecnnke open reel decks. A rare cDmbination of audio 
technology. A rare stOndard of audio excellence. - 

Cabinetr- is srrula'erI woodg,&.,, 

Technics 
Professicuial Series 

CIRCLE N7. 58 ON FREE INF=RMATION CARO 
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Julian Hirsch Audio Reports 
` rAAA,frt#trtrt°jáhlfi,fa7Ht . 

lkgni .4111010uuwcm 

...,.. ,... ...o.. Wkn- 
4.1 

Eumig 'CCD' Cassette Deck 

The new Austrian- 
HIRSCH- made Model CCD 
HOUCK 
LASS _ 

from Eumig is a 

Rap y three -head, top- 
loading cassette 

deck with many unusual design and 
operating features. In particular, it 

has a low -mass servo -controlled 
capstan motor with optical feedback, 
solenoid control of all transport func- 
tions, full remote control as a stan- 
dard feature, flexible dual inputs with 
mixing capability, and fast peak - 
responding LED recording level in- 
dicators. 

The recorder is finished in black 
and has an upward -sloping rear sec- 
tion that contains the level indicators 
and ON/OFF power switch. The 
transport controls are light -touch 
pushbuttons, each of which has a 

status indicating LED near it. Input 
and output jacks are in the rear, mi- 
crophone jacks are in the front, and 
various controls and switches are lo- 
cated on the front and underneath 
the recorder. 

The Eumig Model CCD measures 
17.1" W x 11.8" D x 5.4" H (43.4 x 
30 x 13.8 cm) and weighs 16 lb (7.3 
kg). A remote -control accessory 
supplied with the recorder duplicates 
all transport -control functions, in- 
cluding recording and fast forward 
and reverse. It measures about 3.5" 
x 2" x 1" thick (7.6 x 5.1 x 2.5 cm) 
and plugs into the recorder through 
an approximately 90" long (2.3 m) 
cable. Suggested price is $1300. 

General Description. A light 
touch on a button opens the door of 
the cassette compartment, while an 
additional, firmer pressure causes 
the cassette tray to tilt upward with a 

slow, damped motion for loading 
and unloading a cassette. Selection 
of bias and recording and playback 
equalization is automatic, using the 
special keying hole on the rear of a 

cassette to select operating condi- 
tions for chrome (Cr) tape; other- 
wise, the machine is set up for either 
ferric -oxide (Fe) or ferrichrome 
(FeCr) tape. A slide switch under the 
cassette cover permits the user to 
choose between these two tapes, 
since there is no special cassette 
keying to distinguish between them. 
The appropriate LED in front of the 
cassette compartment comes on to 
indicate the type of tape being 
played or recorded. 

The deck has a memory -stop fea- 
ture associated with its index count- 
er. The stop works in either direction 
of tape motion in the fast -speed 
modes when the counter reaches 
000. Two pairs of slide -type potenti- 
ometers are provided for recording 
level adjustments on each channel 
for each of the two inputs. An input is 

selected by touching a button in front 
of its level controls. Simultaneously, 
the scale markings for the selected 
controls light up and the appropriate 
INPUT LED lights up. Normally, 
touching the other input button will 
shut off the first input. However, both 

inputs can be used simultaneously 
by holding down one button while 
touching the other. 

Between the INPUT select buttons 
is another button labelled AUTO/ 
MAN. Touching this button causes 
the manual level controls to be re- 
placed with an automatic volume 
control (avc) circuit. This function 
would principally be used for speech 
recording. It cán be used with either 
recording input but not with both si- 
multaneously. When the avc is on, 
the lights for the level controls and 
the LED indicators extinguish. Nor- 
mal manual control is restored with a 

second touch of the AUTO/MAN but- 
ton. Plugging a microphone into one 
of the input jacks replaces the corre- 
sponding LINE input of INPUT 2 with 
the microphone signal. 

The recording -level indicators are 
calibrated from -20 to +6 dB with 
LEDs that form a line whose length 
is proportional to the peak incoming 
signal level. Up to -3 dB, the LEDs 
are green; the 0 -dB LED is yellow; 
and the +3- and +6 -dB LEDs are 
red. Since the signal level is moni- 
tored after the recording equaliza- 
tion, the LEDs give a true picture of 
the peak levels applied to the re- 
cording head. 

The transport controls are fully 
logic operated through solenoids. 
Any transport control button can be 
touched while the machine is run- 
ning in any mode without risking 
damage to tape or deck. Even the 
button for the cassette compartment 
door can be operated while the tape 
is running. Pressing the OPEN button 
while the deck is operating causes 
the tape to stop. Then the compart- 
ment door opens and allows the 
tape to be lifted out of the deck by 
the tray. Only the record function 
cannot be engaged once the tape is 
in motion. The deck is placed in the 
record mode in a rather unorthodox 
manner. The PAUSE button must be 
touched first, then the REC button. 
After the levels have been set, 
another touch of the PAUSE button 
starts the recording process. Alter- 
natively, the REC button can be 
pressed first, followed by two 
touches on the PAUSE button. While 
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recording, touching PLAY will instant- 
ly place the deck in the play mode. 

As befits a true three -head record- 
er, the Eumig CCD has full off -the - 
tape monitoring capability. This in- 
cludes a double Dolby system so 
that the playback is heard with the 
correct frequency response and 
noise level while a recording is being 
made. Certain operating sequences 
of the transport controls will also 
switch the monitor outputs from tape 
to source (but not from source to 
tape). One must keep an eye on the 
red MONITOR LED to determine 
which program is being heard. The 
Dolby NR button inserts and re- 
moves the Dolby noise -reduction cir- 
cuits. There is also a headphone 
jack with its own independent 
PHONES level control. 

Barely visible on the front surface 
of the deck are the two microphone 
jacks and two pushbutton switches. 
One button is for selecting the micro- 
phone sensitivity to accommodate 
high- and low -output microphones 
(the microphones can have bal- 
anced or unbalanced outputs and 
any impedance from 100 to 5000 
ohms). The other button is a TEST 

switch that controls an internal 
400 -Hz oscillator used both for re- 
cord head azimuth adjustment and 
Dolby -level adjustment. 

Like the few other true three -head 
cassette decks with physically sepa- 
rate recording and playback heads, 
the Model CCD provides for an azi- 
muth adjustment on its recording 
head. This permits one to compen- 
sate for any skew effects in the cas- 
sette that could alter the azimuth re- 
lationship between the tape and two 
heads. (The playback head is fixed, 
and is factory aligned against a 

standard test tape.) This record - 
head alignment is required to obtain 
the full high -frequency response of 
which the deck is capable, although 
Eumig states that "for most record- 
ings this adjustment will probably not 
need to be made." The other manu- 
facturers of three -head cassette 
decks are emphatic about the impor- 
tance of making this adjustment for 
every cassette before recording and 
even when recording on the second 
side of a cassette after the deck has 
been adjusted for the first side. 

To make the alignment, the deck 
is put into the record mode and the 
TEST button is engaged. In general, 
the green LEDs on the level display 

Product Focus 
Many. if not most, cassette recorders 

use servo -controlled dc motors for their 
capstan drive. They have the advantage 
over synchronous motors of being unaf- 
fected by line -frequency changes and 
are readily adjustable in speed and rela- 
tively inexpensive. 

Most such motors use a tachometer 
generator of some sort on the motor shaft 
to generate an ac output voltage whose 
amplitude and frequency are proportional 
to the speed of rotation. Either voltage or 
frequency can be used to generate the 
correcting voltage that drives the capstan 
motor. by comparison against a stable 
reference voltage or frequency. The ser- 
vo action maintains the motor at a con- 
stant average speed, but as a rule the 
mass of the motor is too great for the 
driving amplifier to correct for short-term 
fluctuations that can create flutter. A 
heavy flywheel, generally on the capstan 
shaft. is used to smooth out these fluc- 
tuations. The appreciable amount of time 
required for the flywheel to reach its op- 
erating speed demands that it be left 
turning, even while the deck is in PAUSE. 

To put the tape into motion, a rubber 
pressure roller is used to hold the tape 
against the rotating capstan. 

In the Model CCD deck. Eumig has 
done things quite differently. The motor is 
a very -low -mass "coreless" rotor type. It 
is inherently able to respond to input volt- 
age changes much faster than more 
massive motors. Also, there is no fly- 
wheel, in its place. on the capstan's shaft 
is a very -low -mass optical disc on which 
there are 2500 radial spokes. At normal 
tape speed, the spoke markings interrupt 
the light beam between a LED and a pho- 
tocell to generate a 15.000 -Hz signal. 
This signal is compared with a reference 
(it is not made clear whether the compari- 
son is on a frequency basis or it is first 
changed to a dc voltage) and the error 
signal is amplified to drive the motor. 

Instead of depending on the mass of a 

flywheel to eliminate flutter from the tape 
drive. Eumig actively eliminates it at the 
source by a very -fast -acting motor speed 
servo that can smooth out the drive pul- 
sations at the capstan. The motor is able 
to respond in only milliseconds. The re- 
sult is a flutter specification that would do 
justice to a good open -reel recorder op- 
erating at 7'2 ips (19 cm/s) or higher 
speeds. and one which our tests show is 
very handily met. 

will come on for only one channel. 
With the cassette cover open, a 

small nonmagnetic screwdriver 
(supplied with the recorder) is insert- 
ed into a slot in the well and turned 
until the LEDs for both channels 
come on for about the same per- 
centage of the time, flashing on and 
off alternately. The TEST button can 
then be released and the tape re- 
turned to its beginning for making 
the recording. 

To perform the Dolby alignment, 
for matching the input and output 
levels within 2 dB, the TEST tone and 
the Dolby system are switched on. 
This gives a steady indication for 
both channels on the display. Small 
individual thumbwheel controls on 
the front of the deck are then adjust- 
ed until the yellow LEDs in the dis- 
play just begin to flicker. As before, 
the TEST button is released and the 
tape is returned to its beginning be- 
fore making a recording. 

Beneath the recorder are two 
pushbutton switches. One transfers 
INPUT 1 from phono jacks to a DIN 

connector and performs appropriate 
level and impedance changes. The 
other button permits one to insert a 
19 -kHz filter into the recording cir- 
cuits to eliminate any possible in- 
teraction between the pilot carrier 
leakage in a tuner output and the 
Dolby system of the recorder. 

Laboratory Measurements. 
The operating manual that accom- 
panies the Model CCD makes no 
recommendations or suggestions 
about specific types of tape to be 
used with the deck. (It is, however, 
sufficiently complete in its descrip- 
tion of the deck's operation and fea- 
tures.) An individually run frequency - 
response curve is supplied, also 
without reference to the tape or even 
the recording levels, making if of lit- 
tle value. We took advantage of the 
deck's monitoring capability to test 
some 16 tapes in an effort to find the 
one (or ones) that best matched the 
bias and equalization settings. 

Among the ferric -oxide tapes, we 
tested BASF Professional I, Fuji 
FX-I, Maxell UD-XL I, Maxell LN, 
Memorex MRX3, Scotch Dyna- 
range, Scotch Master I, and TDK 
AD. It was obvious that the ma- 
chine's bias was too low for the high- 
performance tapes in this group, all 
of which had a more or less rising 
high -end response at a -20 -dB re - 
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cording level. However, Scotch Dy- 
narange and Maxell LN yielded virtu- 
ally flat response curves, with the 
slightly better high -frequency satura- 
tion of the Scotch tape making it our 
choice for the balance of the tests 
with Fe tape. 

Among ferrichrome tapes there is 

much less choice. We tested BASF 
Professional II, Scotch Master Ill, 

and Sony FeCr. The deck was clear- 
ly not suitable for use with the first 
two, which had severe high -frequen- 
cy losses. The Sony tape provided 
an acceptable, though not particular- 
ly good response compared to the 
other tape types. This is the tape we 
used for our FeCr tests. 

As expected, the cobalt -treated 
ferric "chrome -equivalent" tapes 
gave the best results with thé Model 
CCD. We tested BASF Professional 
II, Fuji FX-II, Maxell UD-XL II, Scotch 
Master II, and TDK SA. Although all 
gave acceptable results, the TDK 
SA had an impressively flat re- 
sponse that left no doubt that it was 
the best tape for this deck as it was 
biased and equalized. 

The frequency response at -20 
dB with TDK SA was flat within ±0.5 
dB from 47 to beyond 20,000 Hz. 
The head "ripples" at low frequen- 
cies had little effect down to about 
45 Hz, but the output dropped about 
5 dB at 35 Hz and below, which ap- 
plies to any of the tapes we used. At 
the high end, the response was 
down 3 dB at just beyond 21,000 Hz. 
The 0 -dB record/playback response 
displayed the expected saturation 
effect. It dropped off beyond 2000 
Hz and intersected the -20 -dB 
curve at 10,500 Hz. 

The Sony FeCr tape gave a re- 
sponse within +0.5/-3 dB from 38 
to 17,000 Hz at -20 dB. However, 
its saturation at high levels was 
more pronounced than we are ac- 
customed to seeing, even on cas- 
sette machines. The 0 -dB response 
dropped steeply beyond 1000 Hz 
and intersected the -20 -dB curve at 
6300 Hz. 

The response with Scotch Dyna- 
range was nearly as flat, though not 
quite as extended, as the TDK SA 
response. At -20 dB, it was within 
t-0.5 dB from 46 to 18,000 Hz, and 

the 0 -dB response intersected the 
-20 -dB curve at 10,000 Hz. 

The playback equalization could 
be measured only for the 120-11s 
(Fe) response since our standard 

test tapes do not have the notches 
required for switching the deck to 
704 and there is no override fea- 
ture. The low -frequency portion of 
the response from the TDK AC -337 
test tape was very flat. However, 
beyond 1000 Hz, the output dropped 
off slightly to about -3 dB at 12,500 
Hz. Overall, it was within ±1.5 dB 
from 40 to 12,500 Hz, which is re- 
spectable response for any cassette 
recorder. 

The 19 -kHz multiplex filter began 
to affect the frequency response as 
low as 10,000 Hz and less, but it de- 
creased it by only about 8 dB at 

19,000 Hz. Although the attenuation 
appeared to increase at higher fre- 
quencies, it was relatively low at the 
critical 19,000 -Hz pilot carrier fre- 
quency. 

The Dolby tracking of the record- 
ing and playback circuits was excel- 
lent. At -20 dB, the frequency re- 
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! BEAR FENDER 

. _ 

... by the people who sell it! 
... the people who buy it! 
...and the magazines who test it! 

The BEARFINDER Speed Radar 
Detector is the finest all-around 
unit you can buy... at a price you 
can afford. 

CAR & DRIVER magazine says that 
the BEARFINDER XK Two + Two is: 
"Good; a first-class ticket to 
rapid transit" 

Our dealers and distributors from 
coast -to -coast think the 
BEARFINDER is the finest in 

ftTÍCTOF? 

Jim -f TGr'.o 

sensitivity, selectivity, quality and 
overall performance. They call it the 
"performance leader." 

Write us today and we'll send you a 

copy of CAR & DRIVER's February, 
1979 report, 8 full pages of Speed 
Radar Detector testing facts. 

We know our BEARFINDER XK is 

"the speed radar detector" ...tops 
where it counts most... on the 
highway. With a BEARFINDER on 
your car's dash, you will, too! 

BEARFINDER. INC. 
221 Crane St. 
Dayton. Ohio 45403 

The Speed Radar Detector... 
for every safe and secure mile you drive! 
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SPARKOMATIC 
Digital 8 Track AM FM Stereo - ` MUTE 
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M 

LOUD ' HF AM FM 

AM I r 11 ,1 FM 
PM 1 1_111.3 ST 

THE SPARKOMATIC SOUND. 
CAR STEREO FOR THE TRAVEUN' MAN WHO IS 

IN TOUCH WITH THE CHANGING TIMES. 
Like time, the travelin' man and his music 

do not stand still. Curiously, car high fidelity has 
failed to keep pace. The equipment in the. auto was 
ill-equipped to reproduce any level of sophisticated 
sound. 

Sparkomatic's new High Power Car Stereo 
series has changed all that. Truly machines of the 
times. Driving enormously spacious sound through- 
out the elegantly understated space they occupy. 
Tuners with exceptional FM sensitivity, superb 
separation and efficient multipath signal rejection; 
integrated Cassette or 8 -Track that's a break- 
through in disciplined distortion and wow and flut- 
ter; separate bass/treble and balance/fader controls 
to command the performance. 

The power: a bone sha1ing 45 watts. 

This Sparkomatic SR 2400 High Power 
Digital 8 -Track AM/FM Stereo with Clock (or SR 
3400 Cassette alternative) is a prime example of 
these components -like advancements. Feather touch 
controls send electronic impulses to activate all 
major fidelity functions. And the integrated tape - 

player performs to the highest fidelity standards. 
The timepiece itself is a statement in state- 

of-the-art digital accuracy. 
Synchronize one of 20 models to your time 

and space. Sparkomatic High Fidelity Speakers 
add yet another dimension to your car sound. 

Visit a Sparkomatic dealer for a demonstration. 

SPARKOMATIC.. 
For theTravelin' Man TM 

For our free catalogs on Car High Fidelity write: "For The Travelin' Man", Dept. PE, Sparkomatic Corporation, Milford, PA 18337 
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Fret rerrry responses al ll rnrd -20 rfR for three different Lupe l yfiex 

sponse with and without Dolby 
changed by no more than 1 dB at 

any frequency up to 15,000 Hz. At 
-40 dB, the two curves were within 
1 dB of ech other up to our measure- 
ment limit of 20,000 Hz. Noticing that 
the response at -40 dB was rising 
slightly at 20,000 Hz, instead of fall- 
ing as it did at -20 dB, we extended 
our -40 -dB measurement to 40 
kHz. The result was an impressive 
response of ±2 dB from 40 to 
23,500 Hz! 

To produce a 0 -dB recording level 
indication on the LEDs, a line input 
of 50 mV was needed. The micro- 
phone sensitivities were 0.068 and 
0.77 mV for the two positions of the 
microphone attenuator. The corre- 
sponding overload levels were 7.7 
and 52 mV. The playback output 
voltage, which is fixed, was 0.46 volt 
for FeCr tape, 0.57 volt for Scotch 
Dynarange, and 0.66 volt for TDK 
SA, all from a 0 -dB recording input at 
1000 Hz. A comparison with the 

Performance Specifications 

Specification 

Tape speed 
Frequency response 
(tapes not specified) 

S/N (A -weighted) 

Fe 

Cr 
FeCr 

Bias frequency 
Wow & flutter 

Rewind time (C-60) 
Fast forward time (C-60) 
Start-up time 
Mixing control range 
Alc range/response time 
Output level/impedance 

Headphone output 

Rating Measured 

1/H ips ±1% 
Fe: 30-16,000 Hz -13 dB 

CrO2: 20-20,000 Hz ±3 dB 

FeCr: 20-20,000 Hz ±3 dB 

Dolby 
Off 
58 dB 
60 dB 
64 dB 
175 kHz 
0.05% wrms 

On 
66dB 
68dB 
72dB 

40 seconds 
NA 
Less than 0.04 s 

-65 to +15 dB 
40 dB/0.01 s 

500 mV/10k ohms 

8-2000 ohms, r/.r" jack 

17k ips +0.15% 
46-18,000 Hz ±0.5 dB 
Scotch Dynarange 
47-20,000 Hz -.L0.5 dB 
TDK SA 
38-17,000 Hz +0.5/-3 dB 
Sony FeCr 
Unwtd Dolby/ 

CCIR/ARM 
48.5 dB 63.5 dB 
51.5 dB 65.5 dB 
51 dB 62 dB 
Not Checked 
0.035% wrms 
0.05% wpk (DIN) 
47 seconds 
84 seconds 
Not checked 
Not checked 
Not checked 
Not checked 
Level OK (depends on tape) 

playback output from a TDK Dolby - 
level cassette revealed that the play - 
bark "Dolby level" of 200 nW/m cor- 
responded to a recording made at 

-3 dB on the deck's own amplitude 
display, but there was no Dolby 
mark on the display scale, nor was 
any reference made to this matter in 

the manual. 
The playback waveform from a 

0 -dB recording with any of the tapes 
was severely distorted. It contained 
from 5.6% to 7.1% of third -harmonic 
distortion. To obtain the usual refer - 

the deck's 

measured (0.035%) 

flutter actually 

surpassed the 

remarkable claims 

made for it! 

ence level of 3% third -harmonic dis- 
tortion, we had to record the Dyna- 
range and SA tapes at -2 dB and 
the FeCr tape at -4 dB. The S/N, 
relative to these levels, was respec- 
tively 48.5, 51.5 and 51 dB for the 
three we used in our tests in an un - 
weighted measurement. Using the 
Dolby system and CCIR/ARM 
weighting, we measured S/N figures 
of 63.5, 65.5, and 62 dB for Fe, Cr, 
and FeCr tapes. The noise level 
through the microphone inputs in- 
creased by 2.6 or 15 dB, depending 
or the attenuator setting, at max- 
imum gain, compared to the noise 
through the line inputs. The record- 
ing avc circuit attacked almost in- 
stantly to hold the gain effectively at 
-3 dB. There was negligible distor- 
tion from overloads of 30 dB or 
more. (The "pumping" of the back- 
ground noise level as the gain fluctu- 
ates makes this feature unsuitable 
for music recording.) 

The deck's measured flutter actu- 
ally surpassed the remarkable 
claims made for it! With a TDK 
AC -342 test tape, the peak weighted 
flutter (DIN) was 0.05%, and the 
weighted rms flutter (JIS) was 
0.035%. The same readings were 
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obtained in a combined record/ 
playback measurement. The speed 
was 0.15% fast and did not change 
as a cassette was being played. The 
crosstalk from left to right channel at 
1000 Hz, measuréd with a TDK 
AC -352 tape, was a relatively high 
-33 dB, which is still adequate for a 
full stereo effect. 

The Model CCD is claimed to 
have a very fast rewind speed, and it 

did. It rewound a C-60 cassette in 

only 47 seconds, which is apprecia- 
bly faster than the 80 or more sec- 
onds of a typical cassette transport. 
However, its fast forward was slow- 
er, taking 84 seconds to move the 
same amount of tape. Headphone 
volume through 200 -ohm phones 
was excellent. The headphone am- 
plifier built into this recorder makes it 
one of the very few cassette decks 
that can actually produce a loud lis- 
tening level with just about any kind 
of dynamic phones. 

User Comment. Functionally and 
operationally, this appears to be a 
well -conceived and executed deck. 
Its rather unusual features are easy 
to get used to: afterward, it is difficult 
to imagine á recorder smoother or 
easier to use. The solenoid -operat- 
ed transport is astonishingly silent. 
Wé heard none of the thumps or 
clunks usually associated with sole- 
noid operation. The tape heads 
move up to contact the tape with a 

"motor" rather than a linear -solenoid 
sound. This is apparently not far 
from the actual case, since one of 
the very few details supplied about 

the inner workings of the deck in the 
Eumig literature is the fact that the 
head assembly is pivoted and 
moves through an arc to contact the 
tape. However this is accomplished, 
the heads appear to contact the tape 
firmly but slowly, with a minimum of 
impact. The record azimuth adjust- 
ment was easy to make and not very 
critical, unless one is concerned with 
the response at the highest audio 
frequencies (beyónd 15,000 Hz). 

Eumig also claims a start-up time 
of less than 40 ms for the low -mass 
capstan motor so that the PAUSE 
start and stop action (which actually 
shuts off the motor, instead of leav- 
ing it running with the pressure roller 
released, as is usually done) occurs 
instantly and with no audible wow. 
We confirmed this in use. In general, 
we were most impressed with the 
mechanical performance of the re- 
corder. 

We are less enthusiastic about the 
relatively low saturation level of the 
recording head. With most tapes, 
the 0 -dB record/playback frequency 
response was not as wide as we 
have found on many other cassette 
decks in the upper -price range. 
Even the very measurable differ- 
ence in response between the -20 - 
and -40 -dB recording levels with 
TDK SA tape suggests that the deck 
should be operated with a very low 
average recording level, which 
needlessly restricts its dynamic 
range. This is why we obtained S/N 
figures that, though very acceptable, 
are not quite as good as expected 
from a $1300 cassette recorder. 

True, the noise levels are low, but so 
is the maximum recording level. 

When recording from FM broad- 
casts, the deck did a "perfect" job in 
the sense that operating the monitor 
button to listen to the incoming pro- 
gram or the tape playback resulted 
in absolutely no audible difference in 
the sound. When we tried recording 
FM tuner interstation hiss at various 
levels and making this comparison, 
we could always hear some differ- 
ence in the extreme highs. The play- 
back was usually slightly dulled, 
even at levels as low as -20 dB. 
With high-energy tapes such as TDK 
AD, which had a rising high -end re- 
sponse, the effect was the reverse, 
with the playback sounding slightly 
bright. In both cases the difference 
was slight, probably too small to de- 
tect when recording FM broadcasts 
or dubbing from most records. 

Our conclusions are, of course, 
based on tests with just one sample 
of the Model CCD. Hence, we have 
no way of knowing how representa- 
tive our test deck was of the compa- 
ny's entire production. If the Model 
CCD could be given just a few deci- 
bels of added headroom in record- 
ing, it would be unarguably one of 
the finest decks on the market at any 
price. This deck is ingeniously de- 
signed, ruggedly made, and highly 
versatile, with basically excellent 
performance-when using a limited 
number of suitable tapes and only 
when the maximum recording level 
is kept to -3 dB or less as read on 
the LED indicators. 
CIRCLE NO. 101 ON FREE INFORMATION CARO 
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Pioneer TVX-9500 
TV Sound Tuner 

The Pioneer Mod- 
HIRSCH- el TVX-9500 TV 
HOUCK 

sound tuner is U de- 
signed to take 
advantage of the 

wider bandwidth available now to TV 
networks for intercity audio transmis- 
sion. This makes it possible for the au- 
dio enthusiast to obtain high-fidelity 
sound from TV programs. It is a com- 
pact accessory that contains separate 
vhf and uhf TV tuners, a high -quality 
FM i -f and quadrature detector, and 
audio outputs that can drive a high- 
level input of any hi-fi system. The 
TVX-9500 measures 1611" W x 13'/4" 
D x 3'/K" H (42 x 35 x 9.8 cm) and 
weighs roughly 1111 lb (5.2 kg). Sug- 
gested retail price is $250. 
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onComputing .ers. 

Read onComputing 
to find out .. . 

What a micro- 
computer can do 
How to get started 
What's new in 
personal 
computers 
Where to buy 
your computer 
How to use your 
computer 

The editors ofonComputing realire 
that much of the material written 
about computers is not at all suited 
to the person who just wants to 
use a computer as a tool for busi- 
ness, education, home entertain- 
ment, laboratory work, or other 
applications. on Computing is dedi- 
cated to helping the computer user 
understand the capabilities of a 
microcomputer- in non -technical 
language. 

onComputing is entertaining and 
informative. It contains practical 
articles on how to get started, in- 
cluding what you'll need for your 
application and what it will cost. 
It features book reviews, product 
reviews, information on what's 

new in personal computers, where 
to buy a personal computer, and- 
how to use it. 

onComputing is a totally new 
publication. It is issued quarterly 
and contains articles from some of 
the best known names as well as 
from competent amateurs. It is 
edited and produced under the guid- 
ance of an experienced staff of 
computer experts. The articles in 
onComputing have never appeared 
in any other publication. They are 
all fresh, informative, and valuable 
reading for anyone interested in 
using a computer- for fun or profit! 

onComputing- 
GUIDE TO PERSONAL COMPUTING 

Start your subscription today. 

EVERY THREE MONTHS 
onComputing will bring 
the latest develop- 
ments in the field of 
personal computing: 
use, applications, books, 
selection- all in an 
easy -to -read style. 

© onConlputing, Inc.1979 

onComputing Subscription Department, P.O. Box 307, Martinsville, NJ 08836 
CHARTER subscription rate in effect during introductory period (April-May 31,1979) 
f U.S. 1 yr. (4 issues) @ $7.50 ' . Canada & Mexico 1 yr. (4 issues) p $9.00 

REGULAR subscription rate applies to all subscription cards postmarked after May 31,1979 

I U.S. 1 yr. (4 issues) @ $8.50 ' - Canada & Mexico 1 yr. (4 issues)tt $10.00 

FOREIGN (to expedite service, please remit in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank.) 
r Europe (and all other countries, except above) 1 yr. a $12.00- surface delivery 

I Bill VISA 1 Bill Master Charge 1- Bill me (North America only) 

Charge Card Number Expiration 

Signature Name (Please print) 

Street/Apartment Number 

City State/Province/Country Postal Code 

1 

7359 j 
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General Description. The TVX- 
9500 resembles other Pioneer audio 
components in style. Across most of 
the width of the panel are 12 flat, me- 
chanically interlocked pushbuttons 
that respond to a very light pressure 
and select the vhf TV channels from 2 
to 13. Above each button is a red LED 
that glows when that channel is se- 
lected. Slightly to the right of the chan- 
nel 13 button is a uhf button, which 
transfers tuner operation to the con- 
ventional rotary-detented uhf channel 
selector. The scale of the uhf channel 
selector is calibrated from 14 to 83, 
visible through a small window or) the 
panel. It has a concentric fine-tuning 
ring. A small green LED, labelled 
TUNED glows only when a signal of 
sufficient strength is tuned. 

On the rear apron are separate an- 
tenna inputs for uhf and vhf antennas 
(both 300 -ohm balanced and 75 -ohm 
unbalanced for vhf and 300 -ohm bal- 
anced for uhf). Even though the audio 
output is monophonic, there are two 
audio output jacks to simplify connect- 
ing the TV audio to both channels of a 

stereo amplifier or receiver. Accessi- 
ble through the bottom panel are a 
number of small control shafts, one for 
each vhf channel, that can be adjust- 
ed by hand or with a screwdriver. 
They are for tuning to the sound carri- 
er frequency on each channel. As 
each is correctly tuned, the green 
TUNED LED on the front panel comes 
on. (While making this adjustment, a 
slide switch on the bottom panel must 
be set to defeat the afc and muting cir- 
cuits. When all channels have been 
tuned correctly, the afc and muting 
are put back into service.) The audio 
outputs of the tuner are normally silent 
until a sufficiently strong signal has 
been received. 

the TVX-9500... 
dramatically 
upgrades TV sound 

The performance specifications of 
the tuner are comparable to those of a 

good stereo FM tuner. They include a 

65 -dB signal-to-noise ratio (based on 
the 25 -kHz maximum rated deviation 
of a TV -sound channel); 50 -dB quiet- 
ing sensitivity of 32 dBf (22µV); and 
frequency response of 50 to 10,000 

Hz +0.5/-1 dB. Distortion is rated 
differently in two places in the bro- 
chure that describes the tuner, at 
either 0.07% or 0.13%. 

Relatively simple circuits are used 
in this tuner, compared to those used 
in most stereo -FM tuners. The inde- 
pendent vhf and uhf "front ends" ap- 
pear to be conventional TV tuners. A 
single -transistor i -f amplifier and a ce- 
ramic filter are followed by an integrat- 
ed circuit that performs limiting and 
quadrature detection. A low -distortion 
audio amplifier, powered by bipolar 
supplies, delivers a nominal 400 -mV 
output to a 4700 -ohm load when the 
input signal has a ±25 -kHz deviation. 

Laboratory Measurements. We 
tested the TVX-9500 on vhf Channel 
6, whose sound was within the tuning 
range of our Sound Technology FM 
signal generator. The muting thresh- 
old was 35 dBf, or 30 µV (rated 34 
dBf, or 28 µV). At this signal level, the 
S/N was already 60 dB. We did not at- 
tempt to verify the 50 -dB quieting sen- 
sitivity rating, since it fell below the 
muting threshold level. 

Minimum distortion was reached at 
a 45-dBf (100-11V) input and remained 
constant at higher inputs. The THD + 
N was 0.14% with a 25 -kHz deviated 
signal, and the unweighted S/N was 
64 dB (excellent tuner performance, 
when one considers that the 75 -kHz 
deviation used in FM broadcasting 
would have added 10 dB to this fig- 
ure). Capture ratio, rated at 1.0 dB, 
was not measured, owing to the mut- 
ing action of the tuner. In any case, it 
could not be a significant specifica- 
tion, since cochannel or multipath in- 
terference of sufficient magnitude to 
interfere with sound quality would cer- 
tainly result in a useless picture from 
the TV receiver. 

The AM rejection improved from 52 
dB to 58 dB as the signal level was in- 
creased from 45 to 75 dBf (rated at 50 
dB at an unspecified input level). The 
audio frequency response was within 
+0.15/-0.5 dB from 50 to 15,000 Hz 
and was down 2 dB at 30 Hz. We not- 
ed that the tuner sound cut off when 
the modulation frequency exceeded 
18,000 Hz. Perhaps the muting circuit 
interprets this high frequency as a 

noise signal, normally associated with 
insufficient signal strength. Audio out- 
put with 25 -kHz deviation was 400 
mV, exactly as rated. 

User Comment. We have been 

playing our TV sound through a hi-fi 
system for more than 20 years (deriv- 
ing it from the detector output to by- 
pass the TV audio system entirely). 
The result was sometimes much bet- 
ter than the normal TV sound, but 
more often was merely a more faithful 
reproduction of intercarrier "buzz" 
from our old TV receiver. Of course, 
the limited bandwidth of TV -network 
shows over most of that period made 
any improvement marginal at best. 

When we used the TVX-9500, the 
difference was most dramatic. The 
quality was comparable in every way 
to that of most FM broadcast stations. 
This may have been due, in part, to 
the limitations of the broadcast materi- 
al as well as to the improved TV 
sound standards and the TVX-9500. 
The point is that the sound was of full 
"hi-fi" quality and listening to it alone 
would give one no inkling that it came 
from a TV broadcast. 

This is not a "sensitive" tuner in the 
sense that we use when talking about 
FM -tuner performance. It is more 
comparable to a TV receiver in its sig- 
nal requirements, which is perfectly 
reasonable. Pioneer suggests con- 
necting it to the TV antenna through a 

signal splitter to divide the signal be- 
tween the picture and sound receiv- 
ers. Alternatively, a separate antenna 
can be used for the TVX-9500. One 
thing that is not likely to prove satis- 
factory is a simple indoor dipole or 
"rabbit -ears" antenna. Even if the lat- 
ter seems to give a satisfactory pic- 
ture, it is unlikely that one could sacri- 
fice half its output to share with the 
sound tuner without degrading the 
performance of the picture. 

TV -sound tuners have been manu- 
factured before, of course. As we re- 
call them, they were rudimentary de- 
vices that could not be called "hi-fi" 
tuners. Furthermore, the TV program 
quality of that time made even their 
minuscule improvement unnecessary. 
Today things are different, and until 
such time as TV receivers with built-in 
high -quality audio systems become 
available (which may never happen), 
the TVX-9500 provides a very practi- 
cal way to dramatically up -grade TV 
sound. We use the term "dramatical- 
ly" intentionally, since there is nothing 
subtle about the improvement. Inci- 
dentally, if the speakers of a system 
are located on either side of the TV re- 
ceiver, the sound will appear to 
emerge from the screen. 
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CH-TBRouGs SOUND 
COMES TO STEW", - 

The same technology that brought 
a quality of sound to CB never before 
thought possible, now brings a quality of 
sound to car stereo never before heard. - 

el 
Introducing Cobra's Punch - 

Through Sound. 
AM/FM Stereo sound. 8 -track or 

cassette sound. Big, booming sound that 
I:gives you great highs and low-down 

lows. Because whichever 
Cobra receiver you 

choose, you get a 
ii full 25 watts of 
\\ power plus ail 

FM sensitivity 
of 1.9micro- 
volts. And 
when you 

match your 
Cobra receiver to 

f any one of Cobra's 
2 -way or 3 -way speakers you get a 

sound that really sings. Add a Cobra 
graphic equalizer/amplifier and boost 

your power output to 60 watts. And get a - 
Sound you can feel, 

See your Cobra radio dealer today. 
' k And when you buy á Cobra you also get 
.; É -a one year warranty and the $:-surance 

that there's a national network of factory 
4- service centers to help you wrth installa- 

tion, service and advice. 
Because whether it's CB or 

Autosound, if it comes from Cobra 
you know it's going to 

F sound great. 
A 

o bra 
Music Loud and Clear. 

Cobra Communications Products 
DYNASCAN CORPORATION 

- 6460 W Cortland St., Chicago, Illinois 60635 
Write for color brochure. 
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The Upcoming New World of TV Reception 
How information carried in the vertical interval can be used for 

a variety of personal and commercial purposes 

MOST PEOPLE are unaware of 
many things occurring on their TV 

receiver's screen because they're nor- 
mally invisible. For example, a VIR (ver- 
tical interval reference) signal is being 
transmitted by some TV broadcasters to 
permit receivers with VIR circuitry to 
electronically compensate for signal var- 
iations that would otherwise deteriorate 
the quality of TV color intensity and tint. 
You don't see it on the TV screen, just 
as you don't see other pulses, but it's 
there nevertheless! 

Besides these transmitted test and 
control signals, there are a number of 
unseen, experimental transmissions 
taking place-captions for the deaf, hun- 
dreds of pages (screensful) of alphanu- 
meric data and simple graphics that cov- 
er weather forecasts, financial news, 
etc. Home video terminals are gaining in 

importance rapidly, using a TV signal's 
vertical blanking intervals. Experimental 
systems of this type are already working 
in Japan, Germany, and Great Britain, 
so we're not spearheading anything truly 

new in this field. Indeed, the Electronic 
Industries Association (EIA) is trying to 
determine if U.S. broadcasters can uti- 
lize foreign technical standards for al- 
phanumeric and graphics consumer TV 
communications. 

In addition to the use being made of 
the vertical blanking lines of TV signals, 
computerized video/audio advances are 
making it feasible to develop a TV color 
"light pen" (see photo above), and TV 
facsimile machines are using stereo 
sound broadcasting (the latter an actual- 
ity in Japan, but not yet in the United 
States). With so much going on, then, it 

is interesting to examine some of the 
workings of these next -generation video 
electronic marvels. 

Using Special Signals. Over the 
years, the FCC has authorized special 
signals to be "piggy -backed" on normal 
TV -program transmissions. These sig- 
nals must not interfere with the normal 
program's picture or sound, of course. 

There are four areas where such sig- 

nals can be inserted. They include the 
horizontal blanking interval; the vertical 
blanking interval; the audio channel, us- 
ing time and/or frequency multiplexing; 
and the video channel (which also em- 
ploys time and/or frequency multiplex- 
ing). Of these possible options, research 
revealed that the best possibilities for 
accepting special signals are in the hori- 
zontals or vertical blanking intervals be- 
cause they occur outside of the nominal 
screen viewing area (most TV receivers 
are overscanned horizontally and verti- 
cally). Hence, any special signals will 
not be visible on the screen, even if they 
modulate into white. 

To understand why the vertical inter- 
val was chosen as the best spot for add- 
ing signals, let's examine the nature of 
both the horizontal and vertical inter- 
vals-the former first. 

Horizontal Interval. The horizontal 
interval, illustrated in Fig. 1, consists of 
several portions, the most outstanding 
of which is the sync tip that synchronizes 
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the receiver's horizontal sweep circuits. 
Sync intervals are 63.5 µs apart (recip- 
rocal of the 15,734 -Hz horizontal trans- 
mission frequency). Note the reference 
signal levels. Maximum carrier level at 
the sync tip is the maximum output pow- 
er of the transmitter. Slightly below the 
maximum output is the reference black 
level. Anything greater in amplitude than 
this reference is "blacker -than -black" 
and will therefore be invisible. The 
blanking level is established in this non - 
visible zone. 

The reference white level represents 
a low transmitter output power. A picture 
video signal can span the fell range from 
black to white by swinging between the 
black and white reference levels. Zero 
carrier is never attained, since at that 
level the transmitter has no output. 

A narrow "front -porch" leading ele- 
ment in the pulse forms the black fram- 
ing bar seen at the right of the viewed 
image and is usually off -screen. Since 
this portion is a narrow 1.27 µs in dura- 
tion, not very much can be inserted in 

the way of special signals. 
The sync pulse (about 5µs wide) syn- 

chronizes the receiver's horizontal cir- 
cuit. The tips of the pulse appear to be a 

good place to insert special signals, but 
this could impose difficulties with sync - 
separation circuits. So it, too, cannot be 
used to accommodate new signals. 

The "back porch" (about 5µs wide) 
forms the left -side black framing bar of 
the viewed image, which is also usually 
off -screen. This location has already 

MAX 
CARRIER 

LEVEL 

BLANKING 
LEVEL 

REFERENCE'_ 
BLACK 
LEVEL 

"FRONT PORCH--« 
1.27µS - 

REFERENCE 
WHITE - 
LEVEL 

ZERO 
CARRIER 

SYNC -- 4.9µS 

been allocated to the color burst consist- 
ing of eight cycles of the 3.58 -MHz color 
signal. Adding another signal here could 
cause reception problems, so this area, 
too, is not a good prospect for inserting 
special signals. 

Vertical Interval. The vertical inter- 
val was chosen to carry special signals 
owing to its long duration. Here's how it 

evolves. Each horizontal sweep "paints" 
a narrow line across the CRT screen. 
When it gets to the right side, the elec- 
tron beam is blanked (made invisible) 
and the horizontal circuit causes the 
beam to rapidly retrace to the left side to 
continue the cycle. This retrace takes 
less than 10 µs. The much slower verti- 
cal sweep causes the glowing line to 
move down a little for each successive 
horizontal sweep. This action produces 
the picture raster. But, what happens 
when the horizontal sweep reaches the 
bottom of the picture? Here is where the 
vertical blanking interval comes in. 

At this point, internal blanking circuits 
cut-off the CRT electron beam so that it 

does not produce a glowing line on the 
CRT, and the vertical sweep circuit 
causes the now -dark beam to retrace to 
the top of the screen. The transmitted 
sync signals are arranged so that this in- 
visible vertical retrace takes the time 
equivalent of 21 horizontal lines. Since 
each horizontal line is 63.5 µs long, the 
vertical interval occupies a little more 
than 1333 µs. But what is more impor- 
tant, it contains 21 horizontal lines that 

63.5µS 
(15.734H4 

8 CYCLES OF 
3.579545 MHz 

(COLOR BURST/ 

f, 

"BACK PORCH" 
4.52S 

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE 
OF SCREEN . OF SCREEN 

ACTIVE SCAN 
TIME 53.54 

Fig. 1. The horizontal interval as used for color. 
Color burst amplitude is same as sync tip height. 

10. 

w 

Fig. 2. There are 21 horizontal 
intervals between start of 
a field and its actual video. 
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are not used for the viewed image. 
Also, engineering studies have shown 

that a smoother visual display will occur 
if one frame of video is divided into two 
fields, with one interlacing the other. 

To avoid picture "tearing" (unsynchro- 
nized for several horizontal lines), hori- 

zontal sync pulses, or their equivalents 
in time, must be transmitted during the 

vertical interval. Also, since 525 horizon- 
tal scanning lines were specified for the 

NTSC (National Television System 
Committee) signal, each of the two 

viewed fields had to contain 262.5 lines. 

It was decided to produce the half line 

just before the start of field two (Fig. 2). 

Thus, one field begins with a complete 
horizontal line having its origin at the top 
left corner of the screen and ending with 
a half line at the bottom of the screen. 
The next field starts with a half line that 

has its origin at the top center of the 

screen and ends with a whole line at the 

bottom. 
Note that all activity in the vertical - 

1.25 MHz 
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(3 CYCLES) 
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50 

SYNC 
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4.1 MHz 
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WHT 

YEL 

CYAN 
GRN 

MAG 

'Network transmission 

blanking interval occurs in the blacker - 
than -black area so that it is not visible. 
All synchronization occurs on the posi- 
tive -going edge of a pulse. 

The first nine lines of a field are occu- 

pied by six (pre) equalizing pulses, the 

vertical -sync pulse, and six (post) equal- 
izing pulses that occur at half-line inter- 
vals and are half the width of horizontal - 
sync pulses. 

During vertical retrace, the receiver's 
horizontal oscillator is locked to its fre- 

quency by the equalizing pulses. 
Without equalizing pulses, the hori- 

zontal oscillator may drift far enough 
off -frequency to require several lines to 

get it back into sync, causing the picture 
to "tear." Because they are at twice the 
horizontal frequency, the equalizing 
pulses permit the half-line start at the 

beginning of field two. 
Vertical sync consists of one long 

pulse of three times the horizontal inter- 
val time, which is broken up into six sec- 
tions by inverted equalizing pulses. The 

0.25 µS 

2T SIN' PULSE 

1.571 ES - 

12.57 MODULATED SIN' PULSE 

WINDOW 

18 NS 

18 * 

FIELD ONE 

BLANKING 
LEVEL 

(VIR) 

19 

positive -going edges of alternate sec- 
tions provide the sync for the horizontal 
oscillator to assure that it maintains lock 
during the vertical sync interval. After 
the second set of equalizing pulses has 

passed, the signal reverts to convention- 
al horizontal sync (with color burst) until 
the video starts again. 

There are, then, a total of 21 real and 
equivalent horizontal lines from the be- 
ginning of the field to the start of that 
field's video. The first nine lines have 
been described, leaving lines 10 through 
21 available for other use. 

Back in 1967, RCA conducted a test 
of special signals on lines 10 through 17 

for its "Homefax" system. The system 
used vertical -interval signals to produce 
facsimile copy on a printer attached to a 

TV receiver. Tests were also conducted 
in Japan, involving lines 14 through 21 

and digital data transmission. 
An expanded view of the currently 

used lines 17 through 21 is shown in Fig. 

3. There are some similarities and some 
(Continued on page 55) 
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Fig. 3. The current authorized vertical interval use of lines 17 throúgh. 21. 
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(Continued from page 51) 
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9 -BIT PSEUDO -RANDOM 
FRAMING CODE 

LIRE '21 FIELD '2 FRAMING CODE' 

Fig. 4. Captioni ng structure úsed by PBS to help hard -of -hearing 
viewers prints up to two lines of text along bottom of picture. 

differences between signals on both 
fields. It is possible to see these signals 
if you adjust the vertical hold of your TV 
receiver until the thick black bar rolls 
down into view. It may be difficult to 
make this bar stationary, but it can be 
kept in place long enough to see the sig- 
nals. The vertical -interval signals are 
the one -scanning -line -thick dot -and -bar 
structures that can be seen on the five 
scanning lines immediately above the 
picture, at the bottom of the black bar. 
Some of these components may be in 

IRE UNITS 

' 90 - 
70 - 
50 -- 

20 - 
o- 

-20 - 
-40 - 

PROGRAM 
COLOR 
BURST 

12 

µ$ 

CHROMINANCE 
REFERENCE 

(BURST PHASE) 

color. Bear in mind that not all stations 
carry the same vertical -interval test sig- 
nals (VITS), and non -network stations 
may not have any. 

Lines 17 and 18 carry the VITS. When 
provided by a network, these signals are 
used to check network transmission fa- 
cilities. Provided by a local station, they 
are used to check transmitter perfor- 
mance. These signals essentially emu- 
late a complete video and chroma test 
signal that is continuously in operation, 
even when the normal TV picture is be - 

LUMINANCE 
REFERENCE 

BLANKING LEVEL 

24 
pS 

20 

609 

7.5 

50 

BLACK 
REFERENCE 

12 12 

yS NS 

LINE 19 BOTH FIELDS 

Fig. 5. Vertical interval reference (VIR) can be used 
to automatically control picture tint and level. 

ing displayed. The signals do not inter- 
fere with the on -screen picture. Station 
technicians simply pick them off for mak- 
ing measurements. 

Line 18 of both fields currently carries 
a "staircase" of the 3.57 -MHz bursts 
(the chroma reference) at progressively 
lighter shadings for differential phase 
and gain checks of a transmitter. The 
two sine -squared pulses are used to 
make one -pulse checks of the system, 
since a single sine -squared pulse con- 
tains all the frequencies the system 
must pass. The larger of the two pulses 
modulates the chroma reference. These 
two pulses are followed by a white "win- 
dow" that checks for transient ringing. 

Signals on lines 17 and 18 are re- 
quired to be radiated by remote -con- 
trolled TV transmitters. These lines are 
used for network transmission of test 
signas, which are different in format and 
which would be deleted prior to radiation 
by the remote -controlled station. 

Line 20 of field one is currently an ex- 
perimental line. Some network stations 
carry a source identification code during 
this interval. 

Line 21 is used for picture captioning, 
a procedure used to help the estimated 
13.4 -million hearing -impaired people in 

the U.S. In 1975, Public Broadcasting 
System (PBS) began an "open" caption 
formal for some of its news programs. It 

is currently being carried by 125 mem- 
ber stations. 

As shown in Fig. 4, all of line 21 field 
one and the first half of line 21 field two 
are used for captioning purposes. The 
data signal is a non -return -to -zero 
(NRZ) format that uses standard 7 -bit 
plus parity ASCII coding. The framing 
code used by the associated decoder is 

transmitted during the first half of line 21 

field two, when data reference and test 
signals are present. The center wave- 
form in Fig. 4 shows the reference pulse, 
transmitted every eighth frame, to be 
used by the decoder -associated mul- 
tipath equalizing filter. 

In operation, caption data is removed 
from the vertical interval and displayed 
at the bottom of the screen. The present 
PBS system is capable of transmitting 
written text at faster than 550 words/ 
minute. It is expected that caption - 
decoding equipment will be ready for 
use to serve the hearing -impaired public 
in the not too distant future. 

Vertical Interval Reference. The 
basic difference between the VIT (verti- 
cal interval test) and the VIR (vertical in- 
terval reference) signals is in applica- 
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Fig. 6. General Electric VIR-II automatic color tint and level controller uses VIR on line 19. 

tion. VIT signals are used to monitor 
transmission equipment and system 
performance, while VIR monitors the pa- 
rameters of the color program being 
transmitted. 

The VIR, shown in Fig. 5, occupies 
line 19 of both fields. The signal consists 
of a horizontal -sync pulse, color burst, 
chroma reference (same frequency as 

burst), luminance reference, and black 
reference. 

Différent color -TV manufacturers use 

different approaches to using VIR sig- 

nals. The method.used in General Elec- 

tric's VIR-II system is shown in Fig. 6. 

When the chrominance and black refer- 
ence levels are equal in amplitude at the 

receiver's R -Y output, chroma phase 
(color tint) conforms to that of the trans- 
mitted reference signal. When these two 

signals are equal at the blue drive out- 
put, the chroma level (color) is matched 

,28X 

to the transmitted reference signal. 
Line 19 is selected as shown in Fig. 7. 

The vertical -sync pulse toggles a bista- 
ble flip-flop connected to the reset input 

of a seven -stage counter. Horizontal 
pulses are connected to the clock input. 

The delay allows the flip-flop to toggle 
on the second serration of the vertical - 
sync pulse. This allows both fields to 

toggle the flip-flop during the fourth scan 
line so that the count always begins at 

the same point in each field. 
There is only one state where four of 

the outputs from the counter are all 1's 

simultaneously; that is at line 19. (Binary 
1111 equals 15 scanned lines, which 
when added to the four preset lines, 
brings the total to 19 lines.) 

Outputs from the counter are coupled 
to a diode AND gate that produces a 

63-µs pulse (one horizontal line interval) 
at exactly line 19. An inhibit line turns off 

r22v 

H SYNC RA 
46K 

Rn 012 
200K 

TO Y62 

RI) 
100 K 

DELAY 

ILm e 
22K 3916 

TP3 

TO 
MATRIX. 
SECTION 

the flip-flop until the next field (vertical) 

sync pulse. The process then repeats. 
The line -19 gate signal goes to a chro- 

ma-interval pulse generator where a 

20-µs pulse that corresponds to the 

chroma-reference interval on line 19 is 

created. When present, this signal gen- 

erates the operating voltages for the tint - 

and color -level controllers. 
The VIR sensor (Fig. 6) detects the 

presence or absence of the VIR signal. If 

VIR is not present, the output voltage of 

this circuit causes the manual/auto logic 

to switch to manual operation of the col- 

or and tint controls. If it is present, the 

VIR indicator lamp comes on and the 

output of the circuit switches into auto so 

that the receiver itself controls the color 
and tint. 

Since the key to using VIR depends 
on accürate location of the vertical -sync 

pulse, some means must be used to ac - 

ml 
9. 

422V 

Y24 

Fig. 7. Basic circuit, of GE VIR-II line -19 locator that works on:boh fields. 
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Fig. 8. Sanyo Electric Co. Ltd.'s vertical sync 
locator is a. small portion of an LSI chip. 

curately locate this pulse. With a half- 
line difference between the two inter- 
laced fields, pulses removed by a con- 
ventional sync clipper will "skew" with 
each field. 

Manufacturer Circuits. Shown in 

basic form in Fig. 8 is part of an LSI chip 
used in Sanyo's vertical -sync pulse lo- 
cator circuit. The composite sync from a 

conventional sync separator causes 02 
to turn off during the period of these 
pulses. The horizontal -retrace pulse 
cuts off 03 during this interval. When 02 
and 03 are cut off, the 04 base -circuit 
capacitor charges up during the equaliz- 
ing and vertical -sync interval. When Q2 
and 03 are conducting, the capacitor 
discharges, keeping the base of Q4 at 
ground potential. Since the intervals be- 
tween equalizing and vertical pulses are 
different, the pulses at the base of 04 
vary, as illustrated by the accompanying 
waveforms. 

The base voltage of 05 is set to a lev- 
el about half -way between El and E2. 
Hence, only the higher -amplitude pulses 
get through. Once the vertical is clearly 
identified, another circuit locates line 19. 

A pulse -width -to -height converter is 

used by Matsushita to remove the verti- 
cal sync from the composite waveform. 
The basic circuit and its associated 
waveforms are shown in Fig. 9. The 
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WAVEFORM 
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CbRa 

transistor turns on and supplies charg- 
ing current to Cb through Rb when its 
base is high. When the base goes low, 

at time t1, the transistor cuts off and Cb 

discharges through Ra and Dl. The volt- 
age across Ra decreases according to 
the CbRa time constant. 

When a high is applied to the base at 
time t2, the transistor turns on and in- 
stantly raises the voltage across Ra and 
Rb. During time t2 to t3, a charging cur- 
rent to Cb is produced via Rb. Depending 
on the amount of charging current, a 

gradually decreasing voltage, deter- 
mined by time constant CbRb, appears 
across Rb. 

At time t3, the transistor cuts off. This 
discharges Cb and decreases the volt- 
age across Ra. This voltage decrease 
depends on the cutoff time of the tran- 
sistor. The pulse height across Rb is de- 
termined by the width of the vertical 
pulse segments. The pulses that appear 
across Rb are sent to a threshold circuit 
that allows only the vertical -sync pulses 
to pass. Once derived, the clean vertical 
sync operates a line -19 counter. 
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Teletext. The term "Teletext" is used 
to describe a system for transmission of 
alphanumeric characters and simple 
graphics during the vertical interval. The 
data is extracted and displayed on- 
screen in place of conventional video. 
With such a display system, there is al- 
most no limit to what can be "printed" 
on-screen-with color capability. 

Several countries are using or experi- 
menting with one form or another of 
Teletext. Only one TV station in the U.S. 
(KSL in Salt Lake City) is testing a form 
of Teletext at present. 

In England, CEEFAX and Oracle (Op- 
tional Reception of Announcements by 

Coded Line Electronics) systems have 
been used since 1974. CEEFAX is also 
being tested in Sweden, Australia, and 
New Zealand. Canada is experimenting 
with VIDEOTEXT, while France is using 
ANTIOPE. Sweden has tested EX- 
TRATEXT for picture subtitling. Italy and 
Bavaria have tested digital encoding. 

Japan is trying out a couple of sys- 
tems. In one, both Japanese and other 
ideographic symbols can be transmitted. 
In the other, still pictures are transmitted 
a couple of lines at a time (within the ver- 
tical interval). The lines are stored on a 

magnetic medium until a full frame is 

present and then played back in real 

u 

ir 
time. Even music can be digitized. 

KSL's Teletext and CEEFAX transmit- 
ted signals are similar (Fig. 10). Ameri- 
can Teletext is licensed by the British, 
which explains the similarity. However, 
some differences between the two sys- 
tems exist due to the different scanning 
rates in the two systems. Data transmis- 
sion is via the NRZ technique, which al- 

lows reduced bandwidth. During encod- 
ing, discrete pulses are not used. In- 

stead, data is transmitted as 0 (low) and 
1 (high) voltage levels. If a series of 1's 
is transmitted, the signal remains high 
for all adjacent l's instead of dropping to 

zero between each pulse. For multiple 
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0's, the signal simply remains low for all 

adjacent 0's. A clock signal determines 
whether a 1 or a 0 occurs at clock time. 

Since all transmission paths are sub- 
ject to distortion -inducing errors, particu- 
larly multipath in TV reception, code - 
protection schemes are used. The char- 
acter code is 7 -bit ASCII, with odd parity 
for a total of eight bits. The address code 
uses four parity bits in a Hamming code. 

The clock's 16 run-in bits are used to 
lock the decoder clock in frequency and 
phase in a similar fashion to that used to 

lock the receiver's chroma oscillator to 

the color burst in a color receiver. The 
framing code indicates the start of the 
first 8 -bit word: the 16 bits following the 

TO VIDEO 
AMPLIFIER 

framing code (address) identify which of 

the 20 rows is being transmitted. These 
signals are also protected by the Ham- 
ming code. 

The page data identifies the page be- 
ing received, while the hours and min- 

utes bytes are used to insert the local 
time in the displayed image. Alternative- 
ly, they can be used to preset the sys- 
tem to accept data transmitted at a cer- 
tain time. Remaining control bits perform 
system "housekeeping," while the rest 

of the line contains the actual data. 
U.S. Teletex has 20 rows of 31 char- 

acters/row (UK system uses 23 rows of 
40 characters) and operates at seven 
pages/second. ASCII characters are 

TO 
TELETEXT 

TV 

RECEIVER 

VIDEO 

VIDEO 
PROCESSOR 

DATA 
ACQUISITION 

AND 
CONTROL 

1 
CHARACTER 
GENERATION 

LOGIC 

MEMORY 

J 

TELETEXT 
PAGE 

STORE 

DATA AND 

ADDRESS 
MULTIPLEXER 

CONTROL 
PROGRAM 

ROM 

ADDRESS 
AND 

CONTROL 
BUS 

transmitted with a choice of six colors, 
including white. Special video effects- 
flashing, boxing, and inversion --can be 

performed using nonvisible control char- 
acters. Up to 800 pages of "magazine" 
can be transmitted, using the 5.5- 
megabaud rate ín lines 15 and 16. When 
this rate is spread over the entire TV 

screen, it drops to about 30 kilobaud. 
The pages are transmitted in a repeating 
cycle with any necessary updating. 

In the Salt Lake City tests, the receiv- 
ers used the Texas Instruments devel- 
oped TIFAX decoders. These decoders 
contain a signal slicer that removes the 
pertinent lines from the two fields; one 
page of RAM; a character generator; 

DATA 
BUS 

`A/D 
CONVERTER 

CASSETTE 

KEYBOARD 

PRINTER 

OTHER 
OPTIONS 

Fig. 11. Designed by ORACLE engineers, 
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color matrixing; and various timing and 
control logic. All subcircuits are imple- 
mented on LSI chips. 

The Teletext keypad has four keys. 
One is used for conventional TV view- 
ing; the second "calls" the Teletext and 
deletes the conventional video; the third 
allows for mixed TV and Teletext (Tele- 
text ín monochrome here); and the 
fourth is used for page selection. In use, 
the viewer selects a page number via 
the keypad. The page number appears 
at the upper left corner of the screen. A 
special "header" line displays the vari- 
ous pages available alongside the re- 
quested page header, which remains 
stationary. When the selected page 
header is received and decoded, the 
data it contains fills the screen. This 
page remains on -screen until it is delet- 
ed or another page request is made. 

Telecomputing. Since the Teletext 
system is a digital CRT alphanumeric/ 
graphics display (in color if desired), it 

operates like a "dumb" computer termi- 
nal. Even a dumb terminal, however, 
can be made "smarter" by adding a mi- 
croprocessor and support logic. 

Engineers at England's ORACLE 
have, in fact, designed and built such a 

MODEM 

n 

system, using the logic shown in Fig. 11. 
Note the similarity to any other small 
computer in that there is a bus system, 
CPU, some RAM, an operating system 
(control program) in ROM, and several 
I/O ports. What sets this system apart is 
that it gets its software via the Teletext 
system. 

This "Telesoftware" is transmitted as 
conventional Teletext lines and is select- 
ed by the user from a "menu" that ap- 
pears on one regular page. If a high-lev- 
el language like BASIC is stored in 
ROM, there is a very wide variety of 
available programs. Programs can be 
longer than one Teletext page, since two 
or more pages can be merged. The 
number of programs available depends 
on how many lines the service allows 
before interference with the regular 
pages. It may well be that at some future 
time, other vertical -interval lines will be 
used just for computer programs. In ad- 
dition to home computing, this system 
can be used for small business comput- 
ing or to play arcade -type games. 

Once the service is running and a bus 
has been established, there is almost no 
end to what peripherals can be plugged 
in. This will make the home TV receiver 
the ultimate video system in that it will in - 

VIDEO 

GENERATOR 

DATA 
ACQUISITION 

LINE 
TRANSMISSION 

UNIT 
(VIEW DATA) 

ADbHESS AND CONTROL BUS tl .1 

DATA 
BUS 

DATA BUS t81 

teract with the viewer. Perhaps one day, 
when cable facilities are adequate, two- 
way transmissions will come into being. 

Teleview. General Instrument Corpo- 
ration's version of a Teletext receiver is 
shown in block form in Fig. 12. This 
"Teleview" approach is similar to the 
British approach and looks like a basic 
computer. It uses a microprocessor - 
based controller that also contains an 
"operating system" in built-in ROM, 
RAM to store data, a video generator to 
drive the CRT color and luminance cir- 
cuits, and a data acquisition module that 
accepts the Teletext data removed from 
the vertical interval by the Data Grabber. 

Provisions are provided to accept op- 
tional telephone -line data (Viewdata) via 
a modem. Unlike conventional comput- 
ers, the keyboard can be directly wired 
to the controller or operated via an op- 
tional infrared link. Other I/O ports to 
make hard copy and cassette record- 
ings are in the works. At this writing, 
these circuits employ the GI -fabricated 
data acquisition chip No. G0977-11, 
video generator No. G0977-12, and No. 
PIC1650 microprocessor -based con- 
troller No. G0977-13. The infrared circuit 
uses AY -3-8471 and AY -3-8475 trans - 

RAM PAGES 

1111111E 

N 
BASED 

CONTROLLER 

0 

OPTIONAL 
INFRARED 

LINK 

PHONE LINK 

Fig. 12. General Instrument Corp.'s version of Teletext is called Teleview. 
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., (DATA) 

LEFT 

CHANNEL 
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CLOCK 

ADDRESS AND 
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VIDEO' 
RAM 

VIDEO DATA 
AND SYNC 

Fig. 13. Home education -amusement video system developed by Matsushita Electric Co. 

mitter and receiver chips, respectively. 
The telephone -line transmission unit is 

soon to be released, as are other I/O 
port devices. 

The single -chip PIC1650 microcom- 
puter contains 32 8 -bit registers, 512 x 
12 bit ROM, ALU, four sets of eight user - 
defined TTL-compatible I/O lines, real- 
time counter, and clock and uses a sin- 
gle 5 -volt line. Both keyboard scanning 
and display can be performed simul- 
taneously. This chip controls the ad- 
dress and data lines and uses eight bits 
for the keyboard, eight bits for the data 
bus, and sixteen bits for address and 
control signals. 

The video generator defines which TV 
line is expected to contain Teletext data 
and sends a signal to the Data Grabber 
to accept that line just before the Tele- 
text's clock run-in is expected. The re- 
ceived Teletext data is then decbded 
and is checked for any transmission er- 

MAY 1979 

rors by the data acquisition module. 
Pages of text are requested through 

the keyboard and controller. Teletext 
pages are identified by a three -digit 
code-such as 100 to 199, 200 to 299, 
etc.-called a "magazine." At present, 
page numbering goes to 899 (eight 
magazines). When a page is requested, 
its number appears at the upper left of 
the display. As the various pages "roll 
through," they are momentarily dis- 
played until the requested page comes 
up. When the page number matches the 
selected code, the data is "dumped" into 
RAM for storage and display. Any page 
can be erased or updated as desired, 
and up to eight different pages can be 
stored and accessed without delay. 

In the PICTURE mode, the normal TV 
image is seen on -screen and any spe- 
cial newsflash and subtitle pages ap- 
pear in a box in the TV picture. Charac- 
ters in other pages can be displayed by 

COLOR TV 

MONITOR 

LIGHT 
PEN 

operating a REVEAL/CONCEAL switch. 
In the mix mode, the TV picture is dis- 

played and the incoming Teletext data 
appears in monochrome characters su- 
perimposed on the screen. Another 
user -selectable function includes an on- 
screen "clock box" to display time. 

The Viewdata setup receives data via 
telephone lines. Because reception is 

asynchronous with the Teleview system, 
a separate data path is required. Up to 
three characters can be received during 
a TV frame. Tests are still being made 
on the telephone -line option. Although 
no information is available, we can as- 
sume that other semiconductor manu- 
facturers are developing their own ver- 
sions of Teletext chips. 

As a result of using phone lines, the 
capability of two-way data exchanges is 

inborn. For example, a subscriber could 
have a dialogue with a computer data 
bank to, say, call up his bank statement 
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The best 
speaker kit 
isn't a kit 
at all! 

N, 

The best speaker kit is a system 
designed by Electro -Voice that allows 
you to choose your own level of per- 
formance; from a studio monitor lo a 
modest bookshelf system, from a wide 
selection of woofers, tweeters, mid- 
range drivers and crossovers. 
Then Electro -Voice provides detailed 
plans on how to construct the enclo- 
sures designed specifically for the 
drivers you chose. 
Only Electro -Voice gives you all the 
options. But, then, Electro -Voice is 
known for their superb quality speak- 
ers- not for kits. 
To get your component speaker cata- 
log and construction plans package, 
just send $1.00 to Electro -Voice 
Component Speaker Systems, 
600 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107. 

Ey Electroli/oicé 
a gUlton company 

600 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107 

Electro -Voice Component Speaker Systems, 
600 Cecil St., Buchanan, MI 49107. 

Please send me 
E -V component speaker packages. 
I have enclosed $1.00 for each 
package ordered. 

Name 

Address 

City /State/Zip PE -5-79 

for private observation on -screen. 
At this writing, it is expected that CBS 

will test the French ANTIOPE and British 
CEEFAX Teletext systems via KMOX 
(St. Louis, MO), while NBC will test Tele- 
text in Washington, DC. At present, 
KSL, Salt Lake City, is the only station 
transmitting Teletext on a regular basis. 
A "new" TV channel for existing TV sta- 
tions, called Info-TextTM (from Micro TV 
Inc., Philadelphia, PA) is already avail- 
able in a minicomputer/decoders pack- 
age to broadcasters for data transmis- 
sion service. With such a system in op- 
eration, subscribers need not wait to get 
news, weather reports, etc. 

Fun and Teach. At the most recent 
Consumer Electronics Show, January 
1979, Matsushita Electric Co. (parent for 
Panasonic and Quasar) demonstrated 
some exciting video products that were 
not commerically available. One was 
called the "Fun and Teach" machine. It 

used an ordinary color TV receiver in 
conjunction with a light pen to "write" or 
"draw" directly on the TV screen (see 
lead photo). Furthermore, recordings 
were made for later playback on a 
standard audio cassette machine. 

As shown in Fig. 13, the home educa- 
tion -amusement video system section is 
essentially a computer. It contains a mi- 
croprocessor, 2K of RAM, an operating 
system in ROM, separate video -display 
RAM, a cassette I/O port, and a com- 
bined keyboard/light-pen I/O. Elements 
are interconnected by a combined ad- 
dress/data/handshake bus. 

The video display features 96 vertical 
by 128 horizontal dots for graphics and 
192 V x 256 H dots for alphanumeric 
character display. Seven colors are 
available: red, green, blue, yellow, cyan, 
magenta, and white. Displayed data can 
be stored on standard C-60 cassettes. 

The system's stereo cassette record- 
er utilizes one channel for the data, the 
other for narration and music. I/O for the 
cassette is via a UART, with serial -to - 
parallel inputting from tape and parallel - 
to -serial when recording. The system 
speed is 4800 baud. 

In use, a seven -color "palette" is dis- 
played along the bottom of the screen 
(see front -cover illustration) when the 
light -pen program is selected. Touched 
to the desired color and then placed 
against the screen, the light pen permits 
the user to draw in the selected color. 
Colors can be changed as desired. With 
a little care, a series of frames can be 
drawn and recorded (along with suitable 
narration) so that basic animation with 

it's own sound track can be created. 
A selection of cassettes was prepared 

at the show. One contained a fairy tale in 
still color pictures and narration. Another 
was an "etch -a -sketch" type of program. 
Others contain foreign languages, with 
the text appearing on screen as a teach- 
ing aid. Also, the operating system per- 
mits the user to create his own tapes, 
using both on -screen data and voice 
and/or music. 

Kindergartens and homes where 
there are small children would be good 
targets for the Fun and Teach machine. 
Children will be able to view nursery 
tales and narration and picture -book 
presentations and will also be able to 
draw on the screen in colors of their own 
choosing. Drawings can be stored on or- 
dinary audio cassettes for later viewing. 

The alphanumeric mode allows the 
usual home -computer data to be en- 
tered, displayed, and stored as desired. 
Thus, games and animation sequences 
can be created, accompanied by sound 
effects. Up to 350 video frames can be 
stored on a standard C-60 cassette. 

Another Matsushita -developed work- 
ing model consisted of a facsimile read- 
out machine attached to a color TV re- 
ceiver. Printout of alphanumerics and 
graphics were accomplished in about 
one minute from a separately transmit- 
ted program using one of the stereo TV 
sound channels as authorized in Japan. 
The implication here is that one can get 
printouts at any time of news, etc., with- 
out interrupting TV viewing and listen- 
ing in the process. 

Clearly, new TV applications have 
been developed that promise to be im- 
plemented on a wide public basis in the 
near future. EIA subcommittees have al- 
ready been formed to develop recom- 
mended broadcast standards for both 
multichannel television sound and Tele- 
text data and graphics transmission. 
Moreover, the IEEE (Institute of Electri- 
cal and Electronic Engineers) has a 

summer meeting scheduled to explore 
the many facets of promised upcoming 
consumer TV uses. And according to a 

report, "The Home Terminal," by Inter- 
national Resource Development, Inc., 
New Canaan, CT, interactive TV such 
as the Qube experiment in Ohio and 
Viewdata in England, point to a strong 
consumer demánd for these TV ser- 
vices. IRD predicts that this type of TV 
home terminal will appear on the U.S. 
market in 1982, with a price of $1400, 
enabling users to pay bills and enjoy 
electronic mail services by video trans- 
mission techniques. 
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PERFORM COMPLETE 

~-132124- IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS 

WITH THIS 

!1 0' 

ONE OF the most useful instruments 
an experimenter who works with r -f 

circuits can have is an impedance 
bridge. The ioeal bridge would permit 
accurate measurement of both the resis- 

tive and reactive components of an un- 

known impedance over a wide range of 
frequencies. Commercial r -f impedance 
bridges, although they satisfy these re- 

quirements, are priced well beyond the 

means of the average experimenter. On 

the other hand, those affordable bridges 
that have appeared as construction pro- 
jects in amateur radio and hobby elec- 
tronics magazines only tell half the sto- 
ry-the resistive component. 

The bridge described in this article 
can measure the complex impedance of 

just about any load at frequencies be- 

tween 3.5 and 54 MHz with a high de- 
gree of accuracy. Moreover, it can be 

inexpensively built using "junk box" 
components, and is smaller and lighter 
than its typical commercial counterpart. 
The only external items required for cali- 

Fig. 1. Basic r -f bridge uses 
dual differential capacitor but 
gives only resistive i i_/'ornzation. 

-r 
BY DON MORAR, W3QVZ 

Inexpensive bridge measures R and X 

components over a wide frequency range 

bration and operation are a group of 

nonreactive resistors, an r -f source such 
as a signal generator, and, of course, 
the impedance to be measured. 

Among the project's features are a 

built-in null indicator (a microammeter) 
and an amplifier which can be switched 
into the null detector circuit to enhance 
its sensitivity. The value of the imped- 
ance's resistive component is read di- 
rectly off the bridge's R dial, which is ca- 

librated in ohms. The unit's x (react- 
ance) dial calibration is scaled in terms 
of frequency. This is done because in- 

ductive and capacitive reactance vary 
with frequency, so an x dial calibrated 
directly in ohms would be accurate at 

only one specific frequency. Scaling the 

x dial's calibration in terms of frequency 
provides greater operating flexibility. 

About the Circuit. The schematic 
diagram of a basic r -f bridge is shown in 

Fig. 1. It obviously resembles the classic 
Wheatstone bridge, which has four re- 

sistive arms. Two of these arms are usu- 
ally derived from a potentiometer. The 
r -f bridge, however, employs a dual dif- 
ferential variable capacitor (C1C2) so 

that measurements can be performed 
over a wide range of frequencies. If a 

potentiometer were used, its frequency - 
dependent intrinsic reactance would 
cause the bridge to yield false results. 

Some readers might not be familiar 
with the dual differential capacitor. It is, 

essentially, two variable capacitors 
ganged so that when one section (capa- 
citor) exhibits maximum capacitance, 
the other exhibits minimum capacitance. 

The use of a dual differential capacitor 
provides a variable capacitance ratio be- 

tween the two arms of the bridge that it 

comprises. This simplifies the calibration 
and use of the bridge. If the value of R1 

is a constant, the single control knob 
used to vary the setting of C1C2 can be 
calibrated in terms of R1 or in ohms. 

To use the bridge the unknown 

impedance is connected as Ru and an 

r -f source is used to energize the net- 

work. The dual differential capacitor is 

then adjusted so that the bridge is bal- 
anced. When that happens, no voltage 
drop will exist across the bridge detector 
and no current will flow through it. The 
detector will indicate a null and the value 

of Ru can be read off the dual differen- 
tial capacitor's control knob. 

The bridge in Fig. 1 will only measure 
the unknown's resistive component. 
More complete information about the 

unknown (including its reactance) can 

be obtained by measuring it on the 

bridge shown in Fig. 2. This circuit re - 

Fig. 2. More sophisticated 
bridge can niea.sz4re reactance 
as well as resista aces. 
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sembles that of Fig. 1, but two compo- 
nents (C3 and L 1) have been added to 
the bridge's lower right arms. To under- 
score the bridge's greater measuring fa- 
cilities, the unknown is no longer repre- 
sented as a resistance (Re), but as a 

general impedance (Ze). 
As in Fig. 1, dual differential capacitor 

C1C2 is used to measure the real (resis- 
tive) component of the unknown com- 

nr° 

R-F 
INPUT 

CI 
(SEE 

TEXT) 

u, 

6FG 
Go 

0-200jA 

R2 
5111 
2W 

plex impedance. Variable inductor L 1 

and variable capacitor C3 make possi- 
ble measurement of both the sign and 
magnitude of the unknown's imaginary 
(reactive) component. The bridge there- 
by provides the user with complete infor- 
mation about the unknown impedance. 

The device is initially balanced at the 
frequency of interest with a purely resis- 
tive termination at Ze. Variable capaci- 

R5 - R6 
220A 22011 

2 
(SEELTEXT) 

14,7-339pF 

178 
1K' 

MZRÓ 

LOAD 

2N5458 

Fig. 3. Complete schematic diagram of the r -f impedance bridge. 
Amplifier QI enhances sensitivity and increases null resolution. 

PARTS LIST 
B I -9 -volt transistor battery 
CI -Dual differential variable capacitor, 12 - 

to -,ISO pF per section, Millen No. 28801 or 
equivalent (see text) 

C2-I4.7-to-339-pF variable capacitor (Mil- 
len No. 19335 or equivalent) 

C3 -0.0I -µF disc ceramic capacitor 
D 1-) N82 or equivalent germanium diode 
J I ,J3-SO-239 coaxial connector 
J2-Standard Amphenol 4 -prong jack 
LI -I-millihenry inductor 
L2 -See text and Table 
M l-O-to-20O-µA meter 
PI- 4 -prong plug to match J2 

QI-2N5458 n-chammel JFET 
The following, unless otherwise specified, are 

1/4 -watt, 5% tolerance, fixed carbon -compo- 
sition resistors. 

R 1-5 100 ohms 
R2 -5I ohms, 2 watts 
R3-12,000 ohms 
R4,R7-4700 ohms 
R5 ,R6-220 ohms 
R8-I000-ohm potentiometer 
SI-Dpdt toggle switch 
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Misc.-10" x 6" x 31" (25.4 x 15.2 x 8.9 
cm) aluminum utility box (Bud CU30IOA 
or equivalent), 51/4" x 3" x 218 " (13.4 x 
7.6 x 5.4 cm) aluminum utility box (Bud 
CU3006A or equivaleni), J.W. Miller No. 
42000CB1' or equivalent slug -tuned coil 
forms, plastic or metal threaded BX/Romex 
outdoor electrical -box plugs, I% -inch (3.8 - 
cm) PVC pipe, PVC pipe adapters (%-inch 
or 1.3 -cm threads to 1/2 -inch or 1.3 -cm 
pipe), cyanoacrylate cement, control knobs 
with 1 -inch (3.3 -mm) shaft.hole, one small 
control knob with V4 -inch (6.6 -mm) shaft 
hole, two large Bakelite control knobs with 
1/4 -inch (6.6 -mm) shaft hole threaded por- 
celain standoffs, one noninsulated and two 

-insulated 1/4 -inch (6.6 -mm) shaft couplings, 
L brackets, battery clip, battery holder, per- 
forated board, several nonreactive resistors 
whose values have been accurately deter- 
mined, PL -259 coaxial connectors, conven- 
ient lengths of 50 -ohm coaxial cable, ena- 
melled copper wire, hookup wire, solder 
lugs, solder machine and self -tapping hard- 
ware. etc. 

for C3 is placed at its midrange setting 
and indtictor L1 is adjusted for reso- 
nance. This cancels out any reactance 
which would otherwise be reflected into 
the other bridge arms. The nonreactive 
termination is then replaced with the un- 
known impedance. Its resistive compo- 
nent is balanced by varying C1C2 and 
its magnitude read off the calibrated ca- 
pacitor control knob scale. The un- 
known's imaginary component is bal- 
anced by shifting C3 away from its mid - 
scale setting in either the clockwise (+, 
the standard sign for inductive react- 
ance) or counterclockwise (-, the 
standard sign for capacitive reactánce) 
direction to cancel out any reactance in 

the Unknown. 
If the unknown impedance has an in- 

ductive component, more capacitive 
reactance (that is, less capacitance) is 

required from C3 to obtain a balance. 
Conversely, if the load has a capacitive 
component, more capacitance and less 
capacitive reactance is required. Once 
C3 has been properly adjusted, the bot- 
tom right leg of the bridge will look purely 
resistive, and an excellent null will be 
obtained on the detector. 

The scale of C3's control knob should 
be calibrated in terms of the magnitude 
and sign of the reactahce present at Zu. 
Because inductive reactance varies di- 
rectly with frequency and capacitive 
reactance varies inversely with frequen- 
cy, the calibration of C3's control khob 
must be scaled in terms of frequency. If 

it were calibrated directly in ohms, its ca- 
libration would hold true at one frequen- 
cy only. A better approach is to perform 
the calibration at 1 MHz and frequency - 
scale it. The exact magnitude of the 
reactive component can then be deter- 
mined by a simple arithmetic operation. 

The complete schematic of the r -f 

impedance bridge is shown in Fig. 3. 

Resistive balancing is performed b9 dual 
differential capacitor C1. Noninductive 
resistor R2 provides the reference 
against which the resistive component 
of the unknown impedance is measured. 
(The unknown is connected to LOAD jack 
J3.) Balancing and measurement of the 
unknown's reactive component (if any) 
is the task of L2 and C2. 

When the bridge is unbalanced, ger- 
manium diode DI rectifies r -f into pulsat- 
ing dc which is filtered by L1 and C3. If 

Si is placed in its DIRECT position, the fil- 
tered dc is applied to null indicator Ml, a 

0 -to -200-11A meter. For increased reso- 
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Fig. 4. Photo of 
author's prototype. 

Note small shielding 
box (half of which 

has been removed) 
partially obscuring 

dual differential 
variable capacitor. 

lution of the null, S1 should be placed in 

its AMPLIFIED position. The filtered dc is 

then amplified by 01, which in turn 
drives the meter movement. Use of the 
amplifier also increases bridge sensitiv- 
ity so that the circuit is compatible with 
low-level signal sources such as solid- 
state "grid" dippers. 

Construction. In any r -f bridge, it is 

essential that residual and stray react- 
ances be kept to a minimum, and this 
project is no exception to that rule. 
Placement of components must be such 
that lead lengths in the r -f portion of the 
circuit are absolutely as small as possi- 
ble. The layout established by the au- 
thor, which can be seen in the photo- 
graph of his prototype (Fig. 4), yielded 
good results up to 54 MHz. 

All of the components were mounted 
in an aluminum utility box measuring 10" 
x 6" x 311" (25.4 x 15.2 x 8.9 cm). The 
frames and stators of variable capaci- 
tors Cl and C2 must be insulated from 
ground (the enclosure), necessitating 
the use of threaded porcelain spacers or 
their equivalent. Similarly, insulated cou- 
plings should be used with the capaci- 
tors' control shafts. 

11 
1. 

Dual differential capacitor Cl is par- 
tially hidden in the photograph by one 
half of an aluminum utility box which 
mounts inside the main enclosure and 
shields the capacitor from the rest of the 
bridge. (The other half of the utility box 
has been removed to expose the capa- 
citor for the photograph.) Dimensions of 

STANDARD 1/2 -INCH 11.3 -CM) 
ROMEX/BX OUTDOOR 

ELECTRICAL BOX 
SCREW PLUG 

PLASTIC PIPE ADAPTER 
(1/2 -INCH OR 1.3 -CM THREADS 

TO 1/2 -INCH OR 1.3 -CM PIPE) 

CUT TO 1-3/9 INCH OR 3.5 CM 

STANDARD AMPHENOL 
4 -PRONG PLUG 

Fig. 5. Assembly details for 
each plug-in coil (L2). 

the box shield used by the author are 
5114" x 3" x 214" (13.4 x 7.6 x 5.4 cm). 
Totally enclosing the differential capaci- 
tor within the grounded utility box helps 
keep stray reactances small. 

To cover 3.5 through 54 MHz with one 
variable capacitor (C2) requires the use 
of several different inductors. However, 
band switching of the inductors is not 
used in this project because it would in- 

troduce too much stray reactance and 
degrade bridge performance. The au- 
thor's solution to this problem is to use 
plug-in inductors. J.W. Miller coil forms 
(No. 42000CB1), 11 -inch (1.3 -cm) inner - 
diameter PVC pipe fittings, and 4 -prong 
plugs are used in making the coils. 

Details of coil construction are shown 
in Fig. 5. First, the various coils should 
be wound on slug -tuned forms. Coil 
winding data appears in the Table. After 
the coils are wound, they should be sol- 
dered to standard Amphenol four -prong 
plugs. (Bases removed from discarded 
four -prong vacuum tubes can be used 
instead of four -pin plugs.) Take the sug- 
gested PVC pipe fittings and modify 
them as shown in Fig. 5. Then affix each 
four -pin plug to a modified PVC fitting 
with cyanoacrylate cement (Eastman 
910, ' Krazy Glue," or equivalent). 

Using a 114 -inch (6.5 -mm) bit, drill out 
the center of a 11 -inch (1.3 -cm) plastic or 
metal threaded BX/Romex outdoor 
electrical -box plug to accommodate the 
Mille' coil form's metal bushing. Mount 
the threaded plug in the PVC fitting and 
attacn a knob to the coil form's tuning 
shaft to complete the coil assembly. Re- 
peat this procedure for each inductor. 

DRILL 1/4 -INCH (6.5 -MM) HOLE 
ON CENTER FOR J.W. MILLER 
NO. 42000CBI COIL FORMS 
SLUG TUNING SHAFT 

KNOB WITH 
1/8 -INCH 13.3 -MM) 
SHAFT HOLE 

MOUNTED MILLER 
NO. 42000081 COIL FORM 

3/4" 
11.8 CM) 

SECTION OF 1.1/4 INCH 13.8 CM) 
PLASTIC PIPE 3/4 -INCH 11.9 CM) 
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Either a commercial dual differential 
capacitor or a home-brew one can be 
used for Cl. The dual differential capaci- 
tor should have a capacitance of 12 - 
to -150 pF per section. A Millen No. 
28801 dual differential capacitor is suit- 
able, but the author ganged two identical 
Hammarlund receiving -type variable ca- 
pacitors rated at 12 -to -150 pF each. If 

two capacitors are used, they should be 
ganged so that one is at maximum capa- 
citance (plates fully meshed) when the 
other is at minimum capacitance (plates 
fully open). The other variable capacitor, 
C2, is rated at 14.7 -to -339 pF. A Millen 

Fig. 6. Calibration 
curve. for the X 

(reacta7icescale 
of C2's control knob. 

o 
- o 

should be installed between the two ro- 
tor shafts. 

Other details of the construction of the 
author's prototype are apparent in Fig. 
4. A portion of the small shield box has 
been cut away with a nibbling tool to pro- 
vide room for J1, R1, R2 and the lead 
connected to the rotor plates of Cl. The 
null detector's amplifier is mounted on a 
small piece of perforated board which is 
mechanically supported by L brackets 
secured to the terminals of M1. Because 
parts placement is critical in the r -f por- 
tion of the project, it is best to duplicate 
the author's layout closely. 

e 1e-e: ~--- a , uas +s ow cono," 1!! BI Lllt'l11II11NI1111 ! ittLit ttttN ttitttitiiit w iffi 
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PERCENT DIAL ROTATION 

No. 19335 or equivalent component is 

acceptable. 
The frames of both Cl and C2 should 

be mounted on insulated standoffs, and 
insulated shaft coupling should be used 
to connect their rotor shafts to the short 
shafts to which the R and x control 
knobs are attached. Note that if two ca- 
pacitors are ganged to form a dual differ- 
ential unit, a noninsulated coupling 

Calibration. The resistance (R) dial of 
the impedance bridge can be calibrated 
by using an assortment of 1/2 -watt car- 
bon composition resistors of various val- 
ues within the 5 -to -200 -ohm range. The 
author measured the exact resistance of 
each component selected on a General 
Radio GR-650 bridge to enhance the ac- 
curacy of the calibration. If you don't 
have access to a highly accurate bridge, 

measure the resistors with a good -qual- 
ity digital multimeter or use close -toler- 
ance metal film components. Connect 
the resistors to PL -259 coaxial plugs, 
keeping lead lengths short. 

Calibration should be performed at 
3.5 MHz to minimize the effects of reac- 
tive strays. Apply the output of a signal 
generator oscillating at that frequency to 
J1 and connect the first load resistor (the 
one with the lowest resistance) to J3. 
Also, install the 80 -meter plug-in coil at 
J2. With Si in its DIRECT position and C2 
set at 50% dial rotation (plates half 
meshed), adjust Cl and L1 for the best 
null possible. Then place S1 in its AMPLI- 
FIED position and fine-tune for the deep- 
est null you can obtain. Place a notch, 
tick mark, or other notation of the posi- 
tion on C1's dial. Repeat this procedure 
for each calibrating resistor. 

The author used Bakelite knobs with 
large skirts as the x and R control knobs. 
Calibration of the R knob was made by 
inscribing the appropriate point on the 
Bakelite skirt with tick marks and numer- 
ical values using an electric engraving 
tool. This technique permits direct cali- 
bration of the R knob in ohms. (Suitable 
Bakelite knobs are available from such 
surplus electronics dealers as Fair Ra- 
dio Sales Co., Box 1105, Lima, OH 
45802.) Alternatively, a knob with a sil- 
ver skirt calibrated from 0 to 100 over 
180 degrees of dial rotation can be used 
in conjunction with a graph of dial read- 
ings plotted against resistance values. 

No direct calibration was performed 
on the x (reactance) dial. Rather, the fol- 
lowing procedure was followed. Using a 

Southwest Technical Products digital 
capacitance meter cross-checked 
against a General Radio GR-650 bridge, 
the author made a plot of the capaci- 
tance of C2 against dial rotation. Then 
the standard inductive and capacitive 
reactance formulas were employed to 
derive a plot of reactance below and 
above a resonant frequency of 1 MHz. 
Assuming that L2 is adjusted to cancel 
out bridge reactance (including that of 
C2 when its plates are half meshed), the 
graph shown in Fig. 6 plots the net reac- 
tive variation of XC and XL below and 
above the resonance at 1 MHz. 

This graph can be used to calibrate 
the x control knob. For example, at 50% 
dial rotation, the reactance of the load is 

0. At 75% dial rotation, the reactance is 

-I j740 or 740 ohms inductive. Similarly, 
at 25% dial rotation, the reactance is 
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-j250 ohms or 250 ohms capacitive. As 
was done with the R control knob, a 

Bakelite knob with a large skirt can be 
used and the skirt inscribed with an elec- 
tric engraving tool. Alternatively, a knob 
with a silver skirt calibrated from 0 to 100 
over 180 degrees of dial rotation can be 
used in conjunction with the graph of 
Fig. 6 to determine the sign and magni- 
tude of the reactive component. 

The accuracy of the x control knob's 
calibration depends on that of the graph 
of Fig. 6 and the degree of bridge bal- 
ance (null sharpness) obtainable. The 
theoretical curve is apparently very ac- 

curate. How much a direct calibration 
would depart from the curve would de- 
pend on stray bridge reactance. The 
prototype yielded good, sharp nulls and 
its x calibration was very accurate. 

Using the Bridge. Before an un- 
known impedance can be measured, it 

is necessary to balance the bridge. Ap- 
ply an r -f signal to J1 and connect a non - 
reactive termination to J3. (The author 
employs a commercial 50 -ohm, 5 -watt 
nonreactive termination when perform- 
ing this step.) 

Any signal source producing 1 to 3 

volts rms of r -f can be used. A grid -dip 
oscillator loosely link -coupled to J1 is 

satisfactory. The author employs a 4 - 

turn coil of No. 16 enamelled copper 
wire large enough to accommodate the 
outer diameter of his grid -dip coil to ap- 
ply r -f for 80- and 40 -meter measure- 
ments and 2 turns of the same wire for 
measurements on 20, 15, 10, and 6 me- 
ters. Each coil is connected to a conven- 
ient length of 50 -ohm coaxial cable, the 

Band 
80 M 

other end of which is terminated with a 

PL -259 connector. 
Plug the appropriate coil for the fre- 

quency at which the measurement is to 
be performed into jack J2. Then set the 
x control knob to 0 ohms (50% rotation 
or midscale). Adjust Cl and L2 for a 

good null as indicated by M1. After initial 
adjustments, switch the amplifier into 
the meter circuit to increase the resolu- 
tion of the null. If a complete null cannot 
be obtained, reduce the coupling be- 
tween the signal source and the bridge. 

After the bridge has been balanced, 
replace the purely resistive load with the 
unknown impedance. Alternately adjust 
Cl and C2 to obtain the best null and 
note the readings of the R and x scales. 
Impedance measurements are in rec- 
tangular form. An impedance with an in- 
ductive component is of the form Z = R 

t jXF, where R and X are the readings 
of the R and x scales, respectively. The 
operator +j denotes inductive react- 
ance, and F is the frequency at which 
the measurement is performed. An 
impedance with a capacitive component 
is of the form Z = R - jX/F, where R, X, 

and F are as defined in the case of a 

partially inductive impedance. The oper- 
ator -j denotes capacitive reactance. 

As mentioned earlier, the x measure- 
ment involves frequency scaling. In the 
case of an inductive reactance, the ex- 
act magnitude is determined by multiply- 
ing the x scale reading by the frequency 
at which the measurement is performed. 
The exact magnitude of a capacitive 
reactance can be obtained by dividing 
the x scale reading by the frequency at 
which the measurement is made. 

COIL WINDING DATA 

Approximate Frequency Range Coil Data 
3.4 to 4.2 MHz 28 turns of No. 30 enamelled 

wire, close wound 
40 M - " 6.5 to 7.5 MHz ,16 turns of No. 22 enamelled 

wire, close wound 

20 M 13.0 to 15.0.MHz 8 turns of No.'16 enamelled 
wire, close wound 

15 M - , . 19.5 to 22.0 MHz 31/2 turns of No. 16 enamelled 
- wire, close wound 

10 M 27.0 to 30.0 MHz - 21/2 turns of No. 16 enamelled 
wirer close wound 

6 M 50.0 to 54.0 MHz ` 1 turn of No. 16 enamelled 
wire 

All coils are to be wound on a J.W. Miller No. 42000CBI or -equivalent slug -tuned form. 

In Conclusion. Here are a few hints 
that you should keep in mind when using 
this project. Bridge measurements are 
of course frequency sensitive. The 
bridge must therefore be rebalanced af- 

ter a frequency change of 1% or more 
occurs. Be sure to balance the bridge 
with a purely resistive test load before 
performing any measurements. Other- 
wise, inherent bridge reactances will 
cause a false reading. 

Remember that the bridge requires 
very little r -f drive. This is no problem 
when a signal generator or grid -dip os- 
cillator is used as the signal source be- 
cause ¡the output level of the generator 
or the coupling between the oscillator 
and the bridge can be easily reduced. 
However, if a transmitter is used to pro- 
vide r -f for the impedance measurement 
of, say, an antenna or linear amplifier in- 

put stage, care must be taken not to 

overload the bridge. The transmitter's r -f 
output must be kept at a low level, and 
the bridge must not be left in the line 
when more than 0.1, watt of r -f power is 

flowing. 
It is usually very inconvenient to per- 

form impedance measurements directly 
at an antenna's feed point, so they are 
commonly performed at the transmitter 
end of the transmission line. This can re- 

sult in misleading information if the line 
is not an integral multiple of an electrical 
half -wavelength. Note that a transmis- 
sion line's electrical length is its physical 
length expressed in free -space wave- 
lengths at the frequency of interest mul- 
tiplied by the line's velocity factor. Solid - 
dielectric coax (RG-58, RG-59, RG-8, 
RG-11, etc.) has a velocity factor of 
approximately 0.66; polyfoam coax has 
a velocity factor of approximately 0.81. 

If it is not convenient to add or sub- 
tract enough cable to make the trans- 
mission line an integral multiple of an 
electrical half -wavelength, a Smith chart 
can be used to transpose the measured 
impedance at the transmitter end of the 
line into the actual antenna impedance. 
To do this, the line length must be accu- 
rately determined by physical measure- 
ment or by measuring it with a grid -dip 
oscillator and the far end of the line 
shorted. Remember that you must em- 
ploy the electrical length of the line when 
using the Smith chart. 

You are now ready to start using your 
impedance bridge in r -f work. Its useful- 
ness on your test bench or in your radio 
shack will be quickly appreciated. O 
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REFRIGERATORS are among the 
hungriest of household appliances 

in terms of electrical power consump- 
tion. Every time a refrigerator door is 

opened, cold air spills out and the warm 
air that replaces it must be cooled. 
Needless to say, it pays in dollars and 
cents to limit the time the door is open to 

as brief a period as possible. The low- 
cost Fridge Alarm described here maybe 
just what you need to limit the time you 
study the contents of your refrigerator or 
your child forgets to close the door. 

The Fridge Alarm is a photoelectric 
device that is activated as soon as the 

door opens and the refrigerator's light 

goes on. It sounds an insistent two-tone 
signal if the door remains open past a 

given number of seconds. 

About the Circuit. As shown in Fig. 

1, when light strikes its photosensitive 
surface, 01 triggers into conduction and 
causes 02 to saturate. This places pin 1 

of ICI close tó ground potential and al- 
lows the timer to start operating (Fig. 2). 

Since the voltage across Cl is initially 
zero, 1C1 is triggered into immediate op- 
eration. Timing is controlled by R8, R1, 

and C1. 
During the timing sequence, the out- 

put of ICI at pin 3 remains high (almost 
at Vcc) and keeps 1C2 and 1C3 cut off, 
since pin 1 of each of these integrated 

circuits is connected to this line. 
Most electrolytic and many aluminum 

capacitors can have sizable leakage 
currents. Hence, they should not be 
used in timing circuits. To avoid this 
problem, C1 should be a tantalum capa- 
citor. Using the time constants shown, 
R8 can be set for periods of from 4 to 17 

seconds. (This range was selected be- 
cause 8 seconds is about the mean time 
for access to a refrigerator.) Because C1 

discharges through D1 and the 15,000 - 
ohm internal resistance of IC/, pin 7 is 

left unconnected. 
If the light striking Q1 is interrupted 

during the timing cycle, both Q1 and 02 
turn off and timing capacitor Cl rapidly 
discharges through D1 and IC1, reset- 
ting the timer. In darkness, 01 has a 

very high collector -emitter resistance. 
With 02 in cutoff, standby current is ex- 
tremely low. - 

Should the light striking 01 be con- 
stant, the timing cycle will run its course 
and the output at pin 3 of IC/ gees low. 
This effectively grounds pin 1 of both 
IC2 and 1C3, activating these ICs. 

Integrated circuits 1C2 and 1C3 are 
wired to operate as astable multivibra- 
tors. The oscillating frequency of IC2 is 

about 4 Hz. This 4 -Hz signal "modu- 
lates" IC3. and the output of 1C3 directly 
drives a small loudspeaker. 

The two-tone sound is created by al - 

Sounds an alarm after preset time 
when refrigerator door is left open 

BY ELLIOT K. RAND 

ternately shunting the IC2 end of R4 be- 

tween Vcc and ground at a 4 -Hz rate. 

When pin 3 of 1C2 is high, the parallel 
combination of R4 and R5 produces 
about a 500 -Hz tone. When pin 3 is low, 
R4 is effectively shunted to ground. This 
reduces the voltage at pin 7 of IC3. 
Since C6 must now charge to 80% and 
then discharge to 40% of this new value 
to activate the comparators inside IC3, 
about a 330 -Hz tone is generated. The 
two tones alternate at a 4 -Hz rate as 

long as the circuit is activated. 

Construction. All components, ex- 
cept B. (and its optional battery holder) 
and the small loudspeaker cán be 

mounted on a printed circuit board. The 
actual -size etching -and -drilling guide 
and components -placement guide for 
the pc board are shown in Fig. 3. 

The leads of Q1 can be identified with 
the aid of an ohmmeter and light source 
if an unmarked phototransistor is usdd. 

The project can be mounted inside a 

small translucent box that permits suffi- 
cient light to pass through and trigger Q1 

into conduction. Any of the various poly- 
ethylene refrigerator -type storage con- 
tainers on the market will suffice as long 
as they are large enough to accommo- 
date the circuit. The loudspeaker is best 
secured to the bottom of the container 
(after drilling a number of small holes for 
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FRIDGE ALARM Continued 

1R7 
180K 

CI 
1037F -L. 

02 
2N2222 

R2 
10K 

Fig. I. Timing action of circuit, 
is initiated by light striking Ql. 

Fig. 2. Block 
dia.graoI of 

principal 
circuits in 
the 555 IC. 

In his case, 
one .555 is 

used as timer, 
and two as 

astable 
multivibrators. 

R5 
10K 

PARTS LIST 
H I 9 -volt battery 
C I-l0-µF. 25-V tantalum capacitor 
C2.C5.C7-0.01-1.1.F disc capacitor 

5 

VCC 

5K 

I/3 VCC 

TRIGGER 
COMPARATOR 

THRESHOLD 
COMPARATOR 

51( 

DISCHARGE 

L RESET 

CONTROL 
FLIP/FLOP 

f 
C2 

1 

R7 

ICI IC2 
t+' 

-R4 - 
T 

C6 

+l 
17 
C8 

ll 

IC3 

C3.C4,C6-O.05-µF disc capacitor 
C8-Ill-µF. 25-V aluminum capacitor 
UI-I N4148 or similar diode 
ICI . IC2, IC3-555 timer 
Q I-FPT 100 or equivalent 
Q2 -2N2222 or similar transistor 
All resistors %s -watt. 10% tolerance: 
R 1-300.(10(1 ohms 
R2. RS -10.0110 ohms 
R3 6.8 megohms 
R4-47,000 ohms 
R6-24.0(1(1 ohms 
R7-180,000 ohms 
R8-I-megohnt Trimmer potentiometer 
SPKR-Miniature 8 -ohm loudspeaker 
Misc.-Battery holder; translucent plastic re- 

frigerator container (about 3" square): sil 
cone -rubber cement; hookup wire; etc. 

Note: The following items are available from 
Rand Laboratories. P.O. Box 468. Cape 
Canaveral . FI. 32920: complete kit of parts 
including drilled case for $9.95 postpaid. 
Also available; pc board only. $4.25 post- 
paid. Florida residents, please add sales tax. 

the sound to escape down through the 
shelf) with silicone -rubber cement. The 
speaker and pc board are interconnect- 
ed with #20 wire so that the board can 
be positioned to allow maximum expo- 
sure of 01 to the lamp. 

The assembled alarm can be tested 
by placing it in a darkened location and 
shining a light on it. After a several - 
second delay, the alarm should sound. 
Count the number of seconds between 
the time the light goes on and the alarm 
sounds. Adjust R8 as needed for the de- 
sired delay between the two events. 

Place the Fridge Alarm inside your re- 
frigerator in a location where it will re- 
ceive the maximum amount of light from 
the refrigerator's lamp. Make sure it is in 
a location where there will be no possi- 
bility of liquid spills on it. Equally impor- 
tant, make sure that the selected loca- 
tion will obviate any possibility of ob- 
structing the light. p 

e-R5- e-R6- 

C7 

Fig. 3. Components 
are mounted on board 
as shown at left 
at d enclosed in a 
translucent box. 
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BY HERBERT L. BRESNICK 

sOLID - STATh 
TURN 
INDICATORS 
FOR 
Inexpensive electronic add-on 
increases driving safety factor 

MOTORIZED bikes-mopeds-are 
becoming increasingly popular as 

laws prohibiting them are lifted. How- 
ever, their low speed and: generally, 
young drivers, combine with the 
absence of lighted turn signal to cause 
safety problems. 

Adding the turn -signal system de- 
scribed here will likely reduce accidents. 
It features a solid-state circuit, low -pow- 
er lamps, can be used with.a moped's 
6-V negative-grdund electrical system, 
and can be built for less than $10: It can 
also be modified for use with a bicycle if 

a 6-V battery is added. 

Circuit, Operation. As shown in the 
diagram,, a;,555 timer__ (IC/) is used 'to 
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Photo shows how rear indicator lamps are insulated from moped frame 
by mounting them on the plastic license -plate holder. Connections 
to other parts of system must he through insulated flexible wire. 

72 

+6V 
FI 
IA 

RIi 
IK 5 

R2 
IOOK 

6 SSS 
' IÑ4001 

C2 
.OIyF 

0009F 

LEFT 

---FRONT--- 

D2 
IN4001 

FRAME 

RIGHT 

SI D3 
IN4001 

Fig. 1. When pin 1 of IC1 is connected to ground through Si, 
the 555- timer generates 1 -Hz pulses to open and close relay Kl. 

PARTS LIST 
CI-IO-µF, I5 -volt electrolytic 
C2-O.Ol-µF. I5 -volt disc 
C3-IO041-µF, 15 -volt electrolytic 
DI .D2,D3-1 N4001 ou similar diode 
D4 -6 -vol t. I -watt zener diode 
FI-I-ampere in -line fuse 
I I-14-see text 

ICI -555 timer 
K 1 -6 -volt relay 
S I -3 -position large hat handle switch (center 

off) 
Misc.-Plastic enclosure, perforated board. 

wiring, plastic tubing, mounting hardware, 
#27 I amps. 

generate 1 -Hz pulses. Note that this cir- 
cuit will not operate until its pin 1 is con- 
nected to ground. When turn -select 
switch Si is placed in either its L (left) or 
R (right) position, this ground connection 
is made through either D2 or D3, de- 
pending on the switch position selected. 
When one of these states occurs, ICI 
cycles at its 1 -Hz rate, opening and clos- 
ing relay Kl. Relay contacts direct pow- 
er to the selected lamps (11 and 12 for left 
ft nt and rear, /3 and 14 for right front 

rear). 
Ground for selected lamps is made 

through the switching member of Si. 
hus, as long as Si is at one of its turn 

positions, the selected lamps will glow in 
1 -Hz cycles. When S1 is placed in its 
center (off) position, the circuit is isolat- 
ed and stops working. 

Zener diode D4 and capacitor C3 
maintain a smooth 6-V dc if the output of 
the motor -powered generator varies. 

Construction. The circuit can be as- 
sembled on a small piece of perforated 
board, or a small printed circuit board 
can be designed. 

The circuit can be mounted in a small 
plastic box that can be secured to the 
moped frame. The circuit ground should 
be made to a good metal connection on 
the moped frame, while the 6 volts is 
taken from a source that is live when the 
ignition key is turned on. 

The rear turn -signal lamps are inex- 
pensive "bullet -lamp" assemblies that 
use two GE #81 single -contact bayonet 
lamps, while the front turn -signal lamps 
are made from an AMF "rear directional 
light." Both of these are obtainable from 
most bicycle or discount shops. The 
AMF unit comes with turn -switch, lamps, 
case and battery holder. Lamps are re- 
placed with GE #27 lamps. The battery 
holder is not used, and the wiring be- 
tween the holder and lamps is removed. 

The rear lamps must be insulated 
from the frame. The easiest way to do 
this is -to mount them on the plastic rear 
license -plate holder. If you mount them 
to the metal frame, use some form of in- 
sulation between the lamp bracket and 
the metal surface. 

Turn switch Si can be any large bat - 
handle switch having good detents and 
a center -off position. It can be mounted 
as desired on the handlebar. 

Interconnections between the switch, 
power, lamps and the electronic circuit 
should be made with well -insulated flex- 
ible wire passed through a length of 
plastic tubing taped to the frame. O 
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TAPE BIAS/EQUALIZATION CHART 
MOST stereo cassette decks nowadays have switches to set 

bias and equalization for each tape type. But tape formula- 
tions come and go, so keeping track of what tapes require which 
settings can be a challenge. To make recording and playback eas- 
ier for you, listed below are most of the major high-fidelity cassette 

By Craig Stark 

formulations of the past few years. A line divides the current and 
discontinued tape formulations in each manufacturer's product 
lineup. The discontinued tapes are listed for the benefit of those 
who still have some of these cassettes on hand. 

Cassette Ferric Cr02 Ferrichrome Cassette Ferric Cr02 Ferrichrome 

Advent (all) X - Meriton 

Ampex 
Ferri -Chrome Cassette X 

Grand Grand Master X 
Chromium -Dioxide Cassette X 

Series 20/20+ 364 
363 Series Chromium Dioxide 

X 

X 

Low-Noise/High-Output Series 
Low -Noise Series 

X 

X 

371 Plus Series X Nakamichi 
370 Series low-noise/high-output X SX X* 
350 Series "Super" X EX II X* 

360 High -Frequency Series X EX X* 

362 Extended -Frequency Series X Chromium Dioxide X 

BASF Norelco (Discontinued) 
Professional I X* 300 Series X 
Professional II X 200 Series X 
Professional IIl X 100 Series X 
Studio Series X 

Performance Series X RCA (Discontinued) 
Chromdioxid X Red Seal Cobalt Energized X 

LHSM Series X Vibrant Cassettes, Series CV X 

SKLH Series X Recoton 
SKSM Series X Low -Noise, Series CD X 

Capitol Royal Sound 
"the music tape" X Chromium Dioxide X 
Capitol 1 X Ultra -Linear, Series ULC X 
Capitol Chromium -dioxide X Low -Noise, Series APC X 
The Mod Series X 

Scotch 
Columbia Master I X* 

2CB800 Series X Master II X* 
2CL Series X Master ill X 

Dynarange Low-Noise/High- 
Fuji Density X 

FX-I X* Highlander Low -Noise X 
FX-II ("Beridox") 
FL low -noise X 

X* X Master 

FX X Classic X 

FC X Chrome Cassettes X 

High -Energy X 

Hitachi Extended -Range X 
"Ultra -Dynamic" UDC Series X 

Low -Noise Series X Sony (Sony/Superscope) 
Ultra -High -Fidelity Cassettes X* 

Irish Chromium -Dioxide CRO Series X 
261 Professional Series X FeCr Cassettes X 
262 Low -Noise Series X Duad X 
263 Chromium Dioxide Series X 

Soundcraft (Discontinued) 
Lafayette 25R-801 Series X 

XHE Criterion Series X 2SC Series X 
Criterion Series X 

Low -Noise Series X TDK 

Chromium -Dioxide X 
SA, Super Avilyn X* 

Criterion Ultra -Dynamic Series X 
AD X* 

Voice -grade X 
Dynamic Series, D X 

Audua X* 
Maxell SD series X 

UD-XL I X* Krom series (KR) X 
UD-XL II X* Maverick series X 
UD Series X* 
LN Series X 

Note: In each company listing, those tapes below the line are older, discontinued formu- 

Memorex 
MRX, X* - 

lations: the others above are either current or near -current (i.e. may be still on some 

dealer shelves). 

Chromium Dioxide X 
On Ferric tapes, those which can profit by a slightly higher -than -usual ("Japanese") 

bias are identified by an asterisk. 

MRX, X On CrO,-type tapes, those identified with an asterisk are not CrO, tapes, but so-called 
"70 -microsecond ferrics," usually modified by cobalt. 
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Microcomputer Video Board Buying Directory 
Make & Model 

S-100 

Price' Power Required ASCII3 ma - 
(5)` (mA)2 char perñ dines 

+8V +16V -16V set 

CGRS Microtech 
VB1B 130 (k) 

170 (w) 

64 16 128x48 Chars & graphics mixable. 

Dynabyte 

Naked Terminal 

(VT801-1) 

350 (w) 11.8A 128 80 24 BC, RV, AC, S; block -mode edit; KB interface; 

port -addressed, no driver sóftware needed. 

Electronic Systs. 

6400 39 (b) - 1.5A 30 128 64 )6 BC, RV, AC. 

IMSAI 

Basic VIO 190 (k) 96 80, 24 or 160 1K refresh memory; upper-case only (char set 

335 (w) 40 12 ' includes graphics chars); all standard screen 

formats exc. 80x24. 

VIO -A 275 (k) u/I - 2K memory, all formats. 

405 (w) ' 

VIO -8 275 (k) u 2K ROM firmware, all formats. 

405 (w) 

V10 -C 325 1k) 96 80, 24 or , 160 2K refresh memory; upper/lower-case; ROM 

465 (w) 40 12 firmware; all standard screen formats. 

VIO -AC 60 (k) Converts VIO -A to VIO -C. - 

VIO -BC 60 (k) Converts VIO -B to VIO -C. 

VIO -CC 150 (k) Converts Basic VIO -to VIO -C. 

Interactive Micro 

Systems 

IMS64-100 225 (w) X X X 128 32, 16 color' `BC, RV, AC; optional 64x64, 16 -color graphics; 

64 6802 intelligence. 

Ithaca Audio 
SVPM 25 Ib) 128 64 16 no BC, -RV, AC. 

Jade Computer 

JG-VB IB 35 (b) 2A 128 32, 16 12848 BC, RV, AC; Erase to end -of -line; scroll; 

100 (k) 64 Greek chars. - 

150 (w) 

Micro Diversions 

Screen-splitter 329 (k) 1.5A 128 86, 40 yes BC, RV, AC; up to 3440 independent text "windows"; 

429 (w) 96 APL, Sci. & graphics character sets avail.; ' 

user -programmable char sets. 

MSD-Micro Syst. Dev. 

MSDV-100 285 (k) 600 20 50 96 80 24 graph. char. 5x9 matrix for alpha, 6x 10 for graphics & 

385 (k) connected chars.; 32 -graphics chars on ROM; 

gray scale; scrolling register; underline; 

programmable timer; 2 boards; BC, AV, AC. 

Polymorphic 
VTI 210 (k) ' 1.6A 30 20 ",96 32, 16 64 (or 128) Requires 2.5 MHz CRT bandwidth for 32 -char line 

280 (w) 64 x48 or 64 -cell graphic line, 5.5 MHz for 64 char 

or 128 -cell. 

Processor Tech. 

VDM-1 199 (k) u/1 64 16 no BC, RV, AC, S. 

295 (w) 

Solid State Music 

VB1B 150 1k) 1.4A 30 15 128 64 16 128x48 'RV, AC; composite & non -composite video., 

VAMP 
Polygragfix 245" (w) 64 16 128 -cell "RV; 128 user -programmable char; piggy -back up- 

grade for Polymorphics VTI-64 card; $525 w/VTI- 

64. 
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' 
Make & Model 

Vector Graphic 

Flashwriter 

Price' ' 

(S) 

235 (w) 

Power Required 

ImAl2 
+8V +16Vi,' `-18V 

1.2A 

- 

ASCII3 

eh 

, se 

128 

Western Data 

Systs. 

Pro/Ex 1 296 (k) 2A 125 125 64 

Make & Model Price' Power Required ASCII3 

Is (mA)2 char 

+8V +12V -12V set 

SS -50 

F&D Associates 

VDB-t 29 Ib) u 

Gimix 
VID 198 (w) X X X 64 

VID2 298 (w) X X 256 

Interactive Mícro 

225(w) X X X 128 

X itan 

VD8 369 (w) 96 

Xitek 
SCT-100 157(k) X 128 

¿ Char 

- per 

line 
Gñphics Remarks' 

64 16 128x48 RV; Vs -intensity; keyboard port; composite or 

separate video and sync. 

40 

32, 64 

64 

80 

32, 64 

80 

64 

1. (b)=bare boards, (k)=kit, (w) -wired. 
2. in amps where indicated by "A". 
3. u=upper case; 1=lower case. 

4. AC=Addressable Cursor; BC=Blinking Character; RV=Reverse Video; S=Scrolling. 

24 block BC, RV, AC; with on -board r -f modulator, plus 

8K 2716 EPROM, MICROBUG OS. 

Lines Graphic 'Remarks'- 
- 

16 no RV, AC; can be modified for.lower case; 6800 

software for scroll; erase, etc. 

16 

24 

no 

640x384 

BC, AC. 

BC, RV, AC; programmable char set; half -inten- 

sity; Eur. option. 

16 64x64 BC, RV, AC; 16 -color, 64x64 color optidn; 6802 

intelligence on -board. 

25 160x75 Buffer memory holds two pages; keyboard port; 

lower-case descenders; 64 graphics chars; BC, 

RV, AC. 

16 limited 'Stand-alone, uses only BV and ground from 

5-100 bus, interfaces via ports; ASCII or 

Baudot I/O; char set includes some Greek, 

graphics chars; part kit $95. 

LINE -VOLTAGE COMPENSATOR 
Boosts the power -supply voltage when it drops too low 

In areas where low power -line voltage 
is common, a filament transformer can 
be used as a voltage booster. A 6.3 -volt 

transformer can be used as shown in the 

figure. When the switch is placed in the 

BOOST position, the transformer acts as 

an autotransformer, increasing the volt- 

age across the socket terminals by 

about 6 volts. When selecting a filament 
transformer for this application, deter- 
mine how much current in amperes the 
load will draw. Then select a transformer 
whose secondary 'winding can safely 
handle this load current. 

The dots shown near the transformer 
denote phasing of the windings. If you 'voltage is raised about (iv. 

BY HARRY J. MILLER 

MAY 1979 

With th.e switch in BOOST. line 

do not know how the transformer is 

phased, you can determine this experi- 
mentally. Connect the secondary wires 
one way, power the circuit, place the 
switch in the BOOST position and mea- 
sure the voltage across the power sock- 
et. If it is higher than the line voltage (the 
voltage across the primary), the trans- 
former has been wired correctly. If the 
voltage across the socket is less than 
the line voltage, reverse the secondary 
wires. If the transformer has been incor- 
rectly wired with respect to phase, it acts 
as a "bucking" autotransformer which 
has a lower output voltage than it has in- 
put voltage. O 
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Tips &Techniques 

TWINLEAD CONNECTORS 

Surplus crystal holders and sockets with 
a th" (1.3 -cm) pin spacing make excel- 

lent connectors for 300 -ohm "twinlead" 
transmission line. If the crystal holder's 
front plate is held in place with machine 
hardware, remove the machine screws 
and disassemble the crystal holder. If 

the holder is hermetically sealed, saw off 
its top. Heat the holder pins with your 
soldering iron and remove the thin metal 
plates that "sandwich" the quartz slab. 
Remove any excess solder plugging up 
the two pins. Next, strip the twinlead's 
insulation so that about 1" (2.5 cm) of 
each conductor is exposed. Tin the con- 
ductors, and slide them into the holder 

Personal Computing... 
It All Comes Together at NCC '79. 

Only during the National Computer Conference will 
you have an opportunity to experience personal 
computing to the fullest. And that's why the 
1979 Personal Computing Festival, 

June 4-7 in New York's Sheraton 
Center Hotel, formerly the Ameri- 
cana, is different. As a conference 
within a conference, it will give 
you the chance to explore the 
complete spectrum of information 
processing while concentrating on 
those aspects of personal computing 
you won't want to miss...including 
equipment, applications, ideas, 
and new developments that 
have created excitement 
throughout the entire com- 
puting community. 

Only at NCC '79 will you 
find such a panorama of 
computer products on 
display...ranging from 
micros to maxis, from 
processors to peripherals. 
Included will be the latest 
innovations in low-cost 
computing for business, 
professional, and home use. 

Against the backdrop of the 
prestigious NCC, the Personal 
Computing Festival has attracted many 
well-known experts and personalities who will 
participate in an information -packed technical 
program and compete for prizes for the best 
presentations. Join them in exploring applications 
ranging from use of small business systems and 
financial analysis to personal networking, new 
information utilities, and aid to the handicapped. 

You will also have ample opportunity to discuss NCC '79 Personal Computing Proceedings. Reg - 
new ideas and novel approaches to shared prob- istrations, excluding the Proceedings, also are 
lems, to find out what to expect in the year ahead, available at $5 for one day and $9 for all four 
and observe interesting and clever applications dem- days. The Proceedings will be available separate- 
onstrated by the individuals who developed them. ly at $8. For additional information on NCC '79, 

Plan now to take part in a unique personal comput- including housing and registration procedures, 
ing experience at NCC '79. You can register for the contact AFIPS, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, 
Festival at the Sheraton Center Hotel, 52nd Street N.J. 07645; telephone 201/391-9810. To obtain 
between 7th Avenue and Avenue of the Americas, information on the special NCC Travel Service 
for only $15 which includes your copy of the call toll -free 800/556-6882. 

PERSONAL COMPUTING FESTIVAL 
c/o AFIPS, 210 Summit Avenue, Montvale, N.J. 07645 

so that their tips protrude from the ends 
of the pins. Solder the conductors and 
clip off any excess. Crystal sockets can 
be employed as antenna jacks to match 
the plugs you have fashioned. Because 
there are so many crystals ground for 
"odd" unusable frequencies available 
on the surplus market at low cost, you 
will find these twinlead connectors very 
economical. You might well have sever- 
al such crystals in your junk box right 
now. -Harry J. Miller, Sarasota, Fl. 

PC BOARDS FORM PROJECT ENCLOSURE 
With the price of quality cabinets con- 
tinually increasing, it's possible to spend 
more for a simple project's enclosure 
than for all the components. However, 
there's another way to house your pro- 
jects-use their pc boards as their own 
enclosures (see photo). If you are mak- 

ing your own pc boards, study the sche- 
matic before doing any layout or etching. 
In most cases, you'll be able to break the 
circuit down into several sub -assem- 
blies. For example, the project shown is 

a two -digit tachometer with four pc 
boards. The boards accommodate a 

clock, decade counters, displays and 
drivers, and support circuitry. If the cir- 
cuit does not lend itself to such a func- 
tional breakdown, simply parcel it out 
onto separate board using a minimum 
amount of jumpers. 

If you lay out each stage on its own 
board, place the ground foil along one 
edge and the supply voltage foil on the 
opposite side. It will then be possible to 
join the various boards together at the 
appropriate edges to form a "self" enclo- 
sure. Four pc boards can form a box 
with two open sides, five boards a box 
with one open side, and six a closed 
box. Breaking a project down into seven 
or more boards allows you to make eye- 
catching geometric shapes. 

For an aesthetically pleasing look, use 
pc boards of various colors and place 
the component sides on the exterior of 
the "enclosure." The bottom board can 
be supported by four rubber feet on it. 

James Temple, Bethpage, NY. 
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Experimenter's 
Corner 

THE ANALOG COMPARATOR 

THE ANALOG comparator is a circuit 
that comnpares an input voltage to a 

reference voltage and changes the state 
of its output when the input exceeds the 
reference. This decision -making ability 
has many important applications, sever- 
al of which we will examine here. 

A simple analog comparator can be 

made by using an operational amplifier 
without a feedback resistor. The role 

that a feedback resistor usually plays is 

to pass some of the amplified signal 
back to the inverting input of the op amp, 
thus reducing the amplifier's gain. With- 
out the gain limitation imposed by a 

feedback resistor, the op amp operates 
at its maximum ("open -loop") gain. A 

small input voltage will then cause the 
output of the op amp to change state im- 
mediately. The resulting voltage swing is 

so dramatic that the comparator can be 

considered a switching circuit. 
The operation of a noninverting ana- 

log comparator is shown in Fig. 1. A 

known reference voltage is applied to 
the comparator's inverting (-) input, and 
an unknown voltage to its noninverting 
(+) input. The LED indicates the status 
of the comparator's output. 

In operation, the output of the com- 
parator is at -V when the input voltage 
is more negative than the reference volt- 
age which in this case is ground. The 
LED indicates this by glowing. When the 

Fig. 1. Operation of a 
basic comparator circuit. 
MAY 1979 

By Forrest M. Mims 

input voltage is more positive than the 
reference voltage, the comparator out- 
put switches from -V to +V and the 
LED is extinguished. Because the refer- 
ence is ground, a very small positive 
voltage will trigger the comparator. In 

both cases, the voltage difference is 

measured in millivolts. 

Comparator Demonstration Cir- 
cuit. Unless you have previously 
worked with analog comparators, you 
will probably want to take a few minutes 
to breadboard the simple demonstration 
circuit shown in Fig. 2 before trying any 
of the circuits that will be described later. 

The comparator in this circuit is a 741 

op amp without a feedback resistor. A 

variable input voltage is provided by R1, 
a potentiometer operated as a voltage 
divider. Resistors R2 and R3 form a 

fixed voltage divider that provides a ref- 

erence at half the supply voltage. 
When the input voltage is below the 

reference voltage, the LED glows to indi- 
cate that the comparator's output is low 
(at ground). The LED switches off to in- 
dicate the comparator's output is high 
(at +9V) as soon as the input voltage 
exceeds the reference voltage. With the 
values shown in Figure 2, RI's wiper will 
be at the center of its rotation when the 
comparator switches, assuming that R1 

is a linear potentiometer. 

Fig. 2. Schematic of a 
demonstration comparator circuit. 

Howl 

A tool buddY 

lot everybody! 

Xcelite 
MULTI -PURPOSE 

TOOL KIT presents 
your 11 most 
used tools. 

Professional or hobbyist, reach out 

your hand. Xcelite tool buddy TKX 

11 has just the tool you want for 

tinkering, maintenance, or repair. 
Six different drivers - pocket clip, 
stubby, and regular - for slotted, 
Phillips, hex head screws and nuts. 

10 -foot inch/metric rule. Wire strip- 
per/cutter. 6" slip joint plier, long 

nose plier with side cutter, adjust 
able wrench. 

Compact, durable, double -wall 
caddy compartmented for easy 

choice and storage. A buddy you'll 
keep by your side. 

New Gift Idea! For all occasions. 

In stock at leading electronic 
distributors ... nationwide. 

4j TheCooperGroup 
COCPER Electronics Division 

WELLER' WISS' XCELITE' 
PO. BOX 728. APEX. NORTH CAROLINA 27502. 919/362-7511 

CIRCLE NO. 19 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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HOW 
do you really use a 

multímeter2 

i 

ti 

Usually at your bench, in the shop, 
shared with others. And, if it's a Fluke 
multimeter, you use it with confidence. 

Now you can carry that same bench 
precision on the job. Introducing the 
new Fluke 8020A DMM for only $169. 

This rugged beauty packs more field - 
valuable features than any other DMM 
available, at any price. And that means 
field versatility when you need it most. 

The 8020A has six resistance ranges, 
including a 20 megohm range for those 
special high -resistance TV components. 
Plus, you can measure focus dividers, 
pcb and capacitor leakage clear up to 
10,000 megohms with the new conduct- 
ance function. And conductance allows 
you to measure transistor beta-unique 

rr 

.W..r 4 

-- 

, 

fi', 
& 

A a 

with the 8020A. 
Ever damaged your meter in the fly- 

back circuit? Rest easy. The 8020A is 
MOV-protected to 6000V against hid- 
den spikes and transients. 

Your 8020A comes with a full -year 
warranty, with worldwide service back- 
up. Regardless of what happens to it, 
we'll fix it inexpensively and quickly, 
making the 8020A a truly cost-effective 
investment. 

Call (800) 426-0361*, toll free. We'll 
tell you the location of the closest Fluke 
office or distributor for the best value 
in DMMs around. 

Price U.S. only. 
*Alaska, Hawaii and Washington 

residents - please call (206) 774-2481. 

Command Performance: Demand the Fluke 8020A. 
2510-8020 

FLUKE 
CIRCLE NO.24 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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Sine- to Square -Wave Converter. 
One of the simplest applications for a 
comparator is the sine- to square -wave 
converter shown in Fig. 3. The reference 
voltage is ground so the comparator 
switches its output to its maximum pos- 
itive value when the sine -wave voltage 
exceeds ground potential. Similarly, the 
comparator output switches to its max- 
imum negative value when the sine - 
wave voltage is at or below ground po- 
tential. The result is a square wave with 
the same period as the sine wave. 

Peak Detector. Another simple but 
useful comparator application is the 
peak detector. As its name implies, the 
peak detector retains the maximum am- 
plitude of a fluctuating input voltage for 
subsequent readout and analysis. Suit- 
able transducers connected to the input 
of a peak detector permit the determina - 

+v 

_V 

Fig. 3. Comparator us sine -wave 
to square -wave converter. 

tion of such parameters as maximum 
wind velocity, temperature, light intensi- 
ty, vehicle speed, and many others. 

Figure 4 shows a basic peak detector 
circuit that you can easily assemble. To 
understand its operation, assume that 
Cl is initially discharged (i.e., the RESET 

switch has been momentarily closed). 
This means that the reference voltage at 
the inverting input of the comparator is O 

and that a positive input voltage will im- 
mediately switch the output of the com- 
parator to +9 volts. The comparator out- 
put will then begin to charge Cl until the 
voltage across the capacitor equals the 
input voltage. As soon as the two volt- 
ages are equal, the comparator output 
immediately drops to ground potential 
and Cl stops charging. 

If a subsequent input voltage exceeds 
the charge stored in Cl, the comparator 
output will again go high and allow C1 to 
charge to the new peak voltage. This 
tracking process ensures that Cl always 
retains the peak voltage applied to the 
input. When you want, to track a new 
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(lower) peak voltage, close the RESET 

switch to discharge Cl. 
The peak detector circuit is subject to 

drift because Cl will gradually lose its 

charge. Diode D1 prevents discharge 
through the comparator, but discharge 
can take place through the output cir- 
cuitry or through the dielectric leakage of 

the capacitor. For these reasons, it is im- 

portant to use a low -loss polystyrene or 
Mylar capacitor for Cl and a high - 

impedance monitoring circuit. 

FL uC.TUAT/N G- 
/NPvT VOL T.4 6G 

sv 

VOLTAGE 
/NPeJ 7 - 

VOLTAGE 
INPUT 

Last month's installment of this col- 
umn described a simple high -input - 
impedance voltage follower you can use 
to interface the peak detector to a low - 
impedance device such as a panel me- 
ter or VOM. Without the high -impedance 
buffer, Cl will quickly discharge when 
you attempt to measure the voltage 
across it. 

The Window Comparator. The 
comparator circuits described thus far 

Fig. 4. Schematic 
of a simple 
peak detector. 

Fig. 5. A simple window 
comparator circuit. 

Fig. 6. Multiple -LED 
window comparator. 

EE!: 
EDMUND 

SÇIENTI.FICre 
CATALOG 

Eore Astronomy, Eiofeedback, Computers, 
. Heath, Lasers, Magnets, Microscopes, Optics, 

Photography, Weather... Over 4,000 
Fascinating Items, 

r More Than 160 , 

Colorful Pages ... - 

The Exciting, 
FREE 

Edmund 
Catalog! 

r 

.% 
e 

.c, 
, r 

< adt 
38 
Years of 
Servtr i! ` .. 

No. 108 

Edmund Scientific Co. 1979 

rn Yes! Rush me your FREE Catalog so that 1 
I can explore Edmund's World of Science. 

Name 

Address 

Ciro 

State Zip 

Clip and Mail Coupon Today to 
Edmund Scientific Co., AV 10 
Edscorp Bldg., Barrington, N.J. 08007 

L .J 

-ABOUT YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION 

Your subscription to POPULAR 
ELECTRONICS is maintained on one of 
the world's most modern, efficient 
computer systems, and if you're like 
99% of our subscribers, you'fl never 
have any reason to complain about 
your subscription service. 

We have found that when com- 
plaints do arise, the majority of them 
occur because people have written 
the names or addresses differently 
at different times. For example, if 
your subscription were listed under 
"Wiliam Jones, Cedar Lane, Mid- 
dletown, Arizona," and you were to 
renew it as "Bill Jones, Cedar Lane, 
Middletown, Arizona," our computer 
would think that two separate sub- 
scriptions were involved, and it 
would start sending you two copies 
Od POPULAR ELECTRONICS each month. 
Other examples of combinations of 
names that would confuse the com- 
puter would include: John Henry 
Smith and Henry Smith; and Mrs. 
Joseph Jones and Mary Jones. Minor 
differences in addresses can also 
lead to difficulties. For example, to 
the computer, 100 Second St. is not 
the same as 100 2nd St. 

So, please, when you write us 
about your subscription, be sure to 
enclose the mailing label from the 
cover of the magazine-or else copy 
your name and address exactly as 
they appear on the mailing label. 
This will greatly reduce any chance 
of error, and we will be able to ser- 
vice your request much more 
quickly. 
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Why buy a multi -capability 
counter for frequency -only 

measurements? 

3.OA'.,, 
yA 

The 1911A multicounter makes accurate 
field transmitter frequency checks easy 
with the optional battery -pack and whip 
antenna. 

For accurate readings in the presence 
of noise. Our new 1911/12A multi -count- 
ers have both trigger -level and attenua- 
tor controls. 

For high resolution measurement of 
low frequency control tones in the period 
or period -average mode. 

For economy. They're priced about the 
same as many frequency -only models, with 
totalize, autozero, autoranging, manual 
and automatic range selection, and more. 
Standard. 

1911A for 250 MHz applications: $495." 
1912A for measurements to 520 MHz: 
$620.* 
Call (800)426-0361, toll free, or write: 

John Fluke Mfg. Co., P.O. Box 43210, 
Mountlake Terrace. WA 98043. 
"(U.S. price) 

''" IOOOO.QO 

+Oitr = íAi' 17.J114 JEi1 
1912A 520 MHz model 

Fluke Multícounters for Communications Service 

7501-1911/12 

FLUKE 
CIRCLE NO. 25 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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You can 
asse ble any of these 

Schober Organs 
-and save 50% off store prices. 

80 

This coupon will bring you the 
fascinating Schober color cata- 
log which describes the organs 
and shows you how easy it is to 
assemble them from Schober's 
complete kits. Include $1 if you 
want a 12 -inch demo record. 

The 7 thole/' Organ Corp., Dept. PE -83 
43 West 61st Street, New York, N.Y. 10023 

Please send me the Schober Organ Kit 
Catalog. 
Enclosed is my $1 for the 12 -inch demo 
record. 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

CIRCLE NO.53 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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operate in the noninverting mode. That 
is, they generate an output identical in 

polarity to the input voltage. However, a 
comparator can be operated in the in- 

verting mode by simply reversing the 
two inputs. This makes possible many 
additional applications, one of which is 

called the limit or window comparator. 
A window comparator can be made 

from three -fourths of an LM339 quad 
comparator as shown in Fig. 5. This chip 
was the subject of the January 1977 Ex- 
perimenter's Corner. Unlike the 741, the 
LM339 is specifically designed to oper- 
ate with a single -polarity power supply. 

In operation, ICIC functions as a non - 
inverting comparator, but IC1A operates 
as an inverting comparator. Potentiome- 
ter R1 and fixed resistors R2 and R3 
form a divider chain that delivers slightly 
different voltages to the two compara- 
tors. These voltages define the upper 
and lower limits of the circuit's switching 
"window," which can be changed easily 
by varying R2 and R3. 

The output of each comparator in the 
LM339 is an uncommitted collector. This 
means two or more outputs can be tied 
together to achieve a logic OR function 
without using diodes or a logic gate. 

When the input voltage is less positive 
than IC1C's reference voltage, the out- 
put collector of this comparator is low. 
When the input voltage is more positive 
than ICIA's reference voltage, its output 
collector is low. When either output is 

low, the other is pulled low, causing a 
LED connected between the two outputs 
and the positive power supply to glow. 

If the input voltage falls in the window 
region between the two reference volt- 
ages, the output of each comparator is 

high. This will cause a LED connected to 
the outputs to be darkened. 

It's usually desirable for an indicator to 
light when a desired condition is met. 
The third comparator in Fig. 5 serves 
this purpose by inverting the output of 
the window comparator. The LED then 
glows only when the input voltage falls 
within the window region. 

An even more useful version of the 
circuit is shown in Fig. 6. Here, the third 
comparator is employed as a NAND 

gate. Three LED's connected to the out- 
puts of all three comparators provide a 
HIGH/WINDOW/LOW indication. For best 
results, use a green LED for the WINDOW 

indicator and red LED's for the HIGH and 
Low indicators. The green LED will glow 
when the input voltage is within the win- 
dow. The red LED's will indicate that the 
input voltage is either above or below 
the window. The LED's should be 
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mounted in a vertical row with the HIGH 

LED on top, the WINDOW LED in the mid- 
dle, and the Low LED on the bottom. 

If you use three different colors for the 

LED's, the circuit will tell you whether 
the input voltage is above, below, or in 

the window no matter how the LED's are 

mounted. A red LED connected to the 

output of IC1A, for instance, would indi- 

cate a HIGH voltage. A yellow LED at 

IC1C would indicate a Low voltage. Fin- 

nally, a green LED at ICID would indi- 

cate an input voltage within the WIN DOW. 

Incidentally, the comparator used as a 

NAND gate in Fig. 6 can be replaced by 

a conventional TTL 7400 NAND gate. In 

+5v tsv 
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Fig. 7. A moving -dot 
voltage indica for. 

fact, the first breadboard version of the 
circuit I assembled used a 7400. Similar- 
ly, the third comparator in Fig. 5 can be 

replaced by one of the inverters in a 

7404 hex inverter or an npn transistor 
and a 10,000 -ohm base resistor. Keep 
this in mind when building a window 
comparator in a complex circuit that in- 

cludes digital logic chips. A 7400 with an 
unused gate will allow you to eliminate 
the extra resistors required by the com- 
parator NAND gate. 

Moving -Dot Voltage Indicator. 
The window comparator shown in Fig. 5 

can be easily expanded to provide a 

moving dot LED voltage indicator and 

Fig. 7 shows one possible configuration 
suggested by Bill Cikas of Rockford, IL. 

Regular readers of this column might 
recall the moving -dot voltage indicator 
described in the October 1978 install- 
ment. Bill's circuit requires three func- 
tional blocks per dot while my earlier cir- 
cuit uses 2.5 per dot. On the other hand, 

Bill's circuit requires one less IC (7) than 
mine (8). It's also more straightforward 
and easier to troubleshoot. 

Solid -State Oscilloscope Up- 
date. The solid-state oscilloscope de- 
scribed in previous columns has result- 
ed in more letters than any previous top- 
ic covered in "Experimenter's Corner." 
In fact, the moving -dot voltage indicator 
in Fig. 7 is actually the vertical section of 

a solid-state scope designed and built 
by Bill Cikas. 

I'll have more to say about this and 
other experimental solid-state scopes in 

a future column. In the meantime, I 

would like to hear from other experi- 
menters who have successfully assem- 
bled and operated all -solid-state oscillo- 
scopes. Please include a stamped, self- 
addressed envelope for a reply. 
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Build The World's Most 
Powerful 8 -Bit Computer 
Featuring The Famous Intel 8085! 

Explorer/85' 
Starting for just $129.95 you can now build 
yourself a sophisticated, state-of-the-art 
computer that can be expanded to a level 
suitable for industrial, business and 
commercial use. You learn as you go... in 
small, easy -to -understand, inexpensive levels! 

Features Intel 8085 cpu/100% compatible with 
8080A software! 
Onboard S-100 bus (up to 6 slots)! 
Onboard RAM and ROM expansion! 
Builtin deluxe 2K Monitor/Operating ROM! 
Cassette/RS 232 or 20 maJ4.1/2 8bi! parallel 
I/O and timer all on beginner's Levet"A" system! 

EXPLORER/85 gives you "big computer" features Immediately, without turning you 

into an appliance ape'aror. doomed lo run pre -developed sottware for life. Simply 

connect EXPLORER Ma terminal, video monitor or tv set and 8 von power supply and 

start running programs, the very lust night Level "A' leaches you machine 

language and computer fundamentals. It lets you run exercise programs including 
programs to examine the cpu registers. examine memory. fill memory, move memory 

and make up games. You can load and play back these programs on an ordinary [ape 

casselle-and display your efforts on any tv screen. video monitor or printer (58.95 
RP modulator required for tv use ) The simplified architecture of the Intel 8085 
makes EXPLORER tar easier to understand than computers using the older. more 

complex but less powerful 8080A. Then, when you're ready. EXPLORER can be 

expanded-by you-la rival the power of any 8'bil computer on earth. Or you can 

Customize rl to perform a dedicated task, thanks to onboard - 
protolyping, RAM ano ROM expansion capabilities. r 
LEVEL "A" SPECIFICATIONS 

Netronics R&D Ltd., DeptPE.s, 333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06676 
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EXPLORER/85 shown with Video Monitor and Keyboard/Video Terminal. 

CHOICE OF HEX KEYPAD OR TERMINAL INPUT 
II you plan la customize EXPLORER for dedicated use. we recommend That you order 
hex keypad input. But, it you are planning to go whole hog and blow EXPLORER up 
into a lull site, state'of-Ihe-art system with 8K or extended basic (coming soon). up 
to 64K of memory, floppy disks. telephone interlace, printers, and all sorts of 5.100 
plug-Ins-you 'II be better oft with the Keyboard/Video Terminal input One 5149.95 
EXPLORER Keyboard/Video Terminal Includes full ASCII decoding with 128 ASCII 
upper/lower case set. 96 printable characters, onboard regulators and selectable 
display formats -32x16 for iv set or 64n161or video monitor (not included). 

EXPAND EXPLORER, LEVEL.BYLEVEL 
Level "8", al 549.95, adds S100 signals plus onboard RAM/ROM decoding. 
Includes all darts necessary to generate the signals for 5-100 Ous accessories. Just 
add two 5-100 bus connectors and you have a complete S.100 compatible computer 
with a worlc of add-ons at your fingertips. Choose from hundreds of products to 

satisfy your individual needs. Level "B" kit also includes the address decoders for 
onboard RAM and ROM expansion, which are addressable anywhere in the 65K field. 

Level "C" expansion, at $39.95. expands the S-100 bus to allow a total of six 

S-100 cards to be plugged Into EXPLORER's motherboard and contained In 

EXPLORER's steel Cabinet. Includes all hardware. mounting brackets. board guides, 
etc. Just add the number of S.100 bus connectors you need. 

Level "D" expansion, al 569.95, gives you 46 01 onboard static RAM utilizing 
2114 IC's. Your board will also accept four 2716 EPROM's. which can be purchased 
separately. You now have an advanced mainframe mat can be customized with the 

peripherals of your choice to Ill any (or all) specific requirements. Each level of 

EXPLORER s separately regulated for the ultimate In stability. Factory service is 

available Tram Netronics. Order your EXPLORER today! 

ORDER FROM THIS COUPON TODAY! - - - -- - 
EXPLORER's Level ".A" system features an advanced Intel O Level "A" EXPLORER/85 kit (speedy O ter. 

8085 cpu, which is 50% faster than ifs 8080A merle -I moral or O nex keypad InpufL 5129.95 plus 
cessor. yet 100% compatible with 8080A sottware.. 53 pit0 
which. you'll discover, exists by the ton. "Big computer" O Power Supply kit. 5 amp, ±8 volt. 534.95 
features include an 8355 ROM with 2K deluxe monitor/ plus 52 pith. 
operating system which has Iwo programmable Spit I O Intel 8085 User's Manual, 57.93 ppd. 
bi-directional parallel I/O ports, built-in cassette interlace 
will, tape control circuitry to allow labeling cassette files, ) 

O ASCII Keyboard/Video Terminal kit, $149.95 

and commands which include: "disp"lay contents of plus 53 pdn. 

memory,' "run at user location (do to). "insert data," I Hex Keypad kit for hex versmn, 569.95 plus 

"move contents of r emory," "examine registers individ. 52 pdn. 

wally or all," till command (to 611 the contents of memory I o Level "B" S'100/Onboard RAM/ROM Decoder 

with any variable), axiomatic baud rate selection, program- kit (less 5.100 connectors), 549.95 plus 52 

mable characters per line display output format, and more! I 060. 
An 8155 RAM -1/0 clop contains 256 bytes of RAM, two O Level "C" S.100 5 -Card Expander kit (less 
programmable 8 -bit bi-directional apd one programmable I connectors), $39.95 plus S2 pith. 
6 -bit bidirectional 1/0 ports plus programmable 14 -bit. S.100 Bus Connectors (gold). 54.85 each. 
binary counter/timer, user interrupt and reset switches. I O Level "D" 4K Onpoard RAM ell, $69.95 plus 
Onboard expansion provisions exist for up Io six 5-100 I 

S2 pdn. 
boards, 4K of RAM and 8K of ROM. PROM or EPROM. L_ 
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O Deluxe Steel Cabinet for EXPLORER/85. 
539.95 plus S3 pith. 

o Deluxe Steel Cabinet for Keyboard/Video Ter. 
mina!, 519.95 plus $2.50 pAh. 

O RE Modulator kit, 58.95 pod. 
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Hobby 
Scene/ , f 

By John McVeigh 

COMMON ANODE vs. COMMON 
CATHODE DISPLAYS 

Q. A circuit calls for common -cath- 
ode LED displays, but the ones I have 
are the common -anode type. Is there 
a circuit that will allow me to use 
common -anode displays with com- 
mon -cathode circuits, and vice ver- 
sa?-Chris lannuzzi, Warrenton, VA. 

A. The common -anode display, con- 
nected to a chip designed to operate 
with such a display, is shown at A in the 
figure. When base current is applied to a 
driver transistor, it turns on and sinks 
current for the diode in a given segment. 
(For simplicity, only one diode per seg- 
ment is assumed and only two seg- 
ments are shown. Also, multiplexing de- 
tails are omitted.) Note that all anodes in 
the display have a common connection 
to + Vcc. A common -cathode display is 
shown at B. Base current applied to a 

segment's driver transistor causes the 
device to conduct and source current for 
the LED. All cathodes in the display 
have a common connection to ground. 

As far as the display -driver IC is con- 
cerned, one for common -anode applica- 
tions sinks current through its output 
stages, but one for common -cathode 
displays sources current at its outputs. 
To use a common -anode driver with a 
common -cathode display, the circuit 
shown at C can be used. Pull-up resistor 
R, whose value should be chosen so 
that a few milliamperes flaw through the 
driver transistor when base current is 
applied, is connected to +Vcc. When 
the transistor conducts, the input of the 
inverter is grounded. Accordingly, the 
output of the inverter is high and sources 
current for the segment LED. When the 
driver transistor is cut off, the input of the 
inverter is high and the output low. The 
segment LED is darkened. 

To use a common -anode display with 
a common -cathode driver IC, the circuit 
shown at D can be employed. When 
base current turns a transistor on, the 
voltage appearing across R causes the 
inverter output to go low and sink current 
through the LED. When the transistor is 
cut off, the input of the inverter is low 
and its output high. No voltage drop ex- 
ists across the LED, no current flows 
through it, and it remains darkened. 

If you use either of these converter cir- 
cuits, be sure that the inverters can han- 
dle the amount of current required by the 
LED segments. 

+vCC +vcC 

COMMON ANODE 

CHIP DISPLAY 

A 

CHIP 
COMMON CATHODE 

DISPLAY 

COMMON ANODE 
CHIP 

C 

COMMON CATHODE 
CHIP 

D 

Have a problem or question on circuitry, compo- 
nents, parts availability, etc? Send it to the Hobby 
Scene Editor, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park 
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016. Though all letters can't 
be answered individually, those with wide interest 
will be published. 

Interestingly, some manufacturers are 
now producing IC's that will work with 
either common -cathode or common - 
anode displays. At E, National Semicon- 
ductor's MM5402 and MM5405 clock 
chips' output stage is shown connected 
to a common -anode display. The SEG- 
MENT pin, internally connected to the 
drain of the driver, is wired to the cath- 
ode of a segment LED. The OUTPUT 
COMMON pin, internally connected to the 
source of the driver, is grounded. 

At F, the common cathode application 
is shown. The OUTPUT COMMON pin is 
connected to the positive supply voltage 
and the SEGMENT pin connected to the 
anode of one segment diode in the com- 
mon -cathode display. The diode cath- 
odes are grounded. Thus, the driver 
either sinks or sources display current, 
depending on how the output pins are 
connected, making the clock chips com- 
patible with either type of display. Anoth- 
er nice feature of these clock chips is 
their ability to be directly connected to 
LED displays. Current limiting resistors 
are not required. 

COMMON CATHODE 
DISPLAY 

+VCC 

COMMON 
ANODE 

DISPLAY 

VDD 

COMMON 
ANODE 

LED 

SEGMENT 

OUTPUT 
COMMON 

PIN 

vSS 

E 

VSS+4 

OUTPUT 
COMMON 
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LED 

COMMON 
CATHODE 

VSS 
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Product 
Test Reports 

Sabtronics Model 8100 

Frequency Counter 
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100-MHz, 8 -digit counter kit 

sells for only $90 

THE Sabtronics Model 8100 is one of 
a number of frequency -counter kits 

costing under $100 that have recently 
appeared on the market. It has a guar- 
anteed measuring range of from 20 Hz 

to 100 MHz (to 600 MHz with an optional 
prescaler, add -in facilities for which are 
provided in the basic instrument). The 
worst -case input sensitivity up to 100 
MHz is specified at 25 mV rms. Three 
selectable gate times permit the fre- 
quency to be directly read from the in- 
strument's eight -digit numeric display. 

Built into the counter is a crystal time 
base that provides a rated measurment 
accuracy of better than 2 ppm 
(0.0002%), with a rated stability of ±1 
ppm. The input impedance is 50 ohms 
or 1 megohm, switch selectable. Input 
protection is to 150 volts rms up to 10 

kHz, 90 volts rms between 10 kHz and 2 

MHz, and 30 volts rms between 2 MHz 
and 100 MHz. Also included is a three - 
decade switchable attenuator for the in- 

put, a nicety rarely seen in an economy - 
priced frequency counter. 

The Model 8100 frequency counter 

MAY 1979 

measures 8" W x 61/2" D x 3" H (20.3 x 
16.5 x 7.6 cm). Supplied without batter- 
ies (8 AA cells are required), ac adapter, 
or input cable, it is priced at $89.95. 
Available as options are an ac adapter 
and a 600 -MHz prescaler. 

General Information. The Model 
8100 is a simple frequency counter to 

use and interpret. You simply set the in- 
put ATTENUATOR switch to X1, X10, or 
X100, depending on the level of the in- 
put signal. Then yoú connect the input 
cable to the desired points in the circuit 
under test, select the appropriate gate 
time, and read the frequency directly 
from the display. Frequencies are dis- 
played in kilohertz to the left and hertz to 

the right of the decimal point. (The deci- 
mal point automatically appears in the 
proper location when the GATE TIME 

switch is set to any position.) 
To operate the instrument, you set 

each of four switches to their appropri- 
ate positions. Power is applied to the 
counter and input impedance is simul- 
taneously selected by placing the switch 
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Put Professional Knowledge and a 

COLLEGE DEGREE 
in your Electronics Career through 

/..._ Imo. 

Earn Your I 
DEGREE 
by correspondence, while continuing your 
present job. No commuting to class. Study 
at your own pace. Learn from complete and 
explicit lesson materials, with additional 
assistance from our home -study instructors. 
Advance as fast as you wish, but take all 
the time you need to master each topic. 

The Grantham electronics degree pro- 
gram begins with basics, leads first to the 
A.S.E.T. degree, and then to the B.S.E.T. 
degree. Our free bulletin gives complete 
details of the program itself, the degrees 
awarded, the requirements for each degree, 
and bow to enroll. (We are located at 2500 
S. LaCienega BI., Los Angeles, Calif.) Write 
to our mailing address shown below for 
Bulletin E-79. 

Grantham College of Engineering 
P. O. Box 35499 

Los Angeles, California 90035 
Worldwide Career Training thru Home Study 
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Best price and delivery on .. . 

Exidy Sorcerer® 

12" Video Monitor ONLY $139 

NORTH STAR 
Complete MiniFloppy Disk System 

double density, Kit, List $699 $589 
Assembled, List $799 $689 

Horizon 1, double density, Kit, $1599 $1349 
Assembled, List $1899 $1599 

Horizon 2, double density, Kit, $1999 $1699 
Assembled, List $2349 $1939 

SAVE 10% 
on Radio Shack 

TRS-80's 
or accessories 

- WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

iniMicroMart, Inc. 
1618 James Street, Syracuse NY 13203 

PHONE: (3151422-6666 TWX 710 541-0431 
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labelled 502 /1M12/OFF to one of its first 
two positions. Then, depending on the 
frequency being counted, the DIRECT/ 
PRESC. switch is set to one or the other 
position. (We built and tested the basic 
100 -MHz version of the counter. Hence, 
we always set this switch to the DIRECT 

position during our tests.) 
The GATE TIME Switch must be set 

next to the appropriate position accord- 
ing to the frequency being counted. (The 
GAT. LED in the display blinks on briefly 
once every tenth of a second, every sec- 
ond, and every 10 seconds for the 0.1S, 
1S, and 10S positions of the switch, re- 
spectively.) At this point, the frequency 
being counted appears in the display. If 

an overflow condition exists, the CFL. 
LED comes on, indicating that the GATE 

TIME switch must be set for a shorter in- 
terval than that selected. 

About the Kit. This was a very easy 
kit to assemble, requiring approximately 
four hours to complete from the time we 
opened the carton in which it was 
shipped until the end of calibration and 
final assembly. Credit for this simplicity 
goes to the open and uncluttered layout 
of all parts and the explicitly illustrated 
and well -written assembly instructions. 
Moreover, we encountered no difficul- 
ties in assembling the kit. 

With the exception of the input con- 
nector(s) and the two batteryholders, ev- 
ery electronic component that makes up 
the counter is mounted on either of two 
silk-screened printed circuit boards. The 
large main pc board is double -sided and 
has plated -through holes. Most of the 
components go on this large mother 
board, which contains all counting and 
decoding circuits and the time -base os- 
cillator. The smaller display board is sin- 
gle -sided and contains the seven -seg- 
ment LED displays, the segment and 
digit drivers, and the operating switches. 

The only items needed for successful 
completion of the kit are a pair of long - 
nose pliers, diagonal cutters, a screw- 
driver, solder, and epoxy cement. 

During assembly, we noted that all 
resistors had a 5% tolerance, even in 
those circuits where a 10% or 20% toler- 
ance would have sufficed. Another plus 
is that the kit is supplied with sockets for 
all ICs, which reduces the possibility of 
damage to the ICs during installation 
and soldering. 

Laboratory Tests. The frequency 
counter performed well within its pub- 
lished ratings in every important area of 
operation. Our test set up consisted of 

both a very -low -frequency and a 500 - 
MHz r -f signal generator for providing 
the wide range of frequencies required 
for making a frequency -range test on the 
instrument. We also used a very accu- 
rate laboratory -grade frequency counter 
to check the Model 8100's accuracy and 
a digital multimeter to monitor the signal 
level required for positive triggering. 

Our frequency -range test revealed 
that the Model 8100 can accurately op- 
erate down to 1 Hz or less and to well 
beyond Sabtronics' guaranteed 100 - 
MHz high end. In fact, the high -frequen- 
cy limit was 134 MHz before we had to 
boost the input signal level to an ampli- 
tude to 25 mV, which is the level speci- 
fied by Sabtronics for a 100 -MHz dis- 
play. (The frequency counter actually 
operated unambiguously out to 148 
MHz with a 50 -mV input and might rea- 
sonably have responded well beyond 
150 MHz if we had boosted the input sig- 
nal level to 100 mV.) 

Sabtronics specifies the input sensi- 
tivity of the frequency counter to be 15 
mV rms from 20 Hz to 70 MHz and 25 
mV rms from 70 to 100 MHz. In our 
tests, however, the actual sensitivity 
was much better. It measured 10 mV 
rms or less between 1 Hz and 75 MHz 
and was typically an average of 3.8 to 
7.1 mV over most of this range. Between 
75 and 120 MHz, it was between 7.5 and 
17 mV. The sensitivity dropped to 25 mV 
at 134 MHz and 50 mV at 148 MHz. 

We performed the above tests first 
with the no -instruments calibration 
procedure detailed in the assembly 
manual supplied with the kit and again 
after precision calibration with instru- 
ments. When we compared the two sets 
of test data obtained, there was no sig- 
nificant difference in performance. (The 
test results given above were for calibra- 
tion without instruments.) 

We did not check the average aging 
rate of the instrument, which is rated at 
±1 ppm/month for the first three months 
of continuous operation and ±5 ppm/ 
month thereafter. 

User Comment. Having used the 
Model 8100 frequency counter for sev- 
eral months, both on our workbench and 
in the field, we have come to appreciate 
its reliable and accurate performance 
under just about any testing condition 
imaginable. It is lightweight, portable, 
and relatively rugged. There is no doubt 
that the Model 8100 is suitable for ex- 
perimenters, hams, and service person- 
nel in shop or field. 
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DX 
Listening 

HOW MANY SWLs? 

THE REGULAR audience for shortwave broadcasting 
is vanishingly small." That's the position of the ham 

radio lobby, ARRL, expressed in its Oct. 1978 issue of the 

magazine QST. In an effort to bolster its own threatened posi- 

tion at the 1979 World Administrative Radio Conference, 

ARRL has tried to show that no more frequencies should be 

allocated for international shortwave broadcasting. 
The ARRL position is based on a report it commissioned 

from the Stanford Research Institute, and then submitted to 

the FCC. In the Review of International Broadcasting. Law- 

rence E. Magne effectively debunks the S.R.I. report, showing 

among other things that the figures it gives on the size of the 

U.S. SWL audience are only a fraction of those obtained in a 

1975 Gallup Poll commissioned by Radio Canada Internation- 

al. The previously confidential Gallup Poll figures were first 

published in Magne's article. 
The poll showed the following total figures for the U.S. adult 

audience of six leading international broadcasting stations. 

They are composed of three subtotals-those who listen less 

than once a month; those who listen one, two or three times a 

month; and those who listen once a week or more often. (The 

adult population of the U.S. was taken to be 142,000,000 as of 

1975.) 

BBC 4,544,000 

Radio Canada International 4,402,000 

Radio Moscow 2,840,000 
Deutsche Welle 2,414,000 
Radio Habana Cuba 2,272,000 
Radio Nederland 1,988,000 

These are not huge numbers, but they are far from being 

"vanishingly small" and only cover the audiences for six out of 

hundreds of stations. Moreover, the U.S. population is larger 

today, and SWL is enjoying a surge in popularity. Combined 
with many new easy -to -tune shortwave models, the audience 
can only be larger today. Does anyone think that Radio 

Shack, Panasonic, Sony, and Lafayette would introduce new 

SW models, as they recently have done, if the market were 

shrinking? 

Future Plans. For further evidence of the viability of interna- 

tional shortwave broadcasting, we need only look into these 

"future plans," all of which at press time had not yet taken 

place. Any dates mentioned should be considered approxi- 
mate since construction invariably takes longer than the sta- 

tion had originally expected. 
Adventist World Radio is getting into shortwave broad- 

casting in a big way after several years of buying time on ex - 
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fisting stations. AWR plans to build its own shortwave station 

in Liberia. Construction of four transmitters totalling 500 kW is 

to begin sometime this yea'. Already being built is another 
AWR station in Guatemala on AM and FM, with a separate 
shortwave service to be on the air in the 25 -meter band by 

mid -1979. 
Trans World Radio, Monte Carlo, is replacing a pair of 

100 -kW shortwave transmitters with 500 -kW units. 

HCJB, Ecuador, is installing a new 10 -kW tropical band 

transmitter to provide regional service in Spanish and Que- 

chua, probably on 3220 kHz, targeted for May. But HCJB mi- 

nimizes its involvement in the Hawaiian shortwave project 
mentioned in this column last November. 

It had been reported that Radio Voice of the Gospel, 

which was nationalized out of Ethiopia, would make a come- 

back from Gabon's new set of 500 -kW shortwave transmit- 
ters. However, those senders have been slow in coming into 

regular service and RVOG is keeping its options open. 

Ever -eager to make missionary inroads into China, while 

avoiding the risk of nationalization, is the Far Eastern Broad- 

casting Co., which is installing two 100 -kW shortwave trans- 
mitters on the island of Saipan, which FEBC emphasizes is 

"American soil." 
Radio -TV Dominicana is gearing up for an expanded in- 

ternational service, probably initially on 5970 and 9505 kHz, 

with programs produced by an Avery Schreiber look -alike, 

Teo Veras. The new service is to include DX features both 

from local and U.S. sources. 
Radio Mexico has expanded its transmission hours, 

showing up on new frequencies (including two already occu- 

pied by AFRTS), and has announced plans to begin broad- 

casts in English and Japanese. Another shortwave station is 

expected at the Autonomous University of Nuevo Leon, in 

Monterrey, probably on the 49 -meter band. 
Radio Nacional, Venezuela, may upgrade its irregular in- 

ternational broadcasts from 10 to 50 kW on 15400 kHz. But 

this is eclipsed by the acquisition of a million -watt medium - 

wave transmitter to be installed on the Paraguana Peninsula 

and used for international broadcasts in several languages. If 

its frequency is clear, this should have no trouble getting into 

the USA. The transmitter operated formerly for a short time on 

625 kHz from Costa Rica. 
Radio Free Europe has kept in service some 10 -kW 

transmitters at Holzkirchen, West Germany. They're no match 

for the megawatts of jamming they may face, so plans are to 

replace these with 250 -kW senders. 
Something is going on in Sri Lanka. It had been widely 

reported that West Germany's Deutsche Welle was building a 
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shortwave relay station here, perhaps to be used in conjunc- 
tion with other stations, such as the Voice of America (which 
already has a low -powered station in Colombo), and Radio 
France International (which is also building a relay in French 
Guiana). But a DW spokesman says this is merely specula- 
tion, although DW does plan to put on a relay station some- 
where in Asia. 

Mongolia is expanding its domestic radio network, with 
Soviet aid. New stations have already gone on the air at Altay 
and Choybalsan, on 4995 and 4850 kHz, and more are ex- 
pected. 

BBC plans to set up a new relay station in Lesotho, to 
serve southern Africa. 

Radio Nederland is upgrading its domestic site near Lo- 
pik with several new 500 -kW transmitters. 

Radio Australia has installed two new 100 kW Harris - 
Gates transmitters at its main site in Shepparton, Victoria, al- 
lowing older transmitters to be overhauled a pair at a time, 
with an ultimate gain of two senders when all are back on the 
air. And the Darwin relay station is to be revived, after several 
years of silence following cyclone damage. 

Upgraded international services are also in the offing 
from many other countries, including Kenya, New Zealand, 
Norway, Saudi Arabia, Sweden and Yugoslavia. 

Not all the news is good. Radio Canada International 
has suffered a $1.5 million budget cut, part of a $71 million 
overall CBC budget cut. RCI has had to cut its staff by 15%; 
that is, 36 people declared redundant; and RCI is obliged to 
move out of its quarters in the Maison de Radio -Canada in 

the city of Montreal. 

Conventions. The big event each year for shortwave listen- 
ers is the annual ANARC (Association of North American Ra- 
dio Clubs) convention. Anyone who is interested in DX listen- 
ing is welcome to attend. No club membership is required. 
This year's convention takes place in Minneapolis, June 
22-24. Equipment representatives are expected as well as 
personalities such as Bob Zanotti from Swiss Radio Interna- 
tional. lan McFarland of RCI, Stewart Spencer of the VOA, 
and Alfonso Montealegre of Radio Nederland. For full details, 
send a legal -size SASE to: ANARC 79, 3320 Grand Ave. 
South, No. 305, Minneapolis, MN 55408. 

The equivalent in Europe takes place June 1-4 in Vienna. 
For details, contact EDXC Conference Committee, P.O. Box 
11, A-1111 Vienna, Austria. Specially low accommodation 
rates are promised. 

Updating Listings. The following changes and additions 
should be made in the "English Broadcasts" listings in the 
April issue: 

GMT Station Frequencies, changes 
0900-1000 R. Australia Not 0800-, also not 9540 
1100-1156 R. RSA Not Sun. and not 21535 
1100-1245 TWR, Bonaire 15255, ex -1 1815 (Sat. -1330, 

Sun. -1415) 
1100-1330 BBC 9510, ex -5990 
1230-1550 WYFR 21525, 17845 (Sun. only) 
1400-1430 V. Rev. Party 4109, ex -4120 
1500-1730 R. Australia 11870 
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GMT Station Frequencies, changes 
1200-1230 Israel Radio 25640, not 26095 
1700-1730 R. Pakistan 11672, 9465 
1700-1800 WYFR 21615, 17845, 15160 
1710-1755 BRT Belgium 17745, ex -17735 
1800-1900 WYFR 21615, 21525, 17845, 15130 
1800-2100 R. Kuwait 15345, ex -12085 (freq. 

changes) 
1800-2130 AFRTS 21570 
1900-1930 R. Afghanistan 11985, 11890, 15140, 15295 

(freq. changes) 
1900-2100 VVYFR 21525, 17845, 15440 
2000-0230 BBC 15070 
2000-2030 R. Can. Int. 15325, not 11855 
2100-2200 WYFR 15440 
2115-0030 BBC 15420 
2130-2400 AFRTS 25620, 21570, ex -21650, 

ex -17765 
2200-2300 WYFR 15440, 9690 

2200-2300 R. Can. Int. 17875, not 11860 
2300-2400 VOA 26095, not 26895 
0000-0100 AFRTS 25620, 21570, 15430 

ex -21650, ex -17765 
0030-0100 R. Kiev 15240, 15100, 11790, 9580; 

not 15180, 12000, 
7150, 6020, 5980 

0030-0430 BBC 11910 
0100-0400 AFRTS 25620, 21570, 15430, 9685; 

not 17765, 17790 
0145-0215 Swiss R. Int. 15305, ex -9660 
0200-0250 R. RSA 15220, not 5980 
0230-0300 R. Lebanon 11925, ex -1 1785 (freq. 

changes 
0300-0330 R. Kiev 17720, 15455, 15180, 12050, 

11790, 9160; not 
11860,9780,9580, 
7245, 6020, 5980 

0300-0500 WYFR 5985 
0300-0600 V. of Voyageur Probably off the air 
0400-0700 AFRTS 15430, 15330, 9685; not 

11805, 11790 
0430-0500 R. Sofia 9765, not 9530 
0500-0700 HCJB 9745, ex -9560 
0600-0700 R. RSA ,' Add 21535 
0615-0630 R. Can. Int. 11775, 9590; not 11845,9635 
0645-0700 R. Can. Int. 11775, 9590; not 11845, 9635 
0700-0800 Malta. Calling 9670 (Sat. only) 

A completely revised listing will appear in the June issue. O 

Théofirst complete guide to 
"the hottest games in town 

d , 
Here's all the technical know-how you 
need to design, program, modify, main- 
tain, and troubleshoot electronic 
games -one of the fastest -growing 
areas in the home entewtainment mar- 
ket. Whether you're a professional, a 

technician, or a hobbyist, this book 
gives you practical hands-on informa- 
tion about existing and future games 
(including those used with television re- 
ceivers) and discusses typical hardware 
and software in realistic terms. 

ELECTRONIC 
G Design, Programming 

& Troubleshooting 

By Walter H. Buchsbaum and Robert Mauro 

335 pages, Illustrated, $17.50 

Fully Illustrated with photographs and diagrams. the volume is backed up 
by material from the service literature of all major game manufacturers. 
Emphasis throughout is on the "how" and "why" of every Important aspect 
of electronic games. In a field destined for spectacular growth, this 
pioneering A -to -Z guide can be relied on now and for years to come. 

Other McGraw-Hill books for the technician 
... the experimenter ... and the hobbyist 

HANDBOOK FOR ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING TECHNICIANS 

Edited by Milton Kaufman & Arthur H. Seidman, 
560 pages, 695 illustrations, $23.50 
A working professional's guide to fundamentals, this first -of -Its -kind book gives you quick, 
reliable aid in performing such "bread and butter" functions os predicting the performance of 

an amplifier, finding current in -or voltage across- an element in dc and ac circuits, and 

choosing the appropriate resistor, capacitor, transistor, and Integrated circuit. No other work in 

the field otters so much complete, easy -to -apply data. An invaluable source of practical 

Information, it brings together material 'ormerly scattered throughout manufacturers' bulletins. 
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By Rien van Erk, 270 pages, 248illustrations, $16.50 
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date on new uses you may never have dreamed of for these versatile modern tools. 

PERSONAL COMPUTING, Hardware and Software Basics 

Electronics Book Serles,280 pages, illustrated, $14.95 
Personal computers are "big" right crow- and at the rate they're moving, they're sure to 

change the shape of things to come in electronics. New hardware, new software, and new 
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grasp nontechnical introduction. If yostalready know your hardware and software systems or 

even if you're o novice In the field, the book is on excellent guide. Drawing on the nation's 

leading computer and electronics engineering publications, the book varies in complexity from 

article to article, so you don't need to be on engineering "whiz" to use it right away. 
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book far everyone who deals with electronics in any way, professionally or in leisure -time 
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of wiring, Savbit® formula Plumbing and Sheet 
protects soldering iron tip Metal: For most metal 
rom wearing. joining applications except 

Electronic: A 60/40 tin/lead aluminum. 
alloy, but extra thin (22 
gauge). 
Stainless Steel and Silver Jewelry: A tinlsilver alloy with 
special flux; contains no lead. Blends in so well, you can 
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$895 

A flat, tape -like solder that melts with a match, ideal for 
most on -the -spot emergency repairs. 
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Computer Bits . . : aaaa .:..- . : 
16 -BIT MICROPROCESSORS 

RECENTLY, there has been a great 
furor over the announcement of 

new 16 -bit microprocessor ICs. The 
truth is that there are many 16 -bit micro- 
processors already available so why 
should manufacturers, users, and the 
press take such a sudden interest in 
more of the same -if, in fact, they are 
the same? To find the answer to this 
question, let us briefly describe the 
16 -bit processors -past, present, and 
upcoming -known to this author. We 
will then see if such a summary, though 
it can't deal with each unit in depth, will 
show real differences among them. 

IMP -16 and 1NS8900 ( PACE). The 
IMP -16 was the first 16 -bit microproces- 
sor introduced (1974) and is still one of 
the most powerful in wide use. Its in- 
struction set resembles that of the Data 
General NOVA minicomputer, but has 
many enhancements such as memory - 
to -register arithmetic. Its speed is 7 
for a memory -to -register add instruction. 
Full 16 -by -16 -bit hardware multiply is 
available as an option and executes in 
about 150 p.s. Memory up to 64K words 
(128K bytes) can be addressed. 

Supplementing the IMP -16 in new de- 
signs is the INS -8900, which is a single 
IC rather than five or six devices. The in- 
struction set is essentially the same as 
the IMP, but it has provisions for unlim- 
ited stack depth and five different inter- 
rupts. Hardware multiply/divide is not 
available. The standard version is slow- 
er than the IMP (10 µs add rather than 7 

µs) though a twice -as -fast version has 
been rumored. In 1976, there was an 
abortive attempt to design a modular 
hobbyist oriented system around the 
PACE microprocessor. 

MCP1600. This is a three (or more) IC 
set that may be microprogrammed by 
the manufacturer to mimic nearly any 
16 -bit processor desired. First available 
in 1975, this chip set is the basis of the 
LSI-11 microcomputer manufactured by 

By Hal Chamberlin 

Digital Equipment Corp., which is used 
by Heath in its H11 microcomputer. The 
instruction set is precisely that of the 
PDP-11/40, a very powerful minicom- 
puter. The LSI-11 can perform a 16 -bit 
add from memory in 5.6 p.s. Hardware 
multiply (60 µs), divide, and floating 
point are available as an option. Max- 
imum memory size is 56K bytes exclud- 
ing those addresses assigned to I/O. 

Western Digital, creators of the 
MCP1600, also has microprogrammed 
the set to emulate a NOVA minicomput- 
er. Although instruction timing is not 
available, it should be in the 4µs range 
for an add because of the much simpler 
NOVA architecture. Alpha Microsystems 
has also written a microprogram for its 
proprietary instruction set. Its AM -100 
16 -bit microcomputer has been on the 
market for more than a year and uses 
the S-100 bus. The AM -100 is claimed 
to be significantly faster and more pow- 
erful than the LSI-11. 

CP-1600. A single -chip 16 -bit micro- 
processor, the CP-1600 has been 
around nearly as long as those just de- 
scribed. Its architecture and instruction 
set resemble those of the PDP-1 1, but is 
substantially simplified to keep costs 
down. The standard version performs an 
add from memory in 4µs, while a re- 
duced cost version ($8 each in 100's 
makes it the least expensive 16 -bitter so 
far) takes twice as long. One feature that 
has probably done the most to discour- 
age popularity is its use of a 10 -bit in- 
struction word. This leads to inefficien- 
cies in general-purpose systems where 
programs are stored in 16 -bit read/write 
memory. Up to 64K words of memory 
can be addressed, however. 

MICRO NOVA. This one -chip micro- 
processor, now in its third year, uses the 
NOVA -3 instruction set precisely. The 
manufacturer is Data General, develop- 
ers of the NOVA minicomputer in the 
late 1960's and one of only three mini - 
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computer manufacturers who also make 
microprocessor ICs. Since the NOVA in- 
struction set does not include an add - 
from -memory instruction, its speed is 

difficult to compare. Load from memory, 
however, takes 2.9 µs while register -to - 
register add requires 2.4 µs. Hardware 
multiply is accomplished in 42 µs. The 
NOVA instruction set normally provides 
for addressing of 32K words of memory, 
although a special mode that inhibits 
multilevel indirect addressing allows 
64K. Many designers have avoided the 
Micro Nova because of its odd non-TTL 
logic levels and the four supply voltages 
(+14, +10, +5, -4.25) required. 

9900. The 9900 is probably the most 
popular of the currently available 16 -bit 
microprocessors. Made by Texas Instru- 
ments, it is simultaneously innovative, 
powerful, and easy to use. The full 16 -bit 
version boasts an instruction set similar 
to the PDP-11, but with an increase to 
16 general-purpose registers and a 

unique memory -to -memory architecture. 
The registers are actually kept in memo- 
ry, which allows very rapid response to 
interrupts by simply shifting the portion 
of memory devoted to registers. Since 
the number of on -chip registers is drasti- 
cally reduced, a smaller, more economi- 
cal IC chip is the result. Even though an 
"add from memory" requires no fewer 
than five memory cycles, it is executed 
in a respectable 6µs. Hardware multi- 
ply/divide is standard and multiply time 
is a very speedy 18µs. The input/output 
mechanism uses a unique semiserial 
technique that obviates the need for 
special I/O chips to accomplish simple 
I/O ports. Another striking feature is the 
64 -lead package that allows full 16 -bit 
address and data buses without multi- 
plexing. Because of its byte addressing 
feature, only 32K words of memory can 
be addressed. 

The 9900 has been available to hob- 
byists for more than two years in the 
Technico System 16. The forthcoming 
TI personal computer is rumored to uti- 
lize the 9900 for its CPU. 

9440 Microflame. This is another, 
though considerably newer, NOVA emu- 
lator microprocessor. Compared with 
the Micro Nova it is faster (2.4-1s load 
and 1.25-1s add) and much easier to in- 
terface and power. Hardware multiply/ 
divide is not available in the 9940. It is 

unique in that bipolar integrated injection 
logic (I2L) is used rather than p- or 
n -channel MOS logic. A model (9445) 

ELF II by Netronics ,. Write and run programs -the 
very first night -even if you've 
never used a computer before! 

_ o= [ 
Featuring ' 

RCA COSMAC CPF 1802 

Own a powerful home computer system, starting for jest 599.95-a price that 

gets you up and rurning the very first night...with your own TV for a video 

display. 599.95 ELF II includes RCA 1802 8 -bit microprocessor addressable to 64k 

bytes with DMA, interrupt. 16 registers, ALU, 256 byte RAM, full hen keyboard. 

two digit hex output display, stable crystal clock for timing purposes, RCA 1961 

video IC to display your programs on any video monitor or TV screen and 5 -slot 

plug in expansion bus (less connectors/ to expand ELF II veto a giant! 

ELF II Explodes Into A Giant! 
Master ELF It's 599.95 capabilities, then expand wits GIANT BOARD ... 

KLUGE BOARD...45 RAM BOARDS...TINY BASIC...ASCII KEYBOARD... 

LIGHT PEN...ELF-BUG MONITOR...COLOR GRAPHICS fi MUSIC SYSTEM... 

TEXT EDITOR...ASSEMBLER... DISASSEMBLER... VIDEO DISPLAY BOARD 

...and - 
More Breakthroughs Coming Soon! 

Soon to be introduced: ELF II special application kits that give you the hard- 

ware and software you need to use ELF II for specialized purposes such as a 

telephone dialer...industrial controller...home photography...security sys- 

tem...police alert...motor controller...station output monitor on a conveyor 

belt assembly line... and some new, super.lantestic games! 

Also coming soon: PROM Programmer... A-0, DA Converter ...Controller 

Board...and mores Unlike some heavily advertised hobby computers, ELF II 

doesn't limit you to prerecorded programs. With ELF 'II you learn computing 

from the ground up...from machine language to assembly language to BASIC 

...in quick, clear and easy steps. ELF II is a powerful computing tool, but one 

that you can master with the same ease you once mastered a slide rule or 

pocket calculator. 

Master This Computer In A Flash! 
Regardless of how minimal your computer background is now, you can learn 

to program an ELF II in almost no time al all. Our Short Course On Micropro- 

censor.9 Computer Programming -written in non -technical language -guides you 

through each of the RCA COSMAC I802's capabilities. so you'll understand 

everything ELF II can do...and how to get ELF ll to do it! Don't worry if you've 

been stumped by computer books before. The Short Course represents a major 

advance in literary clarity in the computer field. You don't have to be a computer 

engineer in order to understand it. Keyed to ELF II, it's loaded with "hands on" 

illustrations. When you're finished with the Short Course, neither ELF II nor the 

RCA 1802 will hold any mysteries for you. 

In fact, not only will you now be able to use a personal computer creatively, 

you'll also be able to read magazines such as BYTE...INTERFACE AGE... POPU- 

LAR ELECTRONICS and PERSONAL COMPUTING and fully understand the 

articles. And, you'll understand how to expand ELF II to give you the exact 

capabilities you need! 

If you work with large computers, ELF II and the Short Course will help you 

understand what they're doing. 

Get Started For Just 599.95, Complete! 
599.95 ELF II includes all the hardware and software you need to start writing 

and running programs at home, displaying .ideo graphics on your TV screen and 

designing circuits using a microprocessor -the very first night -even if you've 

never used a competer before. 

ELF II connects directly to the video input of your TV set, without any addi. 

lional hardware. Or, with an 58.95 RF modulator 'see coupon below/ you can 

connect ELF II to your TV's antenna Terminals instead. 

ELF II has been designed to play all the video games you want, including a 

fascinating new targetlerissile gun game that was developed specifically for ELF 

II. But games are only the icing on the cake. The real value of ELF II is that it 

gives you a chance to write machine language programs -and machine language can afford it. ELF II is more advanced and more fun to use than big name 

is the fundamental language of all computers. Of course, machine language is computers that cost a lot mare money. With ELF II you learn to write and 

only a starting point. You can also program ELF II with assembly language and run your own programs. You're not just a keypunch operator. No matter 
tiny BASIC. But ELF It's machine language capability gives you a chance to what your interests are. ELF II is the fastest way to get into computers. 
develop a working knowledge of computers that you can't get from running only Order from the coupon below! 

Netronics R&D Ltd., Dept PE -5 
33 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06776 PHONE ORDERS ACCEPTEDDD1 

Call (203) 354-9375 
Yes! I want my own computer! Please rush me - 

O RCA COSMAC ELF II language it's a learning Dnaktnrough lot engineers and laymen 
kit al 599 95 plus 53 postage and alike 55 postpaid Total Enclosed S 

handling (requires 6 3 to 8 you AC power O Deluxe Mao Cabinet with plengla dust cover lot ELF II. (Conn res add tall 
íuaoNl 579 95 Pius 52 50 pxh 

O Power Suopiy:required) 54 95 postbag 

O RCA 1802 User s Manual 55 postpaid 

You're up and running with video graphics for just $99.95 - 
then use low cost add-ons to create your own personal system 
that rivals home computers sold for 5 -times ELF It's low price! 

prerecordsd tape cassettes. 

ELF II Gives You The Power To Make Things Happen! 
Expanded, ELF II can give you more power to make things happen in the real 

world than heavily advertised home computers that sell for a lot more money. 

Thanks loan ongoing committment to develop the RCA 1802 for home computer 

use, the OF II products -being introduced by Netronics-keep you right on the 

outer fringe of today's small computer technology. It's a perfect computer for 

engineering, business. industrial, scientific and personal applications. 

Plug in the GIANT BOARD to record and play back programs, edit and 

debug programs, communicate with remote devices and make things happen in 

the outside world. Add Kluge Iprolotypingl Board and you can use ELF II to 

solve special problems such as operating a complex alarm system or controlling 

a printing press. Add 9k RAM Boards to write longer programs, store more 

information and solve more sophisticated problems. 

ELF II addons already include the ELF II Light Pen and the amazing ELFBUG 

Monitor -Iwo extremely recent breakthroughs that have not yet been duplicated 

by any other manufacturer. 

The ELFBUG Monitor lets you debug programs with lightening speed because 

the key ter debugging is to know what's inside the registers of the microproces- 

sor. And, with the ELFBUG Monitor, instead of single stepping through your 

programs you can now display the entire contents of the registers on your TV 

screen. You find out immediately what's going on and can make any necessary 

changes. 

The incredible ELF II Light Pen lets you write or draw anything you want on a 

TV screen with just a wave of the "magic wand." Netronics has also introduced 

the ELF II Color Graphics b Music System -more breakthroughs that ELF II 

owners were the first to enjoy! 

ELF II Tiny BASIC 
Ultimately, ELF II understands only machine language -the fundamental coding 

required by all computers. But, to simplify your relationship with ELF II, we've 

introduced an ELF II Tiny BASIC that makes communicating with ELF II a 

breeze. 

Tiny BASIC saves you the time of having to code your individual instructions in 

machine language for ELF II. Instead, you simply type instructions on a keyboard 

-PRINT. RUN, LOAD, ETC. Your Tiny BASIC program automatically translates 

them intr. machine language for ELF II. Then it translates ELF II's dutput back 

into simple words and symbols for you. 

Now Available! Text Editor, Assembler, 
Disassembler And A New Video Display Board! 

The Teat Editor gives you word processing ability and the ability to edit 

programs or test while it is displayed on your video monitor. Lines and characr 

lets may be quickly inserted, deleted er changed. Add a printer and ELF II can 

type letters for you -error free -plus print names and addresses from your 

mailing lisll 
ELF lt's Assembler translates assembly language programs into heaidecimal 

machine code for ELF II use. The Assembler features mnemonic abbreviations 

rather than numerics so that the instructions on your programs are easier to 

read -this is a big help in catching errors. 

ELF It's Disassembles takes machine code programs and produces assembly 

language source listings. This helps you understand the programs you are 

working with... and improve them when required. 

The new ELF II Video Display Board lets you generate a sharp, professional 
32 or 64 character by 16 line upper and lower case display on your TV screen or 

video monitor -dramatically improving your unexpended 599.95 ELF II. When you 

get into tonger programs, the Video Display Board is a real blessing! 

Ask Not What Your Computer Can Do... 
But WHAT CAN IT DO FOR YOU? 

Don't be trapped into buying an expensive dinosaur, simply because you 

I am also enciosing payment (including postage 8 handling) for CHARGE IT! Exp. Date __ 
Irte items checked below. O Visa O Master Charge 

O tan Pittman r. Shod Course On Microprocessor 8 Computer CII want my ELF II wired and tested with power supply. RCA 
(Rank a--- . ) 

Programming teai tres you lust about everything (here es ro know 1802 User's Manual and Short Course -all for just 5149.95 plus 
annul ELF II or aky RCA 180? computer Written re non -Technical 53 p8h. Account e 

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR ELF II 

GIANT BOAROYM kit with cassette I/O RS 232 
Cit TV 1/0 B -bit A reo decoders la Id separate 1/0 
instructions and a System nlomnt/editor 639.95 olds 
52 p&h 
L Kluge 'Prototype) Board accepts up to 36 IC s 

51700 taus S1 01 
O 4k Static RAM kit. Addressable to any 4k page to 

'64, 589.95 pros 53 ugh 
Gold plated 86.pin connectors one required lot each 

pug in board) 55 70 ea . postpaid 
Expansion Power Supply (required when adding 4k 

RAM' 030.95 Plus 02 PSI, 

L Prolesslonal ASCII Keyboard kit with 128 ASCII 

upnernower case ser 96 prinlabie characters. onboard 
regulator panty togas selection and choice ofd hand. 
shaking signals n male with almost any computer 
564 95 plus 52 p&h 

O Deluxe metal cabinet for ASCII Keyboard. 519.95 
Pus 52 S0 o0h 
, Video Display Board kit lets you generate a sharp 

prolessionar 32 a 64 character by 16 tine upper and 
rower case display on your Iv screen or video monitor- 
drameicauy improving your unexpanded 599 95 ELF II 

Fns insides ASCII Keyboard cabinet )589.95 
ttttttttt plus 52 li&h 

ELF II Tiny BASIC on cassette tape Cam 
roanes include SAVE LOAD. x. x. --U. 

26 variables A-2 LEI. IF/tOEN INPUT PRINT. GO TO. 

GO SUB RETURN ENO. REM CLE..R LIST. RUN. 
PLOT PEEK. POKE Comes lolly dai.rnemed and im 

eludes alpnanunlerlo generator required to display 
alphanumeric chaacers arecily on your tv screen with- 
out aodrlional hardware. Also plays tick-tack-toe Pins a 

dravnng game that uses E.F II s hey keyboard as a in) - 

stick ate memory required 514.95 postpaid 
Tom Roman s Short Course on Tiny Basic Tot ELF II. 

$5 postpaid 
ELFBUGTM Deluxe System Monitor on cassette 

tape Arrows displaying the contents e all registers on 

your Iv al any point in your program Arso displays 24 

Dyles or memory with lu I addresses plinking cursor 
and auto scrolling A must for the serious programmer' 
514.95 postpaid 

O Text Editor on cassette tape gives you the ability to 

insert delete or edit lines and words Iran your programs 
who e they are displayed on your vide monitor (Add 
printer and you can use ELF II to type error.lree letters 
plus insert names and addresses born your mailing list 1 

019.95 postpaid 

O Assembler on cassette tape translates assembly 
language programs into hexideamyl machine code for 

ELF II use Mnemonic abbreviations lot instructions 
(rather man numenCs) make prograrr easier ro read 
and netp prevent errors 019.95 postpad. 

Disassemble, on cassette lape takes machine cane 

programs and produces assembly language source lisp 
ings to help you understand and improve your programs 
519.95 on cassette lane 

SAVE 59.90 -Teal Edna. Assembler 8 Disassembles 
purchased together only 549.95! (Rebore Video Dis- 
pay Board plus 4k memory 

ELF II Light Pen, assembled & tested. 57.95 plus S1 

pos 

ELF II Color Graphics á Music System Board kit 
549.95 plus 52 pAn 

ELF II connects directly t0 me video input or your iv 
her without additional hardware to connect ELF a to 

your antenna terminals instead. order RF Modulator. 
$8.95 postpaid 

Coming Soon: A'0. 0-A Converter. Controller Board 
and more' 
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String Synthesizers 
Can Be: Jlitst strings... 

...But when 
designed by 
MarvinJonat .' 
they have: 

violins/cello/piano, variable chorusing , 

keyboard split, synthesizer interface, 
variable sustain controls, jacks for foot 
controls, dual violin/cello mixers, 
separate mixable piano output, stereo 
string & computer interface options. 

ft<nerx n 7,4" 
just $295 kit $600 assembled 

from Ilha You're gonna love it! 
TELL ME MORE 

) Send Assembly & Using Manual $5 refundable 
upon purchase Stringz'n' Thingz. 

( ) SEND FREE CATALOG 

name: 

Address: 

City: State: Zip: 

ELECTRONICS Dept.5- P 

1025 W. Wi lshire Blvd., Oklahoma City.OK 73116 14051843-9626 

CIRCLE NO. 47 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

R 

_ - d1f1fP SUPP!!ES 

A 

íÍ!i catalo 
Sliappiig emirltr small tai preeisho lolls 9 

A fine selection of small tools, 
measuring instruments, hard -to -find 
items for shop, home and lab. 
Convenient one -stop shopping for 
technicians, engineers, craftsmen, 
hobbyists. Major credit cards ac- 

cepted, satisfaction assured. Get 
your NATCAM catalog today. 

'/\ National Camera, Inc. 
Noor 2000 West Union! Ave:, Depf.GGA -. 

Englewood CO 80110 USA 

CIRCLE NO. 400N FREE INFORMATION CARD 

that will be three times as fast is 

planned. The name "Microflame" has 
given rise to all sorts of whimsical 
names for associated products. Exam- 
ples are the "Firebug" debugging sys- 
tem and "Spark 16" computer. 

6809. At this point we start getting into 
microprocessors that have been an- 
nounced but are not yet generally avail- 
able. The Motorola 6809, for example, is 

an enhancement of the popular 6800 
8 -bit microprocessor. Its status as a 

16 -bit microprocessor is arguable, how- 
ever, since the data bus is only 8 bits 
wide. This means that the efficiency 
advantage of 16 -bit instructions is only 
partially realized, although it does make 
retrofitting to existing hardware easier. 
The 6809 retains all of the original 6800 
instructions. Operation codes have been 
changed, however, which necessitates 
reassembly. Improvements include the 
addition of a second index register, 
another stack pointer, and a relocatable 
zero page. A 16 -bit add from memory re- 
quires 5 µs with the standard 2 -MHz 
clock frequency. Hardware multiply is in- 
cluded. It is only 8x8, although the 10-µs 
speed allows 16x16 multiply at a speed 
comparable to earlier 16 -bit micro- 
processors. Memory up to 64K bytes 
can be addressed. 

8086. This is Intel's entry into the cur- 
rent 16 -bit microprocessor race. Al- 
though source code compatibility with its 
8080 microprocessor is claimed, it is 

only through a rather complex translat- 
ing assembler. Besides some carry- 
overs from the 8080, the instruction set 
is unique and as powerful as those of 
current minicomputers. Compared to the 
8080, the biggest improvement is the in- 
clusion of numerous addressing modes, 
though relative and indirect through 
memory are not available. The average 
speed of the 8086 is impressive: 1.6 µs 
for a memory -to -register add and a mere 
375 ns for a register -to -register add. 
Note the use of the term "average"; part 
of the speed improvement is owed to an 
instruction "lookahead" circuit which is 

rendered ineffective when a lot of condi- 
tional branch instructions are executed. 

A definite departure from what we 
have seen so far is the ability to address 
1 -million bytes of memory! This extend- 
ed addressing capability is through a 

memory bank switching scheme, how- 
ever. Hence, only 128K (64K program 
storage and 64K data storage) can be 
reached by a program without the 
hassle of using a bank switch. 

Get the 
Most Out of 

Your Computer 
with 

reative Computing 
Software and Applications. Pragmatic, well - 

documented programs with complete listings on data 
base systems, word processing, communications, 
simulations. investment analysis, games, music syn- 
thesis, computer art, business functions. building 
control and more. 

System Evaluations. In-depth, probing evaluations of 
personal and small business systems every issue. No- 
nonsense reviews of software from independents as well 
as the majors. 

Regular Features. Operating Systems O and A. 
Columns on the TRS-80, Apple and PET. Book reviews. 
Programming techniques. Short programs. Computer 
games. New products. Even a dose of fiction and 
foolishness. 

We guarantee that Creative Computing will help you 
get more out of your personal, school. or business 
computer or we'll give you your money back! 

3 years 540 (Save $32 over retail price) 
2 years $28 (Save $20 over retail price) 
1 year $15 (Save $9 over retail price) 

Foreign: Surface add $9/yr. Air add $24/yr. 

To order. send payment or bankcard (Visa or Master 
Charge) number and expiration date with your name and 
address to Creative Computing. Attn: Leslie P.O. Box 
789-M. Morristown, N.J. 07960. 

Save time! Phone bankcard orders toll -free to: 

800-631-8112 
(In NJ call 201-540-0445) 

cPea1ive compound. 
P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960 

CIRCLE NO. 16 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

The world of 
electronics 

gee -wizardry 
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TAIL. ar" 
-YOURS FREE. 
32 -pages of test instruments - from the 
latest digital multimeters to the famous 
EICO scopes. Security systems. Auto- 
motive and hobbyist products. Kits and 
assembled. EICO quality. EICO value. 
For. FREE catalog, check reader service 
card or send 750 for first class mail. 

IiCO.I 108 New South Road /./ _ 3 Hicksville, N.Y. 11801 

CIRCLE NO.20 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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FREE Wrd 
CATALOG 
Audio-Computers 

Instruments 
Kits & Assembled 

C,rOMPU11Cl<R J I, I Pgb ,s 
GATALOGUE1 

a 

>r 

...e'" Itletral 

Southwest Technical Products Corporation 
219 W. RHAPSODY 

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216 

CIRCLE NO. 55 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

a 

SAVE! 
MONEY TIME FREIGHT 

QUALITY STEREO EQUIPMENT 
AT LOWEST PRICES. 

YOUR REQUEST FOR QUOTA- It 

TION RETURNED SAME DAY. 

FACTORY SEALED CARTONS- 
I GUARANTEED AND INSURED. 

jir SAVE ON NAME BRANDS LIKE: 

PIONEER SANSUI 

KENWOOD DYNACO 

SHURE SONY 

MARANTZ KOSS 

AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS 

BUY THE MODERN WAY 

BY MAIL-FROM 

` illino'v audio 
12 East Delaware 

Chicago, Illinois 60611 

312-664-0020 

Z8000. The Z8000 is Zilog's 16 -bit con- 
tender. The Z8000 instruction set gives 
nearly every possible combination of in- 

struction type and data lengths of 4, 8, 

16, and 32 bits! Yes, there are instruc- 
tions that deal directly with 32 -bit op- 
erands and registers. Naturally, with 
such instruction -set sophistication, hard- 
ware multiply and divide are available 
with up to 32 -bit operands as well. Sales 
literature compares Z8000 speed with 
the PDP-1 1 /45 minicomputer (a popular 
but expensive minicomputer that fills a 

rack) and declares the Z8000 winner 
with an add time of 1.75 p.s. Multiply is 

less speedy in comparison (17.5 µs for 
16x16 and 88 p,s for 32x32) but is still 
quite respectable for a single -chip mi- 

crocomputer. Up to 8 -million words of 
memory can be directly addressed by 
the Z8000. This is made possible by the 
32 -bit registers, which is much more 

convenient than bank switching. 

MC68000. This last processor is also 
the most powerful and farthest from be- 
ing available. In reality it is a 32 -bit ma- 
chine with a 16 -bit data bus. All 8 ac- 

cumulators and 8 index registers are a 

full 32 -bits in length. This puts it in the 
maxicomputer league along with the 
IBM 370. At this time, exact specifica- 
tions are not available, but the add time 
is stated to be 1.5 µs. Multiply/divide is 

said to be faster than the Z8000, but no 

figures are available. Programs can di- 
rectly address up to 16 -million bytes of 
memory through use of the 32 -bit index 
registers and a 24 -bit program counter. 

Conclusions. By now it should be ob- 
vious why there's a great interest in the 
recently announced 8086, Z8000, and 
MC68000 microprocessors. These ma- 

chines are at least three times faster 
than existing 16 -bit units. Their ability to 

address vast quantities of memory 
promises to once more fill up computer 
cabinets with memory, this time with 
64K rather than 4K boards. The latter 
property makes programmers happy; 
the former makes everyone happy. 

In short, the new microprocessors 
give more of what 16 -bit (and 32 -bit) ar- 
chitecture is good for. But don't expect 
to find a system using the new chips in 

computer stores right now. Of the top 
three, only the 8086 has actually been 
manufactured, so it might be well into 
1980 before personal systems using 
these chips are available. Meantime, 
LSI-11 and 9900 -based systems still 
greatly outperform 8 -bit -based systems 
and are available now. O 
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No kidding. Speakerlab's catalog took longer 
to write than some of our competitors have 
been in business. In fact, we created an industry 
by "building great kits so you can afford great 
speakers." Our catalog is an invaluable 

manual of speaker function 
and design. And, it will 

introduce you to the finest 
speaker kits made 

anywhere...with the 
strongest money -back 

Guarantee. Find out for 
yourself...FREE. FREE, 

that is. Mail the coupon now. 

ceketleb 
Dept. PPE, 735 N. Northlake Way 
Seattle" WA 98103 

SEE..YOUR DEALER TODAY 

DEMAND 
THE #1 WIRE WOUND 

I AND MOST COPIED 
ANTENNA IN THE WORLD! 

Tirestile 0 

CITIZEN BAND 
2 METER AMATEUR 

MARINE MOBILE TELE 
LAND MOBILE TELE 

FIBERGLASS ANTENNAS 

ANTENNAS 
U S A 

A 
FREE ti 

it CATALOG 

SENO FOR 

DEALER 6 DISTRIBUTOR 

INQUIRIES INVRED 

SYEAR ' REPLACEMENT . 

WARRANTY ON 
ALL PAL WHIPS - 

I YEAR ON R 
ALL ACCESSORIES 

9 
2614 E. ADAMS PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85034 
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Soft ware 
Sources- 

By Leslie Solomon 
Technical Director 

8080 Small -Disk Program Devel- 
opment System. PDS, short for "Pro- 
gram Development System," includes an as- 
sembler/editor, macro assembler with relo- 
cating linking loader, a string -oriented text 
editor and a trace debugger/disassembler. 
Specific features include breakpoint and sin- 
gle-step execution, register trace display: 
also source modules for floating-point arith- 
metic and I/O, trig functions, numerical and 
alphabetic sorting, matrix inversion, fast Fou- 
rier transform, and expression evaluation. 
PDS will run on 8080 systems, but can as- 
semble both Z80 and 8080 programs. All I/O 
is done through DOS, so no I/O customizing 
is required. Files can be dynamically allocat- 
ed. The debugger, linker and relocating load- 
er are themselves relocatable, to satisfy in- 

dividual system requirements. Minimum 
hardware requirements for PDS are 16K of 
RAM and one disk drive. North Star and Mi- 
cropolis Mod II versions are available. $99. 
Allen Ashley, 395 Sierra Madre Villa, Pa- 
sadena, CA 91107. 

6502 Assembler for PET. This pro- 
gram accepts all standard 6502 Instruction 
mnemonics, pseudo-ops and addressing 
modes, and evaluates binary, octal, hex, dec- 
imal and character constants, symbols and 
expressions. Source programs can be read 
from cassette, and object programs assem- 
bled anywhere in memory. Both one- and 
two -pass assembler versions are included, 
together with a text editor, disassembler, and 
30 -page manual. $25. From dealers or Per- 
sonal Software, P.O. Box 136, Cambridge, 
MA 02138. 

Memory -1/O Display. This program 
graphically displays memory and I/O ports 
within the host computer. The program dis- 
plays " for RAM, "4 " for ROM, and "." for 
empty with addresses. Each character is a 
256 -byte increment. Hex addresses for con- 
tinuous 8K blocks are displayed as well as 
broken (RAM and ROM) at any 256 -byte 
point. I/O ports are displayed in hex. Pro- 
gram does not change existing memory when 
executed. The listing is $5 from Practical Pro- 
gramming Co., Box 3069, North Brunswick, 
NJ 08902. 

WordWizard. This advanced text editor, 
designed for use with this firm's Helios disk 
system, has a rather large number of features 
for document activity (create, edit, print, 
merge, etc.), editing functions (cursor control, 
tab, justify, search and block moves, etc.), 
and format statements (spacing, line formats, 
pagination, etc.), far too many to mention 
here (brochure available). Up to 110 text 
pages can be stored on a diskette, and hori- 
zontal scrolling allows viewing lines up to 128 
characters long. All documents may include 
comments which will not appear on the print- 
out. $295 with manual and two diskettes 
(Helios). Processor Technology, 7100 John- 
son Industrial Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94566 
(Tel: 415-829-2600). 

WEST COAST 
COMPUTER FAIRE 

The fourth annual West Coast Com- 
puter Faire will take place May 11, 12 
and 13, 1979, at the San Francisco Civic 
Auditorium and Brooks Hall. So far, over 
100 booths have been allocated, and a 

number of papers will be presented, cover- 
ing microcomputer subjects of interest to 
novices as well as experts. For further in- 
formation, contact: Computer Faire, 333 
Swett Rd,. Woodside, CA 94062. Tel: 
415-815-7075. 

CALIFORNIA 
Omega Microcomputers 
Quality Personal - Business Systems 
3535 Torrance Blvd. 
Suite 10 
Torrance, CA 90503 
(213) 370-9456 

Rainbow Computing 
Complete Apple II Line 
10723 White Oak Avenue 
Granada Hills, CA 91344 
(213) 360-2171 

COLORADO 
Byte Shop 
3464 South Acoma Street 
Englewood. CO 80110 
(303) 761-6232 

ILLINOIS 
American Microprocessors 
Equipment and Supply Corp. 
At the Chícagoland Airport 
20 North Milwaukee Avenue 
Half Day, ILL 60069 
(312) 634-0076 

American Microprocessors 
Equipment and Supply Corp. 
6934 North University 
Peoria, ILL 61614 
(309) 692-5852 

Vr 

THE rIKRá LxnPWER n1ÁRT 
COMPUTER RETAIL STORES 

Advertisement 

MARYLAND 
Computers Unlimited, Inc. 
Tomorrow's Technology Today 
907 York Road 
Towson, MD 21204 
(301) 321-1553 

MICHIGAN 
The Computer Mart 
We Will Not Be Undersold 
560 W. 14 Mile Road 
Clawson, MI 48017 
(313) 288-0040 

United Microsystems Corp. 
The Professional Computer Store 
2601 South State Street 
Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

NEW JERSEY 
Computer Mart of New Jersey 
The Microcomputer People (R) 
501 Route 27 
Iselin, NJ 08830 
(201) 283-0600 

FLORIDA 
Sara Tech Computers 
Discounts On All Major Brands 
400 Base Avenue 
Suite 225 
Venice, FLA 
(813) 485-3559 

OHIO 
Ohio Microcomputer Specialists 
Imsai Personal and Business Systems 
1265 Grandview Avenue 
Columbus, OH 43212 
(614) 488-1849 

OKLAHOMA 
Microlithics, Inc. 
Medical Systems -Differential Diagnosis 
2918 MacArthur Boulevard 
Oklahoma City, OK 73127 . 

(405) 947-5646 

PENNSYLVANIA 
Personal Computer Corp. 
First in Pennsylvania 
Frazer Mall 
Lancaster Avenue and Route 352 
Frazer, PA 19355 
(215) 647-8463 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
Byte Shop #32 
The Affordable Computer Store 
1920 Blossom Street 
Columbia, SC 29205 
(803) 771-7824 

NEW YORK 
Datel Stores of New York 
The Complete Systems Store 
1211 Ave. of the Americas 
New York. N.Y. 10036 

Dealers: For information about how to have your store listed In THE MICROCOMPUTER MART, please contact: 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 10016 (212) 725-3568. 
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The LM3909 was originally designed as 

an LED flasher, but has many other ap- 

plications. One that I've enjoyed experi- 
menting with is a miniature power supply 
that allows a tiny watch battery to power a 

neon lamp or even a powerful semicon- 
ductor -laser pulser. Both these applica- 
tions require 70 to 150 volts at relatively 
low current. 

Figure A shows the circuit of the LM3909 
dc -dc converter. In operation, the LM3909 
rapidly switches Q1 on and off at a rate de- 

termined by Cl. The transistor can be con- 

sidered a switch in series with choke LI 
and resistor R2. Each time 01 switches 
off, the macnetic field set up by the current 
flowing through L 1 collapses and induces 
a high voltage across the inductor. This 
voltage is rectified and stored in C2. 

The LED is a bonus feature of the circuit. 
It glows to indicate when the circuit is oper- 
ating. The neon lamp and 15,000 -ohm se- 
ries resistor shown in Figure A are option- 
al. They provide a visual indication that the 

circuit is producing 70 or more volts. When 
powered by a 1.2 -volt nickel -cadmium nr 

1.35 -volt mercury "button" cell, the circuit 
produces enough voltage to flash the lamp 
when it is connected across capacitor C2. 

If you don't like the orange glow of a 

neon lamp, try a green neon lamp (Radio 

Shack 272-1106 or equivalent). This lamp 

has a phosphor coating on its inside sur- 
face that glows green when illuminated by 
the radiation produced inside the lamp. In 

any case, be sure to use a quality lamp be- 

cause some of the surplus neon lamps I've 

tried do not work well. 
The key components of the circuit are L 1 

and R2. In the prototype circuit, I used a 

PROJECT 
OF THE 
MONTH 
BY FORREST M. MIMS 

MINIATURE 
DC -DC CONVERTER 

&__ ! 
. 

s 1s " #MIM,-_ 

Fig. C. Photo of prototype 
version of th.e 
dc -de converter. 

55F1 
VIE E r 

miniature Essex choke with an inductance 
of 1000-11H for L I. This choke is about the 

size of a IA -watt carbon composition resis- 
tor. If this choke is used, the resistance of 

R2 should be between 75 and 85 ohms. 
If you can't find this choke, experiment 

with others until you find one that produces 
enough voltage to light a neon lamp. You'll 
find that many different chokes will pro- 

duce a useful output. One version of the 

circuit that I built uses a miniature 33-mH 
choke (Aladdin) with excellent results. The 
1979 Allied catalog (401 E. 8th St., Fort 

+/,2-LV 

LED 
Q/ 

2N2222 

RI 
/SO n - 

Lt 

(sEE TEXT) 

ea 
(SEE TEXT) 

C2- 
. 0/A, G 

Worth, TX 76102) lists a number of sub- 
miniature r -f inductors on page 145 that 
should work fine. 

If you don't use the 1000-11H choke 
specified, you'll need to experiment with 
the value of R2. As the inductance is in- 

creased, R2's value can be decreased. Ac- 

tually, R2 is not even necessary beyond a 

few millihenries. 
Assembly of this circuit should present 

no problems once you've selected a choke 
and determined the resistance of R2 (if it is 

necessary). I used a piece of perforated 
board with copper solder pads at each 
hole. Figure B is a pictorial view of the as- 
sembled circuit. 

Begin by inserting the components into 
the by side of the board and interconnect- 
ing their leads with wrapping wire. Then 
solder all the connections to their respec- 
tive solder pads. Figure C is a photograph 
of the complete prototype. This circuit in- 
cludes a neon lamp and series resistor to 
illustrate its operation as a dc -dc converter. 
Don't forget that the circuit has many other 
possibilities. 

For example, most semiconductor las- 
ers require current pulses of many am- 
peres for proper operation. The circuit in 

Figure A can power a four -layer -diode las- 
er pulser with ease, especially if L1 has an 

inductance of 10 to 35 mH. Recently, I built 
a midget laser transmitter using the circuit 
in Fig. A as a power supply (L1 = 33 mH, 
no R2). The circuit is completely self-con- 
tained and includes lens, mercury "button" 
cell and switch in a 0.5" x 3" (1.3 cm x 7.6 
cm) brass tube. If there is sufficient inter- 
est, I'll describe its construction as a future 
Project of the Month. 

A/EoN cAMo 
rOGT/ONAL ) G>/ 

O 0 n inn n r0161 

o 
O o o O o cap 

NEON LPA4P 
SER/E5 RE 5/5T0.? 
roo T /ONA L. > 

RI LEO 3909 

' 
C2 
C / 

(.1E01+ 

Fig. B. Arre ngement of components 
on the board for the converter. 

Fig. A. Miniature dc -dc 
converter circuit di(igrn m. 
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rUSTOMERS THE WORLD OVER ARE CLAMORING FOR OUR GIANT 

ss 

Duracell by Mallory type RM. 
12. Same height as a AA but 5/ 
8" DIA., giving excellent AA 

bptitute with extra" power. 
Factory Fresh. 
Cat. No. 92CUS679 

PENNY `ARCADA 
SUCCESSFUL? ... YOU BET IT IS! 

"THE FAT" MALLORY AA c ` 
MERCURY BATTERY _. 

7 

p,c 

o 
$1.49ems 

2 for $1.50 

"BEEM -O- LIGHT" 

$ 599 

2 for S6 

LASER DIODES 
LASO -59 style. Ntype. 
Designed in Hetero.)unction 
Coax .1,001ure, for PULSE 
mode operation. Rated It 5.9 
Wotts. Wavelength: 904 
(approx./ Typ. Forward V 
(peak); 1.2V, Max. For. Cu, 40 
A. SIZE: .25" x 7/8". 
Cat. No. 92CU3508 

.y .., 
NOW ro ORDER 
yblg edqleg.'ayys'-uee 

umber, gyp n eellAmaóaaln o'.th0 
erd.nng nom ne eb monou p 

re 

GIANT 

"INCHER" 

READOUT 

To be exact 0.8" of an inch. 
COMMON CATHODE, direct 
replacement for Litronics 747, 
Left decimal. 5V 0 8 mils per 
segment. Red. 
Cat. No. 92CU3327 

only $2.99 
2 for $3 

FANTASTIC? YOU BET IT IS! LOOK WHAT YOU GET FOR 1 C MORE! 
O 100 RED BLOCK DISC CAPS. u.on.e 6.10.., 50% matarlal (0 1698) 1 29 

50 SHOCKLEY DIODES, moat popular switching dlod., hobby & unt..fed (a 1072A) .... 1.29 
O 6 OPTO -COUPLER, 150011 ISoletion, hobby m.l.rl.I, U -teat 1.2629A) 1 29 
0 4 CHERRY MICRO SWITCH. 125 VAC, 1SA. N.C. typo E-13. screw terminals (05525) ... 1.29 
O S SPST PUSHBUTTON MOMENTARIES, rt. 2n11., pc mt, on -on' (05635) 1 29 

25 TTL'o, with 7400'., U -test, dip. (02415A) 1 29 
O 30 RADIO AND TV KNOBS, ...1 styles, sire. (217) 129 

60 TUBULAR CAIACITORS,ae.t. volt. and elm l 219) 129 
O 55 LOW NOISE RESISTORS ., POW,HIFI, etc (0220) 129 

50 POWER RESISTORS, 3, S. 7w. axial, pop sixes 10221111 1.29 
O $25 SURPRISE, all kinds of parts In pak (0294) 1 29 

Mc O 12 PANEL SWITCHES, rotary, slide, toggle, c r.295) 129 
O 60 COILS AND CHOKES, A, pr.Itic, If, etc (.297) 1 29 
O 60 TERMINAL STRIPS, up to 4 solder lug. 

(s 
334) 1 29 a O 60 PRECISION RESISTORS. KW, 1%, alai (n3631 129 

O 50 MICA CAPACITORS, 0.51 values (0373) 129 
O 10 SETS RCA PLUGS AND JACKS, phono (.402) 1 29 
O 60 DISC CAPACITORS, aSStvelue. long lead. (0437) 129 

20 TRANSISTOR ELECTRO'S, uo up .nd oa (04531 1 29 
O 75 -HALF WATTERS, resistors, color coded, a"t (0454) 1 29 
O 35 SILVER MICAS, red back., Mal, ..el. (0455) 1 29 

4 -PUSH BUTTON. SPST. PANEL. M.C. 1250 I A 1.52891 1 29 
100 GERMANIUM DIODES, .61.1 leads, u test (4642) 129 

O 100-STABISTORS, Regulator ,..nsIna and computer. AaIal, aa. yield (.31401 1 29 
100 PRINTED CIRCUIT K WATT RESISTORS, .0.1(010601 129 

O 12 TRANSISTOR SOCKETS, soot npn sod pep type. (0651) 1 29 
50.3 AMP SILICON RECTIFIERS. axial, eat 11(4665) 1 29 
50 POLYSTYRENE CAPS, pl.Mlc coated, pr.c. 01052 1 29 

O 10 NE -2 bulbs, for IlO0.0 projects, hobby, ac 412221 1 29 
10 PROXIMITY REED SWITCHES 1.12581 1 29 

O 6 2N915 UHF TO -19 TRANSISTORS (01423) 129 
30 MOLEXCONNECTORS, nylon, ..M. alms 1.5642) 129 

17 6 -CALCULATOR AC ADAPTOR JACK, .lsndord threads 3t.rmin.14231B1 I 29 
50 ONE AMP ZENER DIODES, ...t, axial, u Mt (.1964) 129 

O 5 -PA -263 THREE WATT PC BOARDS. for amps (020131 1 28 
O 6 MINI MOTORS, 10a VDC, for many hobby project. (.25511 1 29 

So- IN4000 RECTIFIERS, ..at to 80011,, tat (.2594) I 29 
O 20 -UPRIGHT ELECTROS. ...t'd values A capacitance. (0322603 1 29 

I.UMF TUNER, solid state, sl.nd.rd tyy. 1=29271.. 129 
O 6 ITS A SNAP, 9 VDC BAT -clip, red n block load (.2.52) 1 29 
O 81400 VOLT "RED BALL" RECTIFIERS, Wei 1 AMP 102590) 129 
O 20 1N4148 SWITCHING DIODES. 4 n. et. axial 1030001 129 

610 AMP QUADRACS. w/trigger diode up 6000(13620) 129 
O SMICRO SWITCHES. push, asttype. 103011) 129 

40 SQUARE DISC STYLE CHOKES, color coded (03203) I 29 
O 30 TRANSISTORS T0922N4400 .orles, uteet (.32911 129 
O 8 TRANSISTORS TRANSFORMERS. audio, Inter, etc mint (032981 1.29 
O 15 PRINTED CKT TRIMMER POTS, east value., etc 103346) 1 29 
O 7.2N3055 HOBBY NPN TRANSISTORS. T0.31 U37711 129 

10-PNP 30 WATT TO -3 TRANSISTORS, hobby 1.3772) 129 
O 50 TUBE SOCKETS, 4, 5, 6, 7 pin tubes, a.M (.3839) 1 29 
O 1.10 AMP POWER TAB QUADRAC, 200 PRV, 70220, 2/trigger 101590) 1 29 
O 10 -BULLET RECTIFIERS. 1.5 amp, 200V, .11.1 (46) 1 29 

8 -READOUTS, MAN -3, common oath, LED, the claw, RED (.3330) 1 29 
O SLEDS, meet. .lx.. and Ghana, rod. , yellow, mbar (03869) 1 29 
O PHOTO FLASH ELECTRO. CAP, 600 MF 0 360V (a3897) 1 29 
O 2.CIRCUIT BREAKERS,gla.. ueled, alai, rated 01 amp (03905) 129 

MICRO MINI TOGGLE, SPST, 2 pos, on -off, 1251141 3 amps (.3936) 1 29 
S SLIDE VOLUME CONTROLS. sat. of popular values, for HIFI.(42318) I 29 
15 COAX LEDs, *Mil. lead, pin head style, Color: Red). 1788) 1 29 

O 60 TERMINAL STRIPS, form two lugs up, Solder typo.(035A 129 
O 60 CERAMIC CAPS. Incl. NPO', neg. coo. 6750'0 .0t. value...3513901 129 

lO TV/FM SPLICERS, for 300 ohm shielded twin lead. Bakelite. 05547) 129 
O 10. 15V ZENERS, 400rriw. axial, glass ....(.5404) 129 

200 for 1.30 
100 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 
* for 1.30 

10 for 1.30 
50 for 1.30 
60 for 1.30 

120 for 1.30 
110 for 1.30 
100 for 1.30 

2 for 1.30 
24 for 1.30 

120 for 1.30 
120 for 1.30 
120 for 1.30 
100 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 

120 for 1.30 
40 for 1.30 

ISO for 1.30 
70 for 1.30 

S for 1.30 
200 for 1.30 
200 for 1.30 
200 for 1.30 
24 for 1.30 

100 for 1.30 
100 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 
60 tor 1.30 
12 for 1.30 

100 for 1.30 
10 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 

100 for 1.30 
40 for 1.30 

21or 1.30 
12 for 1.30 
16 for 1.30 
40 for 1.30 
121or 1.30 
10 for 1.30 
90 for 1.30 
60 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 
30 for 1.30 
14 for 1.30 
201or 1.30 

100 for 1.30 
21or 1.30 

20 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 
16 for 1.30 
21or 1.30 
4 for 1.30 
2 for 1.30 

10 for 1.30 
30 for 1.30 

120 for 1.30 
120 for 1.30 

20 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 

"CRIMP -ON" 
PL -259 2 for $1.29 

COAX PLUG 
430 k. Easy pliar crimping. No 
Soldering! Strip i suletion- 
squeere. Mates to SO239. For 
RG58/U 59/U. 
Cat. Mo. 92CU5696 

4 for 
$1.30 

LLDSS 
Order by Cat. No. 

YOUR CHOICE 41or $1.29 
1C SALE 12 for $1.30 

1791 MICRO TOPNAT REP 
1942 MOD YELLOW STUBBY 
1602 MICRO SINGLE RIM RID 
2793 IUYAO Ame.. 
2131 NM90 R[D 

)ÍÍIYICRO e UM90 
R[D 
OR[EM 

2790 MARO RED CLEAR 

12.1.50 LAMP AND SOCKET SET, 200m., T2 style (039561 
O 10 -RCA PHONO JACKS, chassis mount. t.11on base 1# 5119) 

15-THERMISTORS. seat. typos, styles, & values (# 20.48) 
O 4.5 -DIGIT 7 -SEGMENT READOUTS. In flat pak case 1256161 

4-54" BLOCK TRIM POTS, SK (02536) 

1 29 
1 29 
1 29 
1 29 
1 29 

O 1 "FOTO.FET" N CHANNEL, Cryotalonlcs. l -Scaled Effect Tr.nslslers (.11691 1 29 
O 1 -VOLTAGE REGULATOR 70202 cm 12V 600MA (01900) 1 29 

O 3-MM526226 DYNAMIC RAM,. pocil t 
129 

y typo 1 29 
O 20-5W HIGH S EED SWITCHING non, 1066,0279,)ips (^2374) 129 

3-246 HI POWER TRANSISTORS, 2200, npn, 1066 (02797) 1 29 
O3-2/ PIN I2 

DIGITAL CLOCK 
C) I29 

2-MM572S 4 NCTLCUL TOR; I 29 
O 1.MMS2U2 4 FUNCTIONLECALCULATOR CHIP, 100% (020361 129 
O 3.1O 

AMP 
25V BRIDGE PROM, 100% 

style 
(#1 I 29 

O 3 6SRF BRIDGE comb S,2 10167) I 29 
O 6ÚINAR S (THING/ TRANSISTORS, 70106, 2142105(np, 2)TO I29 

SO-2AMP SWITCHING IIGTRANSISTORS,2M .101 yap, (03375) 129 
O 6 OPENFMP CYLINDRICALREDOUT RECT. up .Some e1.. (04008) 1 29 
O 6 02N222 (o READOUTS. T 15LED,metal Some ens missing mostly duel. (.39333 1 29 
O 10 -DATA (Tr souls.), S case I. 1992) 129 
O 10-DATA-T ENTRY SWITCHES,RADIO 

EARPHONES, 
ONE, 1 amp, norm open (053211 1 29 

815 FANSISTORLUORESCET VRFL 
READOUT 

O TTe 1) 129 
O FLUORESCENT HEAASERFLOW RE ADO 

la 53391 
w/le.de 103288) 129 

2.ALUMINUM HEAT 
TRANSISTORS 

for TO (0 1 29 
O 3. MICROP 800 SSOR/SUPPO STUD 1 29 
0 3 MCLOCK/CALCULATOR CHIPS, 537.. 

75, 
5737 c.(, 96-38DIn (.561903.... I.29 

0 2 
FAIRCHILD 

CHIPS,ad fliMMps, 370c. (.56380) I 29 
O 25-4 RC MLD I 

TRANSFORMER, 
p 1 flops, penframe, I 29 

O 10.2 VOLT SO MIL. TRANSFORMER, 1150 input, open frame, (ix 62) 3/1" (. N313 1.29 
O 10-2143704 TRANSISTORS, silicon, TO.92es0,h1.-300100%10562) 139 
O 10 233721 TRANSISTORS, silicon, 

power, 
s92 cas0, h10.150, 100% 1 

10 D330 21 POT, silicon, -J. TO -93 H/5627) 
1 ALLEN BRADLEY, 20, 

better, 
watts, type -J. and typ shaft 10174101 

10 ASST. WELTAB RAoS ST Rr,various, sand S 0(.20(0 
10-G.E. POWERTA BOTSM 00 (#5,35) 1, N2, some NS. 70.220 (45639) 

O 3-%" BLOCK TRIM POTS. 2000 (.2575) 

O 1-3 DIGITS ON A DIP, LED, red, DL.33118871 

1 29 
129 
129 
129 
129 
1 29 

1.12VDC 5MIL REED RELAY, 'pet, N.O. 2200 ohmic, 7/8" a 5/16" a 5/16" (.5515).... 1.99 
O 50 TEMP. COEFFICIENT VOLTAGE REF. DIODES. mt. volt. +50%105647) 129 
O 12 SKINNY TRIM POTS. PRECISION. mt. style., 0.10.0 SO% yield (.33891 1 29 

hope -PRECUT, PRETINNED WIRE, serious lengths and colors (01971) 1 29 
O 60 -MINI RESISTORS, for PC appl, 00rí. 1/8W, color coded (02235) 129 
O 20 -NYLON GEARS, hI.9uIlty, asst. elm 1. 3446) 129 
O 10-5K POTS, sudio taper, plastic .nap -In mounting 1051241 129 
O 10.102 MEG DUAL POTS, audio taper, "snap -In" mnt (051251 1 29 
O 50-1 AMP ZENERS, wide .*et. o1 velu.0, untested 10196) 1 29 
O 12-SCR'S & TRIALS, 10 AMP, asst. wall .s, untaMed (42087) 
O 3-QUADRACS, 10 AMP, 100% prime, 50-100.200$, TO.220 (a 5048) 
O 20 -MINI RECTIFIERS. IK AMPS, 250, epoay,.01.1 (053741 

/0-1N4007 10000 MINI RECTIFIER, may case, ailed leads (.2383) 
75 MOLEX CONNECTOR Typo M1938-4, makes 14 to 40 pin sock.. (.16093 
SOIF TRANSFORMERS, a.1 else. (.3549) 

O 10-T.V. CHEATER CORD JACKS (.5519) 
O 10-1 AMP 2000 MINI RECTIFIER. 1N4003. epoxy, ale' (02379) 
O 4.1.50 SILVER OXIDE WATCH BATTERIES, specify; R W.IS, IB, 32 or 1011203.5063) 1.29 
O 3 -LCD WATCH READOUTS. 31/2" digit*, 7 seg. dim 11/2 a 1" 105066) 1 29 
O 20 -IC DICE CHIP, complete circuitry, a.at. aim (25065) 129 
O LO -INSTRUMENT KNOBS. asst. atria and colors,." shaft (.9121) 1 29 
0 4 MIKE HOLDERS. for CB's and other mobile rise 1 56341 129 
O 5 -TANTALUM ELECTROS. TEARDROP style, 2.2014 25010520M 1 29 

2-INLINE FUSE HOLDERS, completew/5 amp fuse (05213) 129 
30-4" CABLE TIES,non -ellp white plastic (.5217) 129 
30pc-NEAT SHRINK. asst. sixes, 50% shrinkage (05248) 129 
2.5.10, 5%, IOW, STUD ZENER, 00.40.0. 1.5287) 129 41or 1.30 

I 29 
I 29 
129 
1 29 
I 29 
I 29 
1 29 
1 19 

24 for 1.30 
20tor 1.30 
301 or 1.30 

A for 1.30 
gfor 1.30 
21or 1.30 
21or 1.30 
21or 1.30 
B for 1.30 

20 for 1.30 
4 for 1.30 
6 for 1.30 
21or 1.30 
4Ior 1.30 
21or 1.30 
6 for 1.30 

20 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 

100 for 1.30 
12 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
16 for 1.30 
30 for 1.30 

4for 1.30 
21or 1.30 
6 for 1.30 

12 for 1.30 
50 for 1.30 

21or 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 

2 for 1.30 
100 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 

41or 1.30 
21or 1.30 

100 for 1.30 
24 for 1.30 

120 for 1.30 
120 for 1.30 
40 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
20 tor 1.30 

100 for 1.30 
24 for 1.30 

B for 1.30 
40 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 

150 for 1.30 
100 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 

B for 1.30 
6 for 1.30 

40 for 1.30 
20 for 1.30 

Nfor 1.30 
10 for 1.30 
!for 1.30 

601 or 1.30 
601o, 1.30 

CAPEHART $ 
AM/FM/PHONO 

STEREO RECEIVER 
2 for $40 

Good sound and contemporary design highlight thi. IIiFi 
bargain. Features Incl. elide control for VOL/BAL, rocker switch 
for Power.ON/OFF. Ilium. Slide Rule Tuning. and top mounted 
ceramic Phone with dust cover and Saphire cartridge. 133 A 45 
RPM I. Also Incl. Headphone Jack and 45 spindle. SIZE: 14" x 5" 

Cat. No. 92CU5640A 

tr= > -, i 

Ci 

PLUS SPEAKERS 
Same sa above but incl. dual matching .spanker enclosures Ready 
to play. SPKR. SIZE: 10" x 6 -iii' 3.. 
Cat. No. 92CU5640 

- 1777-7 l4 40 CHANNEL 
.,, hit -Milk. CB BOARD 

; i A4-... 
.{a $9 9 f r<' .lt only 

9 
.G '%y - r .`f+ ' r,¡ , I1 ia1.11`\\ 2 for $10 

loae.opl from Ilygai^ you 
Tram 

Bola do have.. factory 
50O1t Amp Cnip. RF endsMd 

Boards have. 
National 

am keL 9 
i 73 MOO,The 

pulps, end Niion 'see 
6 monthtser ess'CRtto 10% 

be uO T 

ports O/Ore make i1 an offer you earn refuse 
n 

Cat No. 92CUS6e0 

$ 5999 2 for $60.00 

i 

POLY PAKS® 
Terms: Add Postage Rated: Net 30 
Phone: 1617) 245-3828 
Retail: 16.18 Del Carmine St. Wakefield. 

P.O. BOX 942-E5 MA 
MINIMUM SO. LYNNFIELD, MA 

)ORDER: $81 01940 
COD's MAY 
BE PHONED' 

Buy $20 worth of merchandise 
Choose any two $1.29 items FREE. 

J 

1 AMP 20 for 
1000 VOLT $2.49 
MINI RECTIFIERS 
Fmou IN4007 epoxy r 
tillers. marked /color coded,. 
100% Prime. with axial leads. 
1000', of hobby uses 

Cal. No. 92CU2393 

40 
for 

$2.50 

25 AMP 

BRIDGE 

PIV BALE 
O 25 1.29 
O SO 1.95 
O 100 2.25 

200 2.96 
O 400 3.50 
O 600 4.29 
O BOO 4.95 

RECTIFIERS 
Orear N.. 2103 a voMag 

LED 
WATCH 
GUTS 

Radial 
Cot. No. 92CUS11SC 

F'aelory ..1. o u ds" So lime 
c ato_ol nona o 

digital ..choto 
gals are here. 

The ceompind 
lathe. s .S Fore 

s a 

HOURS. 51IN 
.ions 

SECONS. MONTH.7a d DATE Sorry, no specs N't. 4 0x. 

2 FOR 
1.26 
1.94 
2.26 
LN 
3.01 
4.26 
A.N 

(Men'.) 
C.t. No. BZCUS11S8 

149 - 

2 for 51.50 

94 
CIRCLE NO. SOON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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,Features. - 

BRAND NEW! 
JUST RELEASED 
1979 IC MASTER 

2500 pages 
Complete integrated circuit 
data selector. Master guide 
to the latest I.C.'s indlucing 
microprocessors and 
consumer circuits. 

Free Quarterly Updates $39.95 

- Texas Instruments 
Low Profile Sockets 
Finest Quality Socket available in the 
world. Nobody can match Texas Inst- 
ruments quality -a unique combina- 
tion of I.C. technology and multi - 
metal expertise. 

Over one million pieces in stock. 

1979 

Contacts 
8 PIN 

14 PIN 
16 PIN 
18 PIN 
20 PIN 

Price 
.08 
.12 
.14 
18 
20 

Contacts 
22 PIN 
24 PIN 
28 PIN 
40 PIN 

Price 
22 
24 

.28 

.40 

GENERAL INSTRUMENT 
1 Amp Rectifiers (Epoxy) 
Part No. Price 
1N4001 
1N4002 
1N4002 
1N4004 
1N 4005 
1N4006 
1N4007 

50V 
100V 
200V 
400V 
600V 
800V 

1000V 

.029 

.039 

.045 

.049 

.055 

.065 
.07 

SWITCHING 
DIODES 

1.5 Amp Single Phase 
Silicon Bridge Reclitlers 

Part No. Price 
WO6M 600V .34 
WO8M 800V .39 o 
Part No. 

II 

I 

IJ 

Price 

1N914 (100V4NS) .027 
1N4148 (100V 4NS) .027 

L.E.D. LAMPS t 

LED209 T-1 3mm Red .09 
LED211 T-1 3mm Green .14 /7/. 
LED212 T-1 3mm Yellow .13 

LED220 T-1-3/4 5mm Red .11 /j/ 
LED222 T-1-3/4 5mm,Green .15 
LED224 T-1-3/4 5mm Yellow .14/j 

MAJOR MANUFACTURER 
I 

CMOS I.C.'S 
CD4000BE .17 
CD40018E 17 

CD4002BE .17 
CD4006BE .87 

CD4007BE .17 
CD4008BE .75 
CD4009BE 39 
CD4010BE .39 
CD4011BE 17 

CD4012BE 17 

CD4o13BE 32 
CD4014BE .73 
CD4015BE .69 
CD4016BE .35 
CD4017BE 62 
CD4018BE .69 
CD4019BE 39 
CD4020BE .69 
C04021BE 69 
CD4022BE 69 
CD4023BE 17 

CD4024BE 4g 
CD4025BE 17 

CD4026BE 51.39 
CD4027BE 39 
CD4028BE 57 
CD4029BE .74 
CD4030BE .35 
CD4033BE 51.45 
C04034BE 52.25 
CD4035BE .64 
CD4040BE .74 
CD40418E 74 

GD4042BE .59 
CD40436E .57 
CD4044BE .55 
CD4046BE .99 
CD4049BE 33 
CD4050BE .33 
CD4051BE 54 
CD40526E 54 
C040536E .54 
C04060BE 99 
CD4066BE 44 
CD40680E 21 
CD4069BE 21 
CD4070BE .29 
CD40710E .21 
CD4072BE 21 
CD40738E .21 
CD4075BE .21 
CD4076BE .79 
C04077BE .25 
CD4078BE 21 
CD4081BE 21 
CD4082BE 21 
C34085BE .69 
C04086BE .69 
C04093BE .40 
CD4104BE 52.25 
C04502BE .85 
CD4508BE 52.25 
CD45108E .88 
CD4511BE .99 
C04512BE .59 
CD4514BE $1.95 

CD45150E 51 95 
CD4516BE 69 
CD4518BE 79 
CD4519BE 47 
CD45208E 69 
C04522BE 99 
CD4526BE 99 
CD4527BE 51 09 
CD4528BE 69 
CD453tBE 74 
CD4532BE 51 19 
CD4539BE 99 
C045a38E 51 39 
CD4555BE 65 
CD4556BE 65 
CD4581BE 5225 
CD4582BE 79 
CD4584BE .60 
CD45850E 90 
40014PC 59 
40085PC 51.09 
40097PC .60 
40098PC .60 
40160PC .89 
40161PC .99 
40162PC 89 
40163PC .99 
40174PC 89 
40175PC 89 
40192PC 5119 
40193PC 5119 
40194PC 51.10 
40195PC 51 10 

MICROPROCESSOR 
CHIPS 
CPU's 

Part No. Price 

8080A T95.50 
6800 >95-7.95 7.95 

INTERFACE 
SUPPORT CIRCUITS 

Part No. 

8212, 
8214 
8216 

Price Part No. 

1.98 8255 
3.95 8257 
1.98 8259 

8224 2.75 
8226 1.98 6810 
8228 4.75 6820 
8238 4.75 6821 
8251".-11 4.95 6850 
8253 14.95 6852 

r Zi1og 

Z80 -CPU 
Z80A-CPU 

Z80 -P10 
Z80A-P10 

$13.60 
$16.20 

Z80-CTC 
Z80A-CTC 

Z80 -DMA 

Z80-SIO/0 
Z80A-S10/0 

$10.90 Z80-SI011 
$13.10 Z80A-S10/ 

15 
) .. 

LINEAR I.C.'S r 
Rai 

á 

LM324N 
LM339N 
LM555N-8 
LM556N14 
L M 723C N 
L M 723C H 
LM741CH 
LM741CN-8 
LM1458N-8 

.49 Quad Op Amp 

.49 Quad Comparator 

.29 Timer 

.59 Dual Timer 

.34 Voltage Regulator 

.39 Voltage Regulator 

.37 Op Amp 

.24 Op Amp 

.39 Dual Op Amp 

VOLTAGE REGULATORS 
UNIT 
PRICE DESCRIPTION 

54.95 3 Amp 5 Volt Regulator 

05.75 

PART NO. 

LM323K 35jí 
78H05KC 

78000C Series 
TO.220 /L M 340T 

5 Amp 5 Volt Positive Regulator 
TO3 

.79 Posilive Voltage Regulators 
(Plast1C1 1 Amp 5. 6, 8. 12, 15, 18. 
24 Volts 

78MOOHC Seres $1.50 Positive Voltage Regulator 
TO.51LM340H 1/2 Amp 5,6.8.12, 15. 113, 24 Volts 

7B00KC Series 51.60 Positive Voltage Regulator 1 Amp 
TO.3l1M340K 5.6.8. 12. 15. 18, 24 Volts 

78LOOAWC Series .29 Positive Voltage Regulator 100 MA 
TO.92 2.6, 5.6.2.8.2, 12, 15 Volts 

7900ÚC Series 51.10 Negative Voltage Regulator 
TO -2201 LM 320T 1 Amp 5.6.8, 12, 15, 18.24 Volts 

79MODHC Seri os $1.50 Negative Voltage Regulator 
TO -5/ LM320H 1/2 Amp 5, 6, 8. 12. 15, 20. 24 Volts 

7900KC Series 51.95 Negative Voltage Regulator 
TO.31 LM320K 1 Amp 5,6.8.12, 15, 18.24 Volts 

78MGT2C 51.25 Dual In Line Adjustable 4 Terminal 
Positive Voltage Regulator 

78GUI TO.220 51.45 1 Amp Adjustable Positive Voltage 
Regulato- 

78540PC 52.50 Switching Regulator 

All new major manufacturer prod- 
uction material offered. 

Largest variety of device types 
available anywhere. 

Price 

5.95 
9.95 

14.95 

3.50 
3.95 
3.95 
4.95 
4.95 

$10.90' 
$13.10 

$32.20 

$45.00 
$50.00 

$45.00 
$50.00 ' 

P.O. BOX 1035 FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS 01701 
Oyer. the counter sales, 
12 Mercer Rd., Natick, Mass 01760 - 
Behind Zayres on Rte. 9 
Telephone Orders á Enquiries (617)879.0077 

IN CANADA 3 LOCATIONS 

5651 FERRIER ST. 
MONTREAL QUEBEC 
H4P 2K5 
Tel:(514)735.6425 

MOS Static RAM's 
Part No. Price 

2102LFPC $1.19 
1K 350NS(Low Power) 

2102.1 PC $.99 
1K 450NS 

2114 $7.50 
4K(1K x 4)300NS 

2114 $6.50 
4K(1K x 4)450NS 

MOS Dynamic RAM's 
Part No. Price 

4K 4027 $2.95 
41í14K x 1) 300N5 16 PIN 

416-3 $9.95 
200N5 

416-5 $7.95 
300NS 

UART's 
Part No. Price 

AY5.1013A $4.95 
ÁY3.1015 $5.95 

1K CMOS RAM 
Part No. 
5101 

4513NS (Low Power) 

5101 
800NS 

MINIMUM ORDER 810.00 ADDI2.00 TO 
COVER POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Foreign customers please remit payment on an 
International bank draft or International postal 
money order in American dollars.- , 

4800 DUFFERIN ST. BAXTER CENTRE - 
DOWNSVIEW. ONTARIO 1050 BAXTER ROAD 
M3H 5S9 OTTAWA, ONTARIO 
Tel:(416)661:1115 K2C3P2 

Tel:(613)820.9471' r' 

CIRCLE NO.2 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Price 
$4.95 

$3.95 
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QTY. 
DIODES/ZENERS 

1N914 100v 10mA .05 
1N4005 600v to .08 
1N4007 1000v 1 A .15 
1N4148 75v 10mA .05 
1N4733 5.1v 1 W Zener .25 
1N753A 6.2v 500 mW Zener .25 
1N758A 10v .25 
1N759A 12v " .25 
1N5243 13v .25 
1N5244B 14v .25 
1N5245B 15v .25 

QTY. 
SOCKETS/BRIDGES 

8 -pin pcb -.20 ww .35 
14 -pin pcb .20 ww .40 
16 -pin pcb .20 ww .40 
18 -pin pcb .25 ww .95 
20 -pin pcb .35 ww .95 
22 -pin pcb .35 ww .95 
24 -pin pcb .35 ww .95 

. 28 -pin pcb .45 ww 1.25 
40 -pin pcb .50 ww 1.25 
Molex pins .01 To -3 Sockets .25 
2 Amp Bridge 100 -pry .95 
25 Amp Bridge 200 -pry 1.50 

QTY. 
TRANSISTORS, LEDS, etc. 

2N2222 (2N2222 Plastic .10) .15 
2N2222A .19 
2N2907A PNP .19 
2N3906 PNP (Plastic Unmarked) .10 
2N3904 NPN (Plastic Unmarked) .10 
2N3054 NPN .45 
2N3055 NPN 15A 60v .60 
T1 P125 PNP Darlington 1.95 
LED Green, Red, Clear Yellow .15 
D.L.747 7 seg 5/8" High com-anode1.95 
MAN72 7 seg corn -anode (Red) 1.25 
MAN3610 7 seg corn -anode (Orange) 1.25 
MAN82A 7 seg corn -anode (Yellow) 1.25 
MAN74 7 seg corn -cathode (Red) 1.50 
FND359 7 seg com-cathode (Red) 1.25 

QTY. 
9000 

9301 .85 

SERIES 
QTY. 

9322 .65 
9309 .35 9601 .20 
9316 1.10 9602 .45 

MICRO'S, RAMS, 
QTY. 

8T13 1.50 

CPU'S, E -PROMS 
QTY. 

21078-4 4.95 
8T23 1.50 2114 9.50 
8724 2.00 2 513 6.25 
8T97 1.00 2708 10.50 
745188 3.00 2716 D.S. 34.00 
1488 1.25 271615v) 59.00 
1489 1.25 2758 (5v) 23.95 
1702A 4.50 3242 10.50 
AM 9050 4.00 4116 11.50 

6800 13.95 
MM 5314 3.00 6850 7.95 
MM 5316 3.50 8080 7.50 
MM 5387 3.50 8212 2.75 
MM 5369 2.95 8214 4.95 
TR 16028 3.95 8216 3.50 
UPD 414 4.95 8224 3.25 
Z 80 A 22.50 8228 6.00 
Z 80 17.50 8251 7.50 
Z 80 PIO 10.50 8253 18.50 
2102 1.45 8255 8.50 
2102L 1.75 TMS 4044 9.95 

C MOS 
QTY. 

4000 .15 
4001 .15 
470-02 .20 
4004 3.95 
4006 .95 
4007 .20 
4008 .75 
4009 .35 
4010 .35 
4011 .20 
4012 .20 
4013 .40 
4014 .75 
4015 .75 
4016 .35 
4017 .75 
4018 .75 
4019 .35 
4020 .85 
4021 .75 
4022 .75 
4023 .20 
4024 .75 
4025 .20 
4026 1.95 
4027 .35 
4028 .75 
4029 1.15 
4030 .30 
4033 1.50 
4034 2.45 
4035 .75 
4037 1.80 
4040 .75 
4041 .69 
4042 .65 
4043 .50 
4044 .65 
4046 1.25 
4048 .9-1- 

4049 .45 
4050 .45 
4052 .75 
4053 .75 
4066 .55 

4069/74C04 .35 
4071 .25 
4081 .30 
4082 .30 
4507 .95 
4511 .95 
4512 1.10 
4515 2.95 
4519 .85 
4522 1.10 
4526 .95 
4528 1.10 
4529 .95 

MC 14409 14.50 
MC 14419 4.85 

74C151 1.50 

QTY. 
MCT2 .95 LM323K 5.95 
8038 3.95 LM324 1.25 
LM201 .75 LM339 .75 
LM301 .45 7805 (340T5) .95 
LM308 .65 LM340T12 .95 
LM309H .65 LM340T15 .95 

LM309K (340K-5) 1.50 LM340T18 .95 
LM310 .85 LM340T24 .95 
LM311 D .75 LM340K12 1.25 
LM318 1.75 LM340K15 1.25 
LM320fi6 .79 LM340K18 1.25 
LM320H15 .79 LM340K24 1.25 
LM 320 H24 .79 LM373 2.95 

7905 (LM320K5) 1.65 LM377 3.95 
LM320K12 1.65 78L05 .75 
LM320 K24 1.65 78L12 75 
LM320T5 1.65 78L15 .75 
LM320T1 2 1.65 78M05 .75 
LM320T15 1.65 

LINEARS, REGULATORS, etc. 
QTY. QTY. 

LM380 (8-14 Pin)1.19 
LM709 (8-14 Pin) .35 

LM711 .45 
LM723 .40 
LM725 2.50 
LM739 1.50 
LM741 (8-14) .35 
LM747 1.10 
LM1307 1.25 
LM1458 .65 
LM3900 .50 
LM75451 .65 
NE555 .45 
NE556 .85 I 

NE565 .95 
NE566 1.25 
NE567 .95 

QTV 
- 

QTY 
T T L - 

QTV. 

7400 .10 7482 .75 74221 1.00 

7401 .15 7483 .75 74367 .95 

7402 .15 7485 .55 75108A .35 

7403 .15 7486 .25 75491 .50 

7404 .10 7489 1.05 75492 .50 

7405 .25 7490 .45 74H00 .15 

7406 .25 7491 .70 74H01 .20 

7407 .55 7492 .45 74H04 .20 

7408 .15 7493 .35 74H05 .20 

7409 .15 7494 .75 14H08 .35 

1410 .15 7495 .60 74H10 .35 

7411 .25 7496 .80 74H11 .25 

7412 .25 74100 1.15 74H15 .45 

7413 .25 74107 .25 74H20 .25 

7414 .75 74121 .35 

.55- 

74H21 .25 

7416 .25 74122 74H22 .40 

7417 .40 74123 .35 74H30 .20 

7420 .15 74125 45 74H40 .25 

7426 .25 74126 .35 74H50 .25 

7427 .25 74132 .75 74H51 .25 

7430 .15 74141 .90 74H52 .15 

7432 .20 74150 .85 74H53 .25 

7437 .20 74151 .65 74H55 .20 

7438 .20 74153 .75 74H72 .35 

7440 .20 74154 .95 74H74 .35 

7441 1.15 74156 .70 74H101 .75 

7442 .45 74157 .65 74H103 .55 

7443 .45 74161 .55 74H106 .95 

7444 .45 74163 .85 74L00 .25 

7445 .65 74164 .60 74L02 .20 

7446 .70 74165 1.10 74L03 .25 

7447 .70 14166 1.15 74104 .30 

7448 .50 74175 .80 74L10 .20 

7450 .25 74176 .85 74L20 .35 

7451 .25 74180 .55 74L30 .45 

7453 .20 74181 2.25 74147 1.95 

7454 .25 74182 .75 74151 .45 

7460 .40 74190 1.25 74155 .65 

7470 .45 74191 1.25 74172 .45 

7472 .40 74192 .75 74173 .40 

7473 

7474 

.25 

.30 

74193 

74194 

.85 

_95 
.95 

.95 

74174 

74175 

74L93 

.45 

.85 

.55 7475 .35 74195 

7476 .40 74196 74L123 .85 

7480 .55 74197 .95 741500 .30 

7481 .75 74198 1.45 741.501 .30 

INTEGRATED CIRCU TS UNLIMITED 
7889 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, California 92111 

24 Hour Toll Free Phone 1-800-854-2211 
(714) 278-4394 California Residents 1-800-542-6239 

CABLE ADDRESS ICUSD 
CUSTOMER NAME 

STREET ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

AE Visa PHONE CHARGE CARD H BA MC EXP. DATE 

C.O.D. WILL CALL UPS POST NET 10th OF THE MONTH - PO # 

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED PREPAID - NO MINIMUM - COD ORDERS ACCEPTED - ALL ORDERS SHIPPED SAME DAY 
OPEN ACCOUNTS INVITED - California Residents add 6% Sales Tax-. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

QTV. 

741502 .30 

741.504 .30 

741505 .35 

741.508 .35 

741.509 .35 

741.510 .35 

741511 .35 

741520 .30 

741.521 .35 

741.522 .35 

74LS32 .35 

741337 .35 

741538 .45 

741.540 .40 

741542 .75 

741551 .45 

741S74 .45 

741576 .50 

741586 .45 

741590 .65 

741593 .65 

7415107 .50 

7415123 1.20 

74LS151 .85 

7415153 .85 

7415157 .85 

7415160 .95 

7415164 1.20 

7415193 1.05 

7415195 .95 

7415244 1.70 

7415367 .95 

7415368 95 

14500 .35 

74502 .35 

74S03 .25 

74SO4 .25 

74505 .35 

74S08 .35 

74510 .35 

74S74 .35 

745112 .60 

74S114 .65 

74S133 .40 

745140 .55 

74S151 .30 

74S153 .35 

745157 .75 

745158 .30 

1.05 745194 

1452571812311.05 

8131 2.75 

SPECIAL DISCOUNTS 

Total Order Deduct 

$35-$99 10% 

$100-$300 15% 

$301-$1000 20% 

We accept American Express / Visa / BankAmericard / Master Charge 
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2N 
TRANSISTORS 

2N125 
25293 
252938 
25321 
2N324 
25336 
2N338A 
253884 
2N 393 
2N398B 
25404 
254044 
2N417 
2N443 
25456 
25491 
25497 
2145084 
255114 
255128 
25514 
25526 
25527 
2N555 
25586 
25630 
256524 
256574 
2N677C 
25681 
25683 
25696 
2N697 
2N699 
25700 
25705 
25706 
2570613 
25711 
257118 
25718 
257184 
25741 
25744 
2N829 
25834 
25859 
25877 
25894 
25910 
25917 

1.90 
.80 

1.00 
.90 
.65 

1.90 
1.85 

.85 
3.75 
1.50 

.60 

.75 
1.10 
3.00 
1.70 
6.50 
1.60 

.80 
5.00 
5.75 
7.50 

90 
1.00 
1,05 
1.50 
5.00 
1.50 
2.50 
7.75 
3.30 
3.50 

.50 

.26 
80 

6.00 
1.00 

.35 

.60 

.45 

.90 

.40 
.45 

2.70 
.60 

3,75 
.50 

9.25 
2.60 
3.10 

.42 

.90 

25918 .40 2N219245 .85 252913 5 1.90 253616 S 1.80 
2N929 .36 252218 .28 2N2924 .30 253617 1.80 

25930 .38 2N22184 .30 252925 .22 253638 .20 
25960 ,90 252219 .28 252926 .15 2538384 .22 
25962 .85 2N22194 .40 252958 1.80 2N3640 .35 
25967 ,80 252221 .22 253019 .60 253641 .30 
25976 1.85 2N22214 .34 253053 .40 253642 .20 
25984 4.10 252222 .22 253054 .90 253643 .20 

2N1035 2,40 2N22224 .25 253055 1.00 253644 .35 

251132 .35 252270 .65 253066 1.70 253645 .20 

251136 2.50 252289 4,50 253070 1,55 253646 .28 

2511374 3.00 252290 6.00 253107 1.15 253657 8.15 
251143 3.00 252297 1.05 253117 .72 253662 .52 

251168 1.50 2N2323 2.70 253130 3,80 253663 .50 
251204 1.65 212326 5.40 253202 18.00 2N3684 1.55 
251302 .70 252356 3.80 253209 1,30 2536854 2.25 
251303 .50 2N23564 4.10 253227 2.40 253687 2.10 
2N1304 .80 252359 32.80 2N3239 3.75 253692 .30 

251305 .85 252368 .30 2N32504 .75 253693 .30 

2N1306 1.20 252369 .24 253323 1.30 253694 .22 

251307 1,30 2N23694 .26 2N 3324 .82 253702 .18 
251377 1.50 252382 5.15 253325 .75 253704 .18 
251404 .60 252440 4.00 253375 6.30 253705 .18 

251408 1.05 252465 8.75 2N3390 .60 253706 .25 

251420 .65 252468 2.00 253391 .25 2N3707 .18 

251483 1,73 2N2475 1.75 2N33914 .25 253708 .25 

2N1485 1.85 252476 1.20 253392 .28 253709 .25 

251523 9.00 252483 .38 2N3393 .22 253710 .25 

251534 2.10 252484 .30 2N3394 .30 2N3711 .25 

251540 1.90 252511 2.20 253395 .40 2N3713 1.48 

251543 7.20 252518 7.50 253396 .28 253714 1.60 

251544 1.65 252605 .50 253397 .35 253715 1.50 
251549 2.80 2N26054 3,50 253398 .36 253716 1.68 

251551 4.40 252608 2,00 253414 .20 253721 .20 

251557 2,50 252646 .70 253415 .25 253722 2.00 
251560 6.00 252647 .95 253416 .22 253724 .50 

251595 1.50 252708 1.50 253417 .22 253725 .52 

251605 .60 252712 .33 253440 1.00 2N3730 3.10 
251613 .32 252713 .15 253441 1.95 253731 3,60 

251671 2.95 252714 .44 253442 1.80 253732 3.90 
25167113 6.27 252715 .20 253444 1.66 2N3740 1,20 

251693 18,00 252716 .20 253445 6.50 253741 1.50 
251702 4.00 252754 99,50 253467 1.85 253771 2.40 
251711 .38 252857 2.50 253478 1.48 253772 2,50 
251720 6.25 252869 1.80 253502 1.69 2N3773 3,90 
251893 .38 252890 5.90 253506 9.10 253789 2.00 
251924 3.00 2N2894 .85 253546 2.65 253790 1.80 

251934 14.26 252895 1.20 2N3553 1.80 253791 1.85 

251990 1.10 252904 .35 253563 .15 2N3792 1.92 

252060 3,50 2N29044 .36 253564 .16 2N3793 .40 
2N20814 4.10 2N2905 .35 253565 .15 253796 3.45 
252102 .52 2529054 .36 2N3566 .30 253799 3.50 
252193 2.50 252906 .20 253567 .19 2N3804 10.00 
252147 3.90 2N29064 .27 253568 .30 253819 ,40 

252148 2.75 252907 .24 253569 .18 253821 1,85 
252160 1.60 2N29074 .28 253614 2.30 253823 ,70 

+ FOUR DIGIT OPCOA BICOLOR LED r- - IÍOIÍIX ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY CSL310L , - 

wok,' 4 Oig(t display WI1á aeon, nt font, duos Display analog Inlormadon I á 
driver includes memory, ASCII ROM and in one intlicator. 
multlplexing circultry,full TTL Compel. 1.24 25 up 100 up 

1.9 530.00 10 up $25.00 100 up 522.50 51.40 51.10 5 .95 

253824 5 1,25 
253843 .43 

253856 .38 

2538564 .30 
253858 .30 
253859 22 
253860 .25 

253866 1.10 
2538774 .25 
253900 .48 
253901 .50 
2N3903 .20 
2193904 .22 
253905 .20 
253906 .22 
253909 1.30 
253924 4,00 
253925 1.40 
253933 1.80 
253954 5.40 
2539544 6.30 
253955 2.70 
253957 1.50 
253958 1.60 
253962 .35 

253964 .90 
253968 2.90 
2N3970 1,20 
253971 1,55 
253972 1.55 
214012 13.00 
254032 .60 
254036 .50 
254037 .66 
254044 4,80 
254045 2.70 
254058 .25 
254060 20 
254061 .25 
2/4093 1.10 
254123 ,20 
254124 .25 
254125 .20 
214126 ,24 
254141 ,20 
254142 .18 
254143 .18 
254220 .90 
2N42204 1,00 
2N4224 1.25 

254225 
254226 
254227 
254228 
254234 
254235 
254236 
2N4237 
254238 
254239 
254248 
2N4249 
254250 
254256 
254258 
254274 
254275 
254286 
254288 
254289 
254291 
254302 
254303 
254341 
254347 
2N4348 
254352 
254360 
254395 
2N4399 
254400 
254401 
254402 
254403 
254409 
254410 
254416 
254424 
254425 
254427 
2N4443 
254852 
254857 
254858 
2N4863 
254871 
254878 
254890 
2N4898 
254901 
254902 
254905 
254906 
254918 
254920 
254922 

2708 EPROM 
510.50 each 

8038CP 
Function Generator IC 

$3.90 each 

5 3,90 
4.60 

.60 
.40 

1.70 
1.80 
1.80 
1.20 
1.30 
1.80 

.22 

.18 

.24 

.20 

.32 

.24 
26 

.44 

.42 

.50 

.50 

.50 

.46 
1.50 
1 80 
2.10 
2.05 

.60 
1.30 
7 50 

.25 

.25 
30 
AO 
.30 
.25 
.90 
.43 
.44 

1.00 
2.00 
1.20 
1,50 
1.00 
-5 
.90 

4.85 
1.10 
1.10 
1.75 
2,40 
3.00 
3.20 

.64 

.80 

.75 

254983 
2N4984 
254987 
2N4988 
254989 
2N4990 
254991 
254992 
254993 
2N4994 
255016 
255036 
255086 
255087 
255088 
255089 
255105 
255109 
255126 
255127 
255129 
255130 
255131 
255132 
255133 
255134 
255135 
2N5137 
255154 
255155 
255157 
255161 
255172 
255179 
255190 
255191 
255192 
255193 
255194 
255195 
255198 
255210 
255219 
255220 
255221 
255222 
255223 
255224 
255225 
255226 
255227 
255232 
255248 
255249 
255294 
255295 

POWER 

SUFPLIES 
FROM 

ADTECH 
POWER 

5 1.10 
1.50 
-75 

1.20 
1.60 
.94 
35 

1.46 
1.80 

.30 
12.50 

1.78 
.50 
.30 
,30 
.40 

3.55 
1.90 

.26 

.24 

.24 

.20 

.24 
1d 

.20 
24 

.24 
8.00 
6.50 
9.00 
9,80 

.20 
.66 
8C 
.84 
.89 
.91 
.84 
.90 

5.15 
.15 
.20 
.20 
.20 
.30 
.20 
.26 
.18 
.28 
.28 
.32 
.60 
.40 
.70 
70 

255296 
255298 
2N5-306 
255308 
255309 
255321 
255322 
255323 
255354 
255355 
2N5366 
2N5267 
2N5388 
255359 
255370 
255371 
255373 
255375 
255333 
255317 
2554110 
255401 
255407 
255409 
255418 
255419 
255420 
255447 
255442 
255448 
255450 
255453 
255457 
255459 
255484 
2N549d 
255491 
255492 
255494 
255562 
255563 
2N5591 
255592 
255637 
255644 
255655 
255657 
255660 
255679 
255742 
255770 
255771 
255774 
255777 
255778 
255780 

S .80 
.80 
.34 
.40 
.52 
.68 
.76 
.72 
.34 
.38 
.50 
.50 
.25 
.26 
.28 
.28 

3.55 
.28 
.58 

2.50 
.70 
.85 

25.20 
39.50 

.30 

.35 

.40 

.30 

.30 

.25 

.25 
5.40 

.60 

.45 

.60 

.70 
.70 
.85 
.75 

13.00 
10,00 
10,50 

9.60 
20.70 
8.90 

.73 
1.06 
9,60 
1,60 

28.60 
.28 
.50 

14.00 
.60 
.55 

1,20 

2N5811 0 .40 
255817 .40 
255818 
255819 
255822 
255824 
255825 
255826 

.40 

.45 

.58 
,25 
.26 
.30 

255827 .30 
255828 .34 

2N58284 ,40 
2N6000 .50 
256001 
2N6002 
256004 
256014 
256015 
256027 
256028 
256032 
256033 
256034 
256035 
256036 
256037 
256038 
256039 
256050 
256051 
256052 
256053 
256054 
256055 
256056 
256057 
256058 
256059 
256072 
2N6076 
256099 
256101 
256103 
256107 
256109 
256111 
256121 
256122 
256123 
256124 
256125 
256126 
256155 
256218 
256219 
256220 
256222 

Model Vdc Amp. 
APS 5.3 5 3.0 
APS 12.1 .6 12 1.6 
APS 15.1.5 15 1.5 
APS 24-1 24 1,0 

1-1 10 up 25 up 
535.50 534,00 531.75 

.52 
,52 
.60 
.66 
.68 
.50 
.60 

26,00 
30,00 

.92 
1.00 
1.05 
.92 
.96 

1.00 
1.80 
2.00 
2,20 
1.70 
1.80 
1.70 
1.80 
1,80 
2,00 
2,20 

.80 

.20 

.90 
1.06 
1.16 

.92 

.88 

.88 

.76 

.76 
80 
.76 
.76 
.80 

1.60 
.64 
.60 
58 
.30 

256223 S .30 
2N6224 ,32 
256225 ,34 
256226 3.95 
256228 5,80 
256229 4.05 
256231 5,95 
256288 .80 
256290 .80 
256292 .84 
256303 5.60 
256354 6,30 
256375 2.10 
256386 1,20 
256387 1.26 
256388 1.34 
256544 7.20 
256545 7.40 
BC107A .44 
BC107A .44 
BC108A .44 
BC108B .44 
BC108C .48 
BC1098 .48 
BC109C .48 
BC393 .48 
BC394 .48 
BC440 .88 
8C441 1,12 
BC460 .96 
BC461 1.32 
BC477 .52 
8C478 48 
8C479 .52 
80437 .80 
80438 .80 
BD439 .82 
BD440 .82 
BD441 .88 

JAPANESE 
2013405 .85 
2SC536 .60 
25C828 .15 
2$C829 .20 
2SC929 .70 
2SC930 .65 
2SC933 1.00 
2SC1226A .60 
2SC1359 .20 

2SC1973 .60 
2SC1974 1.50 
2SC1975 1.50 
2SC2034 1.80 
2SD72 1.00 
2SD313 1.10 
2S0325 1.10 

Model Vac Amp. 
APS 5-6 5 6.0 
APS 12.4 12 5,0 
APS 15.3 15 3,0 
APS 24.2.2 24 2.2 

1-9 10 up 25 up 
558.00 055.50 551.80 

PET 2001 PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 

Quite portable, very affordable and un- 

believably versatile, the PET computer 

...:. may very well be a lifetime invest - 

2001 4K bytes memory . $ 595 
20018 Computer 8K bytes with Integral cassette nntl IeulatOr 

type koyboerd ..... ... ... . . .. . . 5 795.00 
2001-16N Computer 16K bytes, large keyboard le/separate 

n 
is 

pad end graphics on keya.. .5 995.00 
2001.16B Computer As above but standard typewritter keyboard. 

No grephle S 995.00 
2001325 Computero' 

memory 2919v5Identical 

to 2001.16N except has 329 
5.00 

2001.328 Computer Identical to 2001.168 except has 321( bytes 
of memory 01195.00 

2021 Printer 80 column dot matrix electrostatic printer, lull 
00 

2022 Printergraphics 80 
capability 

dot matrix printer with plain paper Or 

forms handling tractor feed, has full graphics .. .5 995.00 
2023 Printer 80 column dot matrix pelotee, plain paper printar 

with full graphic... . S 849,00 
2040 Floppy Disk Duel drive intelligent mini floppy system. 

3436 net user storage , 51095.00 
2041 Floppy Disk Single drive Intelligent mini floppy with 171.50 

net user storage 5 595.00 
CZN External Cassette Cassette player/recorder to use with 

PET 2001/8/16/32 , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 5 95,00 
MANUAL User Manual 160 POON covering all facets el user 

programming and I/O for PET computers 
Sera 

9,95 

TSOCERER COMPUTER aC. Ya 
FEATURES. o - ROM - ax RAN - o,,. 

/0 - w Charente. 

u: 

1°Cha,nG 
- Edea CateaCon°°haa[M- IT. 

Ilea teS.tÓ0O0 an°6 
R ulalmn 

0. 
De100o316xSo,aa, SI150.ao D40oIa1av4wOnMr1 

and Pa:aual 
iCebu 495 

IIP2DP1003 
EP1t°Otlm P°y 099 

W 
Dv55000U' 

Stnavd9a,tienun 11 96 
11.95 

7003 w..e vónaniPkv SP50Óa 61ÓoÉ.wn.M U. Manual 

alai' 1":11: 1:-..3::11.. S SOÓi or ,g Mtal 11.96 

I-FLLJKEI 

y{v 
s169 

1802 SERIES 

Model 
8020A 

FUNCTION GENERATOR KIT 

XR2206KB 
OPERATES ON EITHER 

2V SUPPLY 
!eV SPLIT SUPPLY 

INCLUDES ALL PARTS 
TO BE UNTED ON 

PC BOARD. 

$19.95 
POWER SUPPLY 

NOT INCLUDED 

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY 

LCD106 

-7 $17.30 
Ultra -Low rower Cossumptlon- 
Rapid Response Time -Reflective 
Aluminum Foil -Superior MTBF- 
High Contrast Ratio -chide View 
Mg Angle -Proven Sealing Tech- 
niques -,5 in. DigitHoigbt. 

LD- Ceremlc -55° to .125° C 

LE° Epoxy 40° to . 85° C 
180210 519.95 18021E 511 20 
182210 14 .00 1622LE BAS 
182410 7.75 1e24LE 3.55 
105210 8.25 1852LE I 90 
1853L0 5.65 1e531E 145 
18541.0 11,70 1854LE 8.50 
18561D 550 1056LE 1.10 
105710 5.50 10571E 1,10 
185aL0 5,65 1858LE 1,45 
105910 5.65 1859LE 1,4F 

SYM-1 
The 

` Complete 
, MICRO. 

I Computer 
la System 

$269.00 

Ballantine Model 1010A 
Dual Channel/X-Y Scope 

A professional oscilloscope At-' to fit 
your 
basic ` e ` I needs -- $695 

KIM -1 MICROCOMPUTER 

Fully 
Assembled 
& Tested 

517900 
Including 
Documentation 

DE CO DE RID RIVER/LATCH 
CMOS S 7 Segment decoder delver 

'.orating Input latches and hi. 
peolar NPN tpout cin:uits, ace 
ogmant Gable i aouming 25mÁ 

drove LED, ineadescwtt, 
displays 

s 

coot,directly.s 
discnergo or LCD displays 

MºD4511BE1BCD) $2 08 

LED Bar Graph Array & Driver 
GL -112R3 LED Array is a red LED 
arranged In a 2 dot graphOnflgur. 
salon. When used in combination 
with the 19.2406, linear level Indi- 
cations can be generated. 

1.24 25 up 100 up 

S6.00 9.90 S4.00 

IR 2406 

1/0 
GL -113113 

192406 LEO Driver is an Integrated 
circuit LED driver with 12 outputs, 
Each successive output turns the 
LE 0's on in steps equal to: 

Vrefl Max.) - VrelIMln,i/13 
1.24 25up 100 up 

$5.40 $4.50 $3.60 

XR205 58.40 
XR210 4,40 
XR215 4,40 
XR320P 1.52 
XR346CP 2.70 
XR555CP .45 
XRL555CP 1,50 
XR556CP .85 
XR567CN 1.81 
XR1310P 1,31 
XR1310EP 1.31 
XR1458CP ,86 
XR1468CN 3,84 
XR1488N 1.42 
XR1488P 1.31 
XR1489AN 1.42 
XR1489AP 1,31 
XR2200CP 1.17 

XR2201CN 01.53 
XR2201CP 1.33 
XR2202CP 1.33 
XR2203CP 1 33 
XR2204CP 133 
XR2206CN 536 
%922061(8 1995 

X 02206 11.20 
XR2207CN 4,28 
XR2207CP 3,32 
XR2207N 5.25 
XR2207P 4.28 
XR2208CN 5.60 
XR2208CP 5.20 

XR2208N 58,88 
XR2209CP 1,72 
XR2211CN 6.21 
XR2211CP 5,25 
XR2212CP 4,37 
XR2216CN 6,40 
XR2240CN 3_66 

XR2240CP 3,44 
XR2240N 6,24 
XR2242CN 1,68 
XR2242CP 1.50 
XR2264CP 4,24 
XR2265CP 4.90 
XIa2271CP 1.15 

Intersil LED or LCD 
31/2 DIGIT PANEL 

METER KITS 
BUILD A WORKING DPM IN 1/2 HOUR WITH 

THESE COMPLETE EVALUATION KITS 
Tel, Melt naw 

Ile 
protthe 

0 '. 

tor your.. wdn 
Ornpletehe 

061 aLEDsdisplayn 0oD n 
and 

pray,. all 
emarais..nce,eng PC ward. re, auet eal mean, 

IC1,tot(c (LCD) $29.95 locator RED) 524,95 

XR2272CPS1,15 
XR2556CN 3,52 
XR2556CP 3,20 
XR2567CN 3,71 
XR2567CP 2.76 
XR3403CP 1.22 
XR3524CP10.70 

941360 le 1,61 
XR4136CP 1.22 
XR4151CP 2,85 
XR4194CN 3,81 
XR4195CP 1.42 
XR4212CP 2.05 
XR4558CN .98 
XR4558CP .75 
XR4739CN 1.53 
XR4739CP 1.12 
XR4741CP 1.47 

1 
4 

GRI KEYBOARDS AND ACCESSORIES 
753K 53 Key Phone Style Kybd w/lower case $ 65.95 
753A Same as above except Assembled and tested 79.95 
756K 56 Key, Full ASCII Keyboard KIT 69.95 
756A Same as above except Assembled and tested 82.95 
771 71 Key, Deluxe Kybd in Enclosure. Assm and tested 149.95 
716 16 Key Hex Pad, Assembled and tested 29.95 
701 Plastic Enclosure for 753/756 15.00 
702 Steel Enclosure for 753/756 29.95 
753MF Mounting Frame for 753 6.95 
756M F Mounting Frame for 756 6.95 
SA1 A Converts 753/756 to Serial Output 89.95 

HICKOK LX 303 MULTIMETER 
DIGITAL 

Compact. Accurate. Dependable. With easy-r0- 
eed X" liquid crystal dIsplav for conv enlent use 

In any kind of light, Weighs only 8 ounces. 
Coerates up to 200 hrt on a singlo 9 volt battery. 
Nineteen ranges including 200mV to 1000VDC, Li r 100 to 10 MegOhms, 100 and 1000 VAC ranges, I7 1 10u4 and 10mA ranges. Excellent overload pro- 

" U ecdon, color coordinated case and 
57495 color cotlad panel. 

ay: 

-11K5:57: 

HYBRID AUDIO 
POWER AMPLIFIER 

P/N Power T'ransformerMatching 

Sl.1010GI1OW)S 6.95 TRIO 5 7.90 

51.1020G120W1 513.95 TR20 510,90 
A-SI-B(Socket for above) .95 

51.1030G130151 $19.00 TR30 512,90 
51.1050G150W) 527.80 TR50 517,90 
A'SI.101Socket for above) .95 

Note: One Transformer can power two audio amplifier.. 

5% CARBON FILM r/ 69 

RESISTORS 5179 
All values from 20Sí to 10 MD- Only in multiples of 100pcs per value 

15 Megahertz PORTABLE MINI -SCOPES o ( a: 
Y I Iz44Yll Y% 

I Ai I,. 

DUAL MS -215 TRACE 

S 43500 
NGLE 

TRACE MS -15 
531800 

with RECHARGEABLE 
PORTABLE 12,7"H x 6.4"W % 7.5'3I BATTERIES & CHARGER 
AVAILABLE OPTIONS -usable on both the MS215 and the MS15 

41.140 Leacher Carrying Case 545.00 41.141 10 to 1 Probe 024.50 

' \ Send Check or 
Money Order to: 

P.O. Box 22187, Culver City, CA 90230. California resi, 
dents add BS sales too. Minimum Order; 510.00. Add 
51.00 to cover postage and handling. Master Charge and 

Visa weleom d Please Include your charge card number, Interbank 
number and xpiration date. PHONE ORDERS (2131 641.4064 

ARIZONA 
45011018A 

710021 ser -asee' 

CALIFORNIA 
ANC RONA 

12111 ]9069530 

CALIFORNIA 
CRONA 

Santa 
1,141na54TN24os 

OREGON 
AN CRONA 

''.1503r 254 -Snot o 

C4NA0A, 9.0 

56i6CA0N s, 

16041 ]244 

CAL IFORMA 
ANCRONA 

14081 2434121 

GEORGIA 
ANCRONA 

3330 Piwelmont 

í.oal 06, 1,805 

TEX46 
.NCRONA 

N 17131n 52g.3a09 a 

9911 MAY 1979 
CIRCLE NO.6 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



7 400 TTL 4~, 
$673705 29 
SN74726 29 i 

5X74005 16 69741314 35 S14741609 89 

5574015 18 S5747413 35 $5741619 89 

5974025 18 51474756 49 S5741629 1 95 

5N7a03N IB 91747604 35 56741636 B9 

SN74p4N 18 65747914 5 DD 5974164N 89 

SN7405N 20 3673605 50 5N74165N 89 

SN7406N 29 S11748214 99 $6741669 I 25 

5674076 29 S5748314 59 59741679 1 95 

5974088 20 5970855 79 55741709 1 59 

SN7409N 20 5974869 35 55741726 6 D 
5674106 19 S1474895 175 S5741736 125 
SM74119 25 514749011 45 55741745 89 

5974125 25 SN7491N 59 65741759 79 

5974736 40 SN7192N 43 $9741765 79 

0674745 70 5674936 A7 $9741175 79 

5574168 25 S1174945 65 S9741799 195 
5674119 25 5574955 65 5970I8072 79 

59112014 20 5974969 65 56741819 1 95 

3974216 29 SN74975 300 94741825 79 

5874228 39 587410// 89 $5741845 195 

S5174235 25 SN74107N 35 55741855 1.95 

5574256 29 59741099 59 55741866 9 95 

5674269 29 SN1311614 1 95 SN74188N 3 95 

5474279 25 56741216 35 55741905 1 25 

3574299 39 59731229 39 5974191N 1 25 

S1474305 20 5974I235 49 $5731929 19 

5974329 25 65741259 49 56741935 79 

59743714 25 56747265 .49 011741949 89 

5574385 25 55731325 75 55741955 69 

5973396 25 55141365 75 55731969 89 

S573305 20 59747415 79 513741976 89 

S674415 89 56741429 2 95 6674198N 1 49 

50274028 39 59741335 2 95 39741995 149 
55744361 75 56741346 2 95 55745200 4 95 

9473449 75 55747455 79 59742516 1 79 

55173459 25 59741376 I 95 59742795 79 

374744514 69 55741469 1 29 567428316 2 25 

SN7347N 59 55741505 89 59741645 3.95 
514744814 79 5157415114 59 1017859 3 95 

5570508 20 514741525 59 55 /43656 69 

55745114 20 56731535 59 56743665 69 

5574539 .20 55741545 99 5574361N 69 

SN7453N 20 55731556 79 5414368N 69 

5N7459A 25 58141569 79 36743908 1 95 

5674606 20 551741515 65 59713936 1 95 

20% DIscounl 100 pes combined order 25% -1000 pes combined order 

C04000 23 

Cn40n1 /3 C/MOS C04070 
C03071 

55 

COe.n2 23 C04028 89 C0a072 49 

C040r10 1 19 C04029 1 19 C0076 1 39 

00300/ 25 CO3030 49 C04081 23 

CD1009 49 C03035 99 CD3%2 23 

CD:orn 49 Cobba0 r 19 CD3093 99 

C04011 23 C03041 125 CD30y8 2 49 

Co40t2 25 Coa032 99 MC1A409 14 95 

CD4013 39 C0a043 89 MC14410 14 95 

CD40r4 1 39 CU4040 89 MCH411 14 95 

C04015 I 19 C040. 6 1 79 MC14419 3 95 

CO4m6 49 004047 2 50 61014033 19 95 

CD0017 1 19 CD9048 1 35 MC14506 

C04018 99 CD0049 49 MCI 4507 

C04019 49 C03050 49 MC14562 13 51 

c04020 119 CD3051 119 MC13583 3 50 

CD4021 I 39 C04053 1 19 CD310B 3 95 
04022 1 19 C04056 2 95 CL/31510 I '19 

003023 23 C04059 9 95 C03511 29 

CD4024 79 C04060 1 49 C03515 2 95 

C04025 23 CD4066 79 C04518 129 
C04026 2 25 003068 39 C03520 119 
CO m27 69 CD3069 45 CD I566 2 25 

74003 39 
74002 39 

74C00 730163 
73016 

2 49 

2 49 

74004 39 74085 2 49 740173 2 60 

74C06 c9 74090 195 740192 2 49 

74C10 .39 70C93 195 740193 2 49 

74014 1 95 74095 95 740195 2 49 

74020 39 740107 1 25 740922 5 95 

73030 39 740151 2 90 74C923 6 25 

74042 195 740154 3 00 740925 8 95 

74048 2 49 740157 2 15 730926 8 95 

74673 89 7301183 2 49 80095 1 50 

/4074 89 740161 2 49 00091 150 

7896 "' 197111 79 

151068 99 LINEAR 1071114 39 

3130014 80 103406.18 35 16.17235 H 55 

L0301CN41 35 LM3406.24 35 1M7335 1.00 

1.61302H 75 
11.13401.5 25 1.6173914 119 

1.5141111 100 LM3301$ 25 114741C4M 35 

16130511 60 L11310161 25 L0711.145 39 
19307C5311 
1M308CNM 

35 

.00 
10340712 
103407.15 

25 

25 

LM747N11 
1917489,11 

.79 
39 

111130914 10 LM3401.18 25 1013109 2 95 

1143096 25 1.143401.24 25 L01458CNM 59 

1M310CN 15 1M3585 00 MC1488N 1 39 
1.14311504 90 1143109 95 0C14895 1.29 
1.14312H 95 1.143739 ,25 LM1496N 95 

1.6131713 50 LM377N 00 LM1556V 1.75 
1.11318014 H 50 113805 25 MC17415CP 3 00 

1613190 30 103800N 99 1.921115 1.95 

16320165 35 1913816 79 1029016 295 
LM3204,5 2 35 313829 79 1530538 1.50 

103206-12 35 5E50114 00 31306551 1 49 

1613206-15 35 14E5190 00 LM3900N133011.49 
11.13206-I8 35 9E5290 95 1039056 89 
163 04.24 
L. 4701 5 

35 

25 
14E53111.6 

9E5361 

95 

00 

11613909N 

MC5558V 
1.25 

59 
11313207.5 2 25 6E5401 .00 80388 4.95 

L03207-8 25 9E5446 95 1075450N 49 

L103201-12 25 NE55013 30 75451CN 39 
LM3201/15 25 14E555V 39 753520N 39 

1.113201-18 25 72E5566 99 75353014 39 

163201-94 25 NE5609 5 00 75454014 .39 
1131323145 95 11E5610 5 00 75491CN 79 
L 73235 BO 6E5628 5 00 7549204 59 

1573395 99 NE5655 N I 25 754939 B9 

15 '041 35 NE56601 1 75 75494011 .89 
L. 1406-6 35 5E567541 99 RC4136 1 25 

L A 14 8 35 5E5709 4 95 003151 2 85 

LA 30.. 12 

L 414 15 

35 

35 

11010304I11 69 

161709941 29 

RC4194 

RC4195 
5 95 
3 49 

741.53" 23 
-1L501 23 74LSOOTTL 

7315138 
713139 

6' 
69 

141,15 23 731517 69 7415151 69 

741503 23 741551 .23 7415155 69 

741503 29 741554 23 7415157 69 

741505 29 741555 23 7415160 89 

701508 23 701573 35 7415161 89 

741509 29 741574 .35 7315162 89 

741510 23 731575 19 7413163 89 

741511 60 741576 35 7415164 99 

741513 49 731578 39 7415175 19 

741314 99 14383 75 2315181 2 49 

741515 29 741585 99 7415190 .89 

741520 23 73386 35 7415191 89 

74321 19 731590 49 7415192 .89 

741522 29 741592 59 7415193 89 

731526 29 741593 59 7415193 89 

741527 29 741595 79 7415195 .89 

74328 29 
741330 23 

741396 89 
7415107 35 

7415253 
7415257 

79 

69 

734532 29 7115109 35 7415250 139 
741537 35 7415112 35 7415260 55 

74L540 .29 7445123 99 7415279 59 
741542 .69 7415125 69 743367 59 

7415132 79 

7415136 39 

7413368 
7415670 

59 
1.95 

EXCITING NEW KITS! 
Regulated Power Supply 

5to15VDC 
Full 1.5 amp at 5-10V 
output - Up to .5 amp 
at 15V output 

Heavy duty transformer 
3 terminal I.C. Volt. Reg. 

e. Heat sink provided for 
cooling efficiency 

`PC Board construction 
120 VAC input 
Size: 314"W x 5"L x 2"H 

JE210 5 to 15 VOC $19.95 
ALSO AVAILABLE: 
JE900 Digital Stopwatch Kit . 539.95 
JE301 6 digit Clock Kit .... S19.95 

Digital 
Thermometer Kit 

Dual sensors -switching control for in 
door/outdoor or dual monitoring 
Continuous LEO .8" ht. display 
Range: 406F to 1996F / 406C to 100°C 
Act racy: 6516 nominal 

Set for Fahrenheit or Celsious reading 
Sim. walnut case - AC wall adapter Incl. 
Size: 3.1/4"H x 6.5/B"W n1 -3/8"D 

JE300 S39.95 
JE730 4 digit Clock Kit ... S14.95 
JE2206B Func. Generator Kit . S19.95 
JE747 Jumbo 6 dgt. clock kit S29.95 

DISCRETE LEDS 
.200 die. 

005568 red 5/S1 
005560 green 4/51 

XC556C clear 
XC556Y yellow 

4451 

.200' Ola. 

0C229 red 5/51 
XC226 green 4/S1 
XC22Y yellow 4/51 

.170 die. 
M1/106 red 4/51 

.085' Ola. 
MV50 red 6/S1 

INFRA -REO LED 
114'5114^81/16- flat 

5/S1 

.125. Ole. 
%C209R red 
002090 green 
XC209Y yellow 

.185^ Ola, 

XC526R red 
XC526G green 
XC526Y yellow 
XC526C clear 

.190 die. 
XC111R red 
XC111G green 
XC111Y yellow 
XC111C clear 

5/51 
4/51 
4/51 

5i51 
4/$1 
4/51 
4/51 

5/S1 
4/S1 
4/S1 
4/S1 

TIMEX T1001 
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY 

FIELD EFFECT 

_r Ore 

4 0101T - .5" CHARACTERS 
THREE ENUNCIATORS 
3.00" x4,20"PACKAGE 
INCLUDES CONNECTOR 

T1001.Transmissive 57.95 
T1001A-Reflective 8.25 

TELEPHONE/KEYBOARD CHIPS 
AY -5-9100 
AY -5-9200 
AY -5-9500 
AY -5-2376 
1100165 
74C922 

ICM7045 
ICM7205 
ICM7207 
ICM720B 
ICM.7209 

Push Button Telephone Dialler 514.95 
Repertory Dialler 14.95 
CMOS Clock Generator 4.95 
Keyboard Encoder keys) 14.95 
Keyboard Encoder 16 keys/) 7.95 
Keyboard Encore- 16 keys 5.95 

ICM CHIPS 
CMOS Precision Timer 
CMOS LED Stopwatch/ Timer 

Oscillator Controller 
Seven Decade Counter 
Clock Generator 

24.95 
19.95 
7.50 
19.95 
6.95 

MCM6571 
MCM6574 
MCM6575 

NMOS READ ONLY MEMORIES 
128 X 9 X 7 ASCII Shifted with Greek 
128 X 9 X 7 Math Symbol A Pictures 
128 X 9 X 7 AlphanumeliC Control 
Character Generator 

13.50 
13.50 
13.50 

MISCELLANEOUS 
TL074CN Quad Low Noise 01 -let Op Amp 2.49 
TL494CN Switching Regulator 4.49 
TL496CP Single Switching Regulator 1.75 
11C90 Divide 10/I1 Prescaler 19.95 

951190 Hi -Speed Divide 10/11 Prescaler 11.95 
4533 Photo -Darlington Oplo-Isolator 3.95 
MK50240 Top Octave Freq. Generator 17.50 
DS0026CH SMhz 2 -phase MOS clock driver 3 75 

TIL308 27 red num. display wnnteg. logic chip 10 50 

MM5320 TV Camera Sync. Generator 14 95 
MM5330 489 Digit DPM Logic Block (Special) 3.95 
LD110/111 374 Digit A/D Convener Set 25.00/set 

LITRONIX ISO -LIT 1 

POOto Transistor Oplo-Isolator 
(Same as MCI 2 or 4525) 

2/990 

SN 76477 
SOUND GENERATOR 

Generates Complex Sounds 

Low Power - Programmable 

3.95 each 
TV GAME CHIP AND CRYSTAL 
AY -3-8500 1 and 2.01 MHZ Crys al (Chip A Crystal 
includes score display. 6 games a o select angles, etc. 7.95 Set 

TYPE 

ALAN I 

MAN 

MAN 3 

MAN 4 

MAN 7G 

MAN 75 

MAN 72 
MAN 74 

MAN 82 

MAN 83 

MAN 3620 
MAN 3630 
M6r4 3640 
'. 46 4610 

4011 3640 

MAN 4710 

MAN 3730 

MAN 1740 
MAN 4810 
MAN 4840 
MAN 6610 
MAN 6630 
MAN 6640 
ALAN 6550 
MAN 6660 
MAN 6680 
MAN 6710 

DISPLAY LEDS 
POLARITY NT PRICE TYPE 

Cannon An041.4ed 270 2.95 MAN 6730 
5 7 301 Malin -red 300 a 95 MAN 6740 
Common Cathode -red 125 25 MAN 6750 
Common Catnode.red 187 1 95 MAN 6760 

Common Anode.Oreen 300 125 . MAN 6780 

Common Anode.yenow .300 99 0L701 

Common Anode -red .300 99 01704 
Common Carnoae.red 300 1 25 01701 
Common Anode -yellow 300 99 01720 
Common U04(31..60°,4 300 99 01741 
Common Anode-olan9e 300 99 01746 
Common An0de.orang, c I 300 99 51747 
Common Calhode'orange 300 .99 D1739 
Common Anode.trange 300 99 OL750 

Common 141510, -orange 400 99 D1336 

Common 41057.1e0 .400 99 15070 
Common Mode -red 4 1 .400 99 190350 

Common Carnodereo 400 99 150359 
Common Anode -yellow 400 99 190503 
Common Cathode yellow400 .99 7720507 

Common Anode -orange -01 .560 99 5082.7730 
Common Anode.onnge o I 560 99 HOSP3400 
Common Gthode-onnge'D 0 .560 99 60573003 
Common Camodeorange 4 1 .560 99 5082.7300 
Common Anode orange560 99 5082.7302 
common Carhode orange 560 .99 50627303 
Common Án18-red.D 0 560 99 5082.7300 

POLARITY 

Common An00e-ied 4 I 560 

Common Calhode.red.0.0 560 

Common Calnode.my 1 560 

Con on Anode -red 560 

Common Cathode -red 

Common Anode.re4 s I 

Common Carnode-red 

Common Anode red 

Common Camu4e. ed 

Common Anode -led 
Common Anode -red 6 1 

Common Anode -read 

Common Caiodehed A I 

Common Calhode-ied 

Common Cathode -red 
Common Cathode 
Common Cathode t I 

Common Cathode 

Common CalnodernN05001 
Common Anode 0N35101 
Common An0dered .300 130 
Common AnoneYed BOO 210 
Common Carbol, red .600 2 10 

4 e 7 sgl 041144140P 500 19 95 

4 a 7 Sol DIgr1-14DP 600 19.95 

()meange charac4er (51) .600 15 OD 

4 7 501 091-61eadeomai 600 22 50 

HT PRICE 

99 

99 
99 

99 

560 .99 
.300 .99 
300 99 

300 99 
.500 1 49 

.600 1 25 

.630 I <9 

.600 1 49 

630 149 
600 I 49 

110 35 

250 69 

357 99 

357 .75 
.500 99 

500 99 

RCA LINEAR 
CA30131 2 15 CA30825 
CA20231 
CA30351 
CA30391 
CA30466 
LA305914 
0430609 
CA30807 
CA30815 

2 56 CA30835 
2.36 0A30865 
1 35 CA308914 
I 30 0031301 

3 25 CA31401 
3 25 CA31607 

05 03.34019 
2 00 CA36006 

CALCULATOR CLOCK CHIPS MOTOROLA 
200 CHIPS/DRIVERS 665309 

1 60 005725 52 95 
005738 2 95 9195312 

3 75 0018864 2 00 
MN .9150301164 139 0518865 100 MM5376 

125 098887 75 MM5318 

125 D08889 75 065369 

49 9371 7 049 
M0538709980 

3 50 C A LEO driver 005841 

53 95 MC1408L7 54 95 

4.35 MC14081.8 5 75 

4 95 MC14391 2 95 

1 95 MC3022P 2 95 

695 AIC3061P 350 
9 95 804016174416) 7 50 

2 95 MC4024P 3 95 

4 95 MC3040P 6 95 

9 95 MC4044P 4 50 

X620 5040 

EXAR %62110 4.40 
X6320 4.55 
XR 1.55 
X6 -55 55 1.39 
06555 .39 
011556 .99 
X656707 .99 

6131ST 1.25 
R14AAC 135 

X6146805 3.85 
%61488 1.39 
061489 1.39 

JE2206KA 14.95 
JE2206KB 19.95 
X61800 3.20 
062206 4.40 
X62207 3.85 
062208 5.20 
X62209 1.75 
X62211 5,25 
X62212 4.35 
X62240 3.45 

XR2242CP 1.50 
X62264 4.25 
X62556 3.20 
X62567 2.99 
013403 
X64136 
XR4151 
584194 
X64202 
064212 
064559 
X64739 
X64741 

1.25 
1.25 
2.85 
4.95 
3.60 
2.05 
.75 

1.15 
1.47 

TYPE 

16746 
16751 
19752 
1N753 
19754 
16157 
15759 
IN959 
16965 
195232 
155234 
195235 

155236 
IN5742 
195245 
15056 
19458 
1N4850 
194001 

DIODES 
VOLTS W PRICE 

33 
Sr 
56 
6.2 
6.8 
90 

12 

82 
IS 

56 
6.2 
68 
75 

12 

15 

400m 
400m 
400m 

400m 
40orn 
400m 
400m 
400th 
400m 
500m 

500m 
500m 
500,0/ 

500m 
590th 

25 40m 

150 Im 
180 10m 

50 PIV I AMP 

4/1 00 
1/1 00 

a/1 00 
4/1 00 

40 00 
4/1 00 
4/1-00 
411 00 
4/t 00 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

80 00 

6l1 00 
5/1 00 

1211 00 

TYPE 

194002 
164093 
1144011 

1144005 

I54006 
164007 
1N3600 
164148 
154154 
154305 
154734 
164735 
154736 
194738 
154742 
IN0)44 
1141183 

151184 
151185 

151186 
161188 

VOLTS W 

100 PIV 1 AMP 

200 PIV I MAP 
400 PIV 1 AMP 

600 PIV I AMP 

800 PIV I AMP 

1000 PIV 1 AMP 

50 200m 
75 10m 

35 10m 
75 25m 

5.6 le 
62 In 
68 Ica 

8.2 le 
12 Ica 

15 Ica 

50 1 35 AMP 

100 PIV6 35 AMP 

150 PI0 35 AMP 

200 PIV 35 AMP 
100 Div 35 AMP 

PRICE 

12/1.00 
12/1.00 
12/1.00 
10/1.00 
10/1 00 

10/1 00 

6/1 00 

15/1 00 

12/1 00 
15/1 00 

26 

28 

28 

28 

28 

28 

1.60 

170 
170 
1 80 

300 

8 pin LP 
pit LP 

IN pin LP 

18 on LP 

20 Pon LP 

14 pm ST 

16 on ST 
18 pin St 

24 pin ST 

B eon SG 

14 pin SG 

16 pIn SG 

le pin SG 

IC SOLDERTAIL - LOW PROFILE (TIN) SOCKETS 
1.24 2549 50-100 1-2 

517 .16 15 22 pin LP 5 .3 

.20 .19 .18 NNW 24 p1 LP .3 

.22 21 20 28 pin LP .35 

29 28 .27 36 pin LP 60 

.34 

5.27 .25 .24 
.30 .27 .25 

.35 32 30 
49 .45 .32 

5.30 .27 .24 
35 .32 29 

.38 .35 .32 
52 A7 .43 

8 pin WW 539 
10 pin WW .45 

14 pin MW 39 
16 pin WW .43 
18 pin Ww .75 

34 

38 

42 

68 

31 

.37 

.37 
A1 

.62 

2549 50.100 

.36 .35 

.37 36 

.44 .43 

32 .30 40 pin LP .63 
62 .61 

SOLD 167Á7L STANDARD (TIN) 62 .61 

.90 .B1 

1.26 1.15 

1.45 1.30 

28 pin 5T 5 .99 

36 pin ST 1 39 

40 pin ST 1 59 

SOLOERTAIL STANDARD (GOLD) _ NM 
WIRE WRAP SOCKETS 

(GOLD) LEVEL #3 

VIM 

23 pin SG 5 .70 

28 pin SG 1.10 1.00 .90 
36 pin SG 165 1.40 1.26 
00 111 SG 1.75 1.59 1.45 

22 pin WW S .95 
24 pn WW 1.05 
28 pin WW 140 
36 pin WW 1.39 
40 pin WW 1.15 

.63 .51 

85 .75 

.95 .85 

1.25 1.10 
1,45 1.30 

1.55 1.40 

SCR AND FW BRIDGE RECTIFIERS 
C360 150 10 400V SCRIM 1839) 

C380 354 0, 6000 SCR 

2142328 1 60 4: 3000 SCR 

MDA 9601 12N 4+ 50V FW BRIDGE REC 

MDA 980-3 120 6 2000 FW BRIDGE 0E0 

51.95 

1.95 

50 

1 95 

1 95 

1/4 WATT RESISTOR ASSORTMENTS -5% 
ASST. 1 

ASST. 2 

ASST. 3 

ASST. 4 

ASST. 5 

ASST. 6 

ASST. 7 

ASST. 8R 

'011.51. 4,00, ,5 OHM IS OHM 1.05'0 
5 ea 7 1h1'Á 3- 3051 39 OHrO 4: OHM 5n OHM 

NB 1001 8, 39M 110 OHM 121) 0416 '501160 
180 080 210 One 210 606 130 0HÁ' IUD 000 
10110.0 560 lay 680 0015; 800 081.1 

5 ea r I.& 2 21 2.' 

5 ea 

3.9n - 5 0 e.e 
5 ea 8 25 10. lbs 156 1111 

224 2:. 334 191 

5 ea 560 686 820 006 

'50 180 2201 270- Ill 
5 ea 3906 4100 1601 68, 

IM 

5 ea V 

Includes Resistor Assortments 1-7 (350 PCS.) S9.95 ea. 

8706 

50 PCS 

50 PCS 

50 PCS 

50 PCS 

2/- 50 PCS 

50 PCS 

$1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

1.75 

. M 50 PCS 1.75 

010681 
MPSA05 
MP5006 
71597 

TIS98 

40109 
40310 
40673 

25918 

50 

30 
511 00 
8/I 00 
61.00 

1 15 

I 75 

I 75 
4/1 00 

21022199 2/100 
2522214 411 00 

2922224 5/1 00 
792222 Plastic 711 00 

292369 5/1.00 
2523690 III 00 

MPS2369 5/1 00 

252384 4/1 00 
252906 411 00 

292907 5/1 00 

P142907 Plastic 7/1 00 

262925 5/1 00 

6262955 1 25 

293053 2/1 00 

TRANSISTORS 254904 
293055 89 293905 

293906 
294013 
253123 
PN4249 
PN0250 

294400 
254401 
290402 
2724003 

250409 
2145086 
255087 
2X5080 

255089 
295129 
765134 
P95138 
295139 
255210 
295439 
255951 

05E3055 
293392 
293398 
PN3567 
P143568 

P63569 
0P536300 
MP$3102 
293704 
1.1653704 

293705 
MP53705 
293706 
MP53706 
293707 
253711 
2637240 
2537250 
253772 
253823 
293903 

I 00 

5/1 00 

511 00 
3n 00 
4/1.00 
4/1 00 

511 00 

5/1 00 

511 00 

5/1 00 
S/1 00 

5/1 00 
5/1 D0 

5/1 00 

511 00 
5/1 00 

65 
1.00 
2 25 

1 00 
5 1.00 

411 00 
4/1.00 
4/1 00 

311 00 

611 D0 

4/1 00 

4/1 00 

Ill 00 
a/1 00 

4/1 00 
ail 00 

S/1 00 

40 00 
4/1 00 
441 00 
4/1.00 
5/1 00 

5/1.00 
511.00 
5/1 CO 

51.00 
3/1 00 

/1.00 

CAPACITOR DISCCAPACROns CORNER 

S10.00 MINIMUM ORDER- U.S. Funds Only Spec Sheets - 25Q 

California Residents - Add 6% SaleS Tax 1979 Catalog Available -Send 410 stamp 

ameco 
X91 ELECTRONICS 

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS' - WORLDWIDE 
1021 HOWARD AVENUE. SAN CARLOS, CA 94070 

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU MAY 

PHONE 
ORDERS 

WELCOME 
(415) 592-8097 

10 01 lÚ5 0Q S 001µF l9 ' Oa9 .035 

22 Pr D5 04 03 .0047µF .05 04 035 

47 pt 05 34 03 01µ1 .05 04 035 

100 PI 05 03 313 022µ1 06 05 .04 

120 61 05 M 03 0470 06 05 04 

470 of 05 04 035 IµF I? 09 075 
100 VOLT MOLAR FILM CAPACITORS 

001m1 12 10 07 022m1 13 11 08 

0022 12 10 07 047m1 21 17 .13 
0047m1 12 10 07 Iml 27 23 17 

Olmt 12 10 07 22414 33 27 .22 
-20% DIPPED TANTALUMS 1001101 CAPACITORS 

11353 28 23 17 1 1350 30 26 21 

157350 28 23 17 2 2/254 II 27 22 
22/350 28 23 I1 3 3/250 31 27 22 
33n514 28 23 17 4 7255 32 .28 23 
47/350 28 23 6 8/250 36 31 25 

68/350 28 23 14 101350 40 .35 29 
10/356 28 23 II 154256 63 50 40 

MINIATURE ALUMINUM ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
Axial Lead Radial lead 

47 500 15 13 10 47/255 15 13 10 

1 0500 16 14 11 47/500 16 II 11 

3.3050V 14 12 .09 1.0/160 15 .13 10 
4 7/250 15 13 10 1.0250 16 14 It 
10/250 15 13 10 1.0/50V 16 .14 II 
10/500 16 14 12 4 71160 15 13 10 

22/256 17 15 .12 4 7256 15 13 10 

22/500 .24 20 18 a 7/505 16 13 II 
47250 19 17 IS 10/16V 14 .12 09 
47/500 25 21 19 10/250 IS 13 10 

100250 24 .20 .18 10 504 .16 .10 12 

1004500 35 30 28 474500 .24 21 19 

220255 32 28 25 100/165 19 15 la 
020/500 45 41 38 100/250 24 .20 18 

470/290 33 29 27 100:000 35 30 2B 

1000 16V 55 50 45 220/160 23 17 16 

2200/160 70 62 55 470/258 31 28 2 

100 POPULAR ELECTRONICS 

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



MICROPROCESSOR COMPONENTS r Transistor Checker 
- Completely Assembled - - Battery Operated - 

The ASI Transistor Checker Iscap 
able of checking a wide range of 
transistor types, either "In circuit" 

out of circuit. To operate. 
simply plug the transistor sistor to be 
checked into the panel 
socket, or connect it with the all) 
gator clip test leads provided. 
The unit safely and automatically 
identifies low, medium and high. 

t power PNP and NPN transistors. 
Siae: 334" x BY." x 2" 

cell battery not included. 

Trans -Check $29.95 ea. 
Custom Cables & Jumpers 
3., y\ ---- 1111 

2. h 

DB 25 Series Cables 
Part No. Cable Length Connectors Price 
DB25P-4-P 4 Ft. 2-DP25P 515.95 ea. 

D825P-4-S 4 FL 1-0P25P/1.25S 516.95 ea 

DB25S-4-S 4 it. 2-0P25S 517.95 ea. 

Dip Jumpers 
DJ14-1 1 ft. 1-14 Pin 51.59 ea. 

DJ16-1 1 fl. 1.5 Pin 1.79 ea. 

DJ24-1 1 ft. 1-24 Pin 2.79 ea. 

DJ14-1.14 1 ft. 2-14 Pin 2.79 ea. 

0J16-1-16 1 ft. 2-16 Pin 3.19 ea. 

DJ24-1-24 1 It 2-24 Pin 4.95 ea. 

For Custom Cables 6 Jumpers. See JAMECO 1979 Catalog for Pricing 

CONNECTORS 
25 Pin -D Subminiature 

DB25P (as pictured) PLUG (Meets RS232) 52.95 

DB25S SOCKET (Meets RS232) 53.50 
DB51226-1 Cable Cover for DB25P or 0825S 51.75 

PRINTED CIRCUIT EDGE -CARD 

156 Seacing-tin4)oue,e Reae Out -Bluiacted Contacts - fits 054 to 070 PC Ca as 

15/30 PINS (Solder Eyelet) 51.95 
18136 PINS (Solder Eyelet) 52.49 
22/44 PINS (Solder Eyelet) $2.95 
50/100 (.100 Spacing) PINS (Wire Wrap) $6.95 
50/100 (.t25 Spacing) PINS (Wire Wrap) R681-1 56.95 

8080A/1080A SUPPORT DEVICES 

8080A CPU 
8212 9811 Input/Output 
8214 Priority interrupt Control 
8216 8I-0Irectional Bus Dever 
8224 Clock Generator/Driver 
8226 Bus Oteet 
0228 System Controller/Bus Diner 
0238 System Controller 

8251 Peg. Comm. I/O (USART) 
8253 Prop Interval lkner 
8255 Prop. Perron. IN (PPI) 

8257 Prop. DMA Carrtol 
8259 Prod Interrupt Control 

6800/6800 SUPPORT DEVICES 

5995 
3.25 
5.95 
149 
3.95 
3.49 
5.95 
5.95 
7.95 

14.95 

9.95 
19.95 
19.95 

6106800 MPU 

MC6a02CP MPU with Clock and Ram 

MC6810AP1 12808 Static Ram 

ÁK6821 Perron Inter. Adapt (61061320) 
MC8028 Priority interrupt Cornrow, 
MC683015 102018 Bt ROM (MC68A30.8i 
MC6850 Asynchronous Comm Adapter 
MC6852 Synchronous Sena, Data Adapt 
MC6860 0600 bps Dotal MODEM 

MC6862 240D bps Modulator 
9C6880Á Dyad 381ate Bus Trans Wear 267 

51495 
24.95 

5.95 
7 49 

12.95 
14.95 
7.95 
9.95 

12 95 

14.95 
2.25 - MICROPROCESSOR CHIPS -MISCELLANEOUS - 

180178001 CPU 

2804(780.1) CPU 

CDP1802 CPU 

2650 MPU 

8035 8-Brl erro w dock. RAM, I/O lines 

PR08s CPU 

TM5990011 16-0it MPU A/hardware, muniply 
b donde 

SHIFT REGISTERS 

MM500II 
1.10150311 

60.150411 

085060 
518,151191 

M` 5016H 

2504T 

2518 
2522 

2524 

2525 
2527 

2528 

2529 
2532 

2533 

3341 
741.5670 

Dual 25 Be Dynamic 
Dual 50 B0 Dynamic 
Dual 16 0,1 Slallc 
Dual 100 Bit Stale 
Dua, 64 Be Accuinulamr 
500/512 Be Dynamic 
1024 Dynamic 
Her 32 Bit Static 
Dual 132 Bit Slake 
512 Stalk 
1024 Dynamic 
Dual 256 Or Static 

Dual 250 5ta1c 
Duet 240 BI Slant 
Wad 80 Bit Stale 
1024 Sufic 

4x4 Register Pie (rn5tale) 
UART'S 

A.15.1013 30K BAUD 

519.95 
24.95 
19.95 
19.95 
19.95 
19.95 

49.95 

5.50 
50 

50 

50 
.50 
,89 

3.95 
4.95 
2.95 

.99 

2.95 

2 95 
4,00 
4.00 
2.95 
2.95 
6.95 
1.95 

5.95 

MZ80 
M-CDP1002 
14.2650 

MICROPROCESSOR MANUALS 

User Manual 
User Manual 
User Manual 

251312140) 
251313025 
2516 
911152308 

RDM'S 

Characlei Gemralar(upper case) 

Character Gerieralorllower case) 

Character Gearator 
2048.80 Rex Only Memory 

1101 256%1 

1103 102491 

210118101) 25604 

2102 102401 

21102 102401 

2111181111 25694 

2112 25604 

2114 102404 

21141 102404 

2114.3 1024%4 

2114L3 102404 

5101 25664 

5200/2107 409601 
7489 16%4 

74S200 25661 
93421 25661 
1100414 411 

(9640271 
uP0416 16K Dveamrc 16 Om 

(8641161 
TMS4044. 06 WIC 

4541 

1211'1574'''' 

1024x4 Stare 
2117 16.J04x1 Oyramrc 350ns 

(nOuse marked) 

065262 21011 Oynmrc 

RAM'S 

57 50 
7 50 

5 30 

S9 95 

935 
10 35 
195 

Static 
Dmamrc 
S3rc 
Sulk 
Stabs 
Satre 

5ó5c 4505 

Soot 450ns 

Sbbc 45Ons low power 
S 300ns 

Seas 300ns low power 
St. tic 

Dynan, 
State 
Slane Instate 
st.oc 
Dynamic 16 pm 

51.49 
.29 

3.95 
1 /5 

1 r+5 

3.1+5 

4r15 
9.95 

10.115 

1005 
11,55 

7 55 

0.45 
1.Z 
4.95 
25 

S 

H 95 

H9í 

14 95 

9 9 

01.0 

PROM'S 

1702A 2048 RAMOS 05.9. 
TMS2516 166' EPROM(Inlel 2716) 49.96 

12716) -Requires single 5V power supply 

TMS2532 4698 EPROM 89 95 

2708 8K EPROM 10.9' 

2716 1.1 160" EPROM 29.95 
"Requires 3 voltages -5V. -5V. -12V 

5203 2048 RAMOS H 95 

6301.1(7611) 1024 Tnsule Bipolar 3 49 

6330-1(76021 256 Open C &polar 2.95 
82523 3218 Doe Collector 3 95 

026115 4096 Brpolat 19 90 

825123 3248 Insole 395 
74186 512 TB. Open Collector 9 95 
74188 256 M. Open Collector 3 95 
745287 1024 Slam 2 95 

The Incredible 

a'Pennywhístle 103" 

$139.95 Kit Only 
The Pennywhlslle 103 is 0pabie of rerorarng dala to and from audio tape wIlheut 

cnlwr speed reaurremems for the recorder and es able t0 communicate directly win 

anotne modern and terminal lar telephone "hamming" and comrnumcations In 

adnlioi, a is free olcritical adfuslmenis and is bunt with non.decision. madly available 

Pans. 
Odra T:ansmis,lon Method frequency -Stn Keying, lulldudes (nanduples 

ectabe) 
Maximum Oala Rate 300 gaud. 

Asynchronous Serial (return to mark level required 

between each mermen. 
Recelo! Channel Frequencies 2025 H2 for space: 2225 Hz for mate 

Transmit Channel Frequencies Switch seleclanle' low (normal) = 1070 space. 
1270 nark. Mph 025 space. 2225 man 

Receive Sensiliviy 46 core aueusocaly coupled 
Trauma Level 15 den nOmmal Adlusrable from -6 den 

to -20 dbm 
Receive Frequency raieranee Frequency reference automatically aolusts to 

allow Iar operaron beMeen 1800 Hz and 2400 He 

Digital Oala Interface Ela RS -2320 or 20 mA current loop ItAhVoe r rs 

opronolated and nompolan 
Power Requirement. 120 VAC. single phase. 10 Ways. 
Physical All components mount on a single 5' by 9' 

armed mewl boar. An components included 
Recurres a VOM, Audio °senator. Freauency Counter and/or Oscilloscope to align 

Data Fermat 

TRS-80 
16K Conversion Kit 

Expand your 4K TRS-80 System to 16K. Kit 

comes complete with: 

8 each UPD416-1 (16K Dynamic Rams) 25ONS 

' Documentation for conversion 

TRS-16K $99.95 

0.4 volts 

100mA 

41 MW 

Solar Cells 
2x2cm 

Can be added in series for 
higher voltage or parallel for 
higher current. 

#SC 2x2 51.95 ea. or 3/S5.00 

the 3rd Hand 
MAKES CIRCUIT ASSEMBLY A BREEZE! 
Lets you work with both hands. $áe95 ea. Sturdy Aluminum Construction. 9 

Clamp "3rd Hand" on edge 
of bench, table or work - 
board. Insert circuit board, 
position components. 

Flip circuit board to flat 
position for soldering and 
clipping. 

GMC CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES 

PROTO BOARDS 
Proto Board 203 Proto Board 2034 

PrOM 

rani 

heat;s 
k 

ter meow 
.00s 

Mama .g Me cum Iv At 

MI metal comm... 

PB 203 $75.00 
Model 

Number 
P8-6 

PB-100 
PB-101 

LxWeH 
Inches 

6.0 s 4.5 x 1.4 

6.0x4,5e1.4 
6.0 a 4.5 s 1.4 

Price 

515.95 
51995 
522.95 

PR. liled : 11.203A An irw rnrwn al 1a AB 203 uim 

Im,nm avqptw 
ev ew a, MI 

iaivac a viao 
m 

ca 

3,5A 
iivw,,,al lbmv at 

A 

P6 P81036 $124.95 

COMPUTER CASSETTES 
. 6 EACH 15 MINUTE HIGH 

QUALITY C-15 CASSETTES 
. PLASTIC CASE INCLUDED 

12 CASSETTE CAPACITY 

. ADDITIONAL CASSETTES 
AVAILABLE #C-15-52.50 ea 

_..1, CAS -6 IT 
$14.95 

(Case and 6 Cassettes) 

Model 
Number 
P8.102 
PB-103 
PB-104 

LeWxH 
(Inches, 

7.0e4501,4 
90a60A1.4 
9.8e80a1.4 

Price 

526.95 
544.95 
554.95 

SUP 'R' MOD II 
UHF Channel 33 TV Interface Unit Kit 

MOD II 

Wide Band B/W or Color System 
* Conveys N to Video Display for 

home computers, CCTV camera, 
Apple II, works with Cromeco Daz- 

zler, SOL -20, IRS -80, Challenger. 
etc. 
MOD II is pretuned to Channel 33 

(UHF). 
*Includes coaxial cable and antenna 

transformer. 

$29.95 Kit 

11:03 Oe 

JE701 

Bight .300 ht. corm. cath 
ode display 

Uses MM5314 clock chip 

and eCh s 

forours, minutes 
ho d 

Hrs. easily 
modes 

ewable to 2010. 
Simulated walnut case 

1150 AC operation 
12 24 hr. operation 
Incl. all components, case & 
wall transformer 

Sze: 6'4" 3.5/B" x 131" 

6 -Digit Clock Kit $19.95 

pKPREECISION 

I 
)r 

Model 2800 
599.95 

Come min lest 4 ssoperaone manual 

a spate tuse 

31/2-Dlglt Portable OMM 
oroel ad Protected 

3 .gar LED cerrar 
Battery or AC operalrm 
Auto Ieromg 
imv Iva 0I ohm tesoiaron 

Orerange marino 
10 meo ,haul rmoende-rce 

DC Accuracy t. 100,02 

Ranges: DC Voilage '-10000 
AC voirage 0 10005 
free Response 50 400 H2 

DC/AC Current. 0-100nA 
Res,slance 0.10 nog on.n 
See 6= 144 .2 

Accessories: 

AC Adapter BC -28 59.00 
Rechargeable 

Batteries BP -26 20.00 
Carrying Case LC -28 7.50 

=0= 100 MHz 
8 -Digit 

20 00.100 MHz Range Counter 
6- LED Dssetae . Four power sauces. 

Crysta, controlled Irmebate eanerns. too o 20v wan 
Fully Auromºbc charger 12V wren auto 
POnable - comatete,Y tignler adapter and external 
se,tconlamed 7 2.10V power supply 
Site -1,75,7.36- NMx-100+$134,95 
e 563 

19.123800 

ACCESSORIES FOR MAO 100: 
Mobile Charger Eliminator 
use power from car battery Model 100 - CIA 13.95 

Charger/Eliminator 
use 110 V AC Model too - CAI 59.95 

G.LF 
Model P180 includes 2.100' spools c28 AWG 
wire wrap wire 

Supplies insulated wire from spool to wrap -posts without pr 
ping and precutting using "daisy chain" method. 

Model P180 Tool $24.50 
P180A Replacement Bit 512.95 
W28.2 Replacement wire 13 spool pkg.) .. S2.75 ea. 

Specify color: A'reen El -red C -clear D -Blue 

REMOTE CONTROL 
TRANSMITTER & RECEIVER 

519.95 " 

REGULATED PO 
JE200 

JE200 S14.95 

5V-1 AMP 
POWER SUPPLY 

Uses LM309K 
Heat sink provided 
PC Board construction 
Provides a solid 1 amp 

@ 5 volts 
Can supply up to ±5V, 
±9V end ±12V with 
JE205 Adapter 

Inc ludes components, 
hardware & instructions 

Size: 3 h" x 5" x 2"H 

WER SUPPLY 
JE205 ADAPTER BOARD 

- Adapts to 11E200 - 
±5V,±9V and±12V 

DC/DC converter w/ 
H5V input 
Toriodal hi -speed 
switching XMFR 

Short tire. proteetio n 

PC Brd. construction 
Piggy -back to JE200 
board 
Size: 3%"x2"x9/16"h 
JE205 $12.95 

IDEAL FOR TRS 80 

"Plug/Jack interface to any 
computer system requiring 
remote a ntrol of cassette 
'unctions" 
Res CC100 controls cassene 
motor functions, monitors 
tape location with its Internal 
speaker and requires no 
fower. Edmmates the plugging 
and unplugging of cables dur- 
ing computer loading open - 

lion from cassette. 

CASSETTE CONTROLLER 

#CC -100 

S29.50 

INSTRUMENT/CLOCK CASE 
This case is an injection molded 
wit That is Ideal for uses such 

as DVM, COUNTER, or CLOCK 

cases, Itnabydimensionsin 4by 
In length by 4- in width by 

1-9/16' in height. It comes 
complete with a red bezel, 

PART NO: IN -CC 53.49 each 

510.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds Only 

California Residents - Add 6% Sales Tao 

Spec Sheets - 256 
1979 Catalog Available -Send 410 stamp 

PHONE 
ORDERS 

WELME s' ELECTRONICS (a 5) 598097 

MAIL ORDER ELECTRONICS - WORLDWIDE 

ameco 
1021 HOWARD AVENUE, SAN CARLOS, CA 94010 

ADVERTISED PRICES GOOD THRU MAY 

63 -Key Unencoded Keyboard 

o e a .11,s ' 1 - 

G0~111111990 - ,z>_ 408 

This Is a 63 -key, terminal keyboard newly manufactured by a 

large computer manufacturer. It is unencoded with SPST keys, 
unattached to any kind o1 PC board. A very solid molded plastic 13 

x 4" base Suits most application. IN STOCK $P9.95/each 

Hexadecimal 
Unencoded 

Keypad 
19 -key pad includes 1.10 keys 
ABCDEF and 2 optional keys and a 

shift key 510.95/each 

zo 

0 

' 

MAY 1979 
CIRCLE NO.36 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 101 

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Compare features before you decide to buy any 
other computer. There is no other computer on 
the market today that has all the desirable bene- 
fits of the Super Elf for so little money. The Super 
Elf is a small single board computer that does 
many big things. It is an excellent computer for 
training and for learning programming with its 
machine language and yet it is easily expanded 
with additional memory, Tiny Basic, ASCII 
Keyboards, video character generation, etc. 
The Super Ell includes a ROM monitor for pro- 
gram loading, editing and execution with SINGLE 
STEP for program debugging which is not in- 
cluded In others at the same price. With SINGLE 
STEP you can seethe microprocessor chip opera- 
ting with the unique Quest address and data bus 
displays before, during and after executing in- 
structions. Also, CPU mode and instruction cycle 
are decoded and displayed on eight LED indicator 
lamps. 

An RCA 1861 video graphics chip allows you to 
connect to your own TV with an inexpensive video 
modulator to do graphics and games. There is a 
speaker system included for writing your own 
music or using many music programs already 
written. The speaker amplifier may also be used 
to drive relays for control purposes. 
A 24 key HEX keyboard includes 16 HEX keys 
plus load, reset, run, wait, input, memory pro - 

Super Expansion Board with 
This is truly an astounding value! This board has 
been designed to allow you to decide how you 
want it optioned. The Super Expansion Board 
comes with 4K of low power RAM fully address- 
able anywhere in 64K with built-in memory pro- 
tect and a cassette Interface. Provisions have 
been made for all other options on the same 
board and it fits neatly into the hardwood cabinet 
alongside the Super Elf. The board includes slots 
for up to 6K of EPROM (2708, 2758, 2716 or TI 

2716) and is hilly socketed. EPROM can be used 
for the monitor and Tiny Basic or other purposes. 

A IK Super ROM Monitor $19.95 is available as 
an on board option in 2708 EPROM which has 
been preprogrammed with a program loader/ 
editor and error checking multi file cassette 
read/write software, (relocatible cassette Ole) 
another exclusive from Quest, It includes register 
save and readout, block move capability and 
video graphics driver with blinking cursor. Break 
points can be used with the register save feature 
to isolate program bugs quickly, then follow with 
single step. The Super Monitor is written with 
subroutines allowing users to take advantage of 
monitor functions simply by calling them up. 

3 

Auto Clock Kit $15.95 
DC clock with 4,50" displays. Uses National 
MA -1012 module with alarm option. Includes 
light dimmer, crystal timebase PC boards. Fully 
regulated, comp. instructs. Add 53.95 for beau- 
tiful dark gray case. Best value anywhere. 

RCA Cosmac VIP Kit $229.00 
Video computer with games and graphics'. 
Fully assem. and test. 5249.00 

Not a Cheap Clock Kit $14.95 
Includes everything except case. 2 -PC boards. 
6-.50" LEO Displays. 5314 clock chip, trans- 
former, all components and full instructions. 
Orange displays also avail. Same kit w/.80" 
displays. Red only. 521.95 Case S11.75 

60 Hz Crystal Time Base Kit $4.40 
Converts digital clocks from AC line frequency 
to crystal time base. Outstanding accuracy. Kit 
includes: PC board. IC, crystal, resistors. ca- 
pacitors and trimmer. 

.6-8 a,i 3 
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RCA Cosmac Super Elf Computer $106.95 
test, monitor select and single step. Large, on 
board displays provide output and optional high 
and low address. There is a 44 pin standard 
connector for PC cards and a 50 pin connector for 
the Quest Super Expansion Board. Power supply 
and sockets for all IC's are included in the price 
plus a detailed 127 pg. Instruction manual which 
now includes over 40 pgs, of software info. in- 
cluding a series of lessons to help get you started 
and a music program and graphics target game. 

Many schools and universities are using the 
Super Elf as a course of study. OEM's use it for 
training and research and development. 
Remember, other computers only offer Super Elf 
features at additional cost or not at all. Compare 
before you buy. Super Elf Kit S106.95, High 
address option S8.95, Low address option 
S9.95. Custom Cabinet with drilled and labelled 
plexiglass front panel $24.95. NiCad Battery 
Memory Saver Kit $6.95. All kits and options 
also come completely assembled and tested. 
Ouestdata, a 12 page monthly software publica- 
tion for 1802 computer users is available by sub- 
scription for $12.00 per year. 

Tiny Basic for ANY 1802 System 
Cassette 510.00. On ROM S38.00. Super Elf 
owners, 30% off. Object code listing with man- 
ual $5.00. Object list, manual and paper tape 
510.00. Original ELF Kit Board 514.95, 

Cassette Interface $89.95 
Improvements and revisions are easily done with 
the monitor. If you have the Super Expansion 
Board and Super Monitor the monitor is up and 
running at the push of a button. 

Other on board options include Parallel Input 
and Output Ports with full handshake. They 
allow easy connection Dian ASCII keyboard to the 
input port. RS 232 and 20 ma Current Loop for 
teletype or other device are on board and if you 
need more memory there are two S-100 slots for 
static RAM or video boards. A Godbout 8K RAM 
board is available for $135.00. Also a 1K Super 
Monitor version 2 with video driver for full capa- 
bility display with Tiny Basic and a video interface 
board. Parallel I/O Ports S9.85, RS 232 $4.50, 
TTY 20 ma I/F 51.95, S-100 $4.50. A 50 pin 
connector set with ribbon cable is available at 
512.50 for easy connection between the Super 
Ell and the Super Expansion Board. 

The Power Supply Kit for the Super Expansion 
Board is a 5 amp supply with multiple positive 
and negative voltages S29.95. Add $4.00 for 
shipping. Prepunched frame 55.00. Case 
$10.00. Add $1.50 for shipping. 

- 

Digital Temperature Meter Kit 
Indoor and outdoor. Switches back and forth. 
Beautiful. 50" LED readouts. Nothing like it 
available. Needs no additional parts forcom- 
plete, full operation. Will measure -100° to 

200 F. tenths of a degree, air or liquid. 
Very accurate. 539.95 
Beautiful woodgrain case wibezel $11.75 

NiCad Battery Fixer/Charger Kit 
Opens shorted cells that won't hold a charge 
and then charges them up. all in one kit w/full 
parts and instructions. 57.25 

PROM Eraser Will erase 25 PROMs in 

15 minutes. Ultraviolet, assembled 534.50 

Rockwell AIM 65 Computer 
6502 based single board with full ASCII keyboard 
and 20 column thermal printer. 20 char, al- 

, phanumeric display, ROM monitor, fully expand- 
able. $375.00. 4K version 5450.00. 4K Assem- 
bler $85.00. 8K Basic Interpreter $100.00. 
Power supply assembled in case $60.00. 

TERMS: $5.00 min. order U.S. Funds. Calif residents add 6%tax. 
BankAmericard and Master Charge accepted. 
Shipping charges will be added on charge cards. 

bel 

Same day shipment. First line parts only. 
Factory tested. Guaranteed money back. 
Quality IC's and other components at fac- 
tory prices. 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
7100771 

74009 
74026 
740419 
74096 
74109 

7114N 
74206 
742211 

144291 
74456 
74479 
74489 
7409 
WAN 
14756 
74859 
74896 
74909 
74929 
14936 
7495N 
741006 
741075 
711219 

741239 
741259 
711459 
]41505 
14]519 
141549 
741579 
741619 
7416214 

7416311 
741746 
741756 
741909 
1419111 

741939 
742116 
742986 
7436511 
743669 
7a361N 

/4L500 nl 
1/15009 
14150214 
7415049 
1415059 
7415089 
7415109 
7115139 
74151414 
74152014 
7415229 

705306]415266 

74163300 
7415326 
7/1574N 
741.57511 
7415906 

]415939 
7445959 
741.51076 
74151126 

7 74161139 
71151329 
7415136N 
74151516 
145159 

41515ÍN 
r 74151626 

7031639 
741.511,49 
7/151906 
70.52219 
7415258a 
74L53679 

á- 

LINEAR 
553045 
CA3046 
CA3081 

cA3082 
CA30B9 
1030169 A11 

1.03059 
1M30]N 
1.113086 

1M309H 
11.13095 
181311116 
16317711 
LM310 

1M3206 5 
1M3238 5 
1443205 72 

111320,15 
163207.5 
lMa2o15 
163207.72 
l3201.15 
163244 
1513396 
1.3409-5 
1.413036 8 
L913405 11 
LM)455.15 
1.113.10K 24 
114107 5 

11134078 
103401 12 

1.913401.15 
1913401 18 

103407.24 
1610.7311 
1M30 
LM320 
LM3]7 

17 
L1A379 5.00 

] 163806 100 
19 10381 160 

.23 1M382 1 60 
17 1817030 40 

63 LM709H .28 
11 L072311150 

I 39 1.07339 67 
20 11471116 35 
50 191741N 25 
69 11,114711/9.62 
60 16748N 35 

.69 LM1303N 82 
17 1M1304 1 10 
29 1111305 1 27 
49 161307 2 00 

.88 161310 2 75 
200 L11145841 

1.75 
43 14116102 7 50 

.43 1M1889 3.00 
69 162111 1.75 
90 L02901 1 50 
19 1439006 60 

.34 L03905 1./5 
59 9639096 .61 
39 6014564 0 
69 9E5401 2 59 
95 NE5509 85 
69 NE5554 .43 

1 00 NE5564 79 
69 6E5654 1 00 
87 NE5664 1 50 
87 9E5674 1 20 
67 NE5700 500 
96 965718 5 00 

IlS78105 

76108 660 
87 79105 70 
85 78M05 65 

I 55 75108 1 75 
1 65 75491C9 50 

66 75=9279 55 
66 75494C6 89 
66 

25 
25 
25 
25 

25 

11 
90 
25 

25 
41 
25 
)9 

30 
70 

i S 

51 
1 89 

35 
35 
35 
72 

35 
67 
67 
67 

91 
91 
95 

1 95 
67 

1 35 

90 
67 

1 80 
1 90 
2 95 

35 
B7 
35 
89 

1 15 

2 91 
I 35 
120 
6 95 
1 35 
1 35 

10 50 
150 
1 60 
1 15 

1 55 
1 35 
1 35 
1 35 
1 35 
1 35 

I 25 
125 

25 
125 

1 

25 

25 
1 50 
70 
1 15 

3.00 

A l0 0 CONVERTER 

870010 
870126 
87070 

10130 
94007,714 
1717103 
717107 

CMOS 
C034001 fair. 

CO+ÓÓ 
C04002 

0D4400Ó7 

704008 
C04009 
C04010 
C040n 
704012 
C01013 

C04014 
C04015 

C01017 
C04o18 
204019 
C04020 
704021 
C04011 
C04023 
704014 
704025 
C04026 
CD4021 
C04028 
199029 
704030 
C04035 
704040 
C01042 
70.4043 
có ó+9 

C04049 
00400 
COaU51 

7040613 

CO466 C08 
701069 
CD4070 
fA40/1 
704072 

ióms 
704076 
704078 
004081 
7114062 
C04976 
70440 
co4507 
C04508 
C04510 
C04511 
C04515 
L04518 
7134518 
704520 
704527 
154526 
704553 
C04566 
704553 

13 95 
22 00 
13.95 

9 95 
7 40 

50 
14 25 

16 

z 
1.10 

21 

11 

39 

39 

21 
21 
36 

B6 
86 

98 

2t 

1 

02 
02 
eb 

IS 
21 

51 

1 02 
11 

1 0 

67 
36 

36 

1 13 

142 
n 

0 
21 

2, 
21 

175 
0 

.21 
21 

A7 
5 50 
1.0 
425 

1 02 

2.52 
I ID 
I.02 
102 
1.51 

3 50 
2 25 

4.50 

P.O. Box 4430C Santa Clara, CA 95054 
For will call only: (408) 988-1640 

2322 Walsh Ave. 

C04585 1.10 
7040192 3,00 
74700 .28 
74701 33 

Í4«7ti 2..11 
74720 .28 

74730 25 
74744 1.95 
74774 75 
74C76 i0 
74790 1 15 
7aC93 1.40 
142154 3.00 

747160 1.44 
747115 1.35 
747192 1.65 
747221 2 00 
747905 3 00 
747906 75 
747914 1.95 
747922 5 50 
747923 5.50 
747925 6 95 
747926 6.95 
742927 6.95 

INTERFACE 
8095 
6096 
8097 
8098 
8709 
8710 
8713 
8110 
8723 
5724 

65 
.65 
65 
65 

1 25 

50 
3.00 
550 
3.10 
3 50 
3 20 

8726 1 69 
8126 2 75 
8197 169 
8198 1 69 

M0S/MEMORY RAM 
2101, 3 95 

710241.4 I 60 
211021 118 
21402 1 25 
21016.4 4.95 
21070 4.95 
21111 3 T5 
21122 3 95 

11741.3 7 90 
4116 10 95 

069062 6 iÓ 
07.+5290 300 
905320 995 
6705330 5 94 

3 4 00 
PÓ41104 5 CO 
051011 13 95 
42000 9 95 
82525 1 90 
Ñ11.024 
00 65-5 6.95 

611457100 4 50 
GMY31500. I 9.95 
1174165714 995 
9368 3.50 
4700 10 CO 

416 16.00 

CLOCKS 
57905309 3 00 
1415311 3.60 
9114012 4.50 

14415313 3.60 
50.15314 390 
6165315 4 00 
MM531E 500 
6195318 3.60 
1.905369 2 70 
M7157341 11 45 
095665 7 95 
117001 5.60 

C170í0 8.95 
CT/015 725 
965375969 390 
69153754816 4 0 
7205 15.50 
7201 7 50 

206 1595 
7209 4 95 
05002679 3.75 
05005679 3 75 
147453104 2 5D 

MICROPROCESSOR 
6800 17 0 
6802 24 95 
80606 .nit ata 8 95 
8095 27 00 
7804 19 75 
8217 2 90 
8214 800 
8216 290 
0224 

228 5 35 6 
8251 850 
8253 10 00 
8255 925 
8257 09 50 
8259 9 0 
1802CP 01, i3 95 
1101090 Dias 1795 
1861P I1 50 
7091802L0 19 95 

Multi -volt Computer Power Supply 
8v 5 amp. ±18v .5 amp, 5v 1.5 amp, -5v 
.5 amp, 12v .5 amp. -12 option. ±5v, ±12v 
are regulated. Kit $29.95. Kit with punched frame 
$34.95. Woodgrain case 510.00. 

Video Modulator Kit $8.95 
Convert your TV set into a high quality monitor 
without affecting normal usage. Complete kit 
with full instructions. 

2.5 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
Complete kit less case 537.50 
30 MHz Frequency Counter Kit 
Complete kit less case 547,75 
Prescaler kit to 350 MHz 519.95 

79 IC Update Master Manual $3500 
Complete IC data selector. 2500 pg. master ref- 
erence guide. Over 50,000 cross references. Free 
update service through 1979. Domestic postage 
$3.50. Foreign $5.00, 1978 IC Master closeout 
$ 19.50. 

COP18020 
CDP1861 
6820 
5650 
6502 

ELECTRONICS 

25.00 
11 95 

9.95 
12.95 
12.50 

IC SOCKETS 
Solder lie Low Prollla 
PIM 1 UP PIN 1UP 

8 .15 22 .30 
14 .16 24 35 

16 .20 26 12 
18 .27 36 58 
20 29 40 .57 
1.« 

15 
w,ee Toth 

21rpro 1%. 0..20 

WIRE WRAP 1E401. 
Plx PIN 
14 25 24 05 
16 33 28 1.00 
18 57 40 123 

DART 90160 

415.1013 
ÁY5.1014 
3341 

PROM 
17024 

1182523 
6825123 
N825126 

5825129 
N1325131 
9825136 
6825137 
2208 
068577 
8223 

¡rent. 111101 

CRYSTALS 
1.111, 

2MN2 
4MN4 
5 17494 

10 MNI 
18 MNI 
20 

MNi 
32768 MNa 

8432 MHz 
3 5795 9110 

0100 1114 
2.097152 M92 
2 4576 4110 
3 2766 MN2 
5 0688 MN, 
5.1855 MN4 

5 1143 MNI 
6 5536 1AN4 
14 37818 412 
18 431914 

22 164 MHz 

CONNECTORS 
44 pm edge 1.75 TRANSFORMERS 

100 pm edge a 0 61300 ma 3 25 
100 pm edge WW 5 25 12 Von 300 ma transformer 1 25 

12.610 600 ma 175 
KEYBOARD ENCODERS 129 20 m4 w18 Mud 2 95 
405.2376 512 0 126 CT 20 ma wall 0149 3 0 
415-3600 73 50 244 CT 400 ma 335 
74C922 5 0 104 1 tamp wall 0144 405 
747923 50 1146 amp 1295 
800165.5 6 95 DISPLAY LEGS 

5491 CA 270 2.90 
IC T. Clips MANS CC 115 39 

I 10 810912/7/ COCA 300 I 00 
Red 55 17 01704 CC 300 1.25 
BMck 56 .47 D0707 017079 CA 300 100 

01727,778 CA CC 500 5 0 
Kayer 6043 14.0 01747 750 06 CC 600 1.95 

wimp w98e00004* 01750 a 600 195 
890359 CC 351 .70 

TRANSISTORS 79050907 CC CA 500135 
111893 .40 890503'510 CC1C4 500 .90 

(90806801 COCA 800 2 20 

2623694 30 3 5511 Bubble .60 
2629044 20 4 0,48 bubble .s0 

262074 .25 008 Fluorescent 1.75 
2713053 10 0G10 Fluorescent 1.75 
293638 25 5 54'I II 70 5n047 1.00 
193643 25 95/4159 9 debe 4,,147 60 

293904 .18 7520 Linea photocells 39 
29306 18 711311 Nee 950 
263055 .69 COMPUTER GRADE CAPS 
214400 25 1600 ,5I 2004 4.50 
294401 75 2000 mtd 454 2.60 
294402 .20 3200 504 250 
T1P31 60 5500 256 2.50 
1187334 t 00 5800 406 300 

6100 404 100 
0 Connectors RS232 6100 0V 700 
25 Pm subm,nuwtes 7700 504 2.50 
DB25P 2 95 554 
06255 3 95 

8000í0 

1554 :0 300 
Cover I 0 10000 704 2.50 
95232 Complete Set 6 0 12000 30V 3.50 
3E9P I 50 35000 256 5.00 
DE95 195 55000 25V 5.00 
DAI SP 1 10 82000 154 600 
04155 3 10 60000 104 6.00 

5.60 
7.50 
6.95 

3 95 
2.95 
3.50 
375 
3.75 
3.15 

815 
8.75 

10 50 
190 
290 

19 50 
4800 

4.50 
+ 50 
4.25 
4.25 
4.25 
3.90 
390 
3 90 

4400 0 
1,20 

1.95 
4.50 
/ 50 
4.50 
4 50 
4.50 

50 

d0 25 
4.50 

CLOCK MODULES Com,kte alum docks 
ready M hook up w and 

s. Very compact 029 50r and 
84 p00Ss 

MA10024, C per E .50 5.95 
10293 Tr,nslorme 2 25 

4, C or E .51' 11.95 
10292 Transformer 2.25 
Special Inn,lormer and Me 

sellenaa when purchased 
rmpdula 2,95 

141.1001 car module ,3 
preen Iluor-11,107 15.95 

RESISTORS I. wan 5 
10 per type 03 100 per type .012 

25 per type 025 350 mdse pack 
100 per rya .015 5 per type 5.75 

KEYBOARDS 
56 key $ ASCII 
Fully assembled 

lord IM 
77.50 

53 key ASCII keyboard 50 60.00 
My assembk0 70 00 6.651.14 95 

1E05 
Gree7018 .15 
n. Yellow 7018 20 

Jumbo Red 20 
Green Orange Yellow Jumbo 25 
Clipllla LEO Mounting Clips 651.25 
ISPecM red, amber green 181pw. delrl 
CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES In stock 

C 
mHk mooleiIM of breadboard test moo 
Ai.190 6 digit Fred. Clr, 5128.95 

OK WIRE WRAP TOOL 5 In s1o41 
Ponoble Mmnmeter 515.00 
0161761 THERMOMETER 545.50 
Ban doer General purpose or medre4 
31 -230 F. 0,94004dle probe cover 

y In 
comae case 

accuracy. 
5 02coes from Fomp to 

COMPUTER BOARD KITS 
ML RAM Bard 60 5735.00 
46 EPROM Ka 114.95 
WO Board 51 44 50 
Extender Board 0 connector 12 0 
16K (807061 64,4 41 w 0 PROMS 74.50 

Norm Star Floppy Disk 90 566500 
0e01oa1 Dove Nn 415.00 

SPECIAL PRODUCTS 
8165065 Slopw,lcn rimer 9.00 
PC board 
Switches 

7.50 
hes Mom Pssnbolon 

3 Poe sha .25 
Encoder 40ry 6.95 

Counter Bard KM 

Operates 5-15 volt DC to 5 MHe 
5,17 125 LED 50 
Voice actuated 1 

11 

1 9w0í18 050 
8,11Penitent" 100A Logic - ,1 KII 5224,00 

Model 10 Trpger 
ExPamler Kot 5229.00 

Model 150 Bus 
Grabber Ka 536900 

967.11 355 01511 
Mulllmeler 559.95 

Clots Calendar KII 523.95 

Stopwatch Kit $26.95 
Full six digit battery operated. 2-5 volts. 
3.2768 MHz crystal accuracy. Times to 59 
min., 59 sec., 99 1/100 sec. Times std., split 
and Taylor. 7205 chip, all components minus 
case. Full instructions. 

Hickok 31/2 Digit LCD Multimeter 
Batt/AC oper. 0.1mv-1000v. 5 ranges. 0.5% 
accur. Resistance 6 low power ranges 0.1 
ohm -20M ohm- DC corn. .01 to 100ma. Hand 
held, Yz" LCD displays, auto zero, polarity, over - 
range. $74.95. 

S-100 Computer Boards 
8K Static RAM Kit Godbout 

t6K Static RAM Kit 
24K Static RAM Kit 

32K Dynamic RAM Kit 
64K Dynamic RAM Kit 
8K/16K Eprom Kit (less PROMS) 
Video Interface Kit 
Motherboard 539. 

$135.00 
265.00 
423.00 
310.00 
470.00 
589.00 

5139.00 
Extender Board $8.99 

FREE: Send for your copy of our NEW 1979 - 

QUEST CATALOG. Include 284 stamp. 

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 102 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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74576 39 
.21 74078 .39 

11 Ñü95 
70 

174112 J/ 
74030 57 
741592 .57 

1593 57 

Op'74005 4 
.37 4510Í M 

743 . 0 755130 I9 
45 .89 

* ).5á9 3.19 
290 .N © Owl .So 
7101 .4 

DATA BOOKS HEAT SINKS WIRE TOOLS ... AND MORE ... WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITSTHEMA1023The "NIBBLER" ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 1,.. Mall 
m Ammo L ,, 5,57 

I.C.C Socket Prices / `by110111 LIM A8141 Lis5r 1., 

1418 .1-i5ro ro 2CO/N n 
Is2is514 

'61 
/ Y . NATIONAL A MICROCOMPUTER 

141 a 1+1501 2 2(0114 15 75.91 81 
Slashed ' S MICONDUC_TOR AT A MCCROPRICE! 

7+07 15 741501 18 ESA 

7403 .le 741503 111 7.áe3 ` 1s 's¡a ¡oq ,3I 
II THE W'PROGR M AóL' 

744 17 741501 .1 71003 15 11 I.C.SOCKETS 1 1 -1 - 1 

7105 71 74005 .29 MC1411 00 5194 1.19 

7108 .35741500 .7074(725 75 5000,50 ;.. INS04 011144 AND WIl1 0 487 10 11R 

CLOCK MODULE a 
7407 25 00500 79 74(305 .7s B0 - il /. 

soRE sOGm Art low D4I01 
7400 .n 70510 514 AA023 - 
1409 .71 )4511 .38 !47606 7s wlv4wurs001n5 AH s7ANDA8D rvanI5111v111 r - I/' 

13 ill ',n 7+ma - - 

21] 
© 1a16 85 

1416 25 

)17420 

1 
30 77 

* 7423 .85 
7425 35 

O 
116 35 

1427 33 

o 7433 
1130 .11 

.25 

131 1703 
]0 

O 11 
7439 .50 

7439 .50 

rae 

61i14i 
114 * 7:50 
7451 

*iiú 
7400 

.n 

ro53 

.10 

.ro 

10 

151+ 102 

74515 
2s 

1105 
181572 .1B 
74576 3 

04018 
74530 2 9 
74032 .33 
74533 33 
7407 33 
71031 33 

74010 ID 
74017 61 
711547 79 
7454 71 
741551 79 

741551 28 
761.555 78 

74073 39 

74071 13 

r * 

77193Z 

1:{311,.15 
.05 

31(+014 118 
71050 .1 
)4040 4 
740°54 )1 
74(83) 1 3: 
740055 134 
140619 .40 
7:(900 .05 
741930 .94 
74(9511 1.10 
74(10714 .70 
74(1504 2.90 

1514 I90 
140125 1.90 
54(1 57) 150 
74(160) Ile 

IL121N Ile 
11033 118 
74'5043 1l0 
,a-50sN 1l0 

4C17354 I :0 
14(1515 

1le )4(155N 16 
7101919 I0 
14(1931 I 2 
)4(1556 1.10 

)0(11x 130 
00(9511 .4 
B0C06N .18 
40(450 8 
745903 4 
):03070 .44 
1109011.1 4 
7409076 78 

):(91e3 700 

150V 
1.2 50V 
3350V 

7 350 
4 7'504 
1°154... 
lo 154 

'0 
154 

0 504 
11 164 
11 154 
22 354 
1 504 

]3 í55v 
31 35v 

- - 33 504 

he 31864{5' Dp Kry's neo low 011 pe14eml hobby ewnpu 

Bawd 4n 0pr1o,m1 Semiold,.cle. s 5C 447.1 micromo 

w, Ixe 111061101 .clWes'.l Nal 11194 ,r.ROAS ene 1K al 47 314 

RAM lti )149111 .Ipl,res 1 ye.01 ' 0ro «b oen9 110 . +) 504 

1e 
L-+ r 1 AKU 1 0.n.1n ,v wDly m1046446 m0h 0 CRI . 10 lov 

30 
- 1,514,dow10.03r01511915ir10massembledOM IW 15v 

160 

20 = ' el.me ),.d.me m"g nJudM .nb 
l°0 354 

,o ve. 
E4 - Irl.,ssoo 

e1 

140 50v 

4-»..,"w 
,....ar....,..,. wxAo. 

FEATURES: 7201.2 

I v_ .m 
°o 1.1...".... 91* .97414. A.em bled .nd Te3M.ye1 only )1 41.95 

I 220 154 

. r ) 1. 
.ti.. _., i0.04.rd.r14.5"h, 8.5" rd .16 I?1vedpe 1., 110 354 

n, petJ.en 1 220 Spv 

M321N 1.30+ MOLEX I.C.SOCKET-PINS ;',`°°`°'""a"'"°"""".4,11W..n."...a.:wic. 
are ,arbeledl..reaF]m4inlennn« 330.02 

53309 115 
aue. 51emorye4pnnd0bleto38K 330104 

72.7.5 I 35 75 c e 20 M 3610 S'. 77500 50M e03^ " "a 10 FSaod Ke.io110 330 IeV 

17110id 135 

..;0'V'°1.01.41471.1.1 
115ipau4.Ita,leNeaolDu2ly 

33015V 
0 35V 

r-:}-'- -.r-- 
356N 1.7U ' .S1 e3514 

.76o.'xue.rne 
. 

4% 

73574 

II +1 3. 
11 SI 14P.n5cldmlot 11 

1. 

I` -I_ IÍD+1 
1.10 

16 SI lePmSeld.-lob 16 

813014N 11 51 IB 7,n Solder l,d Ill 
7019 .44 10a1 20e,nSolderlob 20 

8130N 100 
M311N .90 12í1 nPinSaeerlob - 

- - 21 

73171 300 .4 51 74 705976, lob 74 

14,3110) 190 .1 51 105.0Salderlob .. . 2 
73190 2.10 4051 10P.n5010erlae ' 

7375410-5 1 30 e W 0 .6 0n. w,Op 
6U75.170 .A 
731aMR.8 1 30 14 w0 14 P,n wr,e w, o° 
81375M09 1 30 16 00 I c P n W,re W 
2937077.121 30 1/aW IBPmO.eWrop 
7070417.15 I 30 
4VA1:4P.18130 18 70 20P,n Wire W.7 
6.2-_,L.,,,,, 30 20 WW 11 Pm Woe w,np 

M3ao7P.311 30 
653230 750 2nv.w 14P,nwre'WrOp 

7320 72 1 6W 70 8.9.1.27 
71255 210 ' 4.W OPm Woe weap 

73165 270 - - -- 

73402.8 I. e./1 °v-aa;.,1" Fr IKIn1.Nm,lelnNlLe end 3KnINA01 
73401-10 1.25 

m SOV.... 
MJ41-u 31s N P(1CWIRE-WRAPPINGWIRE `°""° 7r E1.11y1n4edneedwil6PRTorT,IeIn'.mllwn0 044 .... n 

,)0 105' . 

... , e4 .nu.. , 32 

M)401.15 115 J4 
.. N.6av,., r , UOIOV 46 

0 PRE CUT - PRE STRIPPED 71341.18 115 .1- 
" 

U +'.^°q^m - 

M3Wt.N 1.15 41%u, i _ F50141f e 4e..wn, 4W- . 
+'0 25v .. 4 

MI1TMAe .Io.Nnrnw,a7 as-+nW,. ,444^04"n-, IO35v.. 57 

®M31ÍPá :PoI S. Y P J41a9s 181^ s1ne. '.' '10 SOv. u 
7218. 95 " 00 ev 34 

1ed1418.10 98' ^r°^ ,. 450,. .'1o0o/ov 3) 

73411.11 .94! , ::114 

an.-..0 
18.11 

..rN.0 
ua1 ND 119 95 

IOOp 'eV 4 
UA22P15 90' 

x1BBl[R' 61KP0<OMPVFR , 1000 352. 15 
4002 23 
401 .23 

73 
.23 

1007 .73 

44 ;°4 
1070 
4011 
4012 

* * * * * * '* * .* *1' 

DIGI-KEY `TOLLm 
CORPORATION tL7 800434651 `-I r 

(Inalilv 1:7eelronie Components'FREE MN., AK., HI. RESIDENTS Z$-6$1-66%4 0 

JDON'T FORGET OUR l.c.'S RESISTORS TRANSISTORS CAPACITORS DIODES I.C. SOCKETS d PINS SWITCHES 

DISCOUNTS' WHEN COMPARING PRICE51 CLOCK MODULES OPTOELECTRONICS BREAD BOWL DING & TESTING DEVICES DRAFTING SUPPLIES 

101 A0 
4011 .92 7.4rvwr.. 1'.71 
a1 ve .50 ' i.ww.W..: sola 0 

IAS 1'^" 

Ell 1.50 r0...eHy;1 
I.la L50 N 1 

0e 1. O 
.. 

1039005 .4, ; 
:13 71905H j.w. 464444.4444,. í'44..e. 

111Ñ 1 

MC1456V 
MC1458v SJI, 

401 W2N .0.11U00.. ..20 1.70 16.15 

4030 Mp)077 1.15. 7X+171 . 21 1 03 17 50 

1X4107. . ... 82 201 IS 21 

W]5 IN N1a5V ,81 
1X4.,01 . 31 I 0 750 

1040 1.11 NE55eA .3..2N4401 
. . . 11 193 1150 

N1seN 74 1°'sa10 . 74 )75 N0 5 7v NFSSON t1w4A 
]N501 24 )0 ro0 

101] 10 NF560B 4 Sd 2X5040.. .14 175 70.0 
4N )0 2Ns310 ..11 7.44 22 50 

745457 :. . . 51 028 0150 

4069 
4071 

545654 1.35. 93qplA 39 ).30 2150 
NIY6v 1.18.. 92PUlo . . .l5 30 110 

F5671 1.36/ 45P1112. 35 ) CO n 0 
UA)O9CV A4 I)US1A 39 30 2150 

1060 1 58 
_ 

M4P55 .. 1 110 177 50 

075 .1 _ . - _- - 53 1 50 31 SG 

4073 23 
UA741(V .44 ,04004°. . st0 100 
U4747CA ;0. M1E3d4 Se 4.80 400 

075 1 
081 

UA54(4 .0' 001310 . 70 6.0 50.00 

601 
1i 

UA1905N 115 70111 4 150 2.50 
uA7806CU 135 

711e5 119 'S01 y4590N 1 35 
oú1SM 

. e1 5 ro 47 SO 

70e0 1 50 14152e6 39 
151U ;It 0471100511 e 5.30 0140 

215U 1.73 
n511 105 00151104 

I 
á31 M011 50 

'1'2°80 

0 so00 

11191 95 04781104 1.25 0011 52 ; 30 00 
744n Y e5 U67405N 1.15 MI11 . 53 4 50 33.50 

)410 4 'eS y16 I j UU017N 115 7AB0 8B I50 61 50 

)1191 4 475 110 
U47910N 115 VNIO . 54 185 45.00 

127 14 U47elO5ACl .40 64'S112.. .tl 192 vs. 
e7 -_ U/610eACt .. 64157390. . .71 7.30 10.0 u45°104CZ .40 
61 UU7110A[1 ,:0 4ñ790701 .24 170 20.0 
15 11=2:12Z. U47e115ACI .40 órSl]a] . .. 7] ]05 Ie1s 

80+ 40 U47815ACI 40 7533n3 ,71 193 17.50 

11 ISM I4 82 I9 9001 40 UA78118AC1 .40 075104 .. .. N I 0 0.0 
e005 141 U474VaA'I 0 5i5325 710 70.00 

.1:108 .91 9000 
6) 

U4790CU 1.70 7Py503 }I 19) I50 
74365 61 eD1 7 UN306CU 170 6'DStMS 71 

1.93 17.50 
19] 11.50 

'IUee 7 0098 e) UA730BN 170 
64q3638 )1361 A7 7250 ee U47300N 1.70 

61 U4101)N 1IO MIS211 ...71 1.03 17.50 
I93 17.50 
193 1.50 

}I I 93 .50 

I PROCESSORS 
hP 13 27 }.Ie 150 
11P17 Po 

B10 
0.0 

80804 8.e1rCPL.SI75FCC7al f 9.551 
31PIV 1.0 70 1zS0 
1P120 1 0 mu 7.50 

en3 8.014110 POPE 5115, IIP177 151 13.70 110.00 
8216 BIDMEC110VA1 BUS 05rv1R I 2.75 T1P127 I51 13.a0 100.0 

,1 8221 CLOCK 0111484104 . } 3.25 Ie,A....... .... 1.54 13.20 0100 
OM 5451EMCO35R01UR .. .... f 6.001 1IP171 IY 13.)0 110.0 
5251 COMOUNICAT10141Nr12Acf 510.50 llP7C II e30 4.10 

PN1P4105MIPPNIGAÑ, 

M21A18 .PoI. r 11 ' 50130/41 0/400481 MANUAL . 
ó44,11.H0 5 00 700 354.... 80 

813117.24 98 ' Rl1.ND 2 3s 150 ev B 

0334 3401 
ixE x1BBIfR"roW1RSW% 7700 04 6) 

0329N 1.60'. 1br.ef 'm. +. a0 72 44 PIN FO(dCONNICrOB 4,1)7075ND 250 270104 80 

.,I µ 290.0Iwlw..,fDY + . oN.94.'Mw" .111, 
0111 

ew ly-I.-dNL 2770754. IAl 
i. 

.r~+-1rs.,wne 0., arVIDATABÓ08.5417,NAT 7..14 . 90105 54.00 110'1ev ... J) 
MI350N .64 

Ob...... ^n . d.4neM.r...X.,0,.4.11NI.RD47AeOOK.357e.9ell .00218 55.0 33001102... .4 
WI800N 4: c^-n,w..;p."a,_m~al^^" SMOSDAI4 BK. )) EDIT }y5_r1441.YMI..PoIIB 5I.00 3Hq+15V...1.4 

DIGI-KETSWITCHING801/111KITMA1013P MEMON1O.lA40.511P,N41.U01 90140 f1.0, 6)4prev 13 
1.2J 

17, 
1e' H5.,9n(m4aH1 90155 54001 70104 09 Iv.m. s' 005l51001A 9K, )117, NAT SEMI 

W149N 1.01 rt+,p'n - - INTF554CE DATA BK, 404 P, N.T...... 00108 54.01 0 164...1.46 

1Ma111N 1.75 . AUDIO HANDBOOK, 104P,NAI.SEIAI.... 00208 í4O01 moo 59 

el 

3055 113 1119 ,102.50 

4131503 1,70 M7s3643 
U1091CU Rj27 v5v4 

rem 03 .. é:751(ax 3./5 UA)11N 3 )d nw53]0 

)115151 .55 

140164 1.1, 
1415155 75 

101) 5 

213 01 7415160 loa 

*1131 
4 25161 1.01 

AO 7115161 
1 11 

arlo° ° »5153 1.03 

* 14145 N 745164 107 

7414 .50 141153 1.2I 
140:1 343 25143 1.14 

* ,14 1.]0 1115110 1.13 

1f150114 
745173 1.2 

14453 75 74017: 306 
.74453 Os /45475 .44 

14 0 * 1416 10 25191 1 18 

.74156 .00 741510 108 
14,60 4 745193 08 

* 74061 4 7413104 305 
74461 58 25100 .4 
74363 M I45Í95 M 1414 714 

* U111]I4 
74711 93 
41 .1] 

* )11'0 9 

/11 10 

* 14V: 
2iV 

,)41H. l° 

'74395 B8 
14150 48 
14107 4 
14100 1.49 
74409 1.19 

7445710 
745293 

745305 
7453. 
)45367 
015368 

4433670 3 P 
B7545_ 77 

4010 
509 
010 

4021 
4071 

Ism 
+0405 

ái9 

4030 
031 

44 

0 
BO 

24 

1SÍ 
10 

4046 OM 

4049 1AO 
4050 0 
105, 1214 

4051 176 

#711016 
W55130 

¿0pp1i40i 
113w9x 

8255 P181801R411N11R3AC1.. ... . ...510.50 ieA, 
17014 11 E01046 I US4C .. .. .. .5 5.75 )nlE' " 
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4 THE MOST ADVANCED TIMEPIECE 4 OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD! 

LCD Quartz Alarm Chronograph with calen- 
dar and dual time zone!! Watch is the same as 

Seiko but you pay a lot more for the name! 
Features: 

1,lhrs\ _- 

' 24 hour alarm 
Chronograph counts up to 
12 hrs., 59 mins. 59.9 sec. 
Precision of chrono up to 
1/10 sec indicated by 10 
moving arrows!' 

e Lap time (with chrono rum 
Wing uninterrupted) 

111 17 fl. Time displays by LCD for r.. hour, min, sec. day. date 
of the week and AM/PM. 
Calendar gwes out date -day 

' Dual time zone for any two 
cities of the world at your. 
own choice. 
With light switch to allow 
you to see the time in the 
dark) 

$65.50 

ONE rhAN FULL wAANANaYI 

DIGITAL AUTO SECURITY SYSTEM 
4 DIGITS 

PERSONAL CODE!! uur ssTe O 
proximity triggered 
voltage triggered 

a ! 
mechanically triggered 

3 -WAY PROTECTION! 
This alarm protects you and itself! Entering 
protected area will set it off, sounding your 
car horn or siren you add. Any change in vol- 
tage will also trigger the alarm into action. If 
cables within passenger compartment are cut, 
the unit protects itself by sounding the alarm. 

SPECIAL $19.95 
ALL UNITS FACTORY ASSEMBLED AND TESTED -NOT A KIT, 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA.® 
GREEN COLOR 0.6" 
LED ALARM CLOCK 

10- 

10:08 

24 hr. alarm 
10 min. snooze time 
AM/PM Indicator 
Power interrupt indication 
Green color 0.6" display 
110V AC 60Hz input 
Factory assembled. 

NOT A KIT $17.50 EACH 

JUMBO 4 1" LED ALARM CLOCK MODULE 
Assembled not a kits 

Features 1" 4 digits red LED display 
12 hours real time format 

' 24 hours alarm audio output 
411 

(lust add speaker) 
Power failure Indicator 
Count down timer 59 corns 

12-16V AC 50/60 Hr 
input -M, PtiT_yg ' 10 min. snooze con. 
Irol 

/ 
/ 
/ 

41 
4 

FM WIRELESS MIC KIT 

12 y5 : 
S8.50 EACH 

Transformer 
S1.75 

` PROFESSIONAL CASE 
Tor our D -30V Power Supply. It 
is a nice looking metal cast case 
with giant 4' volt/amp meter; 
output binding post and fuse 
holder, on/of switch and line 
cord! ONLY $21.50 EA. 

0.10 YOWE'l SUPPLY 

ASE 

POWER SUPPLY KIT 
0-30V D.C. REGULATED 

Uses UA723 and ZN3055 Power 
TR output can be adjusted from 
0-30V, 2AMP. Complete with 
PC board and all electronic 
parts. $10.50 each 

Transformer for Power Supply, 2AMP 24V x 2 $8.50 

LCD CLOCK MODULE! 

0.5" LCD 4 digits display 
X 'tal controlled circuits 
D.C. powered 11.5V battery) 
12 hr. or 24 hr. display 
24 hr alarm set 
60 ruin, countdown timer 
On board dual back up lights 
Dual time zone display 
Stop watch function 

NIC1200 (12 hr) S24.50 EA. 
NIC2400 (24 hr) $26.50 EA. 

E 

1Watt AUDIO AMP 
C All parts are pre assembled 

on a mini PC Board 
Supply Voltage 6- 9V D.C. 
SPECIAL PRICE $1.95 ea. 

,".! -:4 S. 

a-. , Stereo level indicator 
kit with arc -shape dis. 

play panels! This Mark Ill LED level indicator is a 
new design PC board with an arc -shape 4 colors 
LED display (change color from red, yellow, green 
and the peak output indicated by loss: red). The 
power range is very large, from -30r1B to +5E1B. 
The Mark Ill indicator is applicable to 1 watt - 
200 watts amplifier operating voltage is 3V - 9V 
DC at max '100 MA. The circuit uses 10 LEDs 
per channel. It is very easy to connect to the. arn- 
plifier. Just hook up with the speaker outputs 

IN KIT FORM S18.50 

.c'3Y 

-__+ 

HICKOK LX303 
DIGITAL LCD MULTIMETER 

3Yz digits display 
200 hours 9V battery life 
Auto zero; polarity; overrange 

indication 
100MV DC F.S. sensitivity 
19 ranges and functions 
D.C. volt: 0.1 MV to 1000 V 
A.C. volt: 0.1 V to 600 V 
Resistance: 0.12 to 20 MS! 
D.C. current: 0.01SZA to 100 MA 

OUR PRICE $71.45 

SW AUDIO AMP KIT 

Nwimm 

2 LM 380 with Volume Control 
Power Supply 6-18V DC 

ONLY S6.00 ea. 

ELECTRONIC 
DUAL SPEAKER PROTECTOR 

Cut off when circuit is shorted or over 
load to protect 

Ii your amplifier as 
7 well as your speak- 

ers, A must for 
OCL circuits. 

KIT FORM 
S8.75 EA. 

11 its not a pack of cigarettes. It Is a new 
FM wireless mic kill New design PC 

Ill board fits into a plastic cigarette box. 
(case isor miced) Uses a 

condenor microphone 4 to allow you to have a 
better response r 

4 / / 

sound pick-up. Trans- 
mits up to 350 fts With 
an LED indicator to 
signal the unit is on. 

KIT FORM 
A,M, 57.95 Ar 

60W + 60W STEREO AMPLIFIER 
s1111Ms 11 1 r l 

C:' 

J 

k . 
- . L 

COMPLETED UNIT -NOT A KIT! 
OCL rear amp. & low noise pre amp. with bass, 
middle, treble 3 -way tone control. Fully assem- 
bled and tested, ready to work. Total harmonic 
distortion less than 0.5% per channel at 8 12 . 

Power supply is 36V 3A AC or DC. Complete 
unit assembled and tested $49.50 ea. 
power transformer S 9.50 ea. 

ULTRA SONIC 
SWITCH KIT 

s 4 
03> 

Kit includes the Ultra Sonic Trans- 
ducers, 2 PC Boards for transmit- 
ter and receiver. All electronic 
parts and instructions. Easy to 
build and a lot of uses such as re- 
mote control for TV garage door, 
alarm system for counter. Unit 

P, operáted by 9-12 DC $15.50 

ELECTRONIC 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE KIT 
With 10 numbers split Into black and white 
on dial. The LED turns when you hit the 
play switch, then it slows down and stops 
on one number. It sounds like a motor 
inside, but there is none. Lots of fun and 

easy to build. Kit comes 
\ with nice looking case, all 

e. 

\ electronic parts. P.C. Board 09. 
and LEDs. Bettery not in. 

- eluded. 
S 12.50 

ot. 

t 1r-. 4 

t I j 
4 i 

510.50 EACH Stainless reflector with wide angle increasing lurid. 
MODEL 888 R nation Of the lantern. 

BATTERY POWERED 
FLUORESCENT LANTERN 

FEATURES 
Circuitry: designed for operation by feign elfiecient, 
high power silicon transistor which enable illumina- 
tion maintain in a standard level even the battery 
supply drops ro a certain low voltage. 
9" &R cool/daylight miniature flourescent tube. 
8 X 1.5V UM -1 (size Cl) dry cell battery. 
Easy sliding door for changing batteries. 

7........ VV....... 

MINIMUM ORDER 51O.5O.Caulomra res,dent add 6% sales tea end to%snrpp,ng. 5/79 
Our of state add 15% of total purchase for shrppmg charges, o tot USA and Overseas add 25%0l total curryaw. 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO 

FORMULA INTERNATIONAL INC. 
12605 CRENSHAW BOULEVARD HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 90250 

For more information please call (2131 973.1927, (213) 679-5162 
STORE HOURS 10.7 Monday . Saturflay 

m 
.. SEND $1.00 FOR DETAILED CATALOG asrei Charge 

,© 
IBAMMAMIRILAMO ! ........ YT.M..VV... ............... 

CIRCLE NO. 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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adios Shack: .1 Parts- Place. -111 

-'Low Prices and New Items Everyday! 
M 

Top-quality devices, fully functional, carefully inspected. Guaranteed to meet all specifications, bothnelectrically and mechanically. All are made 1.111 
by well-known American manufacturers, and all have to pass manufacturer's quality control procedures. These are not rejects, not fallouts, not 
seconds. In -tact, there are none better on the market! Always count on Radio Shack for the finest quality electronic parts! 

TTL and 
CMOS Logic ICs 

Full -Spec Devices 
Direct from 
Motorola and 
National Semiconductor 

Type Cat. No. ONLY 

7400 276-1801 350 
7402 276-1811 390 
7404 276.1802 350 
7406 276.1821 490 
7410 2761807 39C 
7413 276-1815 790 
7420 276.1809 390 
7427 276-1823 490 
7432 276-1824 49C 
7441 276-1804 990 
7447 276-1805 990 
7448 276-1816 990 
7451 276-1825 390 
7473 276-1803 490 
7474 276-1818 490 
7475 276-1806 790 
7476 276-1813 590 
7485 276-1826 1.19 
7488 276-1827 49C 
7490 276-1808 790 
7492 276-1819 69C 
74123 276-1817 990 
74145 276-1828 1.19 
74150 276-1829 1.39 
74154 276-1834 1.29 
74192 276-1831 1.19 
74193 276-1820 1.19 
74194 276-1832 1.19 
74196 276-1833 1.29 
4001 276-2401 490 
4011 276-2411 49C 
4012 276-2412 69C 
4013 276-2413 890 
4017 276-2417 1.49 
4020 276-2420 1.49 
4021 276-2421 1.49 
4023 276-2423 690 
4027 276-2427 890 
4028 276-2428 1.29 
4046 276-2446 1.69 
4049 276-2449 690 
4050 276-2450 69C 
4051 276-2451 1.49 
4066 276-2466 990 
4070 276-2470 690 
4511 276-2447 1.69 
4518 276-2490 1.49 
4543 276-2491 1.89 

SN-76477 Sound/Music 
Synthesizer IC 

299 Featured in Oct. 
Popular Electronics 

Creates almost any type of sound - 
music to "gunshots!" Built-in audio amp. 
Includes 2 VCO's, LF osc., noise gen.. 
filter, 2 mixers, envelope modulator, logic 
circuit. 28 -pin DIP. With data/appli- 
cations circuits. 276-1765 2 99 

Analog Audio Delay IC 
MN 3002 

1 095 'tri 
I 

For Phase -Shifter, 
Reverb & Delay Circuits 
"Bucket Brigade'. device uses 512 shift 
registers to provide a continuously vari 
able electronic delay for complex audio 
signals. Includes data sheet and appli- 
cations circuits. 276-1760 10.95 

!MC14553 3 -Digit 
BCD Counter IC 0 

L 
0'6 

299 
For Low -Cost Digital Readout 
CMOS chip replaces over 8 separate IC's in 
a digital display circuit. Input pulse shap- 
ng. Master reset pin. 16 -pin DIP. 

276-2498 2 99 

Miniature 
Hobby Motors 9 
" us 

PP 

V. 

Top -Quality IC and PCB Accessories 

1 0" If 
O PC Board. Mounts two 14 or 16 -pin ICs or sockets for bread boarding. 
Copper clad 21/2x5x11hs. 276-151 
m PC Board. Mounts single 14 or 16 -pin IC or socket. 
276-024 Pkg. of 2/990 
© 16 -Pin IC Test Clip. 276-1951 3 99 
01 16 -Pin DIP Header. With snap -on cover. 2761980 1 29 
331 8 -Rocker 16 -Pin DIP Switch. 276-1301 . 1 99 

10 vertical 16 -pin Socket. For LED displays 276-1986 1 49 
31 16 -Pin DIP Jumper Cable. 18- long. 276- 1976 3 99 

01, 

2 

Project Boxes 

Aluminum 
Cover 

The popular, 
low-cost way 
to house your 
electronic ex- 
periments. 

31/.x25ex11/4' 270-230 1 19 
4121/4:2W. 270-231 1 29 
51hax2i'ix1i'e' 270-233 1 49 
6V4x3aA x2' 270-627 1 79 
7114x43/4x23/4. 270.232 2 49 

High-torque permanent gri 
magnet type. 'hs" die. shaft. 
CI 12VDC. 350mA. 2x13/l6': 
273-210 690 
170) 6-9VDC. 500mA. 15/9x3/4" 
273-209 Pkg. of 2/990 

8080A Microprocessor 
and Support Chips 

New - 100%b Prime 

MI;71# 
All With Full Data and Specs 

8080A Microprocessor. 2µS cycle time. 
276-2510. 12.95 
8208 Bus Driver. 8 -bit bidirectional. 
276.2508..... ...... 5.95 
8154 128e8 -Bit RAM 110. 40 -pin DIP. 
276-2511 .... 9.95 
8212 110 Pori. Data latch and butler. 
276-2512..... .. 4.95 
8224 Clock and Generator Driver 
276-2524. 3.95 
8228 System Controller and Bus Driver. 
276-2528. 6.95 
8251 Programmable Communica- 
tion Interlace. 2762551. 9.95 
8255 Programmable Peripheral Inter- 
face. 276-2555. 9.95 

RAM Memory ICs 
Under 450 nS Access Time 

2102 1024 x 1 Array. Low-cost static 
memory chip. 16 -pin DIP. Buy 8 and 
save! 
276-2501 2 49 Ea.. or 6/14.95 

2114L 1024 x 4 Array. NMOS static 
RAM. 18 -pin DIP. 
276-2504. 12.95 

SALEHandheld 6 -Digit 
Frequency Counter 

Reg. 
99.95 6995 
Lead Zero Blanking 
100 Hz Up to 45 MHz 
kHz and MHz Decimals 

Accuracy is 3 ppm at 25'C or less than 30 Hz 
at 10 MHz. Overload -protected 1-meg input. 
Sensitivity, 30 mV up to 30 MHz. 3x0,5" With 
mini -rod antenna, leads, case, Instructions. 
Requires 9V battery. 22-351 ... Sale 69.95 
AC Adapter. U.L. listed. 65-731 4.95 

Custom Printed 
Circuit Board Kit 

Everything you need for making high - 
quality custom PC boards. 
276-1576 7 95 

Extra Resist Pen. 276-1530 1.29 
Extra Etching Solution. 276-1535 2.19 

0 

b. 

2495 [ # 
Multi -Logic Family 

Compatibility 
from 5-15VDC 

Detects one-shot low repetition 
rate, narrow pulses scopes miss. 
Combines level detector, pulse de- 
tector and pulse stretcher. Hi -LED 
Indicates logic "1", Lo -LED is logic 
"0". Pulse LED displays pulse tran- 
sitions to 300 nanoseconds, blinks 
at 3 Hz for high -frequency signals 
(up to 1.5 MHz). With cables. 
22-300 24.95 

Digital Project Accessories 
CI Bezel with lens. High -contrast finer for LED displays. 3ebutr 
lens opening. 270-301 3 95 

OE Deluxe Molded Display Case. Red lens. Mount up to lour 0.e or 
eight 0.3' LEO digits. With brackets. 116/,.x3Ax41/,I. 
270.255 3 95 

® MA 1033 Clock Case. For ear clock modules. Accepts 3 pushbut- 

©Ion swhches (not Inc.). With brackets. blue lens. 31/zx2Kx7. 
270-303 5.95 

WHY WAIT FOR MAIL ORDER DELIVERY? 
IN STOCK NOW AT OUR STORE NEAR YOU! 

Prices may vary at individual stores and dealers 

Digital IC 
Logic Probe 

Computer Data Manuals & 
Semiconductor Handbook 

E Intel 8080/8085 Programming Manual. Handy 
reference for programming with Intel's assembly 
language. 62-1377 3 95 
[11 Intel Memory Design Handbook. Explains use 
of Intel's memory components and support cir- 
Cuits in systems. 62-1378 3 95 
© Intel Data Catalog. 928 pages of specifications , 

on most of Intel's standard microcomputer - 
related products. 62.1379 4 95 
0 Semiconductor Reference and Application 
Handbook. Complete specs and applications for 
popular IC transistors. diodes. 276-4002 ... 1.95 

Molded Connectors 

Rated 8A @ 250V. Standard .093" pin diameter. 

Pins Tepe Cat. No Each Fig. Fins Type Cat No. Each 

A 

IA AAA 

6 

9 
12 

Male 
Male 
Male 
Male 

274-224 
274-226 
274.229 
274.232 

99c 
1.19 
1 39 
149 

8 
B 

8 

4 

6 
9 

12 

Female 
Female 
Female 
Female 

274-234 
274-236 
274-239 
274.242 

99c 
1 19 
1 39 
1 49 

2 -PI Mae 6 Female. (Not sh wn) 74-222 P Ir 890 

adio ShaeK 
MAY 1979 

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION FORT WORTH, TEXAS 76102 
OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES 
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FAIRCHILD RED LED LAMPS 
eFLV5057 Medium Size Clear Case. RED EMITTING These are not 
retested off -spec units as sold by some of our competition These are 
factory prime. first quality. new units 

10 FOR 5119 

110. 50 FOR 5495 
"WE BOUGHT 250,000 PCS." 

"THE COLOSSUS" 
FAIRCHILD SUPER JUMBO LED a_ADOUT 

A full .80 inch character. The biggest t eadout we have 
ever sold! Super efficient. Compare at up to $2.95 each 
from others! YOUR CHOICE $1 49 

EA FND 847 Common Anode 
FND 850 Common Cathode (6 for $6.95) 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR NEW! 

CAR CLOCK MODULE - #MA6008 

$699 
each 

Originally used by HYGAIN to indicate time and 
channel on an expensive C.B. Mini size, self 
contained module. Not a Kit. Four digits plus 
flashing indicator for seconds. Includes MM5369 
and 3.58 MHZ crystal for super accurate time base. 
With hookup data. 

MFGR's CLOSEOUT 
LIMITED QTY. 

INCLUDES CRYSTAL TIMEBASE! 
WORKS ON 12 VDC! 

16K DYNAMIC RAM CHIP 
WORKS IN TRS-80 OR APPLE II 

16K X 1 Bits. 16 Pin Package. Same as Mostek 4116-4.250 NSaccess. 410 NS cycle 
time. Our best price yet for this state of the art RAM. 32K and 64K RAM boards 
using this chip are readily available. These are new, fully guaranteed devices by a 

major mfg. VERY LIMITED STOCK! 

"MAGAZINE SPECIAL" - 8 For $79.50 

EXPERIMENTER'S CRYSTAL 

262.144KHZ This frequency is 2 

to the 16th power. Easily divided 
down to any power of 2, and even 
to 1HZ New by CTS-Knight.AS5 
va ue 

$1.25 each 
4.00 MHZ - $1.75 

MINI PROJECT CASE 
Black Molded Plastic 211x114x2 in. Has open 
front, with mounting ears so unit can be 
easily attached to auto dash. etc. Case has 
molded card guides for mounting PC Board 
inside. Perfect for digital clocks, car burglar 
alarms, or almost any electronic project Can 
also be used for encapsulating circuits or 
modules. 75C each Super Special 

Purchase! 

FAIRCHILD PNP 
"SUPER TRANSISTOR" 

255002 TO -92 Plastic 5,licon PNP 
Onver High Current VCEO.40 HFE-50 
to 150 at 150 MA FT -150 MHZ A super 
"BEEFED-UP" Version of the 253906 

8 FOR $1 

G.I. FULL 
WAVE BRIDGE 
4 AMP 600 PIV 
3/4 In. Square 

With Lugs, #LM -1 

756 ea. 3 For $2 

MOTOROLA POWER 
TRIAC 

TO -220 CASE 
15 AMP 400 PRV 

SPECIAL: 890 each 

5 FOR $3.95 

COMPLEMENTARY POWER TRANSISTORS 
SILICON NPN AND PNP. TO -220 CASE. 
VCEO - 40V PD - 30 WATTS 
FOR AUDIO POWER AMPS, ETC. 

TIP29 - NPN YOUR CHOICE 

TIP30 - PNP 3 FOR $1 
FET SALE! 

2N4304. Brand New 
N Channel, Junction Fet 

BVGDO-30v IDSS-15 MA Typ. 
1500 uMHOS. TO -18 Plastic 

Case. Mfg. by Teledyne. 

6 FOR $1 

EXPERIMENTER'S HEATING PLATE 
Large Manufacturers Surplus. 5'/.x10'6 In. Made of 3/8 in. 
tempered glass with heating element laminated on back. Works 
off 120 VAC. Protected by thermostat and two thermal fuses. 
Rated 120 Watts. Use for any heating applications. Perfect for 
heating ferric chloride to increase PC board etching efficiency. 

Units are brand new non -submersible. 
WHILE THEY LAST - $2.99 each 

Digital Research Corporation 
(OF TEXAS) 

P.O. BOX 401247 GARLAND, TEXAS 75040 (214) 271-2461 

SONY 30 WATT AUDIO AMP MODULE 
#STK-056. 30 WATTS SUPER CLEAN AUDIO. 20 
HZ to 100 KHZ ± 2 DB. HYBRID, SILICON, SELF- 
CONTAINED MODULE. ONLY 1/4x21/2 IN. WITH 
DATA. COMPARE AT UP TO TWICE OUR PRICE! 

$999 EACH 
TERMS: Add 300 postage, we pay balance, Orders under 
$15 add 754 handling. No C.O.D. We accept Visa, Master - 
charge, and American Express cards. Tex: Res. add 5% Tax. 
Foreign orders (except Canada) add 20% P & H. 90 Day 
Money Back Guarantee on all items. 

TTL & CMOS AT PRIME 
7480 ....0.31 74181 ...1.75 741542 . . 0.60 7415192 .0.90 74578 ...0.58 74C48 ...0.96 

74xx TTL 7482 ....0.50 74182 ...0.75 741S47 . . 0.75 7415193 . 0.90 745112 ..0.58 74073 ...0.62 
7483 ....0.54 74184 ... 1.75 741548 ..0.72 7415194 .0.85 745113 ..0.58 74C74 ...0.48 

7400 ...S0.14 7485 ....0.80 74185 ... 1.75 741551 ..0.25 7415195 .0.50 745114 ..0.58 74C76 ...0.68 
7401 ....0.15 7486 ....0.27 74188 ...2.80 741S54 ..0.25 7415196 .0.80 745132 ..0.75 74C83 ... 1.28 
7402 ....0.15 7489 ....1.75 74190 .0.0.95 741355 .. 0.25 7415197 .0.80 745133 ..0.38 74C85 ... 1.20 
7403 ....0.15 7490 ....0.40 74191 ...0.95 741573 .. 0.38 7413221 . 1.05 745134 ..0.38 74C86 ...0.40 
7404 ....0.16 7491 ....0.51 74192 ...0.80 741574 ..0.35 7415251 0.80 745135 .00.49 74C89 ...3.95 
7405 ....0.16 7492 ....0.40 74193 ...0.80 741376 ..0.37 7415253 .0.80 745138 ..0.77 74C90 ...0.92 
7406 ....0.24 7493 ....0.40 74194 ...0.80 741578 .. 0.36 7415257 . 0.70 745139 ..1.50 74C93 ...0.92 
7407 ....0.24 7494 ....0.60 74195 ...0.49 741383 .. 0.75 7415258 .0.70 745140 ..0.47 74C95 ... 1.04 
7408 ....0.17 7495 ....0.60 74196 ...0.73 741385 . . 1.30 7415259 . 1.60 745151 .. 1.25 74C107 ..0.68 
7409 ....0.17 7496 ....0.60 74197 ...0.73 741386 .. 0.36 7415260 .0.34 745153 ..2.10 74C151 ..1.78 
7410 ....0.15 7497 ....2.45 74198 ...1.30 74L590 .. 0.50 7415266 . 0.26 745157 ..0.75 740154 ..2.90 
7411 ....0.18 74107 ...0.29 74199 ...1.30 741592 .. 0.50 7415279 . 0.52 745158 .. 1.25 74C157 ..1.78 
7412 ....0.20 74109 ...0.32 74251 ... 1.00 741593 .. 0.50 7415283 . 0.72 745174 ..1.50 740160 ..1.08 
7413 ....0.25 74121 ...0.29 74279 ...0.49 741595 .. 0.85 7413290 .0.60 74S175 ..1.45 74C161 ..1.08 
7414 ....0.55 74122 ...0.35 74283 ... 1.00 7415107 .0.35 7415295 .0.90 74S169 ..2.75 740162 .. 1.08 
7416 ....0.22 74123 ...0.39 74290 ...0.59 7415199 .0.35 7413298 .9.90 745194 ..1.75 740163 ..1.08 
7417 ....0.22 74125 ...0.37 74293 ...0.57 7415112 .0.35 7410365 . 0.52 745200 ..3.25 740164 .. 1.08 
7420 ....0.15 74126 ...0.38 74298 ...0.92 7415113 .0.35 7415366 .0.52 745206 .. 3.75 740165 .. 1.08 
7421 ....0.17 74132 ...0.65 74365 ...0.62 7415114 .0.35 7415367 . 0.52 745253 ..0.95 74C173 ..1.16 
7423 ....0.25 74141 ...0.70 74366 ...0.62 7415123 .0.90 74LS368 .0.52 745257 ..1.15 74C174 ..1.08 
7425 ....0.25 74145 ...0.65 74367 ...0.62 7415125 . 0.46 7415386 .0.36 745258 .. 1.15 740175 ..1.04 
7426 ....0.22 74147 ...1.50 74368 ...0.62 7415126 . 0.46 7415390 .1.65 74S280 ..2.25 74C192 ..1.30 
7427 ....0.19 74148 ...1.15 7415132 .0.72 7415393 .1.35 745287 ..3.20 74C193 .. 1.30 
7430 ....0.15 74150 ...0.79 74LSxx TTL 7415133 . 0.34 7415490 . 1.10 745289 ..3.55 74C195 .. 1.10 
7432 ....0.23 74151 ...0.59 7415136 .0.35 7413670 . 2.29 74S300 ..1.60 740200 .. 7.50 

74LS00 .S0.21 7437 ....0.21 74152 ...0.59 7415138 . 0.70 745305 .. 1.90 74C221 .. 1.38 
7438 ....0.21 74153 ...0.60 741.301 ..0.27 74LS139 .0.70 74Sxx TTL 745310 ..2.85 74C901 ..0.48 
7439 ....0.25 74154 ...0.95 74LS02 ..0.21 7413151 .0.65 745312 .. 1.05 74C902 .. 0.48 

74S00 ..50.35 7440 ....0.15 74155 ...0.65 74LS03 ..0.21 7415152 .0.65 745313 ..1.55 74C903 .. 0.48 
7441 ....0.70 74156 ...0.65 74LSO4 .. 0.24 7415153 . 0.66 74502 ...0.35 745316 ..2.80 74C904 .. 0.48 
7442 ....0.38 74157 ...0.59 74LS05 .. 0.24 7413154 .1.00 74303 ...0.35 745341 ..4.10 74C905 .. 6.00 
7443 ....0.55 74158 ...0.59 74LS08 .. 0.23 7415155 .0.62 74SO4 ...0.36 74S342 .. 1.20 74C906 .. 0.48 
7444 ....0.55 74160 ...0.79 74LS09 .. 0.23 7413156 .0.62 74505 ...0.36 74S343 ..4.95 74C907 .. 0.48 
7445 ....0.55 74161 ...0.79 74LS10 ..0.21 7413157 .0.62 74508 ...0.38 745346 .. 1.25 74C908 .. 0.96 
7446 ....0.62 74162 ...0.79 741S11 ..0.21 7415158 .0.10 14509 ...0.38 740362 ..2.15 74C909 ..1.78 
7447 ....0.57 74163 ...0.79 74LS12 ..0.27 7415160 .0.82 74,510 ...0.35 745387 ..4.70 740910 ..6.00 
7448 ....0.60 74164 ...0.79 74LS13 ..0.40 7415161 .0.82 74511 ...0.38 74C914 ..090 
7450 ....0.15 74165 ...0.90 74LS14 ..0.85 7415162 . 0.82 74515 ...0.38 74Cxx TTL 74C918 ..1.16 
7451 ....0.15 74166 ...0.95 741315 ..0.26 7415163 .0.82 74520 ...0.35 74C925 .. 7.80 

74C00 .. 50.24 7453 ....0.15 74167 ...3.20 74LS20 .. 0.23 7415164 .0.98 74522 ...0.36 74C926 .. 7.80 
7454 ....0.15 74170 ... 1.85 74LS21 ..0.23 7415168 .0.83 74530 ...0.27 74CO2 ...0.24 74C927 ..7.80 
7459 ....0.15 74173 ...1.10 741522 .. 0.23 7413169 .0.83 74532 ...0.50 74C04 ...0.26 74C928 .. 7.80 
7460 ....0.15 74174 ...0.85 741526 ..0.31 7413170 .1.60 74540 ...0.35 74C08 ...0.25 
7470 ....0.27 74175 ...0.75 741527 .. 0.26 741S173 .1.00 74551 ...0.17 74010 ...0.24 4xxx CMOS 
7472 ....0.24 74176 ...0.69 741530 .. 0.23 7415174 .0.75 74560 ...0.35 74C14 ...0.90 

4000 ...S0.16 7473 ....0.24 74177 ...0.70 741532 .. 0.30 7415175 . 0.79 74564 ...0.38 74020 ...0.25 
7474 ....0.24 74178 ...1.20 74L537 ..0.31 7415181 .2.50 74565 ...0.38 74C30 ...0.24 4001 ....0.16 
7475 ....0.45 74179 ... 1.20 741538 ..0.31 7415190 .0.90 74574 ...0.58 74032 ...0.25 4002 ....0.16 
7476 ....0.29 74180 ...0.65 741540 .. 0.26 7415191 .0.90 74576 ...0.58 74C42 ...0.94 4006 ....0.85 

LOWEST PRICES 
4007 ....0.16 
4008 ....0.74 
4009 ....0.35 
4010 ....0.35 
4011 ....0.16 
4012 ....0.16 
4013 ....0.31 
4014 ....0.73 
4015 ....d.73 
4016 ....0.28 
4017 ....0.78 
4018 ....0.78 
4019 ....0.21 
4020 ....0.83 
4021 ....0.83 
4022 ....0.83 
4023 ....0.16 
4024 ....0.66 
4025 ....0.16 
4027 ....0.37 
4028 ....0.73 
4029 ....0.98 
4030 ....0.21 
4031 ....2.97 
4034 ....2.75 
4035 
4040 
4041 
4042 
4043 
4044 
4046 
4047 
4048 
4049 
4050 
4051 

4052 
4053 :...0.89 
4060 .... 1.40 
4066 ....0.54 
4068 ....0.34 
4069 ....0.26 
4070 ....0.40 
4071 ....0.19 
4073 ....0.21 
4075 ....0.21 
4076 .... 1.16 
4077 ....0.46 
4078 ....0.35 
4081 ....0.19 
4085 ....0.64 

4086 ....0.64 
4089 ....2.75 
4093 .... 1.55 

4099 ....2.10 
4104 ....240 
4503 ....0.98 
4507 ....0.37 
4510 ....0 95 
4511 ....0.93 
4512 ....0.64 
4516 ....0.76 
4518 ....0.76 
4519 ....0.62 
4520 ....0.68 
4527 .... 1.48 

4528 ....0.86 
4532 ....0.86 
4539 ....1.10 
4555 .....0.07 
4556 ....0.88 
4582 ....0.88 
4584 ....0.74 
4702 ....7.10 
4703 ....8.25 
4704 ....7.30 
4705 ....9.25 
4706 .... 9.75 
4707 ....9.25 
4708 ... 14.35 

4710 ....6.40 
4720 ....6.95 
4721 ...31.35 
4723.....0.93 
4724 .... 1.29 

4725 .... 1.29 

40014 ...0.72 
40085 ... 1.47 

40097 ...0.54 
40098 ...0.54 
40106 ...0.90 
40160 ... 1.08 

40161 ... 1.08 

40162 ...1.08 
40163 ...1.08 
40174 ... 1.08 

VOLUME DISCOUNT SCHEDULE 
Merchandise Total Discount 
S 0.00-S 9.99 NET 
S 70.00-S 24.99 LESS5% 
S 25.00-S 99.99 LESS 10% 
S 100.00-5499.99 LESS 15% 
S 500.00-5999.99 LESS 20% 
31000.00 and Up LESS 25% 

STANDARD SHIPPING CHARGES 
If your Merchandise Total is between: 
S 000-S 4.99 add $2.00 
S 5.00-524.99 add 81.00 
S 25.00-S49.99 add S0.75 
S 50.00-599.99 add S0.50 
5100 and Up NO CHARGE 

The above charges include shipping via 
First Class Mai/ or UPS (your choice), 
and insurance on all domestic 
shipments. 

(SPECIAL SHIPPING CHARGES 
COD 51.00 -additional 
UPS Blue 82.00 -additional 
Postal Insurance S1.00 -additional 
Special Delivery 31.25 -additional 

INTERNATIONAL a 
COMPONENTS 

CORPORATION " 

P. O. BOX 1837 
COLUMBIA, MO 65201 
PHONE: 1314) 474.9485 
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HICKOK 312 Digit 
Mini -Multi meter 

3%2 -Digit 
Portable DMM 

100 mV DC F.S. Sensirivity 
19 Ranges and Funtr,ons 
200 Hours 9V Battery Life 
Auto Zero, Polarity. Overrange Indication 

Reg. 574.95 $69.50 _ 

Ungar `-4. tom.. `--+# _ VA4I3 
learn§ 

_\ Model 
LX 303 

ylt' 

Ow'rheed Proletred Battery or 
AC operation 3 NO LEO Disobey 

Auto Zeroing Model 2800 
t 

omplere wr $85 
lead, ope 

nh err 
ralmg manual and save fuss 

Mn"' 
2810 $110.50 

Heat Gun 
Reg. 565.00 

1 `: *~-- 
$46.50 "P $875.00 5975.00 

Reg. 
5130.00 

r"Xcelité, " ,.;41i 
110.50áe1 qll' 

YY ly ; P 
I_I 

.,l l .ly 11f ,. 

15 MHz Mini 
,1 

d 

i",r,u`'"0 
Oscilloscope 

;;,lüilitil'I 
Model MS 15 

o 

eo¡=" I Service Master Attache Style 

Welle 

t 4 

S E-NJCOFE 
TV-VTR-MATV 
and Video Analyzer 

GS CONTINENTAL SPÉC,I!Llt ` 

100 MHz 8 -Digit Counter $119.001. 
70 Ha 100 MN: Range 6' 1E0 Opole. Tub Aul mar. 

tiu0e lull 'PC the lead 4155? rani Model - 

NowAvaildole PS500 500MHZ Prescaler $52.95 MAX100 

I PREC7SION Di ital - CODEA VF10NE BS Changer Digital e1, Telephone Accessories Capacitance Meter Answering 
Devices fá,$24.95 

249.95 i Command Command 

del 
Model 14005199.95 

Model 

e 

859.1 

WAHL 
NEW ISO -TIP 
"Quick Charge" 

Logic Monitor=E 
Aulemalrteny dnpars I1.10 and 

1. log. Wwas air OIL \I; 
an. 110 and CMOs 16 LEO 0.501.0 

C,nu owneddes,gn 
$52.95 Model IM.1 .7 complete 

Rep. 5718.00 = J Tool Kit Tool CasesMpee 
$269.95 .,..L *iI4 +h Mode199SM MODEL TC1007ST ºBPR 

BUleryorkneOoeraben J, QaA2 C Reg 578700 Roll Kit 
Automant and line sync mode. apx* i 5269.9 5 X15.95 
power consumption less than 15 W 

NOW AVAILABLEs LEIDER 
Dual l 2ce venoms $369.95 iraserumene.Coa, 

Model MS 215 Reg- 5435.00 

G5G 20 MHz. -` Dual Trace 
Model LP, ` Logic Probe Add, subrratl modes on 

CH 18 CH 1 Reg. 5769.95 

Comp.,weed $40.00 Front panel 0.1 opealmn 654.50 
mases n 50 oses complete I7. n5eusi nine 

51uln femdy cOMPat. lire 051 111 NIL CMOS with accessories DetestsS 
S E fV CORE 
POCKET CRICKET 

TRANSISTOR/FET TESTER 

Reg. 5125.00 $99 95 
TF 40 

Auto Stereo 40 Watt 
Power Booster 
POW -40 Reg. 539.95$24.95 

p1ry1t 
Attach 
Tool 
Case'^:' 
with 2 
Removable Pallets; Model '210 

Model BOOT $65.00 $169.151 
Controlled 

In -Dash Output 5759° Outp 
$450OI 

AM/FM 8 Track 
Stereo. j C.777 'lllfr- ((I 

Magnifier eL. 700 Series 

SUPER 
SPECIAL. \ Model 

\ 1827 

k1.:_) 
LAMP ( Preeuon ground and absned % 

`T maenAiyhon lens Uses 

Model MG 10A 27W 79 Cadets! fluorescent 30MHz 

$52.50 
- , R : AM/FM 

I:unes 

$27.95 
Model 7500 Cordless 

Soldering Iron 017.95 

Model 5900 Thermal Sp, 

Circuit:ester 022.50 

Reg. 

Sub Soldering Mpe1WE 

stitution 
Box $51 'Station FREE 

979 
Catalo 

Cassette 

with mirrored, scale.` 11 

.1K ohm/v 9.95 r 

$49.50 
VOM Multimeters Q 

20K ohm/v 

Portable 
$57.CASKM 

Stereo 
Frequency _ 

Counter Transistor Tester 
Req. 5120.00 9.uh berm; 

-- d 1100 

FOR $59 95 
ded $22.00 

M bier»e pankonfmmsro `i) 
95 TO B 

. l 855R Conklin St Farmingdale. N Y 11735 ° 
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Hickok 
Function 
Generator 

KPRECISION / 

Model 2910 check our prices 

r Call TOLL FREE 
(800) 645-9518 (51r61752.0050a11 

iti< Flt x Ste 

60 3 -Way 
MODEL,_ Speaker 

7800 
- 20 oz. ceramic magnet 

$14.95 
3PRECISION, 1-5MHz 
3" Dual Portable 
Trace 

Scope 
Model 1432P 
Reg. 5180.00 

$663. 
with probes 

Weller 

Vg4 

. pr 
I ano small m hela leads \). 

MasterCharge Bank.Americard 
COO Check Money Order 

Add 03.00 for shopping and Insurance 
C.O D.'s Extra New York Stare 
residents add approp sales tax 

1: ni. L 2 

sr 

RTest 
Instruments 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
5l¡j,j 

00 
{ Q/\/// r- 1 law Y v. `r'. 1 -., 

* 
V, 

MODEL 
LBO San 

The 30 MHz Dual Trace 
Oscilloscope with Delay 

5mV sensitivity. 
Built -In delay line. 
Single shot trigger (CH -1, CH.2). 
5" P.D.A CRT assures brighter, sharper trace. 
20 nSlcm sweep capability plus 11.7 nSec rise 

(lore. 
LIST PRICE: $1050 OUR PRICE :$888 

r F nr'`? ` 
: 

y4 . . ...- :e . 

* `'J1 

ODEL 
LBD-515 

25 MHz Dual Trace, 
Oscilloscope Delayed Sweep 

Sweep delay. continuously variable from 1 LSec 
to 5 Sec. 

5 mV/Div. Vertical Sensitivity with x3% acc. 
Rectangular CRT with Internal graticule. 
14 nSec rise time. 

Q 
CH1 or 2 trigger: HF filler; and TV sync. 

11 VO LIST PRICE: $1395 OUR -PRICE: $ 

: L. 
at 

j., .+'T r r1. 

MODEL 
e0 50a 

The 20 MHz Dual Trace 
Oscilloscope 

Add 8 subtract modes (with CH.2 invert). 
Front panel XoY operation. 
17.5 nanosec rise time. 
Automatic trigger from either channel. 
Including TV sync. 
10 mV sensitivity. 

$635 LIST PRICE $769 OUR PRICE: 

!- 
F O 
6 

MODEL 
LB050a 

9..4 

\Aw _ 1, ;, -y Í 

The 20 MHz Single Trace 
Triggered Oscilloscope 

outstanding trigger sensitivity over 
entire operational range. 
10 mV sensitivity and 17.0 nSec rise time. 
X5 magnification (x 5%) delivers 100 nS/cm 
maximum speed for easy, precise readings. 

LIST PRICE: $549 OUR PRICE:$455 

CIRCLE NO.4 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

_ 
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8010A 
OUR PRICE $239 

8012A 

OUR PRICE $297 

FLUKE DIGITAL MULTIMETERS 

10,000 MO resistance meas with conductance function 
Extensive overload and transient protection 
Rugged construction - MIL -T-28800 
Hi/Lo power ohms for In -circuit resistance and diode testing 
10 MO input impedance doesn't load Circuit 
200 hour battery life - low battery indicator 
Large LCD reacout - 2000 counts 
1 year calibration cycle - only 3 adjustments 
One -hand operation 

OUR PRICE: $169 
Large 31/2 -Digit LCD's - view in any light 
Conductance function - resistance to 10,000 MO 
AC neasurements to 50 kHz and higher 
True RMS for ac accuracy 
Touch -Hold probe for tricky places (Y8008) 
Diode test and low power ohms 
One year accuracy reduces calibration costs 
COMMON floatable to 500V 
Recessed jacks reduce shock hazard 
Current mode fuse protection to 600V 
Voltage mode transient protection to 6 kV 

Autozero and autopolarity 
AC or dc current to 10 amps with 8010A 
Resistance resolution to 0.0010 with 8012A 
Built-in batteries and charger (Option -01) 

Rugged enough for field or bench 

SEND FOR OUR CATALOG 

Call TOLL FREE: N.J. CALL: 

(8001526-2514 * (2011227-7720 

AMPOWER INST., INC. 
26 JUST ROAD, FAIRFIELD, V. J. 07006 

THE MEASUREMENT SPECIALISTS 
"WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL" 

Mastercharge 

Banksmericard 

FREE 
and 

COD Accepted 

TEST LEADS add $3.00 to 

WITH EVERY cover shipping 

ORDER handling insurance 

N.J. res. add 

CALL 5% tax. 

TODAY 
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REGULATED 
POWER SUPPLIES 

POWER SYSTEMS N PS1111 
115-230V 50/60 cy. In 5v DC at 35A out. 
6"o 161.."0 15'/." 26 lbs. shipping weight 555.00 

POWER SYSTEMS P PS1106 
115.230V 50/60 cy. in' 12v DC at 15A out. 
5"9 16'/4"x 5" 19 lbs. shipping weight. 549.00 0 

(OV PROTECT) 

C/MOS !DIODE CLAMPED) 
4001 18 4019 37 4050 35 74C74_ .45 
4002 18 4020 90 4053 I 10 74C83- 1.15 
4006 95 4021 .90 4055 - 1.25 74C86_ .40 
4007 .18 4072 90 4066 - 70 74C93- .75 
4009 .37 4023 18 4069 - .45 74C151 140 
4010 .31 4024 75 4871 - 14C160 1.05 

' 4011 .18 4025 - 

218 

.18 x4072 74C161 1.05 
4012 .18 4027 

9 - 37 516 740174 1.05 
4013 29 4028 

- 95 - .80 4570 10 74c175 I 05 
4014 75 4029 - .95 74C00- .22 14C192 1.20 
4015 .75 4030 - .33 74CO2- 22 74C193 1.20 
4016 29 4035 - .97 74008- 22 740901 48 
4017 (05 4042 65 74010 27 ,4C902 48 
4018 .90 4049 - 35 74C73- 140914 1.70 

42 

!e 
9 

6543 

0004101. 
14019 115.222 OMSK AGE I 25 11157 119S 

2577 572116 5/017 REG I 95 42522 
111 7104. 10010915150 40 17. 1.1 29 

6061150 Hs e+ was 

99 97626 121.101,1 1401 AO 

71102 11450 .0 - 1 CON101/ 915 
035250 411. el 034 45 41 .33 ESN/ 1 95 
5.4008. 

1111.1 256.4 058/14 
»111256. 4I383.4 
311801( 314.5 A 4I so 4251 

1111164 DEN 14. 7» nyss 

75 
2 74 
2914 

iI: a>o >n11 
CRYSTALS 5345.. 

2000 1,10, 
tow MS, 
5000 MI» 
6 000 

1.01. 80001.1Hr 
104300 Moe 

edle 2,5 

RIBBON CABLE 
r LAT (COLOR CODED) 

#30 WIRE 

40 cond. .75/per 1001 
50 cono. -.90/per loot 

CTS 206-8 eight position dip switch 
CTS 206-4 four position dip switch 
LIGHT ACTIVATED SCR's to 18. 200 V 1 A 

51.60 
51.45 
. 5.70 

SILICON SOLAR CELLS 
2Y." diameter .4V at 500 ma 54.00 

FND 359 C.C..4" 5.60 LED READOUTS 
FCS 8024 4 mg., DL -704 C.A..3" S .75 
C.C. 8" display 55.95 DL 747 C.A..6" 51.25 
FND 503 C.0 5" S .85 HP3400 .8"CC $1.95 
FND 510 C.A. 6" 5 .86 HP3405.8"CA $1.95 
DL 704 .3" C.0 S .85 

PRI NTED' C I RC U IT -BOARD 
4.1/7".6-1/2" SINGLE SIDED EPDXY 
BOARD 1/16" thick unetehed 
S.60 ea. 5/52.60 

7 WATT LD-65 LASER DIODE IR $895.1 
2N3820PFET S 45 
2N 5457 N FET .... 5 .45 
2N2646 OJT 5 .45 
ER 900 TRIGGER DIODES 4 SI 00 
7N.6028 PROD UJT $ 65 
MINIATURE MULTI -TURN TRIM POTS 
100, 1K. 2K. 5K, 10K, 20K, 50K. 
200K, 1 Meg, 2Meq 5.75 each 3/52.00 

CHARGED COUPLE DEVICES 
CCD 201C 100.100 Image Sensor $95.00 
CCD 202C 1004100 Image Sensor $145.00 
VERIPAX PC BOARD $4.00 
This board is a 1/16"single sided paper epoxy 
board, 415-0615. DRILLED and ETCHED which 
will hold up t0 21 single 14 pin IC's Or 8,16 Or L51 
DIP IC's wits busses for power supply con 

.50 

, 0.. 
FP 100 PHOTO TRANS 
RED, YELLOW, GREEN, or AMBER 

LARGE LED's. 2" 6/$1.00 
TI L-118 OPTO -ISOLATOR 5 .75 
MCT.6 OPTO ISOLATOR ..... $ .80 

1 WATT ZENERS: 3.3, 4.7, 5.1, 5.6, 9.1, 
10, 12, 15, 18, or 22V 6/$1.00 

MCM 6571 A 7 x 9 character gem S 10.75 

UNIVERSAL 4608 MEMORY BOARD KIT 
$69.95 

32.2102-1 fully buttered, 16 address lines, on 
board decoding for any 4 o164 pages. standard 
44 pin buss. may be used with F 8& KIM 

Silicon Power Rectifiers 
Pay IA 3A 12A 504 125A 74041 

100 .06 14 30 80 3 70 500 
200 07 20 .35 1 15 4 25 6.50 
400 09 25 50 I 40 6.50 9.50 
600 11 30 70 1 80 8 50 12.50 
800 15 .35 90 2 30 10.50 16.50 

1000 20 45 110 2 75 17.50 20.00 
SAD 1024 a RE['ICON 1024 stage analog "Bucket 
8.1 .2. 15111 register. 514.95 

IN 41473 IIN914) 15/51.00 
.1 ul 25V ceramic caps 16/51.00,55.00/100 

RS232 DB 25P male $2.95 
CONNECTORS 08 25S female.... $3.50 

HOODS S1.50 

REGULATORS 
323K-5V3A..$5.75 346.12,15 

_ 309K ........5 1.10 or 24 V....5 1.10 
a 723 S .50 340T - 5, 6. 8, 12 

320T - 15, 18 or 24 V 5 1.10 
5, 12. 15 78 MG 5 1.35 

or 24...S 1.10 79 MG 0 1.35 

Terms: FOB Cambridge, Mau. Send 251 for our catalog featuring 
Send Cheek or Money Order. Transistors and Rectifiers 
Include Poet Minimum 145 Hampshire St., Cambridge, Mass. 
Order $5.00. CODS $20.00 

TRANSISTOR SPECIALS 
2N6233.NPN SWITCHING POWER 5 1.95 
MR E8004 a CB RF Transistor NPN 5 .75 
253772 NPN 5, TO 3 . 5 1.00 
2N1546 PNP GE TO -3 5 .75 
2N4908 PNP Si TO 3 5 100 
2N5086 PNP Si 10-92 . 415 1 00 
253137 NPN SI RE 5 .55 

2N3919 NPN S,TO3RE . S 1.50 
2N1420 NPN Si TO 5 3/S 1.00 
253767 NPN Si TO66 . S .70 
752222 NPN Si 00-18 .55 100 
2N3055 NPN Si TO 3 . . 5 .50 
253904 NPN Si TO 92 6/S 1.00 
7N3906 PNP Si TO 97 6/5 1.00 
255296 NPN Si 10-270 . 5 50 

256109 PNP 5.10-770 . 5 .55 
753638 PNP Si TO 5 . 5,5 1 00 
MPSA 13 NPN Si 4/5 1.00 

TTL IC SERIES 
7400 
7401 

7402 

7033 
/404 
7405 
/406 
/407 
74011 

7409 
7410 
11111 

18 

77 

18 

15 

10 

10 

7413 16 

7414 60 
3416 22 
7417 If 
7820 
7425 

.n 
2.2 

7432 22 
7437 n 
7430 - n 
7441 /0 
7442 - 45 
7445 65 

7448 

7450 

7473 

7475 

Hls 
/480 

7405 
Hu 

/430 

7490 
/491 
7092 

81 

31 

07 

sr 

43 

7493 - 41 
N94 _ 67 
3395 6.5 

V_ 
1497 - 
74107 2E 

.n I _ 

74113- 4e 
14175 - 46 

14145 69 

74150 10C 

74154 - 
H1y5- 58 

74157 - 55 
73150- 65 

74162- f0 

74164 - 85 

Nt7)- ,.70 
HIN 95 

74175- 115 

74176 - 75 

74177 75 

/41/33 65 
74.1 I 90 

74 De MP 
»191 aS 

7419? 170 

141f5- tl 

78279 .95 
917911. 
14.231- 62 

74193 - I 25 

74325 - I 50 

- 

DATA CASSETTES 1/2 HR S .95 

14 pin headers 3/$1.00 

MM 5387AA new clock chip which will directly 
drive LED's 12,24 hrs., 1 supply & alarm 55.95 

NO. 30 WIRE WRAP WIRE SINGLE 
STRAND 100' 51.40 

ALCO MINIATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES 
MTA 106 SPDT S .95 
MTA 206 DPDT . 5 1.70 
MTA 206 P.DPDT CENTER OFF $ 1.85 
MSC. 206 P.DPOT CE NTE O OF F 

LEVER SWITCH 5 1.85 

SOLID STATE: SALES - 

I P.O. BOX 74A r 

SOMERVILLE, MASS. 02143 TEL. 1617) 547-7053} d, 

CIRCLE NO.54 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
B&FB&FB&FB&FB&FB&FB&F 

®o 
FLOOR 

SPEAKER 
SYSTEM 

3 -WAY Bookshelf System 
Big enought to u ilioe full size speakers: 
10" woofer, 5' middle. & 4" super 
tweeter. Big nough to handle 50 
Watts/channel, 5111911 enough to fit your 
budget. Freq. Rasp. 30 to 22,000 Hz. 
Ferro -Fluid Damping. Cabinet size 
20011x9'/,"dp. Good things come in 
small packages a nice extra set for the 
other room..? Sh. Wt. 60 Lbs. (allow for 
two 30 Lb parcels 
KIT Order No. 8Y)0542 . $88.00/Pr. 

i1. 
F 
K 

AD ENT 

. 4 -WAY 
117 

SPEAKER ` SYSTEM 
S99.88/Pr. 

SYSTEM CONTAINS: 
Cabinet, mid.range, Speaker, woofer, 

passive radiator, 2-41/," super horn. Piezo 
Tweeters, terminals grill cloth, 
acoustic dampening material, hardware, 
& instructions etc. Freq. rose. is 30 Hz 
TO 25,000 Hz., 60 watts max. power. 
Sh. Wt. 98 Lbs. (3 pkgs.) 

Use this great speaker system for big 
band speakers, monitor speakers, all 
around music speakers Or with "DISCO" 
systems. Don't delay - These will g0 fast! 
Seconds..Nicks, Chips, Cab. Structually 
sound .. you finish 8 save! 
9110123 599.88/pr. 
20 pr. for E1,698.68 9110123 

POWER SUPPY KIT 

We supply all electrical & electronic 
parts, you supply labor & mechanical 
parts, tools & case. Battery Charter 
12VDC, 20A, - 20 Lbs. 
7C70005. . . . . (20A) 519.50 
Battery Charger 12VDC, 15A, 15 Lbs. 
9C00089 . . . . . (15A). . . . $14.50 
Ni -Cad Battery Charger Kit, up to 35 
VDC, 500ma. Sh. Wt. 5 Lbs. 

Logic P.S. Kit. 5V, 1A, Reg'ted 

24 VDC 
. 56 

5 to Reg'ted & adjustable 
5 amps. Sh. Wt. 15 Lbs. V/$4' 
6M160301 $14.86 

&FB&FB&FB$5FB&FB&FB&FB8F 
COMPUTER 

27 

O 

STUFF 
TTV . MD33. . . ASR . .5348.88 
TTV . MD33. .. KSR 
TTY 
TTV 
TTV 5388.88 
DEC . PDPBM .. . 51488.88 IBM 725 1/0-W/Keyboard .$498.88 
Singer MD70 Work Station I/O yours 
for only $298.88 
Singer Pertec 7 -Track Key To Tape 
4311 Com.. . . . . .$228.88 
Singer Line Printer M052 .$350.00 

Nova IBM Desk Top Term.. .$748.88 
Nova/IBM Desk Top Terminal 

(ASCII) $888.88 or 
V(atron System 21 $495.00 IBM SELECTRIC BALL PRINTER 

. MD35. . . ASR 

. MD35. . . KSR 

KEYBOARD ' 'LOW 
CONSOLE 

RIM III 
$68.88 

GOOD TO EXCELLENT CONDITION 
This Honeywell No. 74100903-001 ASCII encoded microswitch data entry format keyboard. Comes with fully pop- 

7lated 
I.C. boards. Some 100 I.C.'s, 

100 & 71400 series, or some are dot matrix I.C.'s, LSI chips TMC 4907 - a 
4 mho crystal, a Mostek MK2002, plugs into a wire wrap board of 120 sockets. 
Also 2 -large heat sinks, 4-2N3055 
oistOrs, 2-2N3668, 4 -jumper cables with 
dip plugs attached, 30 lamps No. 382 & 
other stuff. Power required for key- 
board +5VDC, - 12VDC regulated. Pin 
Out supplied for keyboard only. K board in console is a complete assembly ASCII ehcloded & is easily removed to fit or use as is. The additional) circuitry 
was used to drive status Indicators; Format, program level, check & display 
etc. Console Sze: 19" *4.416" Op. x 8" hg. rear, front slopes to_ 2 3/4" hg. 
Sh. Wt. 16 Lbs. . . 0W0584. , 568.88 

3 

TERMS: Add Postage - NO C.O.D's please 

hone Orders 
And 

Charge It! 
Use Your 

AE/MC/Visa 
Call Us At 

16171 
531-5774 

.5288.88 
. .6248.88 
. .$448.88 

In 

m 

D 
VISIT OUR NEW STORE! z 

the "TOWNE DUMPE" re 

So. Willow St. (near Woolco) 
Manchester, N.H. s 

B&F ENTERPRISES 
Dept P-5 

119 Foster Street ñ 
Peabody,MA. 01960 i 

(617) 531.5774 á 

For more 
information 
on 

advertised 
products, 
equipment 
tested, etc., 
circle 

appropriate 
number 
on 

postpaid 
Free 

Information 
Card. 

Full Wave Brides DIP SOCKETS 
PRV 2A 6A 25A 
100 
200 
400 
600 

.75 

.95 
1.20 

1.75 
1.50 
1.75 

1.30 
2.00 
3.00 
4.00 

8 PIN .17 24 PIN .35 

14 PIN .20 28 PIN .40 

16 PIN 22 40 PIN .60 
18 PIN .25 

SANKEN AUDICS POWER AMPS 
5. 1010 G 10 WATTS $ 7.80 
Si 1020 G 20 WA TS . .. $15.70 
S. 1050 G 50 WATTS ... 528.50 

TANTULUM CAPACITORS 
.22UF 35V 5/51.00 
.47UF 35V 5/$1.00 
.68UF 35V 5/01.00 
1UF 35V 5/01.00 
2.2UF 20V 5/51.00 
3.3UF 20V 4/51.00 
4.7UF 15V 5/51.00 

7üL;aLRI S 
/4150.2 31 /30129 

745513 49 /445152 
7.45» 1 10 145513 

u'5 
145521 

MEWS 

1445/1 /4581 
1, +.56,91 

514551 
U'.4:1 

V5r5 '721: 
144380 
/43.193 

09 
5,5117 
7413113 
/513.3 
1443424 

7445125 

67 

135 
1.1 

94 

31 

74433/5 
/445,34 
7443283 
7445345 
/41.5394 

745.1 

1 21 

1 21 

rt 
1 42 

131 

71r 

1 41 

I III 
I 40 

I Ce 

3 31 

94 

.42 

TRIACS 
PRV IA 10A 25A 
100 
200 
400 
600 

40 
711 

110 
1.70 

70 1 30 
1 10 1 75 
1 60 2 50 
2.30 3.60 

6.8UF 35V 4/51.00 
IOUF 10V 5.25 
22UF 25V 5.40 
15UF 35V 3/01.00 
30UF 6V 5/51.00 
33UF 20V 5.40 
47UF 20V 5.35 
68UF 15V 5.50 

META C,RCUITS 
LM 101 75 

1.0 301049 25 
10301 

LM 308 
31. 
ne 

LM 334 
LM319 
LM ]58 
1.61377 
1.6 377 
LM 380 
LM 382 

iM386 87 
L 533 
LH 555 
OA 555 
LM 556 
NESaOL 
560 
565 
566 
56> 

)JlH 

709 
110 

7,1CH Co,v 
747 
LO 310 
1456 

I900 
B0leCC 

91 

75 

.75 
120 
.70 

1 10 
70 

1 

15 

60 
.95 

1.25 
.80 

25 
2.50 
2 50 
49 
.a5 

2.25 
200 

95 
1,10 
110, 
95 

75 
35 
40 
25 

50 
2.50 
.95 

i0 0 
3.90 
1.95 

LF356H 1.20 

SCR'S 
15A 6A 35A 

40 50 1 20 
60 70 1 60 

1.00 1 20 2.20 
1.50 3.00 

WE SHIP OVER 95% 
- OF OUR ORDERS THE 

DAY WE RECEIVE THEM 

YOU'RE READING 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS. 
That already says a lot about you. That 

you're fascinated by the diversity of elec- 
tronics. Everything from microcomputers 

to audio. from construction projects to 
ham radio. Who knows what area of 

electronics will catch your interest next'' 
That's why you read P. E. To keep in 

touch with all that's new and best in the 
many worlds of consumer electronics. 

Popular Electronics 
CIRCLE READER SERVICE CARD FOR FREE JUMBO CATALOG 

CIRCLE NO.8 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

AmericanRadioHistory.Com



Hithi lés Cbssifiec 
REGULAR CLASSIFIED: COMMERCIAL RATE: For firms or individuals offering commercial products or services, $2.50 per word. Minimum order $37.50. EX- 
PAND-ADA CLASSIFIED RATE: $3.75 per word. Minimum order $56.25. Frequency discount: 5% for 6 months; 10% for 12 months paid in advance. PERSONAL 
RATE: For individuals with a personal item to buy or sell, $1.50 per word. No minimum! DISPLAY CLASSIFIED: 1" by 1 column (2-1/4" wide), $300. 2" by 1 column, 
$600.00. 3" by 1 column, $900.00. Advertiser to supply film positives. For frequency rates, please inquire. GENERAL INFORMATION: Ad copy must be typewritten or 
clearly printed. Payment must accompany copy except when ads are to be billed on credit cards - American Express, Diners Club, Master Charge, VISA (supply 
expiration date) - or when ads are placed by accredited advertising agencies. First word in all ads set in caps. All copy subject to publisher's approval. All advertisers 
using Post Office Boxes in their addresses MUST supply publisher with permanent address and telephone number before ad can be run. Advertisements will not be 
published which advertise or promote the use of devices for the surreptitious interception of communications. Ads are not acknowledged. They will appear in first issue 
to go to press after closing date. Closing Date: 1st of the 2nd month preceding cover date (for example, March issue closes January 1st). Send order and remittance to 
Classified Advertising, POPULAR ELECTRONICS, One Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016. For inquiries, contact Linda Lemberg at (212) 725-3924. 

FOR SALE 

FREE! Bargain Catalog-I.C.'s, LED's, readouts, fiber optics, 
calculators parts & kits, semiconductors, parts. Poly Paks, 
Box 942PE, Lynnfield, Mass. 01940. 

GOVERNMENT and industrial surplus receivers, transmitters, 
snooperscopes, electronic parts, Picture Catalog 25 cents. 
Meshna, Nahant, Mass. 01908. 

LOWEST Prices Electronic Parts. Confidential Catalog Free. 
KNAPP, 4750 96th St N., St. Petersburg, FL 33708. 

ELECTRONIC PARTS, semiconductors, kits. FREE FLYER. 
Large catalog $1.00 deposit. BIGELOW ELECTRONICS, 
Bluffton, Ohio 45817. 

RADIO-T.V. Tubes -36 cents each. Send for free catalog. 
Cornell, 4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

AMATEUR SCIENTISTS, Electronics Experimenters, Sci- 
ence Fair Students ... Construction plans - Complete, in 

Eluding drawings, schematic, parts list with prices and sources 
Robot Man - Psychedelic shows - Lasers - 

Emotion/Lie Detector - Touch Tone Dial - Quadraphonic 
Adapter - Transistorized Ignition - Burglar Alarm - Sound Meter ... over 60 items. Send 50 
cents coin (no stamps) for complete catalog. Technical Writ- 
ers Group, Box 5994, University Station, Raleigh, N.C. 27650. 

SOUND SYNTHESIZER KITS -Surf $14.95, Wind $14.95, 
Wind Chimes $19.95, Musical Accessories, many more. 
Catalog free. PAIA Electronics, Box J14359, Oklahoma City, 
OK 73114. 

HEAR POLICE / FIRE Dispatchers! Catalog shows exclusive 
directories of "confidential" channels, scanners. Send post- 
age stamp. Communications, Box 56 -PE, Commack, N.Y. 
11725. 

UNSCRAMBLERS: Fits any scanner or monitor, easily ad- 
justs to all scrambled frequencies. Only 4" square $29.95, 
fully guaranteed. Dealer Inquiries welcomed. PDQ Elec- 
tronics, Box 841, North Little Rock, Arkansas 72115. 

TELETYPE EQUIPMENT for sale for beginners and exper- 
ienced computer enthusiast. Teletype machines, parts, 
supplies. Catalogue $1.00 to: ATLANTIC SALES, 3730 
Nautilus Ave., Brooklyn, NY 11224. Tel: (212) 372-0349. 

WHOLESALE C.B., Scanners, Antennas, Catalog 25 cents. 
Crystals: Special cut, $4.95, Monitor $3.95. Send make, 
model, frequency. G. Enterprises, Box 461P, Clearfield, UT 
84015. 

UNSCRAMBLE CODED MESSAGES from Police, Fire 

and Medical Channels. Same day service. Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. Don Nobles Electronics, Inc., Rt. 7, 

Box 610, Hot Springs, Arkansas 71901. (501) 623- 
6027. 

BUILD AND SAVE TELEPHONES, TELEVISION, DETEC- 
TIVE, BROADCAST Electronics. We sell construction plans 
with an Engineering Service. Speakerphones, Answering 
Machines, Carphones, Phonevision, Dialers, Color TV Con- 
verters. VTR, Games, $25 TV Camera, Electron Microscope, 
Special Effects Generator, Time Base Corrector, Chroma 
Key. Engineering Courses in Telephone, Integrated Circuits, 
Detective Electronics. PLUS MUCH MORE. NEW Super 
Hobby Catalog PLUS year's subscription to Electronic News 
Letter, $1.00. Don Britton Enterprises, 6200 Wilshire Blvd., 
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048. 

NAME BRAND Test Equipment. Up to 50% discount. Free 
catalog. Salen Electronics, Box 82, Skokie, Illinois 60077. 

UNSCRAMBLERS FOR any scanner. Several models avail- 
able. Free literature. Capri Electronics, 8753T Windom, St. 
Louis, MO 63114. 

UNSCRAMBLER KIT. Tunes all scramble frequencies, may 
be built-in most scanners, 2-3/4s2-1/4 X 1/2. $19.95. Factory 
built Code -Breaker. $29.95. Free Catalog: KRYSTAL KITS, 
Box 445, Bentonville, Ark. 72712. (501) 273-5340. 

WEATHER MAP RECORDERS: Copy Satellite Photo- 

graphs, National -Local Weather Maps. Learn How! 

$1.00. Atlantic Sales, 3730 Nautilus Ave., Brooklyn, 

N.Y. 11224. Tel: (212) 372-0349. 

NAME BRAND TEST EQUIPMENT at discount prices. 72 
page catalogue free. Write: Dept. PE, North American Elec- 
tronics, 1468 West 25th Street, Cleveland, OH 44113. 

THE GREAT CTRONIC 

THINGS & IDEAS BOOK! 

HUNDREDS OF 
UNUSUAL PARTS. GADGETS Pe IDEA ITEMS, UNAVAILABLE IN 
STORES OR CATALOGS ANYWHERE' Bargain preens on everything! 
New Items ,n every mud Ruth postcard for you. copy! 

C O ELECTRONICS Dept. 035, 
North Country Shopping Cu., 
Plattshburgh, N.V. 12901. 

B&K Test Equipment. Free catalog. Free Shipping. Dinosaur 
discounts. Spacetron-AT, 948 Prospect, Elmhurst, IL 60126. 

SURPLUS ELECTRONICS 
ATTENTION HOBBYISTS - SEND FOR 

YOUR FREE CATALOG 
Great buys in tape drives, keyboards, power 
supplies, and transformers. We also have heat 
sinks, steel cabinets, I/O terminals, video dis 
plays, printers, and equipment cases. And of 
course components, fans, wire, and cable. Write 
now to 

130 Northeastern Blvd. 
Worldwide Electronics Nashua, N.H. 03060 

BUILD THE ARTISAN ELECTRONIC ORGAN ... The 20th 
century successor to the classic pipe organ. Kits feature mod- 
ular construction, with logic controlled stops and RAM Pre -Set 
Memory System. Be an ar-ti-san. Write for our free brochure. 
AOK Manufacturing, Inc, Box 445, Kenmore, WA 98028. 

WRITE US AND WE'LL SEND 
YOU THE BEST CATALOG 
YOU EVER READ! 
No kidding. Speakertab's catalog took longer to 
write than some of our competitors have been in 
business. In fact, we created an industry by 

_ "building great kits so you can afford 
great speakers." Our catalog is an ( invaluable manual of speaker , function and design. And. \\, , it will introduce you to 

I the finest speaker kits made 

janywhere...with the strongest 
money -back guarantee. Find out 
for yourself...FREE. FREE. 

that is. Write now. Right now. 

eekerla 
Dept. C -PE, 735 N. Northlake Way 
Seattle. WA 98103 

THE BEST CB ANTENNA 
SEND FOR FREE PAL FULL LINE 

CATALOG AND DECAL 

PAL Antenna Corp. 
2614 EAST ADAMS PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85034 

POLICE/FIRE SCANNERS, crystals, antennas, CBs, Radar 
Detectors. HPR, Box 1 g224, Denver, CO 80219. 

TRANSISTORS FOR C -B Repair, IC's and diodes TV audio 
repairs 2SC756A - $2.40, 2SC1306 - $2.95, 2SC1307 - 
$3.85, PLLOZAG - $7.50, AN239 - $5.50, STK439 - 
$8.95. Many more. FREE Catalog and transistor. B&D Enter- 
prises, Box 32, Mt. Jewett, PA 16740. 

4 

Easy to assemble kit. 15V battery (not incl.) 
Call (305) 725-1000 or sand $18.95 51.00 ,, r o ,.. 
shipping lo USI Corp., P.O. Sox PE -2062, 
Melbourne, FL 32901. COD's accept -For 4, . catalog of t-ansmitters, voice scramblers ter D'tl 

and other specialty items, enclose $2.00 to USI Core '-"".r""''""."". -7-".77"'1>y. 
OPTO ELECTRONIC DEVICES, laser diodes, LED's, 

fiber optics for experimenter and electronic en- 

thusiast. For free information, write: Eastern Elec- 

tronics, P.O. Box 2204, Clifton, NJ 07015. 

VIDEO CASSETTES - Large Selection - Pre-recorded, all 
ratings, for VHS & BETA. Also blank cassettes, L-500 @ 
$14.00, L-750 @ $19.00, VK-250 @ $19.00, in lots of 10 or 
more. We accept MC and VISA. Send for free catalog. Parker 
Electronics, 023P Dutchess Turnpike, Poughkeepsie, NY 
12603. 

e 
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CB RADIOS, VHF -UHF Scanners, Crystal, Antennas. Radar 
Detectors. Wholesale. Southland, Box 3591, Baytown, TX 
77520. 

CIRCUIT BOARDS from production -ready artwork. 

Free details. QUANTITY discounts. CM CIRCUITS, 22 

Maple Ave., Lackawanna, NY 14218. 

MONTHLY PICTURE FLYER. Quality Surplus Electronic 
parts. Low Prices. Star-Tronics, Box 683, McMinnville, OR 
97128. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT supplies, chemicals, tools, artwork, plat- 
ing solutions. Major credit cards. Catalog $1.00, refundable. 
CIRCOLEX, Box 198, Marcy, NY 13403. 

RECONDITIONED TEST EQUIPMENT $1.00 for catalog. 
WALTER'S TEST EQUIPMENT, 2697 Nickel, San Pablo, CA 
94806, (415) 758-1050. 

CHEMICALS. Lab Supplies. Lowest prices, fastest service 
anywhere. Listing 250. Westech Corp., Box 593, Logan, Utah 
84321. 

LOW, LOW Component Prices! Ask for free flyer. Write: EEP, 
11 Revere Place, Tappan, NY 10983. 

NEGATIVE ION GENERATORS AND ACCESSORIES. 
(Kits). Fascinating details -$1.00. Golden Enterprises. Box 
1282 -PE, Glendale, Arizona 85311. 

Super 
Powerful Wireless Mic 

10 times mere powerful than other mics. 
Transmits up to V. mile to any FM radio. I 

SPACECOAST RESEARCH 
W Ne 
ologY! 

Dept. D, P.O. Box 442. Altamonte Springs. FL 32701 TechR 

CARBON FILM RESISTORS 1/4W, 1/2W - 1.7 cents each. 
Free sample;specifications. Other components. COMPO- 
NENTS CEN'ER, Box 295, W. Islip, New York 11795. 

SCANNERS, VIDEO RECORDERS, C.B.'s. All brands dis- 
counted. Bearcat 250. $279.95. S.A.S.E (large) speeds 
prices. McDonald Electronics, Box 1385(W), Rohnert Park, 
CA 94928. (707) 544-4388. 

FUNCTION GENERATOR gives sinewave, squarewave, 
pulse, ramp, hianglewave from 0.1 Hz to 0.1MHz - Assem- 
bled. Informaton 250. Farell' Research Corporation, Box 386, 
Elizabeth, PA 15037. 

X-RAY MACHINE! Build your own! Easy & inexpensive! Satis- 
faction Guaranteed! Plans & complete information book! 
$3.75 Postpaid! Vertex, 129 St. Augustine, PE -5, Dallas, 
Texas 75217. 
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STOCK, MARKET ANALYSIS SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS FOR THE MARKET 
TRADER WITH LITTLE TIME (I5MIN /DAY).FOR 
$25 YOU RECEIVE DATA BASE PLUS TWO PRO- 
GRAMS ON CASSETTE AND HARD COPY IN- 
STRUCTIONS WRITTEN FOR THE NOVICE. 

TRS 80 LEVEL I OR II 16K. PET8K. 

- , STEVEN E.SHAW P.E. 
SOFTWARE CONSULTANT . 

P.O. 1707 TAMPA,FL 33601 - 

CIRCUIT BOARDS! 1 or 1000. Your artwork. Bargain prices. 
quality boards. Richard Allran, Box 974, Waynesville, NC 
28786. 

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS for SWL, Scanners - Bearcat 
210 & 250, XTALS, Microcomputers - Sorcerer, accessories. 
CALL TOLL FREE for pricing. 1-800-638-4486, or send SASE 
for literature: Comm Center Inc., Laurel Plaza, Rte. 198, 
Laurel, MD 20810. 

FIRE/POLICE SCANNERS, discount prices. Write: Ron Bar - 
locks Discount Scanners. 70 Mohawk Rd., Greensburg, PA 
15601. Phone 412-836-6344. 

RECEIVER for NBS time and frequency standard station 
WWVB, 60 KHz. Free brochure. Elemek, Inc., Dept. P. 6500 
Joy Road, East Syracuse, NY 13057. 

VIDEO TAPE RECORDER, (Cartrivision CT1) with service 
manual, spare heads & parts, 3 factory recorded cartridges & 
8 blanks. Offer includes b/w camera with lens and acces 
sones, and more. $450.00. Vince Taylor, 1131 Meadowbrook, 
Los Angeles, CA 90019. (213) 935-7771. 

FREE CATALOG! Strobes, LEDs, IC's, Calculators, Photo - 
Electronic Products, Unique Kits and Components. Chaney 
Electronics, Box 27038, Denver, CO 80227. 

BARGAINS GALORE! Collectors, hams, experimenters, 
dealers! Buy -sell -trade through Electronics Trader monthly 
swap sheet, only $6.00 year or send stamp for sample. Elec- 
tronics Trader, Darwin. CA 93522. 

PLANS AND KITS 

AMAZING ELECTRONIC 
"'ve. PRODUCTS if/ 

LASERS SUPER POWERED, RIFLE, PISTOL. POCKET SEE IN DARK PYRO 
It TECHNICAL DEBUGGING UNCRAMBLERS GIANT TESLA STUNWAND TV 

' DISRUPTER ENERGY PRODUCING. SCIENTIFIC DETECTION, ELECTRIFYING, 
CHEMICAL, ULTRASONIC. CB, AERO, AUTO AND MECH DEVICES, HUNDREDS 
MORE ALL NEW PLUS INFO UNITE/ PARTS SERVICE. 

INFORMATION nnlimifve 
CATALOG SI Dept. E8, Box 716, Amherst, NH 03031 

BUILD YOUR OWN 
r SYMPHONY 
PJ OF SOUND! 

It's fun and easy -takes just min- 
utes a day! Complete kits for 
organs, pianos, strings, rhythms, 
amplifiers, synthesizers. Also 
factory assembled. 104 -page 
catalog $2.00 

OWER5I 
Wersi Electronics, Inc. 

Dept. ZD, 1720 Hempstead Road 
Lancaster, PA 17601 

PRINTED CIRCUIT Boards from sketch or artwork. Kit pro- 
tects. Free details. DANOCINTHS Inc.. Box 261, Westland, MI 
48185. 

CB/HAM ACCESSORIES, kits, parts, construction plans - 
catalog. Omnipolarized antenna, 300 MHz counter, Modula- 
tion booster. Plans $3.00 each, $7.50 all. PANAXIS, Box 
130-A5, Paradise, CA 95969. 

DOLBY ADD-ON ENCODES/DECODES RECORDINGS, 
FM. Quality components, complete kit. Calibration tapes. 
Comprehensive test report. IMPE INTEGREX, Box 747, 
Havertown, PA. 19083. 

ELECTRONIC KITS under $5, includes wireless mics., 
alarms, sirens, etc. Brochure. Electrokit, 5 Redwood, Milford, 
Mass. 01757. 

TESLA COIL - 40" SPARKS! Plans $7.50. Information 75 
cents. Huntington Electronics, Box 2009-P, Huntington, Conn. 
06484. 

PROFESSIONAL ALARM SYSTEMS and supplies at 
wholesale prices. FREE CATALOG. CAPCO, Box 5980- 
CPE5, Incline Village, Nevada 89450. 

VEHICLE STOLEN - CAN BE LOCATED. "Information' Pro- 
tect automobile, boat, trailer, airplane, home, office. Fowler 
Alarms,Box 64466-PE2. Los Angeles, CA 90064. 

HIGH FIDELITY 

DIAMOND NEEDLES and Stereo Cartridges at Discount 
prices for Shure, Pickering, Stanton, Empire, Grado and ADC. 
Send for free catalog. LYLE CARTRIDGES, Dept. P, Box 69, 
Kensington Station, Brooklyn, New York 11218. For Fast Ser- 
vice call Toll Free 800-221-0906. 

CUSTOM CASSETTE RECORDERS. 4 track, half -speed. 
Cassettes last four times as long! Also Time Compression: 
listen double speed without pitch change. Free catalog. SFB 
PRODUCTS, Box, E-385, Wayne, PA 19087. 

WANTED 

GOLD. Silver, Platinum, Mercury, Tantalum wanted Highest 
prices paid by refinery. Ores assayed. Free circular. Mercury 
Terminal, Norwood, MA 02062. 

WANTED! CB DEALERS 
AND DISTRIBUTORS 

PAL Antenna Corp. 
2614 EAST ADAMS PHOENIX. ARIZONA 85034 

TOP QUALITY IMPORTED KITS, IC's, foreign transistors. 
TUBES Free catalog. International Electronics, Box 567, Williamsville, 

NY 14221. 

KEYED NUMBER ELECTRONIC LOCK. S3.00 for complete 
plans, includes the keyboard. JLA, Box 661, Rouses Point, 
NY 12976. 

FREE KIT CATALOG. Power Supplies and Powered Bread- 
boards. Lowest Prices. Highest Quality. OMNI-PHASE EN- 
GINEERING, Box 2482, Evergreen, CO 80439. 

SWL's - Build a slow speed shaft turner, external connection 
to bandspread. Details $2.00 (Refundable). Lazy -Tuner Prod- 
ucts, Box 42042C, Cleveland, Ohio 44142. 

FREE KIT Catalog contains Test and Experimenter's TELEPHONES & PARTS 
Equipment. Dage Scientific Instruments, Box 

1054P, Livermore, CA 94550. 

TIGER 500 
SIMPLI-KIT 

FOR THE DO-IT-YOURSELFER 
NOW! a high quality CD ELECTRONIC 
IGNITION SYSTEM in kit form. 
Contains all components and solder to 
build complete Solid -State Electronic CD 
Ignition System for your car. Assembly 
requires less than 3 hours. 

Increases MPG 15% Eliminates 4 or 5 tune-ups 
Increases horsepower 15% Instant starting, any 
Plugs and Points last weather 
50,000 miles Dual system switch 

Fits only 12 volt neg. ground... 
Only 526.96 postpaid 

tStar Corporation 
P.O. Box 1727 Grand Junction, Colorado 81501 

TV -OSCILLOSCOPE CONVERTER externally adapts TV into 
audio frequency oscilloscope. Info. $1.00. Plans $7.50, with 
P.C. $15.00, TV -1 VHF modulator $12.00, complete kit 
$60.00. Evolutionics, Box 855-G, San Rafael, CA 94902. 

PROJECTION TV ... Convert your TV to project 7 Foot pic- 
ture. Results equal to $2,500 projector. Total cost less than 
$20.00. PLANS & LENS $16.00. Illustrated info. FREE: Mac- 
rocomce, Washington Crossing, PA 18977, 

FREQUENCY COUNTERS 50 MHZ $59.95, 500 MHZ 
$79.95, Flashing LED's $1.00. Digital clocks $12.95. Lec- 
tronix, Box 42, Madison Heights, Michigan 48071. 

TELEPHONES UNLIMITED, Equipment Supplies. All 

types, Regular, Keyed, Modular. Catalog 50 cents. 
Box 1147E, San Diego, California 92112. 

OMAK PHONE CENTER. All types of telephones - keyed 
modular and decorator. Catalog $1.00 (refundable). Box 38. 
Beardstown, IL 62618. (217) 323-3963. 

ALARMS 

RADIO & T.V. Tubes -36 cents each. Send for free Catalog. 
Cornell, 4213 University, San Diego, Calif. 92105. 

TUBES: "Oldies", Latest. Supplies, components, schematics. 
Catalog Free (stamp appreciated). Steinmetz, 7519 -PE Ma- 
plewood, Hammond, Ind. 46324. 

TUBES -RECEIVING, Industrial and Semiconductors Factory 
Boxed. Free price sheet including TV. Radio and audio parts 
list. Transleteronic, Inc., 1365 39th St., Brooklyn, New York 
11218. Telephone: (212) 633-2800. Toll free: 800-221-5802. 

BARGAIN Prices on Radio/TV, industrial, obsolete types. 
Free list. Conelco, Box 67, Trona, CA 93562. 

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS 

MANUALS for Govt Surplus radios, test sets, scopes. List 50 
cents (coin). Books, 7218 Roanne Drive, Washington, D.C. 
20021. 

JEEPS -$59.30! - CARS -$33.501 - 200,000 ITEMS! - 
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS - Most COMPREHENSIVE DI- 
RECTORY AVAILABLE tells how, where to buy - YOUR 
AREA - $2.00 - MONEYBACK GUARANTEE - Govern- 
ment Information Services, Department GE -65, Box 99249, 
San Francisco, California 94109. 

QUALITY BURGLAR -FIRE ALARM EQUIPMENT at discount GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. Buy your Area. How, where. 
prices. Free Catalog! Steffens, Box 624K, Cranford, N.J. Send $2.00. SURPLUS HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, Box 
07016. 30177 -PE, Washington, D.C. 20014, 

Burglar Firs Smoke 
Alarm Catalog 

Billions of dollars lost annually due 
to lack of protective warning alarms. 

FREE CATALOG Shows you how to 
protect your home, business 
and person. Wholesale 
prices. Do-it-yourself. Free 
engineering service. 

Burden Security Co.' 

Box 82802 PE -059 Lincoln, Ne. 68501 

NEW BEEPER ALERT: Factory built audible device. Loud 
beep, beep, beep, or steady tone from one P.C. board. Oper- 
ates on 4-12 VDC.. $15.95. ALERT ALARMS, 127 Main St., 
Derby, CT 06418. 

PERSONALS 

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international corre- 
spondence, illustrated brochure free. Hermes-Verlag. Box 
110660/Z, D-1000 Berlin 11. Germany. 

INSTRUCTION 

UNIVERSITY DEGREES BY MAIL! Bachelors, Mas- 

ters, Ph.D's. Free revealing details. Counseling, Box 

317-PE05, Tustin, California 92680. 

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP! HYPNOTIZE! Astonishing details, 
strange catalog free! Autosuggestion. Box 24-ZD, Olympia. 
Washington 98507. 

INTENSIVE 5 week course for Broadcast Engineers. FCC 
First Class license. Student rooms at the school. Radio En- 
gineering Inc., 61 N. Pineapple Ave., Sarasota, FL 33577. 

DEGREE PROGRAM IN ELECTRONICS ENGINEERING. 
Our 34th year! Free literature. Cook's Institute, Box 20345, 
Jackson, Miss. 39209, 
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1979 "TESTS - ANSWERS" for FCC First Class 

License. Plus - "Self Study Ability Test." Proven! 

$9.95 Unconditional Moneyback Guarantee. Com- 

mand Productions, Box 26348-P, San Francisco, CA 

94126. 

PASS FCC EXAMINATIONS - 1st - 2nd - 3rd -Radar. Prov- 
en method by Victor Veley, noted author -teacher. Part I, 

Workbook consisting of hundreds of problems with complete 
solutions. Part II, Question and Answer Manual has hundreds 
of practice questions. Complete course - Both Manuals, 
$14.95 postpaid. Oeffinger Publishing, Box 1240, Garden 
Grove, Calif. 92642. 

RADIO BROADCASTING: Become DJ, engineer. Start your 
own station - investment/experience unnecessary! Receive 
free equipment, records. Free details. Broadcasting, Box 
130 -AS, Paradise, CA 95969. 

ASSEMBLING HEATHKIT VTVM? Plentiful detail photos, au- 
diocassette instruction increase your success, satisfaction. 
Only $9.75, postpaid. Specify IM5218 or IM5228. The Instruc- 
tion Company, P.O. Box 2646, Stanford, CA 94305. 

SHORTCUTS TO SUCCESS! Highly effective short 
specialized home study courses. 75 categories to choose. 
Advance rapidly! Diploma awarded. Our 34th year! Free litera- 
ture. Cook's Institute, Desk 14, Box 20345, Jackson, Miss. 
39209. 

LEARN ELECTRONIC ORGAN SERVICING at home. Com- 
pletely revised course covers latest models including digital, 
LSI's, synthesizers, etc. NILES BRYANT SCHOOL, PO Box 
20153, Sacramento, CA 95820. 

MICROCOMPUTERS 

ELECTRIC PENCIL + your TRS-80 = a super word pro- 
cessor. $99.95 with lower-case modification instructions. 
MIcro-Computer Specialists, Box 11295, Elkins Park, PA 
19117. 

MAGNETS 

MAGNETS. All types. Specials -20 disc, or 10 bar, or 2 stick or 
8 assorted magnets. $1.00. Magnets, Box 192-H, Ran- 
dallstown, Maryland 21133. 

FOR INVENTORS 

PATENT AND DEVELOP Your invention. Registered Patent 
Agent and Licensed Professional Engineer, Send for FREE 
PATENT INFORMATION every inventor should have. 
Richard L. Miller, P.E., 3612 Woolworth Building, New York, 
NY 10007. (212) 267-5252. 

HAVE YOU AN INVENTION? We evaluate, develop, 

improve and market meritorious inventions and 

ideas. For free brochure write, call: Inventors Guild, 

P.O. Box 411, Fort Washington, PA 19034. (215) 

233-5252. 

INVENTORS: FREE INFORMATION on offering your inven- 
tion for sale. Kessler Sales Corporation, Dept C-255, Fre- 
mont, Ohio 43420. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

I MADE $40,000.00 Year by Mailorder! Helped others make 
money! Torrey, Box 318 -NN, Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197. 

FREE CATALOGS. Repair air conditioning, refrigeration. 
Tools, supplies, full instructions. Doolin, 2016 Canton, Dallas, 
Texas 75201. 

NEW LUXURY Car Without Cost. Free Details! Codex-ZZ, 
Box 6073, Toledo, Ohio 43614. 

MECHANICALLY INCLINED individuals desiring ownership 
of Small Electronics Manufacturing Business - without in- 
vestment. Write: BUSINESSES, 92-K2 Brighton 11th, Brook- 
lyn, New York 11235. 

MILLIONS in Mail!!! Free Secrets. Transworld-17, Box 6226, 
Toledo, OH 43614. 

MECHANICALLY INCLINED INDIVIDUALS 

Assemble electronic devices in your home. Be 
your own boss. Get started in spare time. Little 
experience, Knowledge or Investment Necessary. 
Expect big profits: $300 - $600/Wk. Possible. 
Write for free literature telling how. 

' ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT LAB 
Box 1560PE, Pinellas Park, FL 33565 

$1200.00 MONTHLY Correcting Pupils' Lessons!!! Start Im- 
mediately. Free Report. Send self-addressed stamped en- 
velope. Home, Box 98201-SJXN, San Diego, CA 92109. 

BEAT THE RACES! Free Booklet! "Unlimited Lifetime Income 
From Thoroughbreds -Harness". Elias, Box 47BB, Brooklyn, 
NY 11219. 

HOMEWORKERS NEEDED - Earn Extra Money Stuffing 
Envelopes! Send Stamped Envelope: Jadeway, Box 186-Z0, 
Gaines, MI 48436. 

SECOND INCOME STUFFING ENVELOPES. $750/1000 
weekly possible! Rush stamped envelope and 254: ASHCO, 
Box 4394 -PES, Corpus Christi, TX 78408. 

ERASE DEBTS with little-known law-create wealth!! Details HYPNOTISM 
FREE-Blueprints, No. EES, Box 900, Bronx, NY 1C471. 

UNDERSTANDING 
MICROPROCESSORS 

New. Available June, 1979. 250 pages. $4.95. 

Order #LCB4023. Check or money order: Texas 

Instruments, P.O. Box 3640. M/S84 Dept. PE579, 

Dallas, Texas 75285. 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

MAKE $16.50 hourly. Produce rubber stamps. Equipment, 
know-how furnished. Free particulars. Write: Roberts, Room 
RC-376-IE. 1512 Jarvis, Chicago, IL 60626. 

EARN $1500 Monthly - Easy Home Income Mailing Circu- 
lars!! Free details: Mailhouse, Box ZD-68403, Portland, OR 
97268. 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 

ELECTRONICS/AVIONICS EMPLOYMENT OPPOR- 
TUNITIES. Report on jobs now open. Details FREE. Aviation 
Employment Information Service, Box 240E, Northport, New 
York 11768. 

RADIO -TV JOBS ... Stations hiring nationwide! Free details: 
"Job Leads", 1680 -PG Vine, Hollywood, CA 90028. 

GOVERNMENT HIRING! Excellent listing of agercies that 
hire. Electronic Technicians $10.00, Elect. Engineers $10.00 
Salaries, Instructions. WORLD AIR DATA, Box 5706, DER - 
WOOD, MD 20855. 

DO-IT-YOURSELF 

MODULAR TELEPHONES now available. Sets and compo- 
nents, compatible with Western Electric concept. Catalog 50 
cents. Box 1147W, Sari Diego, California 92112. 

AUDIO/ANALOG/SYNTHESIS. Plans, parts, kits, etc. for the 
most exciting sound projects ever. Get on our mailing list, 
send 254 to: CFR Associates Inc., Newton, N.H. 03858. 

COMPLETE LINE Security Systems for home, Busi- 

ness. Send self addressed, stamped envelope. Dar - 

bar, Box 1147E, San Diego, CA 92112. 

ELECTRONIC GAS DETECTOR PLANS, including IC am- 
plifier. $2.50. JR Industries, 5834-A Swancreek, Toledo, 
Ohio 43614. 

FIVE LASER PLANS - $10.00; Welding Burning 
Laser - $9.00; Laserama Light Show - $19.00; 

Catalog - $2.00; Solaser, Box 1015, (PE79), 

Claremont, CA 91711. 

HOBBIES 

COIN COLLECTING investments. Lincoln cent introductory 
offer: Two coins from each decade 1910's - present. $1.50 
postpaid. Ward Enterprises, PO Box 3091, Flint, MI 48502. 

REAL ESTATE 

BIG ... FREE ... SUMMER CATALOG! Over 2.600 top val- 
ues coast to coast!! UNITED FARM AGENCY, 612 -EP, West 
47th, Kansas City, MO 64112. 

RUBBER STAMPS 

RUBBER STAMPS, BUSINESS CARDS. Many new prod- 
ucts. Catalog. Jackso.i s, E-100, Brownsville Rd., Mt. Vernon, 
III. 62864. 

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES 

FREE book prophet Elijah coming before Christ. Wonderful 
bible evidence. MEGIDDO Mission, Dept. 64, 481 Thurston 
Rd., Rochester, N.Y. 14619. 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS INDEXES For 1977 now avail- 
able. Prepared in cooperation with the Editors o' "P/E," this 
index contains hundreds of references to product tests, con- 
struction projects, circuit tips and theory and is an essential 
companion to your magazine collection. 1977 Edition, $1.50 
per copy. All editions from 1972 onward still available at the 
same price. Add $.25 per order for postage and handling. 5.50 
per copy, foreign orders. INDEX, 6195 Deer Path, Manassas, 
Va. 22110. 

FREE Hypnotism. Self -Hypnosis. Sleep Learning Catalog! 
Drawer H400, Ruidoso, New Mexico 88345. 

MOTION PICTURE FILMS 

ITS SPORTLITE FOR FILM VALUES BY MAIL! Order Co- 
lumbia Pictures S-8 400' color/sound features (20:00) - 
Charles Bronson "Breakout." Peter Falk "Machine Gun Mc- 
Cain;" Sean Cannery "The Anderson Tapes;" Walter Matthau 
"Fail Save;" end Brian's Song - Football - extra long. 
$47.95 ea . $1.50 shipping, reg. price $54.95. Queen Boxer 
(female Bruce Lee), $45.95 ea; Fab Harlem Globetrotters, 
200' color/sound, $29.95 ea PPD. Choice of champ. heavy 
fights: Ali-Spinks I; Ali -Shavers; Holmes -Norton - 400' S-8 
Vivid Color Action Sound Features. $48.95 ea delivered. Tear 
out this ad and order today! Universal 64-pg catalog $1.20 
(foreign $2.). Columbia, Sportlite, Universal, Ring Classics 
order forms 354 ea with fliers. SPORTLITE FILMS, Elect - 
5/79. Box 24-500, Speedway, IN 46224. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MPG INCREASED! Bypass Pollution Devices easily. RE- 
VERSIBLY!! Free details - Posco GEES, 453 W. 256, NYC 
10471. 

CB RADIO OPERATORS - Send your name, handle and 
license number. We will inscribe this information attesting to 
your status as a CB operator on a handsome scroll, suitable 
for framing. Send information printed or typed together with 
check or money order for $4.95 to: Larry Bergman, P.O. Box 
281, Cedarhurst, NY 11516. 

AWARDS, projects, monthly newsletter. Electronics Work- 
shop Club. Write for free information: ECEI, 156 W. Spring 
Street, Eldridge, Iowa 52748. 

1919 Electronic Experimenter's Handbook 

t 73fELECTRONIIC 
EXPERIwA NTEJ 'S 

n pC' y. 
This latest edition includes a Micro- 
computer Buying Section in addition 
to a host of exciting construction 
projects with complete construction 
plans, parts lists, and printed cir- 
cuit board patterns. PLUS-A Com- 
puter Buying Directory with product 
specifications, latest prices, and 
photos. Only $2.50! 

Order from ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S HAND- 
BOOK, Dept. 01052, P.O. Box 278, Pratt Station, 
Brooklyn, NY 11205. Enclose $3($2.50 plus postage 
and handling). Outside U.S.A. $3. 

'Residents of CA, CO, DC, FL, IL, MI, MO, NY 
STATE and VT add applicable sales tax. 

-1979 COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOK 

. Everything you want to know- 
^,.F1I need to know-about Ham Radio, 

SWL, Police -Fire Monitoring, CB, 
Marine Radio, and Radar Detec- 
tors. Features, specifications, ,! latest prices, and photographs 
of equipment on the market are 

° S -r at your fingertips. Order your 
,e.4114.11p' copy from COMMUNICATIONS 

, 1,1 I HANDBOOK, Dept. 01063, P.O. 
Box 278, Pratt Station, Brooklyn, 
NY 11205. Enclosed is $3' (post- 

age and handling included). 'Residents of CA, CO, 
DC, FL, IL, MI, MO, NY STATE and VT add ap- 
plicable sales tax. 
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;I. 
When you want memory... 
COME TO THE LEADER. 

CompuKit'- from Godbout memory boards are generally available in 3 forms: unkit (sockets, bypass 
caps pre -soldered in place for easy assembly); assembled and tested; or qualified under the Certified 
System Component (CSC) high -reliability program. 

NOW WE HAVE BANK SELECT BOARDS! Low power, static, 4 MHz boards are perfect for Alpha Micro 
Systems, Marinchip, and similarly structured machines. Each board has two independently addressable 
and selectable banks. 

Name Storage Buss Addressable on Design Unkit Assm CSC 

Econoram X11 -16'm 16K X 8 S-100 8K boundaries static $369 $419 $519 
Econoram XII -24'm 24K X 8 S-100 8K boundaries static $479 $539 $1.49 
Econoram XIII'm 32K X 8 S-100 16K boundaries static $629 $699 $149 

a AND HERE'S OUR STANDARD MEMORY LINE 
Name Storage Buss Design Speed Configuration Unkit Assm CSC 

Econoram II"" 8K X 8 S-100 static 2 MHz dual 4K $149 $164 N/A 
Econoram IV" 16K X 8 S-100 static 4 MHz single 16K $295 $329 $429 
Econoram VI° 12K X 8 H8 static 2 MHz 1-8K, 1-4K $200 $270 N/A 
Econoram VIII' 24K X 8 S-100 static 4 MHz 2-4K, 2-8K $445 $485 $605 
Econoram IX'' 32K X 8 Dig Grp static 4 MHz 2-4K, 1-8K, 1-16K $649 N/A N/A 
Econoram X'm 32K X 8 S-100 static 4 MHz 2-8K, 1-16K 5599 $649 $789 
Econoram XII" 32K X 8 SBC static 4 MHz 2-8K, 1-16K N/A N/A $1050 

SEE CompuKitr" PRODUCTS AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE 

NEW!! FULL FUNCTION S-100 I/O DUAL CHANNEL 
BOARD: $189 unkit, $249 assembled. 

Our new I/O board gives you unparalleled flexibility and 
operating convenience . we include features such as two in- 
dependently addressable full RS232C ports, real 1St hardware 
UARTs, crystal'eontrolled Baud rates, operation with 2 or 4 MHz 
systems, low power consumption, and much, much more. But 
amazingly enough, all these features won't cost you more than 
other types of 110 boards that do a whole lot less. Looking for a 

good, full -feature I/O board? You've found it. We'll be glad to 
tell you all about it ... just write for more information. 

16K MEMORY EXPANSION SET $109 (31$320) 
- For Radio Shack -80, Apple. Sorcerer machines. 250 ns chips 

for 4 MHz operation, DIP shunts, 1 year limited warranty. In- 

cludes instructions. 

We break the price barrier on the TI 76477 sound generator 
chip: $2.75! 

MEMORY SPECIAL: 2102-L1 static low power, high speed 
RAMs 99¢ (orders of 10 or more only). 

JUST IN: WESTERN DIGITAL 1791 MOS 1.51 DUAL 
DENSITY DISK CONTROLLER CHIP. PRIME, 

WITH PINOUT AND DATA, ONLY $59. 

®111(111:111:1 
BILL GODBOUT ELECTRONICS 

BOX 2355, OAKLAND AIRPORT, CA 94614 

TERMS: orders under Sts add f handling Cal re, add as allow 5% (or ship - 

my s refunded nisu1Masterchar.ee call our 21 hour order desk at(ltst 
661L616 COD OK with racet address tw UPS (COO Charge apnhest Room goad 

- through cover month of mayooine. 
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FUN AND FREEDOM 

Electrify 

Bike! 
Ride away with your own silent excit- 
ing electric dill 'e New patented 
non-polluting Pedalpower installs in 
minutes on the front wheel of any 
Bike or Trike. Allows easy pedaling 
when desired. Over 20,000 sold. 
Powered by latest 12 -volt battery. 
Recharges at home. Ride 100 miles for 
a dime. Be independent! Improve 
your health! Enjoy the outdoors! Sim- 
ple single lever control allows you to 
go where you want to, when you want 
to. Rebate plan and Senior Citizen 
time payment plan available! MONEY 
BACK GUARANTEE. Save $15.00 - call 
toll free: 800-257-7955* - or send 
today for $15.00 coupon and free illus- 
trated booklet. Added bonus: 
Receive free information on complete 
line of Electric Cars, Electric Bikes and 
Trikes. General Engines Co. 

Save 5383 Mantua Blvd. 
$15.00 Sewell, NJ. 08080 

*In N.I., Alaska, or HI. Call Collect: (609) 468-0270 
CIRCLE NO. 29 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 

Popular Electronics - 

MAGAZINE 
CASES AND 
BINDERS 

Available in 
your choice- 

" " 

_ 

Yeadk.'i 

Cases or binders are the ideal way to save your valuable 
copies and keep them well protected. Magazines insert in 
cases- on individual metal rods in binders. Covered in 
black simulated leather they're embossed with magazine 
title. Gold transfer foil is provided for personalization. 
Designed to hold approximately 12 issues, they're attract- 
ive additions to any book shelf. 
Cases and binders are available with magazine title em- 
bossed for any of your favorite magazines. Color: are 
predetermined by publishers. 
Cases-$5.95 each; 3 for $16; 6 for $30. Binders-$6.95 
each; 3 for $19; 6 for $36. Outside U.S.A. add $1.00 per 
unit ordered. Quantity prices apply to any combination of 
titles ordered for either cases or binders. 

Popular Electronics. P.O. Box 278, 
Pratt Station, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11205 
Please send: Magazine Cases Binders 

TITLE QUANTITY 

ENCLOSED IS $ 

CHARGE: American Express Diners Club 
Visa Master Charge 

Account It Exp. Date 

Master Charge Interbank # 
(4 dc's over your name) 

Signature- 

Print Name 

Address 

City State lip 
'Residents of CA, CO, FL, IL, MI, MO, NY STATE, DC 
and VT add applicable sales tax. 

Popular Elect ron ics 
ADVERTISERS INDEX 

READER 
SERVICE NO. ADVERTISER PAGE NO - 

2 Active Electronics 97 
3 American Antenna Cover 4 
4 Ampower Electronics 

Instrument Co., Inc. 107 
6 Ancrona Corp. 99 
7 AP Products, Inc. 14 

8 B & F Enterprises 108 
9 Bearfinder, Inc. 41 

Cleveland Institute of 
Electronics Inc. 34, 35, 36, 37 

10 Cobra, Product of Dynascan 48 
1 Communications Electronics 2 
11 Compucolor 24 
12 Consumers Co. 88 
13 Continental Specialties Corp. ..Cover 3 
14 Continental Specialties Corp. 11 
19 Cooper Group, The 77 
16 Creative Computing Magazine 90 

17 Digi-Key Corp. 103 
Digital Research Corp. 106 

18 Douglas Dunhill 15 
15 DSI Instruments, Inc. 27 

Edmund Scientific Co. 79 
20 EICO 90 
21 Electra Co. 13 

Electro -Voice 62 
22 Electronics Book Club 9 

23 Fisher Corporation Cover 2 
24 Fluke 78 
25 Fluke 80 
26 Fordham Radio Supply 107 
27 Formula International 104 
28 Fuji Photo Film USA, Inc. 6 

29 General Engines Co. 112 
30 Godbout Electronics, Bill 112 
31 Grantham College of Engineering ...84 
5 Heath Company 23, 30, 31 

32 Illinois Audio 91 
33 Integrated Circuits 98 
34 International Components Corp. ...106 

35 J & R Music World 86 
36 Jameco Electronics 100, 101 

JS & A National Sales Group 1, 7 

60 McGraw-Hill Book Co. 87 
39 McIntosh Laboratory, Inc. 83 

Micro Computer Mart 92 
44 Mini Micro Mart 84 
38 Multicore 88 

40 National Camera Supply 90 
41 Netronics R & D Ltd. 81 
42 Netronics R & D Ltd. 89 

NRI Schools 16, 17, 18, 19 

43 Ohio Scientific Instrument 5 
37 OK Machine & Tool Corp. 47 
45 onComputing 45 
46 Osawa 12 

47 PAIA Electronics, Inc. 90 
48 PAL "Firestik" Antenna Corp. 91 
49 Percom Data Co. Inc. 86 
50 Poly Paks 94 

51 Quest Electronics 102 

Radio Shack 105 

52 Sansui Electronics Corp. 20 
53 Schober Organ Corp. The 80 
54 Solid State Sales 108 
55 Southwest Technical Products 

Corp. 91 
56 Sparkomatic 42 

Speakerlab, Inc. 91 

58 Technics by Panasonic 38 

57 U.S. Pioneer Electronics 29 

59 Wahl Clipper Corp. 81 

POPULAR ELECTRONICS 
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You can't Neat 
The System. 

The Experimentor System' -a quicker transition from imagination 
through experimentation to realization. 

w 
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Experimentor solderless breadboard. 

1 
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Experimentor Scratchboard.' workpads. 

:`.ffIf111t . 
Experimentor Matchboard." pre -drilled PCBs. 

When you have a circuit idea that you want 
to make happen, we have a system to make it 
happen quicker'n'slicker'n ever before: The 
Experimentor System. 

You already know how big a help our 
Experimentor solderless breadboards can be. 
Now we've taken our good idea one step farther. 
Twice. 

We've added Experimentor Scratchboard 
workpads, with our breadboard hole -and -con- 
nection pattern printed in light blue ink. To let you 
sketch up a layout you already have working so 
you can (reproduce it later. 

70 Fulton Terr., New Haven. CT 06509 (203) 624.3103, TWX 710-465-1227 
OTHER OFFICES: San Francisco: (4151421-8872, TWO 910-372-7992 
Europe CSC UK LTD. Phone Saffron -Walden 0799-21682. TLX 817477 

Canada Len Finkler Ltd.. Ontario 

L -. _ 

Cirt1T% 

° 
%1°; 
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With Experimentor Matchboard you can 
go from breadboard to finished nonstop! We've 
matched our breadboard pattern again, this time 
on a printed circuit board, finished and ready to 
build on. All for about S2.69` 

There's even a letter -and -number index for 
each hole, so you can move from breadboard 
(where they're molded) to ScratchboardTM 
(where they're printed) to MatchboardTM (where 
they're silkscreened onto the component side) 
and always know where you are. 

When you want to save time and energy, 
you can't beat The Experimentor System. 

CONTINENTAL SPECIALTIES CORPORATION 

Call toll -free for details 
1-800-243-6077 

' Suggested U.S. resale. Available at selected local distributors. Prices, specifications subject tochange without notice. C Copyright 1979 Continental Specialties Corporation 
CIRCLE NO. 13 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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We're /14 

so couvrinc¢d 
our high- 

performance 1(49 
will outperform 

every C antena t 
you're selling now, 

WELL SELLYOU ONE FOR38.5OTO PROVE IT! 

3 

4 

The K40 is more than just a premium antenna. 
It's specifically guaranteed, in writing, to outperform any antenna it replaces. 

TRANSMITS FURTHER. 
RECEIVES CLEARER. 
We mean just that! We'll back your cus- 
tomers 100% if the K40 doesn't transmit 
further or receive clearer than the antenna 
it replaces. We know it will. We've tested 
it with 771 CB'ers for one year. 

WHEN YOU PAY MORE, YOU EXPECT 
MORE. 
For a full year we'll let you replace any 
part your customer is not happy with. You 
make that decision, not us. Our guarantee 
includes rust. It includes broken whips. 
It includes everything. 

IT'S AMERICAN MADE. 
No need to be concerned about replace- 
ment parts. There is not one component 
that is made anywhere else but in America. 

MOUNTS ANYWHERE, EVERYWHERE. 
With the spectacular Unimount, you can 
fit your customer's K40 to any mounting 
surface - anywhere. And that's guaran- 
teed too. 100%. That means this single 
K40 antenna can easily reduce your inven- 
tory by 50% by having one model that 
mounts anywhere. And still make more 
money because you get much, much more 
for each antenna sale. 

SOLD BY PROFESSIONAL DEALERS THAT 
TAKE PRIDE IN SERVICING CBER'S. 
Like pro -golf clubs, the K40 antenna is 
sold through pro-CB/ELECTRONIC stores 
only. It's not being sold to mass merchan- 
disers. It's not being sold to Sears or 
Penney's or any retail outlets that cannot 
offer full time professional services to 
support the service full time CB'ers need. 
We control that because we personally 
qualify each and every retailer before we 
sign him on. 

HERE'S OUR DEAL. 
If you qualify (not every dealer does) we'll 
send you a complete Dealer Profit Pack- 
age that includes 12 K40's, 3 Unimounts, 
and an award winning floor display. Take 
one and keep it for yourself. Sell the other 
eleven. If we can't prove the $38.50 K40 
will sell faster than any antenna you're 
selling now, we'll refund all your money. 
And you still keep your K40. Fair? 

REACH! 
for your phone and dial, toll free, 

312-697-7400 
for your FREE K40. 

GO FOR IT.. 

Our boys will be waiting for you at ' 
AMERICAN ANTENNA, Elgin, Illinois. 
An All-American Product by an All-American Company. 

CIRCLE NO.3 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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